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Abstract
The care of wounds (broadly defined as any break in the surface of the skin) is considered
a foundational component of nursing knowledge. Whilst most wounds resolve with
minimal intervention, today’s aging population and rise in chronic disease have seen a
rapid escalation in the number of people living with wounds that are challenging to heal.
Nurses have played an integral part in initiatives to address the identified burden of
chronic wounds. Efforts centred on developing evidence-based protocols intended to
simplify selection of new wound-related technologies expected to improve clinical
outcomes. In contrast to these expectations, anecdotal evidence, a limited number of
published critiques and a recent focus in the literature on patient “wellbeing” suggest that
wound care may be a contested place of nursing practice. This research interrogates the
discourse of “advanced wound care” that presupposes wound healing as a linear,
predictable event dependent on objective, quantifiable outcome measures. It troubles
standardized approaches to wound care that require nurses to focus on physical
characteristics of wounds rather than patients’ experience of living with a wound.
Developed as an institutional ethnography, the study provided a way to articulate tensions
that arise for nurses working in outpatient wound clinics. My analysis began in
descriptions of everyday wound work. By empirically tracing links embedded in the
textual records clinic nurses complete I explicate how biophysiological models organize
nurses to practice as though wounds can be abstracted from the individuals living with
them. This problem is amplified when translated into the algorithmic decision-making
tools of an integrated health system wherein patients are managed as cases, referred to
others for intervention, and provided with information to self-manage their care. I show
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how, as clinic nurses participate in the ruling relations of case management, their
consciousness of what wound care is and how they are able to respond to their patients
has been organized in line with managerial priorities. These findings call into question
the foundations on which today’s wound care knowledge is built and open up for future
dialogue and research the work of nurses and others committed to the care of people with
chronic wounds.
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instruments of growth and change, and our most powerful sources of information
about life” (Knighton, 2011, p. 4).
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Preface: Lessons From George’s Pressure Ulcer: An Auto Ethnographic Account of
Becoming a Wound Care Specialist Nurse
For me, few images convey the embodied nature of health work in a more
compelling way than one of a nurse tending to a patient with a weeping, malodourous
wound. I clearly recall my first encounter with a patient suffering from such an injury. As
a first year student nurse I was assigned to care for “George,” a man in his mid-50s who
had suffered a spinal cord injury in a traffic accident. Determined to live at home after the
accident George had struggled for 2 years to maintain his independence. His enforced
sedentary status and his inability to transfer from wheelchair to bed without assistance
had led to the development of a large pressure ulcer. George had delayed seeking help for
as long as possible but when his family could no longer manage the wound he had
grudgingly resigned himself to the prospect of a prolonged hospital admission. By the
time I was asked to assist with a dressing change on the gaping hole in his buttocks
George’s prognosis was extremely poor. Unable to move his arms or legs, George was
entirely dependent on others for all his eating, clothing, toileting, and hygiene needs. The
only way to adequately observe George’s sacrum was to hoist him into a sling, suspend
him above the bed and manoeuvre him into a position from where we could clean, pack,
and cover the wound. As a brand new student nurse I had learned in the classroom the
importance of cleaning a wound regularly and keeping it covered to prevent infection. I
understood, with help from textbook illustrations, that packing a deep wound was
essential to allow it to heal from the inside out. I had looked forward with nervous
trepidation to the first time I would be expected to put this theory into practice but never
had I anticipated the magnitude of George’s condition. My initial reaction to the
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astonishing sight, smell, and feel of the destructive processes of human flesh was one of
fear and repulsion. At the same time, the intricate mass of exposed muscle, bone, and
necrotic tissue held a strange attraction. I was fascinated to discover that this yawning
cavity presented a perfect window through which to observe intricate, anatomical
structures in a ‘live specimen’.
Yet my curiosity about the physical was soon overshadowed by the question of
what it must be like to live under these appalling circumstances. I wondered how this
fiercely independent man felt having to rely on strangers to attend to his intimate needs. I
was captivated by George’s ability to endure the painful and invasive procedures required
to manage the devastating changes to his body. I noticed that staff members often
described George as being angry and belligerent and discovered that some had refused to
work with him, partly because they were repulsed by the wound and partly because of his
unpredictable behaviour. I tried to imagine how I would behave if I found myself in
similar circumstances to George’s. I realized I had much to learn from his experience and
asked to be assigned to care for George during my next few shifts. Although the ward
staff initially questioned my motives, my request was granted. I was able to spend some
considerable time with George and got to know him quite well.
While bathing, shaving, and feeding him I learned that George did indeed find it
humiliating having to rely on a succession of unfamiliar nurses to perform his personal
requirements. A much greater cause of distress, however, was his suspicion that his
family members were visiting less and less frequently because they were repulsed by the
overpowering odour from his wound. My limited experience offered me no conceivable
solution to George’s predicament. Although my requests for guidance were met with
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plenty of advice from senior staff on how to clean and dress the wound, my efforts to
learn how I could better help him cope with his distress were less fruitful.
In order to meet the requirements of the school of nursing curriculum I had to
demonstrate that I could satisfactorily follow strict instructions to complete a wound
dressing change. The assessor observed closely for my ability to keep the supplies sterile,
use the correct cleaning technique, apply a dressing securely without contaminating the
area, and accurately document what I had done. I was taught to record my care of
George’s wound in terms of when and how I had changed his dressing. As instructed,
whatever the content of the conversations we had during the process, my written account
of what I learned about George’s personal experience was neatly summarized into the
phrase “patient tolerated the procedure well.”
Despite the staff’s rigorous efforts to prevent infection, George died not long
afterwards from sepsis due to his body’s inability to cope with the overwhelming
demands of the extensive breakdown of skin, his first line of defence against bacteria.
George’s situation raised perplexing questions for me, not only about the circumstances
of his death but also about the care he received during his final days. Although I had
diligently followed all the instructions I had been provided on how to care for his wound,
I was left with a niggling sense that I and the other nurses had somehow failed to provide
what George appeared to need from us.
In the years since this encounter considerable changes have taken place in the way
wounds are understood and managed. As the number of people living with chronic health
conditions has increased, the need to find more effective ways to deal with wounds has
fuelled unprecedented advances in the scientific knowledge of tissue repair and an
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exponential growth in new technologies designed to speed up this process (Baranoski &
Ayello, 2012; Fette, 2006). As reforms 1 shifted the care of people with chronic wounds
from hospital to home care settings, streamlining service delivery by reducing variations
in practice to ensure the most effective use of available technologies became a priority
(Queen, Virani, Coutts, Orsted, & Sibbald, 2007). Today wound care has gained
acceptance as a specialty in its own right, wherein multidisciplinary teams follow best
practice guidelines and standardized care pathways aimed at providing continuity of care
and improving patient-centered outcomes (Wound Care Alliance Canada, 2012).
In my own work as a nurse providing care to people in their homes, I was
overwhelmed by the increasing amount of time spent caring for wounds, shocked by the
gravity of patients’ skin conditions, and bewildered by the number and complexity of
new wound treatment options available. My continued sense of inadequacy to meet the
needs of people living with wounds that were challenging to heal fuelled my quest to
become a wound care specialist nurse. Pursuing this goal within the context of significant
health care reforms taking place, I enthusiastically embraced new approaches to wound
care that promised to relegate situations like George’s to the annals of nursing history. To
develop my own specialized knowledge I enrolled in a Master’s program in Wound
Healing and Tissue Repair (Jones, Corbett, & Tarran, 2004). The interprofessional focus
of this program combined a critical approach to the scientific evidence informing the
cellular processes of tissue repair with an emphasis on addressing the challenges faced by
those specializing in this emerging area of health care.

1

These reforms are explored in more detail in the study.
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The extensive knowledge I gained of evidence-based protocols for the best
practice care of people with chronic wounds, positioned me as an “expert” in this field,
however, my attention was invariably drawn to anecdotal evidence and rare published
critiques of frontline wound work 2 that reflected the, by now familiar, sense that what I
had to offer was not always what I felt my patients needed. My research interest became
centred on the ways chronic wounds affect the lives of patients and their families. The
study I conducted for my master’s degree (Waters & Holloway, 2009) produced
empirical evidence of a disconnect between what wound patients said they needed and
the restrictive protocols they were being asked to follow. It was this incongruity that I
initially sought to address in this current study.
Through my education and my work in clinical practice, the wound product
industry, and academia I have developed a broad understanding of the prevention and
management of chronic wounds. It was within this knowledge base that I had expected to
find solutions to the puzzles and contradictions I had encountered in my early work with
George and which have remained with me throughout my career. I entered into my
doctoral work confident that the answers I was seeking lay in recent calls in the literature
to focus on the “wellbeing” of wound patients (International Consensus, 2012). I began
the study quite convinced that what would emerge from my data would be evidence to
support the need for programs to teach nurses better ways to “assess and treat the whole
person and not the hole in the person” (Keast & Orsted, 1998, p. 24). 3 Yet, while the
conceptual approaches in which I had been trained to deliver care for people living with,

2
3

Explored in more depth in Chapters 1 and 3.
The origins and social organization of this phrase are explored in Chapters 3 and 7.
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or at risk of developing, wounds initially paved the way into this research, my work of
exploring what is happening through the lens of an institutional ethnographer has
revealed a very different picture than the one I had envisioned. What I have discovered
has caused me not only to rethink potential solutions to the issues that wound care
clinicians face but also to question the very basis on which my knowledge of wounds and
wound care has been gained. It is this alternative picture of how nurses’ wound work
happens that I present in my dissertation.

6

Chapter One: The Changing Face of “Wound Care”: Introduction and Background
to the Study
This dissertation is about nurses’ work with people experiencing wounds. The
term wound is broadly used in health care and lay circles to describe any break in the
surface of the skin, ranging from minor cuts and scrapes to serious traumatic injuries.
People of all ages and backgrounds may experience wounds at any time and for many
reasons. Wounds often occur independently of any other health concerns (Baranoski &
Ayello, 2008). In some cases, such as surgical incisions and biopsies, wounds are created
in the course of medical treatment. Although most wounds in otherwise healthy people
can be expected to heal with minimal intervention, people with extensive skin damage
and/or with compromised health status may require considerable support (Wound Care
Alliance Canada, 2012). Indeed, as the largest organ in the body, skin can fail in the same
way as a heart, lungs, or kidneys with life-threatening consequences (Baranoski &
Ayello, 2008). Today’s aging population and dramatic increase in the incidence of
chronic disease has led to a substantial rise in the number of people living with wounds
that heal slowly or not at all (Sen et al., 2009). Escalating demands to control resource
allocation while streamlining service delivery have driven the search for ever more
effective ways to reduce the numbers of wounds, the amount of time they require to heal,
and the associated health care resources (Wound Care Alliance Canada, 2012).
The focus of this study was on how the work of health care professionals (HCPs)
caring for patients living with skin damage is socially organized. The research was
conducted from the standpoint of registered nurses (RNs) who deliver wound care in
outpatient clinics. My inquiry focused on RNs’ wound care work practices and the
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organizational processes in which they were participating. The aim of the study was to
examine tensions that arise in outpatient wound work and to trace how issues that nurses
encounter are linked into institutional structures. My analysis has shown how patients’
concerns and their unique experiences of living with a chronic wound are frequently lost
in organizational protocols that portray wound healing as a predictable, linear process.
Based on the study findings I describe how, organized to work within these protocols, the
well intentioned practices of managers and wound care nurses are sometimes at odds with
patients’ individual needs.
I used institutional ethnography (IE), a method of inquiry developed by Canadian
sociologist Dorothy Smith (2006). IE begins in the materiality of people’s lives and aims
to examine puzzling and contradictory situations that arise as individuals carry out their
everyday activities within today’s complex institutions (Campbell & Gregor, 2004). The
focus of IE is on the way knowledge is organized, often in textual format. The IE
researcher uses texts as empirical data to trace how people’s activities are determined and
shaped in ways that produce the structure of an institution (Smith, 2006; Smith & Turner,
2014). In IE the term institution is broadly conceived; for example, Canadian health care
is an institution. IE has previously been used in nursing research to highlight how, in an
era of increasing professional accountability, changes to frontline service delivery based
on industrial management principles have resulted in contradictory practices, sometimes
at the expense of meeting the needs of those the system is intended to serve (Melon,
White, & Rankin, 2013; Rankin & Campbell, 2006; Urban, 2012).
To conduct the study I gathered data from fieldwork observations and discussions
with RNs working with patients attending outpatient clinics for assessment and treatment
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of their wounds. I also collected texts, used or referred to, in the conduct of these clinic
visits including medical charts, computer records, and educational material. The initial
focus of analysis was on how patients with wounds were selected to be seen at the clinic
and the decisions and work processes the nurses engaged in before, during, and after
clinic visits. I took particular note of specific terms and clinical language the nurses were
using in their everyday work. By linking these terms to the texts they were using I
explored how this language directed the nurses to collect and pass on information about
their patients to others in specific ways. Informed by my IE analysis, I also interviewed
health region employees not directly involved in clinic visits in order to explicate the
ways in which their work was connected with that of the RNs in the clinics.
I entered the wound clinics to commence data collection at a moment in history
that is significant in regards to how the care of people living with wounds has evolved
and where it is heading. Substantial changes were taking place in line with new public
management 4 concepts aimed at improving people’s experience of health care while
containing costs and ensuring appropriate allocation of resources. New ways to
understand and approach wound care have been positioned as solutions to address the
identified burden of chronic wounds and this burgeoning knowledge has been influential
in establishing wound care as a specialty area of practice. When taken up within the
principles of integrated care, which promise better outcomes through standardized,

4

New public management is a term used to describe the trending practice of imposing managerial
regimes based on private sector models onto public institutions such as health care and
education. These new forms of governance focus on promoting fiscal responsibility by
increasing managerial control of frontline workers through the implementation of measurable
performances (Griffith & Smith, 2014).
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person-centred approaches, this new evidence has fueled significant changes to
organizational structures for the care of individuals living with, or at risk for wounds.
My use of IE directed me towards published wound care definitions, guidelines,
and protocols developed within dominant scientific discourses of cellular wound repair
and regeneration. I describe how the biological and pathophysiological focus of this
evidence has become established as the regulatory texts of the relatively new health care
specialty known as wound care. Using the analytic tools of IE also opened up for
exploration how the organizational structures of Integrated Home Care (IHC) and the
interrelated case management (CM) model were working in the region where the study
was conducted. The clinic work and the nurses’ use of clinical pathways as decision tools
pulled nurses into CM practices related to organizational quality outcomes. As well, I
found that the admission and triage processes, designed within new public management
concepts intended to facilitate the efficient flow of patients with wounds through the
health care system, interfered with how nurses could respond to patients, often with
negative consequences. The new knowledge this study generated challenged me to
question many of the fundamental assumptions on which my own knowledge of wound
work was based. The empirical findings highlight key areas for nurses to open dialogues
about change with patients and their families, nurse educators, health managers and
technology developers.
Background to the Study
As in other IE research (e.g., Dale, 2013; Melon et al., 2013; Rankin & Campbell,
2006), it was my own familiarity with a specific practice area and my reflexive
exploration of the tensions and frustrations I and other wound care specialist nurses were
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experiencing that led me to examine the social organization of nurses’ outpatient wound
work. In the preface I introduced the topic of wounds and wound work and described
how the contradictions and puzzles I encountered when caring for wound patients during
my early nursing career inspired my subsequent journey to become a wound care nurse
specialist. Here I provide a brief outline of the many changes to wound care services that
have taken place in the intervening years against a backdrop of health system reforms in
Canada and worldwide. I discuss how, even as nurses have enthusiastically embraced
new practices intended to support their work and to facilitate better patient outcomes,
anecdotal evidence and a limited number of publications suggest nurses in many areas
experience contradictions and tensions as they attempt to enact nursing wound
knowledge within the rapidly changing organizational demands of their institutional
settings (Cutting, 2008; Hallett, Austin, Caress, & Luker, 2000; Kinmond et al., 2003;
Kohr, 2007; Maylor, 2007). It is these tensions that this study examined.
An Overview of Health and Wound Care Trends that Provide the Necessary
Background for Reading the Dissertation
Wounds: An identified burden on the health care system. Health care
worldwide is undergoing significant reform, triggered in large part by an aging
population (MacKinnon, 2013). Indeed, a report released by the World Economic Forum
(2010) identified the associated rise in the number of people living with chronic health
conditions as among the most significant global risks for both advanced economies and
developing countries over the next decade. In Canada, government agents are challenged,
in the face of these demographic changes, to maintain a single-payer, publicly funded
health system within the context of significant fiscal restraints (MacKinnon, 2013).
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The immediate and long-term effects of the aging population and increased
incidence of chronic disease such as diabetes and venous insufficiency are having a
significant impact on the types and numbers of wounds encountered in health care
settings (Sen et al., 2009). Wounds that for any number of reasons do not follow the
orderly sequence of events visible under controlled laboratory conditions are categorized
as chronic wounds (Lazarus et al., 1994). These wounds adversely impact the daily lives
of those affected, as they experience lengthy healing times, psychological distress, pain,
and delays in returning to previous activities (Allen & Houghton, 2004). Their
management also requires more health care resources. Two decades ago wounds became
a specific focus of health reform efforts in North America due to the rise in number of
people living with skin lesions that were not healing, the related increase in time required
to manage them, and snowballing costs of expensive treatment products (Lazarus et al.,
1994).
Evidence-Based Initiatives to Address the Burden of Chronic Wounds
Integrated wound care. As in other public sector administrations, efforts to
manage resources while maintaining quality in health care are increasingly organized on
the basis of greater managerial control of frontline workers through standardized and
quantitative performance measures mirrored on industrial models of productivity
(Griffith & Smith, 2014). At the turn of this century Canadian academics (Leatt, Pink, &
Guerriere, 2000) and federal government agents (Romanow, 2002) identified fragmented
service delivery between different jurisdictions and professional bodies as a barrier to
achieving desired levels of productivity. In response, the integration of health services
was proposed as a crucial element of the country’s strategic planning (Romanow, 2002).
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The concept of integrated care is viewed as being of particular importance for patients
whose chronic conditions mean they require continuous care. The aim is to streamline
previously disconnected services to improve people’s experience of health care while
containing costs and ensuring appropriate allocation of resources (Alberta Health
Services, 2011). A special report on Alberta’s Integration Project (in the health region
where this study was conducted) suggested, “Successful integration requires linking four
key strategies: people-centred care, reduction of variation, a focus on the care continuum
and improvement in process management” (Murray, 2009, p. 37). As Canadian health
care service delivery continues to shift from an inpatient, acute care model towards one
of community-based health promotion, integrated care is intended to facilitate a patient’s
journey through the system by ensuring continuity across different sectors, coordinated
through shared information between dedicated care providers (Kodner, 2009).
The ubiquitous nature of wounds means they are encountered in every health care
specialty. Traditionally, responsibility for wound-related decisions has varied depending
on the cause of the wound and the medical specialty to which a patient was assigned
(Costagliola & Atiyeh, 2014). The fact that clinicians in each area approached the
assessment, treatment, and evaluation of the wounds for which they were responsible in
different ways and with distinctive outcome goals was seen as a problem by those
charged with collecting data for funding-related practice standards and comparing the
success of new models of care (Edwards et al., 2013). Additionally, the lack of
standardized models to measure the extent of wounds and the absence of decision tools
for assessing and treating wounds in a cost-effective way was highlighted as a significant
gap (Werdin, Tennenhaus, Schaller, & Rennekampff, 2009). Within health systems
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moving towards models of integrated care, the challenging nature of chronic wound work
was targeted as a strategic area for cost savings and improved efficiency. Efforts to
address the increasing burden of chronic wound care in line with integrated care concepts
of streamlining process management and standardized information exchange have driven
considerable changes to the delivery of wound care services.
Integrated information management. Organization and funding of integrated
care systems is built around the transfer of information in standardized formats (e.g.
electronic health records) from one area to another (Alberta Health Services, 2011).
Information is recorded in terms of how well an observable measure performs against
assessed items such as physical abilities and quality of life. The need to control
variability between locations and clinicians is linked to provincial, standardized protocols
designed to mitigate potential risks and prevent errors, as well as to national accreditation
standards on which organizational funding is allocated (Carpenter & Hirdes, 2013).
Standardization of data collection instruments offers the ability to aggregate and compare
responses to treatment and service developments between different individuals,
populations, and locations. Results are expected to reliably indicate the quality and cost
effectiveness of an intervention or model of care over time (Carpenter & Hirdes, 2013).
The drive to find more efficient and effective ways to deliver health care has
become inextricably linked to evidence-based practice (EBP), “arguably the most
important contemporary initiative committed to reshaping biomedical reason and
practice” (Mykhalovskiy & Weir, 2004, p. 1059). Integrated health care systems draw on
the EBP approach to controlling variability in clinical decision making through the
appraisal of best evidence from multiple sources (Timmermans & Berg, 2003), which can
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be translated into models, algorithms, and care pathways that comply with the step-wise
decision tools on which service integration depends. Clinicians working with wound
patients have increasingly come under pressure to reduce variations in wound-related
practice and decrease costs by increasing clinician uptake of best practices through the
development of standardized decision tools, instruments, and quality indicators (Edwards,
Mitchell, Bayat, & Dunn, 2005; Sibbald, Orsted, Coutts, & Keast, 2006; World Union of
Wound Healing Societies, 2008). To meet health region demands for scientific evidence
of funding decisions (White, Maylor, & Iverson, 2010) wound clinicians have drawn on
available research of the cellular processes involved in wound healing.
The science of advanced wound care. Since the early 1960s, findings from
controlled laboratory research, often conducted on animals, have resulted in an
exponential increase in understanding of what happens at the cellular level when the
body’s primary protective barrier, the skin, is breached (Cohen, 2007). Microscopic
examination has revealed how, in response to an assault on the skin, a complex cascade
of microcellular events begins in an attempt to restore the protective function of this vital
organ (Schultz, Ludwig, & Wysocki, 2005). The relative ease with which these
laboratory studies can be conducted means that the discourse of EBP has relied heavily
on the dominance of this physiological understanding of wounds and wound healing. The
growing attention on the issue of chronic wounds fueled a rapidly expanding sector of the
health care product industry dedicated to the development and marketing of increasingly
sophisticated dressings and technological innovations aimed at preventing, diagnosing,
treating or healing skin damage (Fette, 2006; Global Industry Analysts, 2010; Sen et al.,
2009).
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Wound care as a specialty practice area. Efforts to implement advances in the
biological science of wound healing and associated innovations in treatment products
demanded specialty health care workers with increased knowledge and practice expertise
(Harding, 2006). Within health care systems reliant on producing evidence to
demonstrate the extent of a problem and the effectiveness of measures being introduced
to address it, publication of best-practice wound care guidelines (Krasner & Sibbald,
1999; Sibbald et al., 2006), largely based on laboratory science and clinical trials, often
conducted by product manufacturers, resulted in a new level of legitimacy for wound
specialists. Algorithms and care pathways designed to produce readily visible,
quantifiable outcomes were increasingly promoted as tools to deliver safe, quality, patient
care while facilitating the most appropriate and cost-effective use of the many new
products and technologies appearing on the market (Queen et al., 2007).
Clinicians working at the frontline of practice recognize that while someone who
is fit and well might be expected to follow the normal wound-healing pathway (founded
on the best available evidence to date), for anyone with an underlying medical condition,
inadequate nutritional intake, poor mobility or a host of other factors, the wound healing
trajectory may be quite different as the wound environment alters in response to the
changing health status of the individual (Baranoski & Ayello, 2008). Since reasons for
impaired wound healing are as varied as the underlying conditions and circumstances of
patients themselves, the science of chronic wounds is less precise than that of acute
wounds. Although wound scientists and clinicians acknowledge the limitations of
assessing the progress of chronic wounds as merely deviations from normal wound
healing pathways (Schultz et al., 2005), in the absence of algorithmic models of chronic
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wound healing, best-practice protocols have continued to focus on ways to identify
wounds that are unlikely to close and to remove barriers to healing.
Person-centred wound care. As one of the key concepts of integrated care,
person-, people-, or patient-centred 5 care has become part of the dominant global
discourse of health care (Committee on Quality of Health Care in America, 2001).
Widely publicized campaigns, aimed at putting patients and the public at the forefront of
health care shared decision making, include the Canadian Medical Association’s (2010)
framework for transforming health care through “building a culture of patient-centred
care” (p. v), the United Kingdom National Health Service’s (NHS) “no decision about me
without me” (Department of Health, 2010, p. 3), and the United States government’s
“strategies to put patients at the center of primary care” (Peikes, Genevro, Scholle, &
Torda, 2011, p. 1). Based on the theoretical principle that focusing care on patients and
consumers through patient education, self-care, and evidence-based models of practice
will lead to improved quality and safety, person-centred interventions include
communication, partnerships, health promotion, and physical care (Australian
Commission for Safety and Quality in Health Care, 2011; Fredericks et al., 2012).
Case management. In Canada, much of the coordinating of person-centred,
integrated care reform happens through the framework of case management (CM), a key
strategy aimed at assisting the public to access health services in a coordinated, timely,
and efficient way (National Case Management Network of Canada, 2009). CM is
intended to offset the practice of individuals from different disciplines working in silos to
5

The terms patient-centred, client-centred, and person-centred were all used, often
interchangeably, in the interviews, literature, and regulatory texts I explored during this study.
For the purposes of this analysis I have used the term person-centred unless citing another
source.
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deliver care in unconnected locations (Kodner, 2009). In the Canadian health region
where I conducted the study, restructuring based on the principles of integrated,
community-based care was being implemented through a CM model of care (Trojan &
Armitage, 2009). 6 Based largely on Canadian best-practice guidelines and supporting
evidence from the literature, wounds had been identified by health region analysts as one
area that consumed considerable time and resources (Queen et al., 2007). As service
delivery structure moved from institutional to community-based care, and in order to
align with integrated care and CM principles, administrators had determined that most
patients with wounds could be better managed by interdisciplinary teams in clinic settings
rather than being seen in their own homes (Queen et al., 2007). This resulted in the
amalgamation of several clinics that were previously attached to hospital inpatient
services for the management of patients with specific medical diagnoses. Staff members
from a variety of these locations, each of whom had specialized in managing patients
with wounds related to the medical focus of the clinic they had come from, were blended
together under one organizational umbrella renamed IHC Skin and Wound Services.
The outpatient wound clinic model. Adapted from evidence-based models
originating in the United States (Ratliff & Rodeheaver, 1995) and United Kingdom
(Harrison et al., 2008; Lambourne, Moffat, Jones, Dorman, & Franks, 1996), the wound
clinic model was designed on the concept that input from multiple professionals is
essential to address the complex needs of this population (Moore et al., 2014). Billed as a
solution to reduce duplicity of services, clinic-based care for patient with hard-to-heal

6

Originally introduced in 2008, the Alberta Health Services CM framework was updated in
2011.
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wounds is intended to improve patient outcomes through greater consistency and
reduction in the number of providers and specialties involved (Health Quality Ontario,
2009). Although one Canadian report suggested that clinic outcomes are comparable to
those receiving home visits (Harrison et al., 2008), having patients travel to a clinic is
considered to be advantageous, both as a cost-saving measure and as a way to provide a
more cohesive plan of care for the patient (Woo et al., 2007).
In outpatient wound clinics, nurses work in conjunction with other members of
multidisciplinary teams to identify and address potential or actual barriers to healing
(Association for the Advancement of Wound Care, 2005). While in Canada the level of
qualification required varies by geographical location (Keast, 2003), in general, nurses
learn to conduct patient appointments by attending educational programs based on bestpractice guidelines. Clinicians may receive additional education to perform advanced
skills such as compression therapy bandaging 7 and tissue debridement. 8 Team members 9
are taught to assess and categorize skin wounds according to specific criteria (e.g.,
pressure, trauma, venous insufficiency; Alberta Health Services, 2009). With the aid of
standardized pathway forms, clinic staff members use this information to determine the
applicable best protocols to follow (Queen et al., 2007). In line with CM principles of

7

Compression therapy bandaging increases pressure on the lower leg to counteract the force of
gravity and to improve the circulation of blood and lymph fluid (Wounds International, 2013).

8

“Sharp instrument tissue debridement is the process of using a sharp instrument (scalpel,
scissors, tweezers, forceps or curette) to selectively remove tissue from a wound or the skin to
facilitate wound healing, to prevent skin breakdown, and/or to reduce tissue damage” (Alberta
Health Services, 2009, p. 8.6.1).

9

Depending on location teams may include nutritionists, occupational and physical therapists,
orthotists and prosthetists, podiatrists, physicians, and social workers (Association for the
Advancement of Wound Care, 2005).
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information sharing and supporting clients’ self-care practices nurses also learn to
provide patient education to prevent or manage wounds (Leaphart & Ovington, 2005).
Establishing the Research Focus
The care of wounds has long been considered a foundational component of
nursing knowledge. As with all chronic disease processes, within the organization of
today’s integrated care service delivery, people with chronic wounds are positioned to
receive intervention from multiple health care disciplines (Ashton & Price, 2006).
Although this means that wound care specialists have emerged from a broad spectrum of
professional backgrounds, it has remained the nurse’s role to provide much of the handson patient care (Bale & Jones, 2006). Nurses, along with other health professionals,
administrators, and policymakers have expended considerable time and effort to
demonstrate how their wound care practice is in compliance with the EBP standards on
which budget decisions are based (Registered Nurses Association of Ontario [RNAO],
2013). Continuing advances in the understanding of the many complex factors that affect
wound development and healing are expected to inform nurses’ care delivery (Queen et
al., 2007).
Contemporary nurses working alongside those affected by skin damage are
intimately familiar with the symptoms, the pain, and the life-changing experiences that
can occur in individuals living in bodies that are both the cause and the context for
wounds (Kinmond, McGee, Gough, & Ashford, 2003). Nonetheless, their work continues
to be delivered within an organizational structure that is heavily oriented towards
managing the wound itself rather than the intricacy of the patients’ experience (Maylor,
2007). Reports from frontline nurses suggest a problem in relation to how the
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pathophysiological science that dominates wound publications does not capture what
nurses know about what is happening in their daily nursing practice (Cutting, 2008;
Maylor, 2007). Fife, Carter, Walker, and Thomson (2012) argued that available bestpractice evidence, often based on protocols funded by product manufacturers and with
stringent exclusion criteria, does not accurately reflect the complexity of patients living
with chronic wounds, especially “the most vulnerable populations such as those with
dementia, the disabled, racial minorities, and the very elderly” (p.11).
While published guidelines often include the need to address aspects of patients’
lives that may impact healing, evaluation of treatment effectiveness is routinely assessed
through quantifiable endpoints such as size of wound, time to wound closure, and
infection rates (Soon & Chen, 2004). Authors of rare editorial critiques of the
increasingly standardized approach to wound care have argued these algorithmic-based
practices regulate rather than support nurses’ wound work and impede their ability to
make informed choices in the best interest of their patients (Cutting, 2008; Hallett et al.,
2000; Leaper, 2009; Maylor, 2007). Glimpses of the powerful organizing effect of this
focus on hastening wound closure as a measure of efficiency can be seen in the face to
face work nurses do with people whose life circumstances place them at risk for
developing severe wounds. Rather than addressing factors that determine wound
occurrence and healing, nurses regularly find themselves focused on the question of
“What dressing do I put on it?” (Hallett et al., 2000; Maylor, 2007).
Significance of the Study
Frustrations increasingly being voiced in the workplace, in the literature, and at
meetings of wound care professionals (Madden, 2012) raise the question of why this
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complex work remains poorly understood. Yet, as I explore further in Chapter 3,
proffered solutions to fill this gap currently focus largely on the need to increase
educational initiatives that reinforce nurses’ understanding of wound work in ways that
align with the same conceptual practices within which the problems have arisen. There is
currently little if any empirical description of how nurses’ wound work proceeds. Indeed
qualitative studies of frontline practice are conspicuously absent in the wound care
literature. While there are a few phenomenological studies examining nurses’ experiences
of caring for people with wounds (Kohr & Gibson, 2008; Varga & Holloway, 2014) and
also of patients’ experiences (Beitz, Goldberg, & Yoder, 2005; Fagerdahl, Boström,
Ottosson, & Ulfvarson, 2013, Madden, 2015), these sorts of studies are largely
outnumbered by studies of wound biology that focus on quantitative outcomes and
measurements. Prior to this study, the empirical evidence related to what nurses do when
caring for wounds and how they know to do it had not been systematically examined.
This research has addressed this knowledge gap and offers a different way of knowing
wound work: a new understanding of how nurses’ wound knowledge is gained and in
whose interests wound work is organized.
The Research Approach
Nurses are experts in their own practice (Rankin & Campbell, 2006), yet their
participation in the discourses identified above results in considerable contradictions. The
problems and trends that nurses working at the frontline of wound work experience are
the kinds of issues that IE is designed to examine. IE (discussed in more depth in Chapter
2) is an approach to research developed by Canadian sociologist Dorothy Smith (1987,
2005) to examine how work processes are socially organized. As its name suggests, IE is
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a form of ethnography that describes institutional practices. IE was used in this doctoral
work to open up nurses’ current wound care practices and unravel the complexities and
tensions embedded in wound nurses’ everyday activities to show how they are
institutionally organized. The method of inquiry included observations, interviews, and
the collection of texts used by individuals as they worked.
An Outline of the Chapters
In the preface I introduced the topic of wounds and nurses’ wound work through
an auto ethnographic account of my early student nurse experience of caring for a patient
with a debilitating wound. Through my reflective description of how this patient suffered
with his wounds but fell under the radar of the staff assigned to care for him, I identified
glimpses of how the patient had needs that, in my work as a student nurse, I was not
organized to attend to. I also provided readers with a preliminary view into tensions I
encountered in my own work as a wound care specialist and heard about from other
nurses in wound-related practice that led me to conduct this IE research.
In this introductory chapter (Chapter 1) I have expanded on the topic of wounds
and nurses’ wound work. I have outlined changes taking place in Canadian health care
that affect the care of individuals living with, or at risk for wounds. To do this I provided
a broad overview of trends in Canadian health care reform. I discussed how the
increasing numbers and complexity of chronic wounds have been identified as a burden
on the Canadian health care system and showed how this has driven a need to find better
ways for patients to access wound care services. I briefly described the advances in
physiological knowledge related to wounds and linked that to the evidence-based
movement that is geared towards guidelines and treatment supports. I also described how,
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despite these many advances, a persistent sense that these new models of doing wound
work do not offer a better way to provide patients what they need continues to surface in
anecdotal evidence and in rare published nursing critiques. It was my recognition of the
need to explore how this all works that led me to pursue IE.
In Chapter 2: Institutional Ethnography, I outline how the theoretical approach of
IE directed my research. I also provide a detailed framework of the conduct of the study.
I define how, in IE, the term problematic is a heuristic device to support analysis and I
describe how I formulated the problematic emerging in this study. I ethnographically
describe frustrations and difficulties I heard voiced in my early observations and
interviews with wound clinic nurses and show how these tensions opened doors into the
social structure behind their work. I describe how, following clues in the nurses’
activities, conversations, and the documents they used allowed me to empirically trace
ways in which decisions were being made outside of the clinic setting.
In Chapter 3: Reading for the Social, I present the literature behind rapid
developments in the way wounds are understood and managed in today’s climate of
health care reform. I examine advances in the physiological science of wound care, as
well as demographic and organizational changes that are shaping this newly emerging
specialty area of health care. I describe how I read not only to expand my research
knowledge of the topic in the traditional sense of a scholarly literature review but also to
identify the professional and scientific publications that comprise the institutional
discourse that informs wound work. Thus analysis is embedded in the literature review
chapter where I note the current taken-for-granted language of wound work. Overall, the
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literature review provides a selective representation of the published and grey literature 10
relevant to nurses working in wound clinics. As is conventional with IE, the data
collection guided the iterative process of determining which fields and disciplines to
examine.
In Chapter 4: Mrs. Noble’s Leg Ulcer, I present a report of a typical happening in
the clinic. I describe ethnographically what takes place during Mrs. Noble’s 11 routine
appointment with Elaine, a wound care RN. I pay attention to how the work of both
patient and nurse is hooked up into the work of others. I identify contradictions in what I
saw and heard that offered initial glimpses of organizational structures entering into the
encounter. Using the particular analytic tools afforded by IE, I show how I examined the
textual record of the visit to provide a preliminary overview into the complex web of
institutional relations in which Elaine and Mrs. Noble were participating.
In Chapter 5: Ruling Relations in the Regulatory Frames of Case-Managed
Wound Work, staying grounded in the actual happenings in the clinic, I critique the social
organization of clinic nurses’ wound work. I pay particular attention to the circular
actions that keep the clinic nurses focused on those aspects of the visit they are able to
control (measuring wounds and the use of products and technologies), but effectively
draw their attention away from the very factors that may be contributing to the presence
and progress of wounds. I show how nurses are pressured to move patients quickly
through the system.

10

My exploration of the discursive organization of wound care practice uncovered material that
fell outside of scholarly peer reviewed sources and included websites, media reports, and
company marketing resources.

11

Pseudonyms have been used throughout the report to ensure participant anonymity was
maintained.
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In Chapter 6: Can TIME 12 Heal All Wounds, I link the clinic visit into regulatory
frames that organize current wound care practices and critically examine them. Building
on the accounts of the wound clinic work, I follow traces provided in the forms and
documents used by informants that lead to standardized evidence-based texts about
wound healing and tissue repair. Continuing to employ IE’s unconventional approach of
reading for the social organization (see Chapter 3), I show how the origins of core,
widely accepted phrases and terminology in the nurses’ language, and documentary
processes can be traced to a number of highly influential documents. My data reveal how,
as nurses, decision makers, and educators take up these dominant concepts of wound
healing as evidence of best practice, they construct an accountability circuit in which
patients’ lives are viewed as organizational problems to be overcome, while the actual
circumstances of patients and their problems are overlooked. The ancient saying “time
heals all wounds” takes on new meaning in the hurried pace of the clinic.
In Chapter 7: Whose Wounds are These, I bring to light how, as nurses create
patient and clinic records that represent their wound work as linear and predictable, their
ability to provide individualized care to their patients is being threatened. I scrutinize CM
education to show how nurses are taught strategies to fit patients into evidence-based
protocols. I also demonstrate how certain patients are constructed as “difficult” or
“noncompliant” and certain nurses constructed as “incompetent.”
In Chapter 8: Beyond a Band-Aid® Solution, I present a summary and discussion
of the study findings. I show how my IE analytical approach enabled me to disrupt

12

The TIME acronym is a model of chronic wound healing that has gained dominance in the
discourse of evidence-based wound work. The model and its place in the social organization of
nurses’ wound work are discussed in Chapters 3 and 6.
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authorized discourses of advanced wound care and of integrated care and to link my
analysis into a critique of CM practices, uncovering troubling ways in which these
sometimes work against the best interests of patients living with chronic wounds and the
nurses expected to manage their care. I argue that current efforts to improve care
outcomes produce nothing more than a metaphorical and actual band-aid solution for
people with chronic wounds. I describe how, in light of these findings, I was challenged
to question the fundamental assumptions on which much of my own knowledge of
wound work was based and to analyze further the way in which nurses have been drawn
into the ruling relations. I make recommendations for ways nurses can begin to inspect
how their work is being organized and provide details of initiatives underway to
incorporate the knowledge gained through this study into education, practice, policy, and
research.
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Chapter Two: Institutional Ethnography: Using a Materialist Ontology to Explore
Nurses’ Wound Work
And outside the window was like a map, except it was in 3 dimensions and it was
life-size because it was the thing it was a map of. (Haddon, 2003, p. 161)
IE is a materialist method of inquiry that uses descriptions of people’s work to
learn how it is socially organized. IE begins from a premise that outside interests (those
that do not arise in frontline settings) coordinate contradictory practices for service
providers and their clients (Griffith & Smith, 2014). Unlike some research methods that
begin in and/or generate theory, IE is designed to empirically describe what people are
doing and to map how people’s work is coordinated across institutions. Thus, Dorothy
Smith’s (1987, 1990a, 1990b, 1999, 2001, 2005, 2006, 2008) pioneering method of
inquiry begins from an ontological location inside the materiality of people’s everyday
experience. Researchers using IE rely on a methodological framework that underpins the
integrity of the method. How I took up IE within the context of this study is outlined
below.
Social Relations
A crucial element of Dorothy Smith’s (2005) ontology of organizations and
institutions is the understanding of social relations as people’s coordinated practices that
are concerted in sequences of action. Social relations are visible and can be described.
For example, the activity of a nurse who is making a note on a patient’s chart can be
described. The work of the next nurse who reads the chart can also be described. These
two nurses’ work is linked and thus can be seen as a social relation. Staying grounded in
the descriptions of what individuals do in their daily work allows the researcher to
identify and empirically examine the coordination of activity across time and space
28

(McCoy, 2006). IE has previously been used to discover and map how nurses’ work is
hooked into institutional processes and interconnections that coordinate, govern, and
constrain their work, often without their knowledge (Campbell & Gregor, 2004;
Folkmann & Rankin, 2010; Limoges, 2010; MacKinnon, 2008; Melon et al., 2013;
Urban, 2012).
Standpoint
The research aim of IE is to investigate how work is organized for particular
people within a certain set of social relations (Campbell, 2003; McCoy, 2006). This study
into nurses’ wound work explicitly took the standpoint of RNs working in an outpatient
setting with people who have complex and chronic wounds. Standpoint in IE references
the fact that an individual’s work does not happen in isolation, but is part of a larger,
organized whole (Campbell, 2003). The experiences of nurses engaged in the activities of
their daily lives are used as a starting point from which to identify and map the
interconnections of their wound work and the institutional processes that coordinate their
work with others. Nurses’ decisions and actions are linked together in complex and
purposeful ways (Rankin, Malinsky, Tate, & Elena, 2010). For example, nurses who have
advanced education in wound care and who are employed specifically for that expertise
are located within a distinct set of social relations—their standpoint in the organization.
Similarly, patients whose wounds are being treated occupy a different location within the
social relations organizing what patients do to follow directions and live with their
wounds. IE researchers work on behalf of the people whose standpoint they take up to
learn from the standpoint informants (Bisaillon & Rankin, 2013) the expert knowledge
about their daily activities—how their everyday lives are organized.
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Ruling Relations and Texts
IE researchers aim to examine how people activate abstract and objective textual
forms of knowledge in their everyday settings. In contemporary society and particularly
in today’s busy health care systems much of the external coordination of people’s
activities happens through the use of texts. Frontline workers are surrounded by printed
or electronic media informing them of decisions made by other people in other places.
Often the instructions for how to implement these decisions arise in textual practices
designed to amass objective information that decision-makers need. Dorothy Smith
(1990b) argued that this textual mediation of people’s actions, the ruling relations,
subordinates the local knowledge that individuals hold about what they do. Ruling
relations include “bureaucracy, administration, management, professional organization,
and the media” (Smith, 1990a, p. 6). Standardization of work practices is made possible
through the use of texts that appear in material and identical form no matter where the
reader, hearer, or watcher may be located (Smith, 2005). IE offers a way to look at what
is happening without beginning within the same abstract theories and concepts through
which people have come to know about a topic or practice area. Instead, IE researchers
examine the technical terms, professional language or jargon that form the institutional
discourses within which the work takes place. The aim is to explicate how these
conceptual systems carry institutional purposes and reproduce specific aspects of the
ruling relations (see McCoy, 2006, p. 118).
Dorothy Smith (2006) described how texts people use in their everyday work
establish frames and concepts that are built to align with the ideas and purposes of higher
order texts known as “regulatory” (p. 212) or “boss” (p. 212) texts. It is people’s work of
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using these texts to record what happens on the frontlines that produces accounts of the
work being done that fit within the predetermined categories of the regulatory texts. The
standardized information recorded is used both in the local setting and by others located
elsewhere to enable “course[s] of institutional action” (Griffith & Smith, 2014, p. 13) that
conform to the ideas and purposes of the regulatory texts. Those at the frontline are held
accountable to institutional priorities carried by regulatory texts both through completing
the textual records and through the actual clinical work the texts organize them to
perform (Smith, 2006).
Institutional Circuits
In IE an “institutional circuit” (Griffith & Smith, 2014, p. 12) is an ideological,
circular process in which people are actively participating. The circuit can be made
visible through ethnographic description of the work taking place; not as an abstracted
interpretation, but by empirical tracing of the ways people are working to create a
depiction of what they are doing that fits within the categories and criteria of a regulatory
text (Smith, 1990a). The information on which modes of data collection (e.g., health
status assessment forms) are designed is, of necessity, the same information deemed
salient to the decision-making process (e.g., what services an individual is eligible for)
that the next step in a course of institutional action (e.g., implementing the services) can
proceed. Thus, it is possible for the IE researcher to further examine how the contents
(and only the contents) of these textual representations of people’s work provide the basis
on which the next step can occur as projected.
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Accountability Circuits
“Accountability circuits” (Griffith & Smith, 2014, p.15) are the means by which
frontline work and workers are hooked into the governing levels of an organization
through textual practices. An accountability circuit is created when individuals
conducting frontline work are assessed as competent or otherwise through their ability to
amass data based on the objective categories and concepts of the institutional circuits in
which they participate. Accountability circuits frequently arise in the form of
performance indicators, benchmarks, and outcome measures. Failing to collect
appropriate information, or providing information which is not institutionally relevant,
may be considered disruptive to the smooth flow of the institutional processes and even
grounds for disciplinary action (Grace, Zurawski, & Sinding, 2014; Griffith & Smith,
2014).
Bifurcated Consciousness
In IE the term bifurcated consciousness (Smith, 1990b, p.18) refers to two modes
of knowing. One of Dorothy Smith’s (2005) critical contributions was her analysis of the
disjuncture between the knowledge she used to do her embodied, subjective mothering
work and the significantly different mode of knowledge she activated in the abstract and
conceptual world she entered as an academic. Dorothy Smith (2005) described how she
began to recognize that her essential work of feeding the family and caring for small
children required distinctly different ways of knowing than her work of teaching,
research, and administration at the university. Moreover, within the feminist politics of
the 1960s and 1970s, she realized that the mode of knowledge required in the home was
consistently subordinated to the mode of abstract, conceptual knowledge that ruled how
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the social world could be represented and understood (Smith, 2005, p. 8). As Dorothy
Smith (1990a) wrote,
Sociology … creates a construct of society that is specifically discontinuous with
the world known, lived, experienced and acted in. The practice of sociology in
which we were trained as graduate students was one that insisted that the
sociologist should never go out without a concept; that to encounter the raw world
was to encounter a world of irremediable disorder and confusion; to even begin to
speak sociologically of that world required a concept, or concepts, to order, select,
assemble, a sociological version of the world on paper. (p. 2)
This “version of the world on paper” (Smith, 1990a, p. 2) became central to
Dorothy Smith’s (2005) development of a method to explore the social organization of
knowledge. Women’s bifurcated consciousness, as Smith (1990b) proposed it, occurred
as the result of women moving back and forth across the divide between the experiential–
domestic and the abstract–ruling modes of knowing.
In this research I used Dorothy Smith’s (1990a) identification of a bifurcated
consciousness to find similarly incommensurate modes of knowing as those she
encountered in her days of the women’s movement. By exploring ways in which nurses
activate the dominant ideologies embedded in the textual organization of wound work I
discovered how conceptual modes of knowing are activated in contemporary wound care.
Formulating an IE Research Problematic
In IE the term problematic is used to refer to moments of disjuncture that arise
when something which is happening locally is at odds with how it is known about
officially or ideologically (Smith, 1987, p. 91). These puzzling instances often appear as
a “line of fault between two contradictory ways of knowing something” (Deveau, 2008,
p. 4). In the earlier story of George (see the Preface), for example, I felt conflicted when
what I learned from my mentors about the technical requirements of “doing a dressing
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change” required me to know the wound in a way that seemed at odds with what I was
learning from George about his unique experience of living with a wound.
Developing the problematic involves describing what people are doing. To
formulate the problematic for this study I focused my attention on what DeVault and
McCoy (2006) described as “the messiness of an everyday circumstance” (p. 27) in order
to learn what is left out of the official records of nurses’ wound work. The accounts that
emerged served as entry points into the investigation of the social organization of this
knowledge. “The process of inquiry is rather like grabbing a ball of string, finding the
thread, and then pulling it out” (DeVault & McCoy, 2006, p. 20).
The problematic in this study began to emerge as I noticed the standpoint
informants (the wound clinic RNs) attempting to activate nursing knowledge of what
patients needed within the context of the institutional practices in which they were
involved. 13 By paying close attention to things nurses intended to happen and things the
nurses understood to have happened I was able to note those occasions that did not quite
add up to what I observed actually happening (Smith, 1990a). It is these disjunctures that
served as the starting place from where to empirically trace how elements of the
regulatory texts of wound work were organizing the nurses’ experience. Following the
traces I discovered of where these authorized versions of wound work entered into the
nurses’ work determined the subsequent direction of my investigation.

13

The problematic is discussed in further detail later in this chapter (see An Illustration of How
the Study Problematic was Identified).
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Locating Myself in the Research: Challenging My Own Knowing of Wound Work
IE researchers use reflexivity in the design, conduct, and writing up of an IE study
(Smith, 1995). As a wound nurse specialist I was familiar with wound care and clinic
settings. From an IE perspective this situated me as an expert knower of the settings I
examined. While IE invited me, as a researcher, to use my own knowledge about how
wound work happens, the ontological foundation of IE required me to challenge how my
knowledge was socially organized within conceptual and theoretical preunderstandings.
As in previous IE studies of nursing work (Angus, 2001; Benjamin, 2011;
Campbell, 1995, 2000; Clune, 2010, 2011; Folkmann, & Rankin, 2010; Hamilton,
Mathur, Gemeinhardt, Eschiti, & Campbell, 2010; Lane, 2011; Lane, McCoy, &
Ewashen, 2010; Limoges, 2010; MacKinnon, 2008, 2011; McGibbon & Peter, 2008;
McGibbon, Peter, & Gallop, 2010; Melon et al., 2013; Quance, 2007; Rankin &
Campbell, 2006; Rankin et al., 2010), my own familiarity with a practice area served as
both an entry point and a resource from which to formulate the problematic for this study.
The knowledge I took into the study was gained through a combination of formal
education, practice-based learning, and interaction with a wide array of individuals living
with complex wounds. My clinical wound expertise was informed by scientific evidence
and advanced technologies that shape today’s wound care. As a wound care nurse I
endeavoured to keep my knowledge about the epidemiology, etiology, and
pathophysiology of wounds up to date. I participated in clinical trials designed to speed
up the wound healing process and campaigned for better access to new products. I
followed with interest recent trends in the literature exploring the best ways to enhance
wellbeing in patients with wounds (Gray et al., 2011; International Consensus, 2012). In
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my role as nurse educator I took up and taught evidence-based models of care intended to
improve person-centred outcomes for staff and patients (Werdin et al., 2009).
Yet, as a specialist nurse within the rapidly developing biological and biotechnical
science of wounds and immersed in health care system developments to support wound
care, I was aware that some of the improvements to which I had subscribed seemed to be
going seriously awry for patients and nurses. In light of substantial advances in the
science of wound healing and the greater emphasis on paying attention to the individual
needs of patients, it might have been expected that stories similar to George’s (see the
Preface) would no longer be an issue. However, I was concerned to see prominent media
reports about formal investigations into cases where patients have died from
complications of pressure ulcers (McClure, 2013, 2014; Middleton, 2009). The focus of
official inquiries into these incidents was on why, despite evidence-based protocols to
prevent, treat, and heal wounds these “failures” continue to happen. As a wound care
nurse specialist this raised concerning questions. Drawing on my nursing knowledge of
complex issues surrounding similar situations, I was particularly troubled that these
accounts implicated poor quality nursing care for the development and sequelea of
pressure ulcers. On one hand I was curious about what “evidence” is used in conducting
the official reviews. I wanted to know about how and by whom pressure-ulcer-related
policies and procedures were put in place and how they were being used to evaluate the
quality of care provided. On the other hand, I wondered what knowledge of wounds
media writers were using as a basis for their public judgement of individuals involved in
such incidents. It was tensions and experiences such as these that directed my conduct of
the IE study reported here.
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Conducting the Study
Observational data. Ethnographic fieldwork was conducted using standard
participant observer approaches whereby I followed RNs (the standpoint informants)
watching, listening, and asking questions as they went about their daily work in the
clinic. Each observation consisted of a full clinic day and lasted approximately 8 hours.
With permission I continued to observe the nurses during breaks and during their
attendance at any scheduled or impromptu meetings with groups or individuals.
Throughout the observation period mini-interviews were conducted. The aim of these
was to collect the nurse’s explanation of what she or he was doing and how she or he
knew to do it. Details of what the nurses were doing throughout the observations and
mini interviews were recorded through the use of comprehensive field notes (Smith,
2005, p. 136).
Early analysis to inform the next stages of data collection. Iterative analysis
began during the data collection process as I carefully noted what I observed and what
the clinic nurses could tell me about their work. During all of this ethnographic fieldwork
I paid attention to the work processes (or sequences of activity mediated by texts) being
activated. I kept these in view in order to uncover empirical links to nurses in different
locations and other participants who I needed to talk to.
Moving back and forth (within the analytic process) between collected data and
the discoveries it provided, my aim was to understand not just the local setting but to
identify the processes and coordination that the local practices of the standpoint
informants are hooked into.
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To support this analysis I focussed on answering the following broad set of
questions:
•

What do nurses delivering wound care do in order to accomplish their work?

•

What challenges do they encounter?

•

What knowledge do nurses activate when providing wound care?

•

How do patients with wounds enter into a nurses’ practice?

•

How do the environment, actions, and decision making in nurses’ wound care
work get organized?

•

How is wound work resourced?

•

How is wound work managed administratively?

Post observation interview data. I conducted follow-up interviews at a later date
with the same standpoint informant nurses I had observed. The specific questions asked
during these interviews were informed by careful analysis of the field notes and texts
collected during the observations. These interviews offered an opportunity to seek further
clarification on work processes I had observed or texts that were directly or indirectly
referred to during the observations.
Textual data. Throughout the research I observed for, collected, and examined
the texts that were being used in the workplaces in order to determine how they
coordinate wound practices across time and geography. Consent was gained to use the
identified texts as research data and all patient identifying features were removed. In my
post observation interviews with the standpoint informant nurses we discussed the texts,
not only for what they included but also, in some cases more tellingly, for what was left
out. I asked the informants to tell me what they knew about where and from whom this
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information had come: To whom does it go next? What decisions do those who read it
make?
Data Analysis
I approached the collected data as a series of analytic chunks. I closely examined
events that occurred during observations that stood out for me as “moments of chafing”
(Campbell & Gregor, 2004, p. 48) between different ways of knowing about the work the
informants were engaged in. I noted what work processes the nurses were participating in
when these puzzles and contradictions arose. Thus, I examined the collected texts not as
static entities but as active coordinators of the nurses’ “text-work-text” (Griffith & Smith,
2014, p. 340) or “work-text-work” (p. 341) sequences of action. I used information
provided by the informants (e.g. which team developed a form) and clues contained in the
texts themselves (e.g. scholarly citations) to identify and locate the regulatory texts on
which the work processes were based. The details provided by the standpoint informants
also enabled me to identify where the work they were doing was hooked up into that of
others, which then informed my selection of participants located within different
standpoints. As I followed the discreet threads visible in each analytic chunk into the
broader institution I worked to discover the generalizing social relations of frontline
wound clinic nurses’ work. Doing so enabled me to weave the findings together into an
analytical arc that provides a broad view of how nurses’ wound work is socially
organized.
The Participants
Prior to commencing data collection I approached the managers of two
community-based wound clinics to obtain permission to conduct the study. Both clinics
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provide services on a referral basis for outpatients requiring wound care. The majority of
referrals are patients recently discharged from hospital or who have previously been
receiving treatment in their homes. Through attendance at staff meetings I invited five
nurses to participate as initial informants. I received permission to observe their clinic
work and to conduct interviews following the observations.
Grounded in these data my examination of how the local work of these nurses
engaged in wound care was linked into broader institutional processes supported data
collection beyond the actual practices of the clinic nurses. Meticulous analysis 14 of the
standpoint informant data informed my subsequent selection of five individuals located
elsewhere in the organization whose work I identified as being empirically linked to that
of the clinic nurses. A triage nurse, a wound care educator, a clinic manager, and two
quality improvement project developers were contacted directly to determine interest and
gain consent to participate. Interviews with these informants were conducted in their
work settings or another location of their choice.
Ethical Considerations
The study received approval from the Office of Medical Bioethics, University of
Calgary, and Alberta Health Services and adhered to all the requirements for ethical
conduct as outlined by the Conjoint Health Research Ethics Board of the University of
Calgary. Efforts to allay potential concerns of all participants included a letter (Appendix
A) outlining the purpose of the study, data collection procedures, potential risks of the
study, and the potential contributions of the findings. Practices for informed consent,

14

The analytic process of identifying empirical links into the organization is described in more
detail in Chapter 4
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right to refuse, and strategies for anonymity and confidentiality were maintained
throughout (Appendices B and C).
All informants are referred to by pseudonyms. During observations any people
(including other staff members, patients, and family members) with whom the standpoint
informants interacted were informed that I was there to observe what was happening in
the clinic. All patients and family members who were visiting the clinics during the
observation provided verbal consent for their visit to be observed and notes taken. In my
reports of observed interactions between clinic nurses and patients, where relevant, I have
included summaries of conversations that took place. Although these are presented in
quotation format to indicate which person was speaking, since the observations were not
audio recorded and transcribed verbatim, the wording used is paraphrased from my
detailed field notes. In the analytic chapters I have presented three extended accounts of
observed patient clinic visits: Mrs. Noble (Chapter 4), Mr. Mason, and Mr. Burden
(Chapter 7). As is customary in the presentation of IE data (Dale, 2013; Campbell &
Gregor, 2004; Rankin & Campbell, 2006) these excerpts are written in present tense. To
differentiate these ethnographic accounts from the body of the analysis I have formatted
each of these sections in italics. Textual data including blank forms and facsimiles of
patient records are presented throughout the study to support my accounts of what I
observed and what informants told me about their work. All nonrelevant aspects of
patient details were altered. None of the patients in this study are identifiable to readers.
Managing the Data
With permission, all post observation interviews were audio taped and transcribed
for analysis. All data and audio-recordings were kept in a locked file cabinet to which
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only I had access. All computer files containing data remained secured with a password.
Audio-recordings were erased at the completion of analysis. Transcriptions of the
interviews were stored in a locked file cabinet and will be kept for 12 years after
termination of the study. As outlined in the consent form, all participants who request a
copy will be sent a summary of the results. No additional risks to participants arose
during the course of the study.
An Illustration of How the Study Problematic was Identified
To conclude this methods chapter I offer an overview of how I used data collected
during my early observations to formulate the problematic upon which the analysis
unfolded. As previously outlined, articulation of a problematic in IE is an iterative
process that emerges as data collection proceeds and informs the direction of the study. In
the following illustration of this ongoing process I describe how I took up IE tools of
inquiry to identify traces of the institution as they appeared in the nurses’ account of a
perplexing clinic event. I demonstrate how my discovery of different modes of knowing
about wounds in the nurses’ descriptions of their work revealed threads I was able to
follow into the complex web of the institution of health care. In later chapters I explicate
in more detail how empirically tracing the texts in use during this and other similarly
contradictory practices became the basis of my analysis of how clinic happenings are
organized to unfold as they do.
A pathway to amputation. During one observation I heard reports from several
nurses of an incident that had taken place the previous week. An elderly gentleman had
come to the clinic for assessment of a diabetic foot ulcer (DFU). As soon as the patient
removed his shoes the nurse became aware of an overpowering odour. She immediately
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recognized that this patient had a severe wound infection, which she suspected had
already spread to the bone. The nurse was so concerned about the patient’s status that she
sent him directly to the Emergency Department for urgent treatment. The clinic staff later
learned that he did indeed have a gangrenous infection that was so advanced his leg could
not be saved and it was amputated below the knee soon after his admission to hospital.
The reason the nurses relayed this incident to me was not that this outcome is in
itself extraordinary to those familiar with the risks faced by diabetic patients with DFUs.
Drawing on their clinical experience and nursing education, the nurses were aware that
people with diabetes often experience impaired peripheral circulation, loss of protective
sensation, and structural changes to their feet (Kuhnke et al., 2013). The combination of
these factors means any traumatic injury that may be considered minor in a nondiabetic
person has the potential to become limb or even life threatening for those with diabetes
(American Diabetes Association, 2004). The Public Health Agency of Canada (2009,
2011) reported that 85% of all amputations are the result of a nonhealing DFU and
Canadians with diabetes are 23 times more likely to be hospitalized for a limb amputation
than individuals without diabetes. Indeed, statistics suggested, globally, a patient loses a
limb due to complications of diabetes every 20 seconds (Bakker, 2014, para. 5).
As an IE researcher, I took particular note of what was causing the nurses’
concern in this case, namely their sense of frustration with the sequence of events leading
up to the amputation. During the patient’s visit it had come to light that he had been
referred to the clinic several weeks prior to his first scheduled appointment. He told staff
that, as he became increasingly concerned about his wound, he had phoned the
scheduling office to inquire about his status. Each time he called he was informed that he
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would be contacted when an appointment was available. Never having received a phone
call he had attended at the originally scheduled time.
The fact that, had the nurses seen the patient sooner, things may have turned out
quite differently was troubling to them. Informed by their knowledge of published
scientific evidence about the care of people with DFU, the clinic nurses were also aware
that, in many cases, nontraumatic amputations in this population may be preventable with
appropriate screening and intervention (Kuhnke et al., 2013; Singh, Armstrong, &
Lipsky, 2005). Nurses know reducing pressure on a DFU has been shown to improve the
likelihood of healing and evidence-based guidelines for care of DFUs recommend that
patients use off-loading devices such as casts or crutches as part of their treatment
protocol (RNAO, 2013; Steed et al., 2008).
Formulation of the study problematic begins just here. The nurses’ knowledge
about their work locates them on one side of the “line of fault” (Deveau, 2008, p. 4) that
becomes visible between the different ways they know patients’ wounds—both through
the categories and criteria of scientific evidence (which suggest that, theoretically, a
wound of this kind would and could have been prevented) and through the actual
embodied experience of dealing with the smells, sights, and emotions that arose when
things did not turn out as expected.
Listening to my initial nurse informants struggling to make sense of what may
have been behind what they perceived as a lapse in care, I was reminded of Dorothy
Smith’s (2006) description of how “the institutional appears as a dark region remaining to
be explored” (p. 8). Employing the analytical tools of IE, the nurses’ sense of unease
became a starting place from which to examine the institutional structures organizing this
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event to happen as it did. Paying attention to the work processes in which the nurses were
participating when this troubling event took place, I inquired as to how decisions are
made about whether and when a patient is seen in the clinic.
Debbie, one of the clinic nurses, explained that clients used to be referred directly
to outpatient clinics attached to different clinical specialties, where staff in each area had
been trained to deal with a specific type of wound. Under the recently introduced CM
system, however, all referrals to IHC clinics are channelled through a central booking
office. As a result, rather than the wound clinic staff making a decision about how
quickly patients need to be seen, generalist nurses with limited wound-related expertise
do the work of determining when and where referred clients receive services.
Discerning traces of the institution. Debbie, who had previously worked in a
clinic specializing in the care of patients with DFU and other high-risk foot conditions,
voiced her concern that current appointment scheduling procedures are the reason for
what she sees as a breakdown of communication. In line with her knowledge of wound
care as a specialty practice area, she suggested, to prevent similar incidents in the future,
it is essential that a wound care specialist assess patients waiting for clinic appointments.
Debbie (Wound Clinic RN): Since they [the specialty clinics] amalgamated,
what the high-risk foot team has been saying is that when we get referrals they
[the patients being referred] need to be looked at by somebody who is
experienced in wound care because something that could potentially go bad very
quickly can easily be missed by somebody who doesn’t really work in the wound
care area.
Debbie was also keen to let me know that the situation described above was not an
isolated incident.
DEBBIE (Wound Clinic RN): I mean, sometimes we try to guard the look of
horror on our face when we see a patient in February that was referred in
November and has taken a major turn. And you think [sounding shocked], “Oh
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my God, it took you that long to get in?” But then [to the patient] you kind of say
[sounding matter of fact], “Oh really it took you that long to get in” [She laughs].
Two different modes of knowing. In Debbie’s description it is possible to see the
tensions described by Dorothy Smith (1987) that arise when the way something that is
known abstractly comes into conflict with how it is known experientially. In Debbie’s
revelation that the face she presents to patients contradicts the thoughts running through
her head, we glimpse how she is mediating a disjuncture inside her own consciousness.
Debbie seemed conflicted between how she knows to do her work of preventing and
managing DFUs and how she attempted to support the patient by smoothing over her
horror about delayed wound treatment. Frustrated by her lack of confidence that the
nurses’ suggestions for change will be heard, Debbie revealed how she had encouraged
patients in similar situations to write letters in order to generate a managerial response.
Debbie (Wound Clinic RN): I know that sometimes those kind of letters [written
by patients] are really supported by frontline saying, “Yes, we know this is a
problem but we can’t do anything about it. We can report but we’re not in the
position to be making any changes.”
Despite Debbie’s proactive approach to this problem and her call for action to solve it,
what is not clearly visible from her vantage point is the administrative system upon which
the practices of the central booking office staff depend. Nor does she have any way to
discover how these practices are organizing not only the care she can provide but also her
options for speaking back to the problems she sees
Tracing the links into the institution. In order to learn more about how the
booking system worked, I followed the empirical trail of what happens to data collected
by staff that determines how patients arrive at the clinic. My tracing of where this
information comes from and where it goes to indicated that the next stage of my data
collection was to interview the triage nurse responsible for scheduling decisions. As I
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show in my later analysis of this interview (see Chapter 5), the institutional circuit within
which the nurses were working depended on everyone involved collecting certain data
that fit within EBP guidelines on which the decision tools of the referral process were
designed.
The Study Problematic
The IE problematic to be investigated emerged from the data. Wound clinic
nurses’ work is located between the complex day-to-day activities of caring for
individuals with complicated lives and skin breakdown and the requirements of the
formal work processes in which they are participating. From their standpoint alongside
patients the clinic nurses gain certain knowledge of what it is like to live with chronic,
debilitating wounds. Different ways of knowing about the priorities on which woundrelated decisions are made arise as sources of tension as the clinic nurses are pulled
between how they know to do what they consider to be in the best interest of their
patients and the managerial strategies organizing their work.
As I explicate in the analytic chapters, although formulation of the problematic
began in the tensions expressed by individual nurses it was the threads of social
organization revealed in each of the informants’ intertwined yet disparate views of what
was happening that provided the broader direction into the complex web of ruling
relations in which the clinic work is enmeshed. The study problematic arose in my
observation that, as nurses are increasingly being organized to produce outcomes
embedded in tools carrying authorized versions of wound work, they not only find
themselves working as if wounds behave in certain ways, they begin to think that this is
the case, often at the expense of meeting the needs of individual patients. Providing the
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analysis developed in this IE study offers wound clinic nurses a way to speak back to the
institutional decisions being made “behind our backs” (Griffith & Smith, 2014, p.3).
Summary
In this methods chapter I described the fundamental underpinnings of Dorothy
Smith’s (2006) alternative sociology and discussed why I chose this method of inquiry as
a way to explore the social organization of nurses’ wound work. I provided readers with a
description of the IE tools I used to step analytically and empirically into what is
happening in wound clinics and the discourses that organize outpatient wound clinic
work. I provided a description of how I conducted the study and explained how I
formulated the problematic to be investigated. As the study informant nurses found
themselves moving between two very different modes of knowing their work, the way
they talked about their experiences revealed clues that pointed to where to look to
discover the social organization of their work. I demonstrated how early in my data
collection I uncovered that decisions about how and when patients arrive at the clinic link
the standpoint informants to the work of others located elsewhere. In the next chapter, I
present the literature behind rapid developments in the way wounds are understood and
managed in today’s climate of health care reform.
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Chapter Three: Reading for the Social: The Discursive Organization of Today’s
Wound Care Practices
We are in the midst of a genuine national health epidemic. Wounds have an
enormous and underappreciated impact on individual Canadians, Canadian
society, and the Canadian healthcare system. Implicated in an estimated 30 to
50% of health care, wounds threaten productivity, quality of life, and sometimes
life itself. (Wound Care Alliance Canada, 2012, p. 3)
Reviewing the Literature as Reading for the Social Organization
This chapter is a distinctive IE approach to the traditional literature review that
good scholarship requires. My search strategies were systematic in so far as, prior to my
entry in to the field, I searched MEDLINE and CINAHL databases from 1990 to the
present using the key terms wound, wound care, and wound clinic. However the
following chapter does not follow a conventional systematic review of the wound care
literature. The format and content serve a different purpose than to appraise and critique
the state of current knowledge, to identify gaps in knowledge, and to propose ways to
build on prior knowledge. Rather the literature presented here reflects a carefully
structured process of specifically looking for whatever publications were useful to help
me understand and examine what I was seeing in the data collected during my study.
The review grew iteratively, as I entered the field and went back to the library.
During the analytic process certain terms referenced by informants and in the texts they
were using arose frequently and appeared as dominant ways of describing the work being
conducted. Identifying which words and phrases the nurses commonly used directed me
to focus on the language and terms of the scientific evidence base of wound work, the
emergence of wound care as a specialty practice area, the evolution of the wound care
industry, and the ways patients with wounds are portrayed. My reading of the scholarly
and grey literature to which I was directed formed part of my data collection and
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concurrently informed and was informed by the analytic process. I read the literature not
just to expand my knowledge of the topic but also to identify the professional, scientific,
and authoritative ways of knowing that constitute the institutional discourse of wound
work. Consistently I looked at the mechanics of the papers I was reading; i.e. in what
discipline or sector of an organization were the authors or researchers positioned? Where
were they publishing (medical, scientific, management or nursing journals? How did the
published work link with the grey literature? What were the seminal publications and
how did they influence subsequent publications?
Format of the Literature Review
The following review provides readers with an outline of the dominant discourses
circulating in informants’ accounts of their work and in the texts organizing their
activities. I have shown how, within the context of Canadian health care reform, the
emerging specialty of wound care is one in which the promise of evidence-based,
statistical outcome measures provides unparalleled opportunities for improved quality
through streamlining of services, education, and research. Numbers, categories, size, and
duration of wounds have become the discursive language that dominates (see Soon and
Chen, 2004 and later in this chapter). The ready availability of industry-sponsored
research (e.g. Vuerstaek et al., 2006 funded by KCI concepts) and the fact that these
studies are seen to meet the requirements of funding panels means clinical BPG
developers (e.g. Association for the Advancement of Wound Care, 2012) frequently
define protocols in terms of the same quantifiable endpoints and inclusion criteria.
The literature about wounds revealed that organizational decisions based on
evaluation criteria linked to these protocols have had a significant impact on the way
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wound care service delivery has changed over the past two decades (Krasner & Sibbald,
1999; McIsaac, 2007). However, I also identified a critical literature that suggested
friction occurs as physiological wound science is transferred and disseminated into
practice. In a limited number of journal editorials, wound care experts have begun to
articulate tensions experienced by nurses who work within the discursive boundaries of
how wounds and wound work is currently being organized (Cutting, 2008; Leaper, 2009;
Maylor, 2010; White et al., 2010). These authors asserted that the current dominant ways
of doing wound work do not reflect the everyday realities of patients living with chronic
wounds (Cutting, 2008; Fife et al., 2012; Leaper, 2009; Maylor, 2007). I discuss how in
some circles this critique has become positioned as a dichotomous and antagonistic
divide between those creating the evidence base and those subject to changes based on its
results (Madden, 2012). I found these critiques useful because, like me, these writers
challenged the dominant ways of knowing about wound care and these authors’
observations strengthened and supported my own thinking. My review of the literature is
not critical of the wound healing science itself but it revealed how certain aspects of the
scientific evidence are taken up and dominate the ways wounds are understood within the
ruling relations organizing today’s health care practices.
Establishing an Evidence-Based Science of Wound Healing and Tissue Repair
The issue of burgeoning costs associated with the growing numbers and
complexity of wounds was first brought to light in the early 1990’s (Lazarus et al., 1994;
Robson & Barbul, 2006). As health care funding was increasingly linked to incentivizing
standardization of practices, many health authorities relied on traditional scientific
methods, based on the hierarchy of evidence established by the Cochrane review
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(Higgins & Green, 2008) to support financial decisions (White et al., 2010). This broadly
accepted system classifies “clinically relevant endpoints” (White et al., 2010, p. 114),
often determined by bench scientists, as more rigorous forms of evidence than qualitative
or case-series studies exploring patient needs and goals (Haynes, 2006; Higgins & Green,
2008; Leaper, 2009; Maylor, 2007). The existing fragmentation of wound services where
patients received different treatments depending on medical diagnosis created confusion
about wounds and healing that generated “divergent initiatives and less productive
approaches” (Lazarus et al., 1994, p. 166) that were seen as uneconomical. Those
working in research and clinical practice recognized that establishing strategies for a
more rigorous evidence base for the care of people living with chronic wounds offered a
way to promote best patient care, meet minimum quality standards, and provide evidence
for funding (Robson & Barbul, 2006).
A gold standard language of wound care practice. The promise of a way to
elevate wound care from its frequent portrayal as a “quaint backwater” (Cowan, 2009, p.
401) of health care or “an unglamorous aspect of medical practice” (Werdin et al., 2009
para. 2) was an attractive one for professionals interested in wounds. The new interest
created a unique opportunity to bring together experts in the field who found themselves
faced with the challenge of a relatively blank canvas on which to create definitions and
classifications of what wound work is and how it should be carried out. United by a
desire to develop economically sustainable treatments that would improve the lives of
those living with difficult to heal wounds, seven members of a recently formed Wound
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Healing Society, 15 came together in 1994 to initiate discussion about a common language
for all professionals working with wounds (Lazarus et al., 1994). The WHS team was
composed of five physicians, a nurse, and a bench scientist all of whom were conducting
laboratory and clinical research in wound healing. Based on the premise that “a
consensus on terminology among parties interested in wound repair would greatly
facilitate the ability of workers in this field to advance knowledge” (p. 166) the group’s
aim was to reach agreement on “a system of wound classification, a lexicon of wound
descriptors, and a description of the processes that are likely to affect wound healing and
wound healing end points” (p.165).
Definitions and categories of wounds. Lazarus et al. (1994) drew on the
circulating biophysical evidence of tissue repair to define terms such as wound and
healing. The WHS group also created criteria that differentiated between “acute wounds”
(p.167) that follow a specific sequence of biological events, in an orderly manner within a
predictable timeframe and “chronic wounds” (p.167) that do not. The experts agreed that
the time a wound will take to heal is “determined by the nature and degree of the
pathologic process, the status of the host, and the environment” (p.167). Lazarus et al.
(1994) outlined a list of categories, which they determined to be observable and
measurable reasons that may potentially impair the “normal” (p.167) pathway to wound
healing. Under the headings of “demographics, systemic agents and concurrent
systematic disorders” (p. 169; Table 1) they included a number of sub-categories
discussed in terms of their contribution to the cause of the wound, their influence on

15

The Wound Healing Society, formed in the USA in 1989 is a not-for-profit, international
organization composed of clinical and basic scientific investigators (Wound Healing Society
[WHS], n.d.).
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access to care, and their impact on how quickly a wound may heal. The authors suggested
that success or otherwise of interventions can be measured in terms of whether a wound
is “ideally” (p.167), “acceptably” (p.167) or “minimally” (p.167) healed and emphasized
the importance of clearly specifying the expected length of time to wound repair when
differentiating between acute and chronic wounds.
Table 1
Demographics, Systemic Agents and Disorders Affecting the Status of the Patient
Demographics
Age
Gender
Habitus
Race
Support systems

Occupation
Physical activity
Compliance
Self-care
Socio-economic status

Local environment
Geography
Nutritional access

Systemic agents that affect wound repair
Radiation therapy
Transfusion
Cytotoxic agents
Hormones
Antimicrobials
Nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory
agents

Dialysis
Immunomodulators
Cytostatic agents
Anticoagulants
Illicit drugs
Apheresis

Immunosuppressives
Corticosteroid
Vasoactive drugs

Concurrent systemic disorders
Diabetes mellitus
Hypertension
Venous disease
Cutaneous disease
Renal disease
Gastrointestinal disease
Endocrine disease
Septic shock

Arteriosclerotic vascular disease
Cardiac disease
Trauma
Hypersensitivity
Hepatic disease
Immunosuppression
Neurosis/psychosis
Pulmonary disease

Neoplasia
Connective tissue disease
Stress (local/systemic)
Musculoskeletal disease
Systemic infection
Serum protein
abnormalities

Note. From “Definitions and Guidelines for Assessment of Wounds and Evaluation of
Healing,” by Lazarus et al., 1994, Wound Repair and Regeneration, 3, p. 64.
Lazarus et al.’s (1994) goal was to ensure that “once these uniform definitions and
guidelines become standard, they can be used for determining standards of care,
designing and implementing health care policy, addressing reimbursement issues, and
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setting end points for studies” (p. 170). This aim appears to have been accomplished as
20 years later the terms and concepts developed by the WHS group continue to underpin
the current discourse of wound healing. Often accompanied by graphical models of the
phases or stages of the normal cellular repair process (Figure1 and Figure 2), Lazarus et
al.’s seminal work has become established as part of the gold standard language of
national and international wound care organizations. BPGs (O’Donnell et al., 2014;
World Union of Wound Healing Societies, 2008), educational material (Enoch &
Harding, 2003), and textbooks (Baranoski & Ayello, 2008; Bryant & Nix, 2012) based on
these original definitions can be now found in similar formats across many geographical
locations.

Figure 1. Graph depicting normal wound healing.
Note. From “Extracellular Matrix,” by G. S. Schultz, G. Ludwig, & A. Wysocki, A.,
2005, World Wide Wounds.
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Figure 2. The stages of normal acute wound healing.
Note. From “Wound Bed Preparation,” by K. Vowden, & P. Vowden, 2002, World Wide
Wounds.
The WHS group prefaced their published consensus document with an
explanation that their work was “not intended as a dogmatic statement but rather as a
thoughtfully prepared foundation for future discussions that will accommodate
modifications over time” (Lazarus et al., 1994, p. 166). Yet, from an IE perspective, the
uniform way these definitions and guidelines appear within the evidence-based version of
wound work positions them as “regulatory texts” (Mykhalovskiy & McCoy, 2002; Smith,
2006, p. 79). Organizational decisions based on evidence about wounds and wound
healing collected within the parameters of these texts have had a significant impact on the
way wound care service delivery has changed over the past two decades. As an IE
researcher reading for the social organization, rather than aligning with the concepts and
ideas presented in Lazarus et al.’s (1994) seminal work, I examined it for indications of
how, as this work has been taken up within the context of social trends in health care,
certain elements of their work have been privileged at the expense of others.
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Measuring acute and chronic wounds. Tensions relevant to the concerns my
standpoint informants were voicing could be discerned in Lazarus et al.’s (1994)
document. The authors aimed to portray wound care in terms of the objective outcome
measures required by funding bodies while also recognizing the inherent difficulties in
measuring and assessing the more subjective aspects of the complex work of caring for
patients with chronic wounds. The WHS authors acknowledged the potential for a
reciprocal impact of wounds on patients’ daily lives and emphasized that “no wound can
be assessed in isolation from the patient or his or her environment” (p.169). With this in
mind, they developed two measures for determining the “impact” of wounds. The first
was “wound burden … a function of the extent of the wound and its attributes” (p.169)
which can be assessed by measuring the observable, physical characteristics of the wound
itself and the surrounding tissue, as well as other factors such as duration, infection, and
blood supply. The second was “wound severity” (p.169) which was a more inclusive term
and included not only wound burden but also “host factors” (p.169) and “environment”
(p.169) that can be expected to change over the course of time. The group members
argued that both measures are an integral part of wound assessment and stressed that
evaluation of healing requires the synthesis and analysis of both “qualitative and
quantitative assessments” (p. 169). However they also acknowledged that the dynamic
nature of the healing process makes evaluation of less tangible factors more difficult than
that of readily available measures such as size and duration of a wound. All assessment
parameters the authors identified were framed as barriers to the “orderly and timely”
process of restoring anatomical full function. No directions were provided about the
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qualitative data they claimed as necessary to assess the impact of a chronic wound and no
mention was made of the potential for a wound not to heal.
The Discourse of Advanced Wound Care
As wounds were afforded greater prominence in the scientific literature and with
the publication of wound-specific definitions and guidelines (Keast & Orsted, 1998;
Lazarus et al., 1994), wound care swiftly began to emerge from its historical
overshadowing by higher profile conditions. Concomitant with the growing attention on
the burden of chronic wounds, significant investment in wound care innovation, defined
primarily in terms of new topical interventions spawned a rapidly expanding sector of the
health care product industry specifically devoted to the development and marketing of
wound-related merchandise (Global Industry Analysts, 2010; Sen et al., 2009). Over the
past two decades, in clinical, research, and business arenas, the term wound care has
become synonymous with the appearance of a large number of increasingly sophisticated
dressings and technological innovations, each of which is promoted for its unique ability
to improve the process of preventing, diagnosing, treating or healing skin damage
(Baranoski & Ayello, 2012; Fette, 2006). Advanced therapies specifically identified as
having potential for wound healing include bioengineered tissue, negative pressure
wound therapy, hyperbaric oxygen therapy, and stem cell therapy (Wai-Ping, Rashid, &
Enoch, 2010). As a result, by 2009 an estimate in excess of US$25 billion was being
spent annually on treatment of chronic wounds (Sen et al., 2009) and the global advanced
wound products market was projected to reach $20.3 billion by the year 2015 (Global
Industry Analysts, 2010).
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Producing Wound Care Evidence
Partnerships with wound product industry. As funding bodies increasingly
began to target the management of chronic wounds as having important potential for cost
saving initiatives (McIsaac, 2007; Waters, 2005; Wound Care Alliance Canada, 2012),
those clinicians and researchers with expert knowledge in the area, came under pressure
to provide quantifiable measures to demonstrate the burden of chronic wounds and the
effectiveness of new integrated models of care. Since people planning budgets rely on the
scientific hierarchy of research evidence to determine purchases, contracts for wound
care supplies are awarded to companies that demonstrate the most rigorous testing of
products (Browne, Grocott, & Cowley, 2004). In both the US and Canada, the
development of wound care BPGs was driven in part by Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) protocols that determined acceptable standards of care for clinical trials of wound
products (FDA Wound Healing Clinical Focus Group, 2001). The Cochrane hierarchy of
evidence (Higgins & Green, 2008) informs Government of Canada regulations that
stipulate all therapeutic products fall under the categories of “drugs” (Health Canada,
2014, para. 6) or “medical devices” (para. 7). Depending on the principal mechanism of
action, wound care products fall into either category. Products that interact with the
patient (e.g. wound dressings whose primary purpose is to deliver a drug) are subject to
more stringent testing by the FDA prior to use on patients (Health Canada, 2014). As a
result, products that have been subject to testing under controlled experimental conditions
of randomized controlled trials (RCTs) 16 are often considered to have undergone more

16

Randomized control trials (RCTs) are considered the gold standard for
testing the effectiveness of a new medication or a new therapy. RCTs involve the random
allocation of participants to either a treatment group (experimental therapy) or control group
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rigorous evaluation than those that have been classified as medical devices (e.g. dressings
containing an antimicrobial agent).
Industry representatives work closely with laboratory and clinical trial research
scientists to establish the effectiveness of their products, and to demonstrate how specific
products can assist in controlling costs (Gottrup, Apelqvist, & Price, 2010). The potential
adoption of a product into clinical practice depends on the researchers’ ability to
demonstrate that it can be used to overcome identified evidence-based barriers to healing.
To meet health region funding criteria study protocols generally define the success of
treatments in terms of easily quantifiable endpoints such as dimensions of the wound,
time to wound closure, and infection rates (Robson & Barbul, 2006; Soon & Chen, 2004).
The discourse of “healability.” As costs of health care soared, the possibility of
being able to accurately predict which wounds may fail to heal within a certain timeframe
was an attractive one for those charged with allocation of resources for advanced
treatment therapies. Drawing on the cellular evidence of the normal wound healing
trajectory (Schultz et al., 2003) several researchers attempted to demonstrate a predictive
formula between early changes in wound size and time to healing (Gorin, Cordts,
LaMorte, & Manzoian, 1996; Kantor & Margolis, 2000; Margolis, Gross, Wood, &
Lazarus, 1993; Phillips et al., 2000). Following an extensive literature review Flanagan
(2003) concluded that a percentage area reduction of less than 20-40% over the initial 2
to 4 weeks of treatment is a reliable indicator that a wound is not responding well to

(placebo or standard therapy) for comparison of outcomes. In order to ensure the groups are
evenly matched and thus that any change in numerical data collected can be isolated to the
intervention rather than to a “confounding factor” participants with unusual characteristics are
excluded. This enables the researchers to replicate the experiment in other populations. An
additional level of rigour is considered to have been achieved in situations when participants
and researchers are “blinded” to which group is which.
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treatment. Although most of the studies were conducted with computer-assisted
measuring devices rather than the less accurate ruler technique 17 commonly used in
clinical settings (Gethin, 2006), algorithms based on Flanagan’s (2003) formula are
frequently built into BPGs. Care pathways developed on the basis that wound
measurement is the only evidence-based predictor of healing emphasize the importance
of accurately measuring the size and duration of wounds as the primary way to assess
progress (van Rijswijk, 2013). A number of wound assessment tools including the
National Pressure Ulcer Advisory Panel Pressure Ulcer Scale for Healing (PUSH;
Thomas et al., 1997), the Sussman Wound Healing Tool (SWHT; Sussman & Swanson,
1997), and the Bates-Jensen Wound Assessment Tool (BWAT; Bates-Jensen, 2001) were
developed with the aim of evaluating treatment effectiveness by collecting objective
information about how a wound progresses over time.
Measuring the “burden” of chronic wounds. Despite Lazarus et al.’s (1994)
insistence that wounds need to be assessed both in terms of local wound attributes and
contributing factors such as underlying disease, much of the statistical evidence used to
demonstrate the magnitude of chronic wounds continues to rely on readily observable
criteria. With reimbursement of costs increasingly related to objective outcome measures,
clinicians identified the fact that no accurate national or international prevalence and
incidence (P & I) statistics existed in relation to chronic wounds 18 as a barrier to
obtaining financial resources (Edwards et al., 2013; Harding, Posnett, & Vowden, 2012;

17
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The ruler method involves measuring (usually with a disposable paper ruler) the maximal
length by the maximal perpendicular width to calculate wound surface area (Gethin, 2006).
The lack of available wound-related statistics was largely related to the previous dispersion of
wound care responsibility amongst different health care specialties each with unique reporting
requirements (Sen et al., 2009).
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Sen et al., 2009; Woodbury & Houghton, 2005). In 2004 wound experts in Canada
conducted a study to determine the “extent of chronic wounds” (Woodbury & Houghton,
2005, p.18) in different health care settings across the country. Using existing secondary
data sources based on the categories of wounds established by the biophysical science of
wound healing, the authors estimated that at any one time up to 26 % of patients in acute
care have a pressure ulcer, 60,000 people have a chronic leg ulcer, and approximately
144,000 were determined to be at risk of developing a DFU within 12 months. Additional
statistical data from a study conducted in an Ontario Community Care Access Centre
(CCAC) indicated that the number of individuals presenting with open wounds doubled
between 1997 and 2006 (Woo et al., 2007). Studies conducted in the UK report that home
care nurses’ wound-related work rose from 30% of their day in 1999 to over fifty 50% in
2006 (Ashton & Price, 2006; Pieper, Templin, M., & Jacox, 1999). This figure is
supported by a cross Canada study of 16,000 home care patients which suggests that in
community practice, wounds can consume up to 50% of care being delivered at any one
time (McIsaac, 2007).
The average monthly cost of treating a pressure ulcer in a nonhospitalized patient
in Canada has been estimated at over $9,000. The figures were computed from a case
study of one patient’s community-based treatment, which indicated wound-related costs
to the health care system of CAD $27, 632 over a 12-week period (Allen & Houghton,
2004). The same case-study figures, combined with an estimate of wound–related paid
labour costs at more than CAD $65 million a year (McIsaac, 2007) were extrapolated to
recent reports indicating that the annual economic toll of chronic wounds in Canada
stands at approximately CAD $3.9 billion (Wound Care Alliance Canada, 2012).
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These staggering numbers have been used to demonstrate that wounds present a
considerable economic burden on the Canadian health care system. Based on these
calculations, an alliance of Canadian wound care organizations 19 (2012) reported that
wounds account for approximately 3% of total health costs in Canada; and predicted
increases of up to 30% of this total over the next few years. Comparable figures have
been used to demonstrate the extent of the problem in the United Kingdom (Harding,
2007) and the United States (Sen et al., 2009). Internationally this culminated in calls for
clinicians and researchers to join forces and create “a focused, evidence-driven clinical
specialty” (Harding, 2008, p.597) of “woundology” (p.597) that would benefit patients,
health care systems, and industry (Holloway, 2014; Queen, 2010). Evidence-based
quality recommendations focused largely on a need to develop strategies that make the
delivery of healthcare more efficient and time responsive to the needs of people living
with a wound. As in other areas of practice, these included the need for improved record
keeping, increased standardization of practice, better staff and patient education, and
greater involvement in and concordance with care plans in order to influence clinical
outcomes (Queen et al., 2007).
Evidence-Based Changes to Wound Care Delivery
The wound bed preparation model. The concept of an internationally organized
approach to chronic wound care was first discussed (Krasner & Sibbald, 1999) and
further developed in early 2000 at a strategic retreat and at the Symposium on Advanced
Wound Care in Dallas, Texas. Drawing on Lazarus et al.’s (1994) previously established
19

Founding members of the alliance, formed in 2012 are the Canadian Association of Wound
Care (CAWC), the Canadian Association of Enterostomal Therapists (CAET), the Ontario
Wound Interest Group (ONTWIG) and MEDEC (the national association representing the
Canadian medical technology industry; Wound Care Alliance Canada, 2012).
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definitions of acute and chronic wounds, the concept of wound bed preparation (WBP;
Falanga, 2001; Sibbald et al., 2000) was introduced as a systematic approach to wound
management. Wound experts representing Australia, Canada, France, Germany, Italy, the
UK, and the US convened in France in 2002 to discuss the idea further (Schultz et al.,
2003). In 2003 a group of 10 physicians, nurses, and basic scientists, supported by an
unrestricted grant from Smith and Nephew, 20 met with the aim of producing a model
expected to help clinicians navigate the complexity of integrating knowledge of the
biological aspects of wound closure while identifying barriers that may impede healing
(Schultz, Barillo, Mozingo, & Chin, 2004). The objectives of the International Advisory
Board on WBP were to provide a basis from which comprehensive, evidenced-based
guidelines for the management of chronic wounds could be developed (Schultz et al.,
2003). The WBP model was quickly promoted as “an important concept with significant
potential as an educational tool in wound management” (Schultz et al., 2003, p. S1).
Graphical representations of the model (e.g. Figure 3) were incorporated into
instructional programs, best practice clinical guidelines, research protocols, and
promotional materials for wound product industrial manufacturers. The WBP model has
since been adopted as a best practice standard for the care of chronic wounds by national
and international organizations (Schultz et al., 2003) including the World Union of
Wound Healing Societies (2008).

20

According to the company website “Smith & Nephew is a global medical technology business
dedicated to helping improve people’s lives. Smith & Nephew’s Advanced Wound
Management business offers a range of products from initial wound bed preparation through to
full wound closure” (Smith and Nephew, n.d.-a, para. 1).
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Figure 3. An algorithmic approach to the treatment of chronic wounds.
Note. From “Preparing the Wound Bed,” by Sibbald et al., 2000, Ostomy/Wound
Management, 46(11), p. 15. Copyright 2000 by Sibbald et al. Reprinted with permission.
Yet divergences between different ways of knowing wounds are also evident in
the WBP model. 21 The authors of one frequently cited article in which the model was
first published (Sibbald et al., 2000) began by stating that successful diagnosis and
treatment of patients with chronic wounds must involve “holistic care” (p.14) and a team
approach to assessment of “host factors for healability” (p.14). “Treating the cause”
(p.14) and “addressing patient-centered concerns” (p.14) were identified in the
introduction as essential elements of a wound assessment. However, the authors also

21

In Chapter 5 I explore in more detail how the work nurses do at the frontlines of outpatient
wound clinics links them in to the institutional priorities embedded in the WBP model and
how, as they reproduce the dominant ideologies on which it was based the model organizes
how they come to know their patients.
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explained that the focus of the article was exclusively on physiological scientific
evidence related to the local wound. Within their 13 recommendations for best practice
wound care the authors offered little direction for how to identify the “underlying causes
[and] the patient’s physical condition” they list as essential components of an assessment
and no clarification of what they meant by “related extenuating and mitigating
circumstances” (p.14). With the exception of pain, no details were supplied of any
specific issues that may affect a patient’s ability to follow the recommended instructions.
The only solution proffered for a nonhealing wound was a reference to advanced wound
products. Although not explicitly named, the categories of biological agents outlined in
the model accompanying the article (see Figure 3) align with products manufactured by
Smith and Nephew, the company that sponsored development of the WBP model.
Wound clinical guidelines and care pathways. Concurrently in the US and in
Canada panels of researchers and clinicians, building on the newly established evidence
base of advanced wound care worked to create clinical guidelines for the standardized
quality care of people living with chronic wounds (Queen et al., 2007; Robson & Barbul,
2006). Teams of researchers conducted independent systematic reviews of the scientific
literature each related to a category of wound mostly defined by the underlying disease
process of the individuals experiencing them. Canadian best practice recommendations
were developed for preparing the wound bed (Sibbald et al., 2006), the prevention and
management of pressure ulcers (Keast, Parslow, Houghton, Norton, & Fraser, 2006),
DFUs (Orsted et al., 2006), venous leg ulcers (VLUs; Burrows et al., 2007) and skin tears
(LeBlanc, Christensen, Orsted, & Keast, 2008). The Canadian Association of Wound
Care (CAWC; 2008) disseminated the recommendations in the form of Quick Reference
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Guides (QRGs). Each QRG is related to a “Pathway to Assessment and Treatment” and
provides an algorithmic approach to guide clinical decision making for each category of
wound (Queen et al., 2007, p. S32). In order to implement best practice at the bedside,
users are encouraged to develop wound careplans for their own organizations integrating
the content of these “evidence-supported practice, educational, organizational and policy
enablers” (p. S32) with “specific client risk factors and locally available resources” (p.
S32).
Standardized wound product supply. Pathways and measures introduced to
frontline practice have been accompanied by an emphasis on cost-effective treatment that
relies on wound product science. Strong alliances forged between product manufacturers,
clinicians, and health care governing bodies have led to a competitive bidding process
(Wounds UK, 2008). Centralization of contracting and supply management services
(Alberta Health Services, 2012c) has generated the potential for cost savings through
bulk purchasing of single-vendor wound supplies. Decisions about which specific items
will be available for use in an organization are often made by teams of people including
procurement officials and frontline care providers (Alberta Health Services, 2012c;
Wounds UK, 2008). Evaluation and selection of wound products for use in a specific
health region are accomplished using standardized criteria linked to hierarchical evidence
structures and cost-effectiveness measures that routinely focus on the unit price of
products under investigation (Wounds UK, 2008). The wound care “formularies” this
process generates are a list of preapproved products, which are then identified, often by
brand name, as the products of choice in the organization’s clinical best practice
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protocols. Clinicians are expected to use the available products as part of evidence-based
treatment plans.
Standardized wound care education. Over the past decade, considerable
discussion has appeared in the literature of the need for accessible, standardized,
interdisciplinary wound care education (Keast, 2003; Ousey & McIntosh, 2008; Salcido,
2001). In tandem with the introduction of wound product formularies and other
technological wound prevention initiatives (pressure redistribution beds and mattresses
for example) clinicians in direct practice required ongoing education in regards to product
use (Jankowski & Nadzam, 2011). As a result, partnership with industry product
manufacturers also features prominently in the organization of wound educational
practices. Across Canada a number of programs have been implemented which are
designed to meet nurses’ and other clinicians’ concerns that the limited wound-related
content in basic health care education programs did not adequately equip them to
understand new treatment techniques (Ashton & Price, 2006; Keast, 2003). In order to
offset the costs of offering these programs, industry members are often positioned as
“partners... [who] have an important role to play in the acquisition and application of
knowledge and skills of health-care professionals” (Canadian Association of Wound Care
[CAWC], 2015, para. 9). The practice of inviting product manufacturing companies to
sponsor continuing professional development in exchange for exhibiting their products
has become commonplace. At workshops and seminars attended by clinicians, company
representatives are often on hand to answer product-related questions and provide
samples and educational handouts (CAWC, 2015).
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Additionally, an educational component is often included in the wound product
bidding process whereby manufacturers agree to provide inservicing and support to staff
throughout the term of a contract (CAWC, 2007). Contingent on minimum purchase
levels (often tied to exclusive use of their product) successful bids regularly include
educational supports focussed on evidence-based studies financed by the manufacturer
that was successful in winning the contract. In line with integrated care principles of
quality care through reduction of variation in clinical practice, staff members are
expected to attend these programs to learn how to conduct wound care using a specific
manufacturer’s products in accordance with organizational guidelines (CAWC, 2007).
Literature Critical of Dominant Wound Care Discourses
Critique of evidence-based practice. As EBP has become established as an
integral part of health care organization, the move to increase clinician uptake of new
knowledge, most often through implementation of established best practices, has become
the subject of considerable internal critique. While EBP was initially promoted as a way
to synthesize scientific research with professional expertise and individual patient context
(Sackett, Rosenberg, Gray, Haynes, & Richardson, 1996), conflicting interpretations of
what constitutes evidence in each case have polarized the debate about its relevance to
frontline work (Greenhalgh, Howick, & Maskrey, 2014). Proponents of knowledge
synthesis through systematic reviews that privilege large scale, tightly controlled studies
argued that this approach reduces bias in clinical decision-making (Centre for Evidence
Based Medicine, 2009). Critics, however, contended that a narrow focus on certain forms
of scientific evidence leads to “blanket negative conclusions” (White, 2010. p.284) and
an over-generalization of results that discount the expertise of clinicians and the
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preferences of patients who fall outside of the rigid criteria on which much of the
research depends (Timmermans & Berg, 2003; Greenhalgh et al., 2014; Harper, 2010).
Concern that the accountability requirements of EBP mean predetermined diagnostic and
treatment decisions replace individual clinical judgment foster scepticism of the
applicability of the evidence-based movement’s hierarchical structure to individual
patient situations (Harper, 2010). Alternate theoretical approaches to closing what is
increasingly portrayed as a dichotomous gap between formal knowledge generation and
the realities of frontline work have been proposed, including “practice based evidence”
(McDonald & Viehbeck, 2007) and “evidence-informed decision making” (EIDM;
Peirson, Ciliska, Dobbins, & Mowat, 2012).
While undoubtedly EBP has led to significant improvements in many areas, its
evolution within the complex economic, political, technological, and commercial
discourses organizing today’s health care has also produced unintended negative
consequences (Greenhalgh et al., 2014). The question of whether evidence should dictate
or support practice is regularly posed by those critical of EBP as an instrument for
economic rationalism and control (Biller-Andorno, Lie, & ter Meulen, 2002;
Timmermans & Berg, 2003; Cutting, 2008). Calls to address these concerns often focus
on establishing a transparent process of knowledge development that draws on clinical
and patient experience while ensuring “editorial independence” (Ashby, Bland, Cullum et
al. 2010, p.282) from “the views and interests of funders” (p.282). However, claims that
the knowledge EBP generates, regardless of the source, is value free, were challenged
early in its evolution (Biller-Andorno et al., 2002) and reiterated in more recent reviews
(Kelly, Heath, Howick, & Greenhalgh, 2015). Greenhalgh et al. (2014) suggested that the
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prevailing influence of industrial interests on policy makers means that nothing short of a
complete overhaul of the EBP infrastructure is necessary to redress what they term the
misappropriation and distortion of EBP’s “quality mark” by vested interests (para.7).
Despite vehement arguments that, theoretically, practice should drive evidence
rather than evidence driving practice, commentaries that arise and remain principally
within the health care discourse provide limited opportunity for critical analysis of the
inextricable links between market enterprise and stakeholder involvement in establishing
the hierarchy of evidence being used to generate knowledge of how work happens. In
recent years the evidence-based movement has extended beyond health care and gained a
significant foothold in the way business models are taught and implemented (Rousseau,
2006; Tourish, 2012). Notwithstanding debates parallel to those in the health care
literature regarding exactly what constitutes evidence and rigour in management practice
(Arndt & Bigelow, 2009; Wright et al. 2016), administrators concerned with identifying
‘defects’ in organizational systems have embraced EBP as a way to address process and
work flow. Under the banner of new public management and continuous quality
improvement, EBP is being integrated into health care managerial decisions as a way to
establish and meet targets in areas such as patient safety, effectiveness of care and
efficient use of resources. Health service planners apply process knowledge principles to
map pathways, procedures and work practices as a way to pinpoint opportunities for
improvement (NHS, 2008). Quality evaluation procedures are designed to evaluate health
care integration, access to services, and client outcomes (Alberta Health Services,
2010b). While consultation with frontline staff and patients may be built into the process,
quality improvement work itself is generally carried out by individuals who have
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received training in strategic management (NHS, 2008). In order to demonstrate the
effectiveness of a change in protocol, planners use predominantly numerical categories
that align with specific outcome measures required by those commissioning the reports.
To date, in many areas of health care, little if any empirical evidence is available
to explicate how the requirement to present information in ways that fit within the EBP
protocols increasingly organizing the business sector is shaping the evidence being
produced of what happens at the frontlines. Previous institutional ethnography studies
have shown how management knowledge of health work processes is constructed on the
basis of priorities that are quite different from nursing priorities that arise in each moment
of practice. Nurses’ work with medication administration (Folkmann & Rankin, 2010),
nurses’ triage work in emergency rooms (Melon, White, & Rankin, 2013, nurses’ use of
mouthcare protocols in critical care (Dale 2013) and nurses’ safekeeping work in rural
health (MacKinnon, 2008) have been explicated by IE researchers to show how
“evidence” can disorganize practice and jeopardize nurses’ capacity to meet patients’
needs. Although in each of these studies the authors argued that the text-based
representations of the work being produced were at odds with on-the-ground actualities
(Rankin & Campbell, 2009), the “evidence” (from the EBP discourse) was taken up as
“factual” by distant decision makers and was consistently relied on as basis for further
“improvements”.
Critique of evidence-based wound care. The relative ease with which the size
and duration of wounds can be empirically observed and described in standardized terms
means these parameters have become ideally positioned within the evidence-based,
quality discourse as reliable ways to measure the economic burden of chronic wounds
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and to monitor and evaluate the effectiveness of interventions (Soon & Chen, 2004). As
numbers and categories of wounds have become established as the discursive currency
that dominates wound care research and practice, a body of literature critical of research
and development practices behind the rapid expansion of wound care services and the
wound product market has emerged. Madden (2012), a sociologist writing about the UK,
asserts there is a disconcerting and widening knowledge gap between the scientific,
industrial aspects of wound work and what is happening at the frontlines of practice. She
studies and reports on heated debates in the British wound conference circuit where
speakers argue that prioritizing statistical analysis over clinical experience means that
“the real needs of clinicians and patients are being side-lined” (p.4).
Discourse of the “whole” patient and the “hole in” the patient. A strong and
consistent critique in the wound literature has been focused on how physiological science
consistently separates wounds from the patients who experience them. Various attempts
have been made to draw attention to the need for a broader approach to meeting the needs
of patients with chronic wounds. Almost two decades ago evidence-based “Basic
Principles of Wound Care” (Keast & Orsted, 1998, p. 24) were developed in Canada.
These were based on the concept that clinicians needed to develop skills to care for
chronic wounds as well as to systematically assist a person’s body to trigger “the
complex task of tissue repair” (p. 24). The framework called for all clinicians to:
“identify and control as best as possible the underlying causes, support patient centered
concerns” (p. 26) and “optimize local wound care” (p. 26). The authors emphasized that
“good chronic wound care requires an approach that is: patient-centered, holistic,
interdisciplinary, and evidence-based” (p. 26) and that “all possible contributing factors
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must be explored.” (p. 30). In a phrase that has subsequently become a rallying cry for
clinicians and educators concerned that too much attention is paid to local wound
treatments at the expense of potential contributing factors, the authors stressed the need
for “assessment of the whole patient, not just the “hole in the patient” ” (p.30). In 2001
the CAWC focused on patient-centred concerns as the theme for the national conference .
Keynote speakers, supported by thought provoking testimonials from invited patients
vehemently issued calls to highlight the necessity of paying attention to patient concerns.
Yet as the discourse of advanced wound care continued to rely heavily on the dominance
of the cellular physiological understanding of acute wounds, for clinicians constrained
within these same discourses, efforts to address patient concerns largely focused on ways
to overcome barriers to so-called normal wound healing.
Critique of wound outcome measures. While the apparent simplicity of the
linear, cellular process of wound repair is attractive to those seeking readily observable
quality measures, critics argue that diagrammatic models that portray wounds as
objectively controllable, belie the complex overlapping which occurs between the
different phases, especially in patients with underlying health concerns (Cutting, 2008).
As the science of the normal wound has been positioned as the centre point of the
primary framework for interest in reducing wound-related costs and improving outcomes,
knowledge of the nonhealing wound has not kept pace.
Protocols that focus almost exclusively on closure as the ultimate goal may be
useful to scientists designing clinical trials, however the diverse and unpredictable nature
of chronic wounds means that they may become “inert or static” at any point in the
trajectory (Enoch & Price, 2004, para. 8). Although in some cases it may be possible to
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predict the likelihood that a wound will eventually heal, Enoch and Price (2004, para.8)
suggested that initial wound dimensions are not reliable indicators from which to
calculate how long this may take. In patients with chronic wounds the multiple factors
that are crucial to the development or progress of a wound mean that foreseeing the
course and outcome is a nearly impossible task (Enoch & Price, 2004).
Clinicians have long recognized that wounds cannot be prevented, assessed or
healed without addressing factors beyond the wound itself (Maylor, 2007). Reduced
mobility, diminished functional ability, social isolation, and altered participation in the
workforce and society are the reality for many people living with wounds (Kinmond et
al., 2003). Interviews with and surveys of patients have revealed that psychosocial issues
including pain, body image, mobility, odour, financial, and employment implications are
likely to be their main concerns (Kinmond et al., 2003; Waters & Holloway, 2009). The
complexity of these issues, combined with the systemic conditions of these patients
means that, contingent on a person’s underlying health and social circumstances,
prevention and closure of chronic wounds is not always a feasible outcome (Enoch &
Price, 2004).
Even if chronic wounds do go on to close, progress is likely to be slow and the
possibility of recurrence high (Kuwahara et al., 2005; Werdin et al., 2009). HCPs
recognized, through their education and their experience with patients, that alternative
outcomes such as controlling exudate, minimizing or eliminating odour, preventing
infection, and relieving pain may be more in line with patients’ priorities (Enoch & Price,
2004; Kinmond et al., 2003). Cutting (2008), Leaper (2009), and Fife et al. (2012) argued
that the limited numbers of in-vivo trials and systematic exclusion of patients with health
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or lifestyle factors that may impair healing means the populations on whom treatments
have been trialed often bear little resemblance to those for whom the product is targeted.
Wolcott (2008) suggested that the continued insistence on “highly muscled” (p.366)
RCT’s as the “gold standard” (p.366) of wound research means that published results are
“years behind the working knowledge of scientists and clinicians” (p.366). Indeed, he
argued, rather than promoting the advancement of knowledge in wound care innovation,
new knowledge is effectively being stifled (Wolcott, 2008).
Measuring the “Severity” of Chronic Wounds: Critique and Counter Critique
There is a biomedical interest in developing wound science beyond the empirical
features of the wound itself. These approaches seem to be generated by the strength of the
critical discourse about the lack of holism in wound care. While there is general
agreement that incorporating discussion about the impact of ulceration on daily life into
assessments and care planning is essential (Hopman, Buchanan, VanDenKerkhof, &
Harrison, 2013), the question of whether the phenomenon of patients’ experience can be
assessed in quantitative terms and why there is such pressure to do so remains the subject
of considerable debate (Corbett & Ennis, 2014). In support of patient concerns,
laboratory and clinical studies have shown strong correlations at the cellular level
between wound healing and issues such as pain, sleep, and anxiety (Cole-King &
Harding, 2001; Corbett & Ennis, 2014; Gouin & Kiecolt-Glaser, 2011; Romana-Souzaa
et al., 2010; Walburn, Vedhara, Hankins, Rixon, & Weinman, 2009). Findings from an
Australian study suggested that the incidence of surgical site infection, a potentially lifethreatening occurrence in a wound, is far more dependent on the overall health status of a
patient that on any specific technique or treatment (Woodfield et al., 2007). However
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evaluating less tangible costs such as a patient’s “suffering” or whether a wound might
have been prevented in the first place within the rigid requirements of the evidence-based
movement has proved considerably more challenging (Enoch & Price, 2004).
Ostensibly responding to critical scholarship regarding the need to provide
evidence of patient-related concerns, a number of validated, condition-specific Health
Related Quality of Life (HRQoL) tools have been developed. These include the Charing
Cross Venous Leg Ulcer Questionnaire (Smith, Guest, Greenhalgh, & Davies, 2000), the
Cardiff Wound Impact Schedule (Price & Harding, 2004), The Freiburg Life Quality
Assessment (Augustin et al., 2004), and the Sheffield Preference-based Venous Ulcer-5D
(SPVU-5D; Palfreyman, 2008). However, these responses do not disrupt the biomedical
evidence paradigm as the various attempts to include patients’ issues into an appraisal of
wound care contribute to wound care “metrics” as categorical and measurable. Upton,
Andrews and Upton (2014) argued that instruments such as HRQoL, which are often
endorsed in wound care clinical guidelines, produce information designed to identify
deficits in functioning rather than to capture people’s actual experience of living with a
wound.
The challenges of attempting to quantify patients’ experiences of chronic wounds
are epitomized in a growing volume of research focused on ways to assess and manage
wound-related pain, which has consistently been described as the most disabling and
distressing symptom associated with chronic wounds (Palfreyman, 2008; Woo, Orsted, &
Gjødsbøl, 2009). Some patients experience persistent pain from their wounds while
others report exacerbation related to dressing changes or other procedures (Mudge &
Orsted, 2010). Tools adopted to measure pain as a variable in wound patients include a
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variety of scales such as visual analog (Portenoy & Tanner, 1996), numerical, and facial
expressions (Wong-Baker FACES Foundation, n.d.). Questionnaires (Melzack, 1987) and
pain diaries (Hollinworth, 2005) have also been used to collect data about the patient’s
wound pain experience. However, as researchers working in the area have discovered, a
myriad of other factors such as “anxiety, past pain experience, expectations and
relationships with caregivers” (Woo et al., 2009, p. 21), all of which may account for
variable individual responses, present considerable challenges for those seeking to
demonstrate the effectiveness of pain-related interventions (European Wound
Management Association, 2008).
Critique of partnerships with industry. Literature critical of how relationships
with the biomedical supplies industry manifest in wound practice and education has also
appeared over the past few years (Campling, Grocott, & Cowley, 2008; CAWC, 2007;
Madden, 2012; Michaels et al., 2009). While it may be possible to close an acute wound
through application of a dressing only, optimal management of a chronic wound involves
a complex interplay between the patient, the stage of wound healing, the properties of the
wound dressing material, and the clinicians’ observations and skills in responding to what
they see (Maylor, 2007). The challenges this creates for conducting clinical trials in
patients with chronic wounds, and the need to demonstrate that study protocols align with
guidelines developed in collaboration with the FDA means that many studies of product
effectiveness have been conducted on acute wounds or in animal or synthetic models in
laboratories (Robson & Barbul, 2006). The exorbitant expenditures involved in
conducting randomized clinical trials, has meant that many wound intervention studies
are commissioned and sponsored by the manufacturers of the products being tested
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(Hodgson et al., 2014). Case study trials and individual patient case studies where
interventions have not worked or may even have caused harm are frequently excluded
from the decision-making process for guideline development as they are ruled lower on
the hierarchy of evidence (Cutting, 2008; Maylor, 2007).
Although the manufacture of advanced products and technologies has contributed
to improvements in many areas, this challenge in relation to clinical trials has
implications for all involved in the selection and use of wound technologies. The
privileging of industry-sponsored studies is especially evident, although rarely
acknowledged, at wound conferences where research findings, often with limited peer
review for methodological rigour (Hodgson et al., 2014) are presented. As part of the
newly established culture of wound care as a specialty practice area, findings of these
studies are almost exclusively disseminated at venues where the same industry groups
financially support conference proceedings and host sponsors display their wares
(Madden, 2012).
Critique of wound product procurement practices. As the aggressive
competitive bidding for inclusion in health region product formularies has led to market
saturation, the demand for advanced wound products has begun to level off (Kalorama
Information, 2014). Companies are striving to introduce increasingly high technology
innovations into the marketplace. The Canada Health Act (1985) legislates that costs
related to acute illness be publically insured. However, the Act does not support the cost
of home care supplies and medications. While costs related to inpatient services are
generally covered, with the shift to community settings the health care consumer is
bearing a dramatic increase in personal expenditure including the cost of wound-related
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supplies (Canadian Healthcare Association, 2009; Waters, 2005). Criticism has been
levelled at managerial and budget holders’ reliance on cost effectiveness studies which
focus exclusively on costs incurred directly to the health care system such as product
purchases and labour-associated expenses (International Consensus, 2013). Opponents of
standardized purchasing have argued that the process of determining the “cheapest”
treatment options in terms of unit price of the product, rather than how often it may need
to be reapplied, disregards the knowledge held by clinicians about how treatments may
impact patients’ lives (Cutting, 2008). Although a particular dressing may appear to be
low cost this is not the case when it needs to be changed more frequently than a higher
cost version (Maylor, 2007). Not only does the use of cheaper unit-cost products
potentially mean higher labour expenditures for the health system it also overlooks the
critical issue of expenses, such as those incurred in attending appointments more
frequently, being passed on to patients or families (Franks, 2001; International
Consensus, 2013; Kerstein, 2002).
Despite a notable absence of research about the impact of wound product supply
chain processes on clinicians and patients, there is a small body of critical writing related
to the procurement and bidding procedures around which formularies are built. Campling
et al. (2008), building on the findings of a collaborative program between industry and
clinicians (Browne, Grocott, Cowley, et al., 2004) conducted a grounded theory study of
the “user voice” (p.204) in England’s NHS wound dressing supply chain. Their
interviews with clinicians, managers, and industry representatives revealed a disconnect
between suppliers and end users related to organizational and system-based processes.
Campling et al. (2008) raised concerns that formulary personnel’s reliance on evidence
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produced through market research practices to rationalize the use of certain products was
exacerbated by a lack of clinical involvement in purchasing decision processes. In
practice this means products that are presented as having undergone more stringent
testing are often regarded as better options for inclusion in a health region product
formulary. As a result, specialist products with limited testing may not be available for
patients with specific needs (Campling et al., 2008; Cutting, 2008; Maylor, 2007). In
2007 the CAWC, in response to similar concerns raised by members, published a
statement entitled “Supporting the Ethical Delivery of Wound-Care Education” in which
they questioned the practice of industry-led, product-related education. The authors
argued that since the content of this education is often tied to restrictive contracts which
limit the learners to use of specific companies’ products, it may prevent them from
accessing products they judge to be more appropriate for individual patients. Despite the
criticism levelled at current practices, those seeking solutions are constrained within an
economic discourse that offers little possibility to disrupt the evidence base in which
these issues have arisen. Recommendations to address the disconnect between suppliers
and users centre around nurses’ need to collect valid data on performance outcome
measures in relation to clinical effectiveness of products and to improve ways to pass this
information on to supply chain stakeholders (Campling et al., 2008).
Nurses’ Wound Work: A Troubled Site of Discursive Practice
Nurses’ work brings them face to face with the issues that people with wounds
experience. Within their location at the frontline of practice nurses’ participation in the
discourses identified in this literature review has resulted in considerable tension and
contradictions, often echoed by patients. As wound care began to emerge as a clinical
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specialty, nurses increasingly expressed concerns that, despite the dramatic increase in
time spent managing chronic wounds, education in the field remained inadequate
(Campbell, Teague, Hurd, & King, 2006). The fact that undergraduate nurses receive an
average of less than 8 hours of wound-related education is a topic regularly debated in the
literature (Ashton & Price, 2006; Ayello & Baranoski, 2014; Edwards et al., 2005;
Salcido, 2001). While physicians traditionally dominate treatment decisions in acute care
settings, the shift to community means nurses have considerably more responsibility for
determining wound interventions once patients are discharged from hospital. Studies
have shown that with the growing numbers and complexity of wound patients nurses feel
inadequately prepared to make wound related decisions (Ashton & Price, 2006; Edwards
et al., 2005).
As the concepts of integrated care become a fundamental part of health care
service delivery, nurses worldwide have been subject to a discourse about how
standardized protocols will help them to achieve targeted outcome measures. Within this
discourse Canadian nurses have become active agents in the development and
implementation of their own wound care best-practice guidelines (e.g., RNAO, 2004a,
2013). 22 Yet, despite the promise that these and similar approaches would support
nursing practice and simplify the process of navigating the complexity of wound
assessment and management, a small but growing body of evidence suggests that nurses
frequently face contradictions between the recommendations of BPGs and the actualities
of everyday wound practice with individual people (Hallett et al., 2000; Kinmond et al.,
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The development of these guidelines is discussed further in Chapter 6.
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2003; Upton, Stephens, & Andrews, 2013; Varga & Holloway, 2014; Waters &
Holloway, 2009).
Rudge (1998; 1999) explored these tensions and suggested that the intersection of
nursing knowledge with the discourses of cellular wound science privileged in the
literature is one that nurses are struggling to comprehend. As the industry-sponsored
science of advanced wound care was first gaining prominence, Rudge (1999) cautioned
nurses to be alert to the changing face of wound care practices and called on them to
question for whose benefit these changes were taking place. She argued “Nurses are not
outside the project of wound science, they are inside, seeking and using its power to
legitimize and fulfil the desires of nurses about nursing practice” (1999, p. 175). She
urged nurses to resist a fixation on visual and textual representations of their work that
force them to focus on wounds “as if they are a surface” rather than a “deep and troubling
emotional experience for patient and nurse alike” (1999, p. 174).
As Rudge (1999) forewarned, the continued institutional emphasis on the physical
aspects of wound care has been shown to have significant consequences for nurses
working alongside people whose life circumstances place them at risk for developing
severe wounds. Kohr and Gibson (2008), in their phenomenological exploration of
nurses’ experiences of changing wound dressings described how, while the nurses valued
relationships and wanted to understand the embodied needs of their patients, their wound
work was organized by external barriers including time and system constraints over
which they had little control.
Morgan and Moffatt (2008a, 2008b) explored relationships that exist between
nurses providing care in a community setting and patients with nonhealing leg ulcers.
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They described how, even when ulcer healing was unlikely and was not the patient’s
main concern, nurses continued to see wound closure as their highest priority. Qualitative
interviews with patients, who the authors describe as “experiencing difficulty with
adhering to treatment” (2008a, p.340), revealed that patients observing nurses’
behaviours often concluded that the nurses were not interested in leg ulceration and
considered it an insignificant problem. Hallett et al.’s (2000) discourse analysis of
interviews with community wound care nurses in the UK revealed that although the
nurses expressed a desire to engage in mutual goal setting with patients, the perceived
requirement to follow practice guidelines and avoid litigation were often stronger
motivating factors in treatment decisions than the identified needs of the patients. As a
result many nurses blamed themselves, the dressing or the patient when wounds fail to
heal “as expected” (p.121). Madden’s (2015) constructivist sociological approach to
exploring patients’ narratives of their experiences of undergoing treatment for leg and
foot ulcers in the UK revealed a similar tension between nurses’ confidence in the ability
of “mundane” technologies (p. 225) to heal wounds and the life altering impacts
described by patients attempting to comply with advice to wear “the uncomfortable
compression which promises healing” (p. 225).
As reflected in Hallet et al. (2000), Madden (2015) and Morgan and Moffatt’s
(2008a, 2008b)’s studies nurses are working within a discourse of difficult and
uncooperative patients, which is reinforced by the evidence-based literature. In their Best
Practice Recommendations for Diagnostics in Chronic Wounds The World Union of
Wound Healing Societies (2008) stated “advances in the understanding of the
mechanisms of wound healing at a cellular level are gradually providing a more scientific
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foundation upon which to base treatment decisions” (p.3). The authors advocated the use
of diagnostic tools to assist in determining whether or which advanced wound products
are an appropriate choice. Yet, despite several reminders that each test must be
interpreted in the context of and adapted to the patient’s individual circumstances,
“difficulties with patient cooperation” (p.3) was identified as a potential cause of delay in
healing.
Nurses often find themselves following complex treatment protocols, which
require patients to make near-impossible choices between following clinical advice and
fulfilling commitments to family members or employers (Kinmond et al., 2003; Upton et
al., 2013; Waters & Holloway, 2009). Preliminary work for my MSc. study of patients’
experience of living with diabetic wounds, suggested that staff considered many patients
to be “noncompliant” with treatment protocols informed by the agency’s BPGs. This was
particularly noticeable in clients who were employed. Results of the survey I conducted
highlighted substantial challenges faced by patient participants who were attempting to
follow the recommendations of standardized care pathways that often did not take into
consideration the potential impact on their everyday lives. In some cases respondents
reported that following clinical advice had impacted their lives more than the wounds
themselves. Several described having experienced significant difficulties in the
workplace and even job losses due to the physical limitations imposed by the need to
wear devices to off-load pressure (Waters & Holloway, 2009).
Discourse of “wellbeing” in wound patients. A recent trend in the wound care
literature recognized many of the issues nurses have highlighted and proposed an
alternative approach to the challenges faced by patients living with or at risk of chronic
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wounds. The concept of patient “wellbeing” is intended to support individuals who “need
to integrate a number of treatment-related procedures that may be difficult to adopt long
term and conflict with existing lifestyles, priorities and behaviours” (International
Consensus, 2012, p. 1). Upton et al. (2014) proposed that a focus on wellbeing promotes
a shift away from attempts to quantifiably measure patients’ reported outcomes that “will
contribute to the more proactive patient-centred approach to care to which we should all
aspire in contemporary care settings” (p.16). A 2011 international summit of leading
clinicians aimed to reach consensus on how to promote wellbeing in wound patients
(Gray et al., 2011). The group expressed concerns that current gateways to care are
designed to meet the needs of clinicians and the organization, rather than the patient.
Drawing largely on the results of an unpublished multi-centre ethnographic study of
people living with chronic wounds that was conducted by a private management
consulting firm (www.7bn.co.uk as cited in International consensus 2012) the team
concluded;
It is important for clinicians to view the patient ‘as a person’ and to focus on their
individual experiences — the goal is to have as complete an insight as possible
into the person’s medical condition, quality of life and how his/her wound
impacts on all aspects of everyday living (International Consensus, 2012, p. 6).
The authors of the consensus report suggested the ultimate goal of chronic wound
care is “to optimise wellbeing, improve or heal the wound, alleviate/manage symptoms
and ensure all parties are fully engaged in this process” (p. 1). They recommended that:
“when questioning patients this should be done in an open rather than prescriptive
manner and clinicians need to ‘connect’ with patients, rather than simply fill in a
checklist” (p.8). However, they also observed “poor symptom management can cause
patients to become nonconcordant with therapy”. Despite the apparently inclusive nature
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of the relationship with the patient they described, their proffered solutions remain
constrained within the same evidence base focussed on removing barriers to wound
healing in which the current tensions have evolved 23.
A Need to Know How Nurses’ Wound Work is Socially Organized
Although attempts have been made to incorporate nursing knowledge into
mainstream wound care it appears much of nurses’ actual work with patients who have
chronic or complex wounds remains “off the record” seldom making it into any of the
official published accounts or evolving wound care science. Campbell and Gregor (2004)
described how “nurses sometimes speak of themselves and their work as being invisible
to others in the field of health care and also to the public” (p.16). In the highly complex,
interdisciplinary world of wound management it seems nurses’ knowledge about their
work is often missing from the authorized versions of events that circle back to organize
them. The rare critiques of the dominant discourses in which wound work is embedded
(Cutting, 2008; Leaper, 2009; Maylor, 2010; White et al., 2010; Madden, 2012)
supported my thinking for this doctoral work. The research presented here explicates how
the tensions experienced by nurses and patients with wounds are linked into the complex
web of discursive practices described. Thus this work contributes to the few critical
researchers studying wound care practices.
Summary
In this chapter I have examined the literature for evidence of the evolution of
current discourses organizing wound-related practice and education in widely shared and
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In my discussion and conclusion Chapter 8 I revisit the recommendations of the International
consensus team in the context of the findings that emerged from my analysis.
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taken-for-granted ways wherein wounds and wound work are measured, named, and
described. I discussed how, as in other areas of practice, within the context of today’s
health reforms, wound care clinicians have come under pressure to demonstrate ways to
mitigate escalating costs associated with the increasing number of people living with
wounds. Efforts to improve wound care practices are largely vested in achieving
empirical, quantifiable outcomes through standardized protocols such as BPGs,
algorithms, and care pathways. As wound care has emerged as a specialty area of health
care practice, threads of a debate between scientific evidence, commercial interests, and
“the ‘real world’ of clinical practice” (Madden 2012 p.5) are visible in concurrent
publications. My reading for the social organization is carried forward and elaborated on
in the following analytical chapters as I explicate how the institutional discourses of
wound work I have described become actionable. I show how as nurses working in
wound clinics are organized to take up, activate, and reproduce the dominant ideologies
on which their work has been constructed often in ways that work against the best
interests of those on the frontlines.
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Chapter Four: Mrs. Noble’s Leg Ulcer: Examining an Account of a Typical Wound
Clinic Visit to Open up Doors for Further Exploration
The coordinating provided by texts is both in the local work process and in
relation to the work being done in other sites and at other times. Locating the texts
involved in such a process and including in the ethnographic process an account
of how they enter into courses of action identify for the ethnographer dimensions
of organization that reach beyond the local and open up doors for further
exploration, particularly of how local work is governed extralocally. (Smith,
2005, p. 170)
In this chapter I demonstrate how I used the analytic tools of IE to open up the
clinic activity in ways that reveal traces of the discursive practices that organize and coordinate nurses’ wound-related work. The following report of a typical happening I
observed in the clinic and my subsequent interview with the nurse involved is presented
as a representative example of how I refined the problematic for study by examining the
textual practices taking place within the particular social relations exposed in my initial
fieldwork.
I begin with an ethnographic description of what takes place during “Mrs.
Noble’s” routine appointment with “Elaine”, a wound care RN. I note the tensions and
frustrations that became visible as the knowledge and concerns they both held about what
was happening at the frontline of practice bumped up against the language and concepts
of the official work processes in which they were enmeshed. I outline contradictions in
what I saw and heard and show how these “moments of chafing” (Campbell & Gregor,
2004, p. 48) offered glimpses of organizational structures entering into the encounter. I
explain how, in order to locate empirical entry points into the intricate field of social
relations in which Elaine and Mrs. Noble were participating, I examined the textual
record of the visit and paid attention to how the work of patient and nurse was hooked up
into the work of others. I show how this early analysis uncovered traceable links to the
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dominant discourses of wound work I explored in my reading for the social organization
(see Chapter 3). The analysis also pointed to the existence of organizational priorities and
agendas that the individuals I observed and interviewed were unwittingly activating as
they carried out the ruling schema of the health care system. In the following chapters I
show how, by following these links into the institution and back into the frontline I
exposed some of the contradictory practices that have been embedded in the work of
wound clinic nurses.
Mrs. Noble’s Clinic Visit
It is 8.05 a.m. and Elaine, one of the wound clinic nurses, glances at the clock as
she prepares to see the first client on the day’s schedule. She has already been in the
clinic for over an hour before her shift was due to begin, having come in early to
complete “data entry” work she did not have time to finish the day before. As she heads
to the waiting room she rolls her eyes and gestures towards a cartoon drawing pinned
above her computer of a person buried under a mountain of paperwork.
Elaine’s first client is Mrs. Noble, a 63-year-old lady who was attending clinic for
a follow-up to her first appointment the previous week. Mrs. Noble’s IHC case manager
had referred her to the clinic after an interventionist 24 nurse who visited her at home
reported that a leg wound she had sustained during a fall was not progressing as
expected after 2 weeks of care. The community interventionist nurse had documented
information about the wound on a wound clinical pathway (WCP; Appendix D), which
Elaine finds in the chart Mrs. Noble has brought to the clinic.
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The work of case managers and interventionists is discussed further in Chapter 5.
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Elaine also notes from the chart that, on Mrs. Noble’s initial clinic visit, the staff
had completed a Lower Leg Assessment (LLA; Appendix F). This standardized protocol
requires staff to record relevant medical history and medications and to complete a
series of tests designed to assess circulation, swelling, and sensation of the limb. Based
on the results of these tests the staff had classified Mrs. Noble’s wound as a venous leg
ulcer. In line with evidence-based protocols for the care of patients with VLU they had
recommended that she commence a treatment program of wound dressings twice a week
and that she wear compression stockings to improve the blood flow in her legs.
On her way into the treatment room Mrs. Noble apologizes for asking but admits
that she cannot remember if she was supposed to bring the dressing supplies she had
been asked to buy after her previous visit. She has brought them “just in case” but feels
silly that the answer has slipped her mind. Elaine tells her that the clinic staff prefers it if
patients can bring their own supplies but that they do have extras available for when
people forget.
Elaine enquires how Mrs. Noble has been managing with the treatment plan. Mrs.
Noble begins to talk about the many things that have transpired since her last visit. She
starts by apologizing for the fact that, although she had agreed to change her dressing
every 3-4 days it had been very difficult to stick to the schedule because her son had
recently had surgery. In fact she had missed her last appointment altogether because he
used to bring her to the clinic but was not able to drive since his operation. She explains
that she had tried to follow the nurse’s instructions to rest with her legs elevated but had
needed to get some things from her storage room. Her son would normally have done this
for her but it was too difficult for him. She explains that she really wanted to take a
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shower after being in the storage room so she had been “bad” and taken her
compression stockings off. She had a lot of trouble getting the stockings back on after the
shower and now they keep rolling down. Elaine responds that she will assess Mrs.
Noble’s legs to see whether the compression stockings are doing their job of reducing the
swelling. She reports that, compared to the figures recorded on the chart by the previous
nurses, her assessment indicates the stockings are doing their job and that the plan will
be to continue using them.
When Elaine removes the dressing from the wound Mrs. Noble pulls a face. She
tells Elaine she does not like to look at it and her family tells her it is disgusting. Elaine
nods as she uses a paper ruler to measure the height and width of the wound. She
compares these figures to the previous dimensions recorded on the WCP. Although
Elaine hasn’t seen the wound before she reassures Mrs. Noble that it is smaller than on
her last visit so things are going as planned. Mrs. Noble sighs with relief, as “every little
bit is encouraging.”
Elaine wonders aloud whether it may be time to change the treatment protocol.
She suspects, from her visual inspection, that the wound may need to be debrided. Since
she has not yet completed the wound education program, she is not certified to perform
this specialist task of removing any nonviable tissue from a wound. She decides to call in
the clinic physiotherapist (PT) and the two professionals begin to consult together. The
PT looks at the wound and points out that, although the surface has reduced in size, the
wound is still quite deep. She asks Elaine whether Mrs. Noble has any medical history
that may be impacting healing. Elaine turns to the patient chart but is unable to quickly
locate this information. She asks Mrs. Noble whether she has any medical problems.
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When Mrs. Noble denies having any significant conditions, the PT decides the best option
would be to continue the compression stockings but switch to a dressing which would
remove some of the dead tissue in the base of the wound. Elaine heads to the supply
cupboard as the new dressings will be different from the ones Mrs. Noble had been asked
to purchase after her previous appointment. She discovers the shelf, where that particular
dressing should be, is empty. Questioning why the person responsible for stocking the
shelves has not done so, she selects a product she determines to be most similar to the
one the PT had recommended and returns to the treatment room.
Elaine apologizes for taking so long but Mrs. Noble is not too concerned. To be
honest, she says, she is happy to be out of the house. She only has the laundry to do when
she goes home and she is not looking forward to it. It has been such a stressful time as
her son hasn’t been able to help with the housework since his surgery. Elaine makes no
comment but nods sympathetically while she applies the new dressing to the wound. Mrs.
Noble continues to describe how difficult it is for her to get to the clinic. In fact, she
suggests, if Elaine could just provide her with another set of dressings then maybe she
could do the next change herself at home since “it didn’t seem to cause too much harm
last time”. She tempers this request by adding “Boy I’m so bossy. Good thing you don’t
have too many patients like me.” Elaine agrees that the next dressing change can be done
at home and places the necessary supplies in a bag. She tells Mrs. Noble that she must
return in a few days for a decision to be made about whether she can be discharged from
the clinic. Mrs. Noble replies that she will have to see how her son is doing and continues
to voice her concern for his recovery. Without further comment, Elaine fetches Mrs.
Noble’s jacket from the back of the door, helps her into it, and steers her towards the
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waiting room. She reminds her to book her next appointment on the way out. Elaine
hurries back to the treatment room to complete her documentation of the visit before
calling in the next patient.
Finding Entry Points into the Social
In this representative account of a typical clinic visit, IE’s broad interpretation of
the term “work” as all of an individual’s purposeful activity (Smith, 2006) is a useful
orienting device for analysis of the events taking place. Both nurse and patient are
understood to be carrying out work, yet the different standpoint locations they occupy
means the focus and aims of that work are quite different for each of them. Mrs. Noble
had arrived at the clinic with a complex set of problems that required her purposeful
attention. In telling Elaine of the events at home she worked to explain why she had been
unable to follow the instructions she was given at the prior visit. Elaine too had work to
do. While Mrs. Noble concentrated on the intricacies of her life, Elaine’s focus was on
the wound and she consistently shifted the topic of conversation away from Mrs. Noble’s
concerns to learn about the wound itself and how well it was progressing.
Before any analysis can begin it is necessary to acknowledge that the scene
playing out does not take place in isolation. Although the only people visible were the
ones I directly observed, the actions of Elaine, Mrs. Noble, and the PT were all reliant on
other people not present and activities taking place elsewhere. Elaine followed
established protocols and completed required documentation that organized how she was
expected to conduct her visit with Mrs. Noble. As she did so, her work of fitting the
information she collected into the criteria and categories of these replicable texts created
by unseen others, in unknown locations, hooked both patient and nurse into a web of
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budgets, administrative decisions, provincial, and federal funding. In order to find entry
points into this complex web I began by identifying specific moments in the scenario that
piqued my analytic interest in the institutional network behind the observed activities.
Identifying “Moments of Chafing”
A closer look at this account of the ordinary, everyday work of the wound clinic
revealed underlying tensions in the apparently routine events happening during the time
Elaine and Mrs. Noble were together. That Mrs. Noble appeared conflicted between her
work of caring for her son after his recent surgery and the work she had been advised to
do to try to heal her wound prompted me to question what was organizing her clinic
experience. When she described her concerns with transportation for example, I
wondered who was responsible for deciding when and how often she attends the clinic.
When Mrs. Noble described herself as being “bad” for not changing her dressings as
instructed and “bossy” for wanting to change them at home, I queried what protocols
were behind the previous nurse’s stipulation of the location and frequency of dressing
changes. I was also curious about what organizational processes are involved in the
supply of wound care products that compelled Mrs. Noble to “feel silly” for not
remembering what she was supposed to do with dressings she had been asked to
purchase.
In parallel with Mrs. Noble’s concerns, Elaine was diligently doing the work of
collecting the information required to make a decision about how to assess and treat Mrs.
Noble’s wound. Here too I noted elements of her work that raised questions about what
organizational features were at play. What did Elaine mean when, after measuring Mrs.
Noble’s wound, she informed her that it was progressing “as planned”? Why did she
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appear to be under pressure to complete paperwork on her own time and to hurry Mrs.
Noble out of the clinic? I was also interested to know more about Elaine’s request that
patients bring their own dressing supplies and her apology for taking so long to find the
new dressing. How are decisions made regarding budgets for supplies? Why was the
dressing she wanted not available? Who is responsible for stocking the supply shelves?
What knowledge was Elaine drawing on when she made the decision to select another
dressing to replace the missing one?
These initial questions pointed to the many complex work processes and decisions
taking place “behind the scenes” of this characteristic clinic visit. For an IE researcher,
rather than interpreting the tensions identified within the confines of the information
currently available, each of these puzzles became a potential starting point from which to
empirically trace how the actions and language of those at the frontline are linked into
organizational systems under which the wound clinic operates. Although several different
paths into this institutional “ball of string” (DeVault & McCoy, 2006, p. 20) became
visible during my fieldwork, the specific “threads” that I selected to follow emerged as I
began to analyze my conversations with the standpoint informants and the texts they
used.
Mrs. Noble’s Wound Clinic Journey as a “Text-Work-Text” Sequence: Using
Relevant Texts to Identify Social Relations and Uncover Traces of Ruling Relations
Identifying relevant texts within social relations. Texts, understood in this
context as printed or electronic media reproduced in formats whereby the messages they
carry can be read by different people, in different places, and at different times (Smith &
Turner, 2014, p. 5), are an integral part of the ways in which Elaine and Mrs. Noble’s
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visit was organized. The paperwork Elaine received from the community case manager
and the forms and computer entries she completed during and after the visit contained the
information on which past, current, and future decisions regarding Mrs. Noble’s journey
through the wound clinic system were made.
When, at the start of the appointment, Elaine read the IHC referral form and the
WCP (Appendix D) in Mrs. Noble’s chart she was continuing a textual sequence that was
begun by the interventionist nurse who had initially assessed her wound at home. By the
time Elaine saw Mrs. Noble the sequence of events these forms set into action had been
continued by a case manager, a CCAC nurse, and the Skin and Wound Assessment and
Treatment (SWAT) team nurse that had seen Mrs. Noble on her previous clinic visit.
How Elaine documented what took place during the current visit was used to determine
what happened next for Mrs. Noble.
Since the work could not proceed without these documentary records they are key
data to explicating the social and ruling relations that were organizing Elaine and Mrs.
Noble’s work. Paying attention to the account Elaine provided of how her work is linked
to each of the individuals involved in Mrs. Noble’s care and examining the content of the
texts used to pass information from one to another opened up doors through which to
explore the social and ruling relations in which each person was participating. During the
clinic visit I observed for and noted any time a text was mentioned or used. In the post
observation interview with Elaine we discussed the forms and data entry she used during
the visit. I recorded not only the information Elaine included in her documenting of the
visit but in some cases more tellingly, for what she left out. I sought to discover who had
provided the textual information Elaine received prior to the visit which she used to
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inform her actions. To whom did any documents go after Elaine had completed her
portion? What decisions were made once someone else had read it?
Elaine’s documentary record of Mrs. Noble’s visit. At the end of the morning I
asked Elaine to tell me about Mrs. Noble’s visit and the charting she completed. She
agreed, but apologized that she could not give me her undivided attention. She hoped I
did not object if the discussion took place while she ate her lunch at her desk while
entering data.
On the paper copy of the WCP Elaine had recorded the timing of the visit and the
new dressing protocol with a brief explanation of why it was changed. On what she called
the “BWAT” she recorded the size and appearance of the wound and calculated the
wound progression score, which she transferred to the WCP. She added a note in the
multidisciplinary progress record (MPR) to indicate that Mrs. Noble would do the next
dressing change herself before returning to the clinic for further assessment. Elaine told
me that she was supposed to complete an Integrated Care Plan (ICP; Appendix H) but
did not have time to do so and was relieved that, although this is a required document it
can be done at any time up to the patient’s third clinic visit.
During what should have been Elaine’s lunch break she showed me how she
entered data about the visit into the computer. As she walked me through Mrs. Noble’s
entry she revealed that, for each appointment, she manually enters the patient’s name,
identification number, type of visit, and whether or not she has documented in the
patient’s paper chart. She is required to calculate and enter the “time spent on the visit”.
From a drop down menu she selected the option “nonspecified hands-on care” as the
category of visit she conducted with Mrs. Noble.
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Wound clinical pathway. The WCP that had been initiated by the interventionist
nurse who saw Mrs. Noble’s wound in her home (see Figure 4) and which Elaine also
completed during the clinic visit is a 4-page document. As outlined on the front cover, the
form is designed to “capture accurate tracking of the wound status utilizing three sections
to identify risk assessment, interventions, and outcomes”. The cover page (Appendix D)
also includes “definitions,” “points of emphasis,” and “guidelines for use”. On each page
there is space to record the client’s name and ID number, the wound location, cause, and
date of origin. The remainder of the page is split into two columns each of which is
divided into three sections containing a number of text boxes indicating the various
categories to be completed. Section 1: “Assessment of Identified Risk to Healing”
includes a list of potential factors that may impact wound healing. Section
2:“Interventions and Treatment” provides space to record any equipment used, what
treatment protocol is being followed, and any tests that have been conducted. In this
section the user can also note what teaching has been provided to the patient, list any
medications that may affect healing, and check a box to indicate the discipline or team of
anyone who has been consulted about the wound. In section 3: “Outcomes” users are
required to circle the appropriate phase of wound healing and to select from a list of
“outcome statements” related to whether the wound is likely to heal and whether or not
the client is in agreement with the plan of care. As well, there is a numerical coding of the
wound, the BWAT score, which for Mrs. Noble, was graded at “37” for three consecutive
assessments at home (Indicated by the box on the WCP in Figure 4).
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Figure 4. A facsimile of a section of Mrs. Noble’s WCP completed by the nurse who had
visited her at home.
Note: Version of form in use at time of study data collection. Reprinted with permission.
No actual patient information is included in this reproduction.
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Bates-Jensen wound assessment tool. The Bates-Jensen wound assessment tool
(BWAT) score is analytically notable because of how it standardizes the decision tree
that Mrs. Noble’s “case” is subject to. The BWAT (Appendix E), formerly known as the
Pressure Sore Status Tool (PSST), is an internationally recognized instrument (BatesJensen, 1997; Sussman & Bates-Jensen, 2007) that consists of 15 items designed to
collect information about the status of a wound. After plotting the location and shape of
the wound on a diagram, users are required to respond to a series of items related to the
physical attributes of the wound including size, depth, and appearance of the wound bed.
Each item (with the exception of location and size) can be scored one to five, with one
being the best. The 13 sub-scores are then added for a total score that is plotted on a
linear scale called the “wound status continuum”. Total BWAT scores are divided into
four severity categories: 13-20 = minimal severity, 21-30 = mild severity, 31-40 =
moderate severity, and 41-65 = extreme severity. Tracking the scores provides a
quantifiable measure of a wound’s visible progress over a period of time.
Although the tool has been standardized for use across many geographical
locations (Bates-Jensen, 2001), in the health care setting where I conducted my study
additional directions have been added. BWAT users are instructed to assess all wounds at
baseline (i.e. when a patient is admitted to IHC with an existing wound or when a wound
develops after admission) and once a week thereafter unless any significant changes
occur. If, at the end of the 2 weeks 25 it takes to complete three consecutive assessments,
the BWAT score has deteriorated or not improved, users are required to refer the patient
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The significance of the 2 week timeline established by this work process is explored in more
detail in Chapters 5 and 6.
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to the SWAT team for further assessment. A BWAT score of 37 on three consecutive
assessments triggered the homecare nurse who was assigned to Mrs. Noble’s care to
report this information to the case manager who then completed a referral to the SWAT
team which became part of Mrs. Noble’s clinic record.
Referral and site of service forms. The referral form on Mrs. Noble’s chart also
links Elaine to the CCAC triage nurse. Although the patient chart that Elaine received did
not include copies of the BWAT forms completed in Mrs. Noble’s home, the numerical
scores that had been transferred onto the WCP indicated that a community nurse had
conducted the three required assessments. Since the BWAT score had not improved
during this time, the case manager’s subsequent referral to the SWAT team aligned with
the list of reasons provided in the WCP “points of emphasis” (Appendix D). The textual
representation of Mrs. Noble and her wound passed through the work of the community
nurse and Mrs. Noble’s case manager before it became part of the work of the CCAC
team triage nurse responsible for the SWAT team at the central booking office where it
triggered the use of a Site of Service tool. 26 The triage nurse used the information she
received about Mrs. Noble’s wound from the referral form to answer the questions on the
Site of Service tool and determined that Mrs. Noble was ambulatory and could travel to
the clinic rather than being treated by a SWAT team member at her home. She made the
applicable arrangements for Mrs. Noble to be given a clinic appointment.
Lower leg assessment form. Elaine’s work is also linked textually into that of the
clinic nurse who assessed and treated Mrs. Noble’s wound at her first appointment. Mrs.
Noble is not assigned to a particular nurse’s care at the clinic. Rather, on each visit she
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IHC triage and scheduling processes are explored further in Chapter 5.
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may see any member of the SWAT team on duty27. This arbitrary assignment is made
possible by the texts, which are relied upon to communicate the details of her wound, the
care plan, and her progress. The previous clinic nurse had recorded details of Mrs.
Noble’s appointment in a column on the WCP form. The wound protocol section showed
the brand of dressing the clinic nurse had applied to the wound 28. Under “Tests” LLA had
been circled along with numerical entries for Doppler and ABI 29 scores. The same nurse
had also completed a LLA form, the results of which indicated to Elaine that Mrs. Noble
had been categorized as having a VLU. Under “compression” on the WCP was an entry
saying “stockings”. This told Elaine that once the diagnosis was made the nurse had put
into action IHC’s standardized best practice protocol for the treatment of a VLU.
Mrs. Noble as text: Elaine’s work of producing an account of the visit. As a
wound clinic nurse at the frontlines of practice Elaine found herself located between the
needs expressed by Mrs. Noble and her requirements to fulfil the formal work process in
which she was participating. Elaine’s description of what she does and how she knows to
do it revealed how she accounts for visits in specific ways determined by the forms and
computer programs she is required to use, so that others reading these texts can make
subsequent decisions. The two very different approaches to wound work that Elaine and
Mrs. Noble were taking in this visit were brought together through the documented
27

Clinic staffing processes are explored further in Chapter 5.
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It was this specific brand of dressing, listed on the health region formulary, which Mrs. Noble
had been asked to purchase from a private vendor and bring to the next clinic appointment.
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Ankle Brachial Index – A test to compare the large arterial vessel perfusion in the lower leg
with that of the upper arm by using a pressure cuff and a Doppler probe. An algorithm is used
to calculate any difference in blood pressure between the patient’s arms and legs as this may
indicate compromised circulation. As outlined in the provincial wound care guidelines the ABI
is used as a screening tool to identify individuals who require additional assessment/evaluation
(Alberta Health Services, 2009). The guidelines and use of protocols for patients with specific
diagnoses are discussed in more detail in Chapter 5.
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record of the visit into a single account that fits within the institutional requirements. As
Elaine worked up what she learned about Mrs. Noble’s life with a wound into
standardized texts, intersections between different kinds of knowledge appeared.
What is included: Orienting to the text boxes. Throughout Mrs. Noble’s visit
Elaine’s attention was focussed on collecting information to pass on to others. Although
Elaine received no details about the reasons the case manager or the interventionist were
visiting Mrs. Noble at home prior to her falling and sustaining the wound, she used the
wound-related data they provided in conjunction with the new information she gathered
to determine what her next course of action would be. In Elaine’s work of completing the
WCP and the BWAT forms for example she recorded details of what dressing she had
used and indicated that the wound was getting smaller. This information linked Elaine’s
formulation of Mrs. Noble and her needs into the text boxes provided in a way that fit the
expectations of the case manager whose work was to ensure that Mrs. Noble carried out
Elaine’s instructions to change her dressing at home in the days before her next scheduled
clinic visit.
What is left out: What the text boxes do not capture. Mrs. Noble’s home
circumstances had a significant bearing on when or how her wound would heal, however,
as an essential part of translating the visit into a format that linked Mrs. Noble’s care to
other people in other geographical locations, the complex work of living with a chronic
wound that Mrs. Noble brought into play did not find its way into the report that Elaine
entered into the IHC chart. Nor did her consultation with the PT regarding the treatment
and her work of looking for and then substituting a dressing product.
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While Elaine’s sympathetic, yet nonverbal, acknowledgement of Mrs. Noble’s
concerns indicate that at some level she likely recognized the complexities of life with a
lower leg wound, what Mrs. Noble appeared to need was not well aligned with what
Elaine was organized to provide. Although it is not possible at this point to identify what
exactly was organizing this “routine” visit that seemed to overlook both the needs of the
patient and the knowledge of the nurse, it is possible to see some of the organizational
agenda that the text-work-text sequence carried into the bureaucratic functioning of the
clinic. In this first chapter of ethnographic data I have begun to show that, while it
appears that Elaine “postponed” her documentation into her lunch hour and for after the
clinic appointments had finished, in fact, Elaine’s attention to her documentary work was
embedded in everything she did.
Clinic nurses’ work coordinated by textually institutional interests. Textually
institutional interests that focus attention on certain priorities and overrule other
possibilities coordinated Elaine’s work with Mrs. Noble before, during, and after the
visit. Clues that point to some of these organizational practices behind the way Elaine’s
work happens are visible in the contradictions, frustrations, and challenges she voiced
regarding how patient visits are scheduled.
ELAINE (Wound Clinic RN): Each clinic can sort of have some control in how
they want to schedule but it doesn’t always work out, you know in theory and
practice, I mean you don’t always get the time you want. Like personally I need
about 45 minutes per client and even if I’m done with that client in 15 or 20
there’s always the paperwork right and to get on the computer and do the activity
recording I’d like to be able to be done with a person, have them slotted off and
then move on but I’m not the type of person who can go “OK, well I’ll just put
that chart there and move on to the next guy, get him seen, put his chart in, and do
all the charting updating at the end of the day”. That doesn’t work.
NRW: So you like to do your charting at the time of the visit?
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ELAINE: Yes. Some people they’re just, you know, “let’s see those clients get
them in and out” because it seems like that’s how we’re scheduled sometimes.
Like you know really, really busy with no breaks” … “You do appointments from
8 to about 1130. They try to leave a little half an hour grace time to do a little
paperwork and stuff. And then generally we try and not book after 2.30 and we
work till quarter after 4 and again it’s try and get that paperwork done probably
from all those visits [She laughs].
As Elaine continued to enter data and eat lunch, another nurse who has been
working in the clinic for several years joined her and agreed to participate in my study.
The two continued to describe issues and resentments about the required documentation,
the time it takes to complete and their impressions of its usefulness. They were especially
concerned that the time they spend keeping track of their visits takes time away from
actual patient care.
The second nurse, Chloe explained that, unlike the previous arrangements, where
she completed a handwritten form to account for the time spent with each patient, it takes
much longer now she has to enter these data into a computer system. The new drop down
menu requires her to click through several screens each time until she reaches the one
where she can record the information. Chloe estimated that, compared to the handwritten
system, which took only a few seconds, this method requires approximately 1-2 minutes
per patient. “I did it this morning for Thursday which wasn’t a heavy day for me and it
took me 20 minutes.” Since she is seeing 10-15 patients in a day she told me, she is
increasingly faced with the choice of spending less time with the patient or completing
the data entry on her own time.
I asked Chloe who reads the information about each clinic visit that she enters
into the computer.
CHLOE (Wound Clinic RN): That is supposed to be going to some committee
that’s sort of umm looking at our time and it’s all about funding right? So that’s
where it’s supposed to be going. But then I don’t know if that is so true anymore
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either because these programs of care now are supposed to be sort of money for
funding towards us but it doesn’t tell you how much time is spent with the client.
It just tells you that it [the patient’s case] was opened this date and ended this
date. But this as well is connected to funding.
NRW: Do you know who is on that committee?
CHLOE: No I don’t have a clue I don’t really care [she laughs] ... I really don’t
know. I just sort of do what they tell me to do. I don’t really ask a lot of questions
because it doesn’t really matter. In the end it doesn’t really matter to me I just
kind of do it.
The work Elaine and Chloe are expected to do and the way they are held
accountable moves electronically across the organization. The relevance of much of the
information wound clinic nurses are expected to document frustrates them. They cannot
see its usefulness. Nonetheless in completing the required paperwork they are being
pulled into clinic, program, and regional accountability systems. Even as they are
conscientiously completing the documents and computer entries in the way they have
been taught, they recognize that the information is being collected for purposes that are
not relevant to their therapeutic expertise and decisions.
Opening doors to explore ruling relations in the everyday work of the clinic.
Elaine and Chloe’s description raises further questions about the institutional
processes behind this scene. Why does the documentation take up so much time? Why
are all the visits squeezed in before 2 p.m.? Why are the record keeping and other
administrative tasks given so much value? Why do nurses persist in using their lunch
hour to document? Why did Elaine’s commitment to document after each visit place an
additional pressure on her? Why do the nurses find the documentation does not meet their
needs? In light of the tensions revealed in the research observations and the voiced
frustrations of nurses, the next step for me as an institutional ethnographer was to open
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doors that led beyond the local clinic setting to explore the regulatory frames on which
Elaine’s and the other clinic nurses’ work proceeds.
Doors to the categories and protocols of “advanced wound healing.” As
discussed in Chapter 3, in health care regulatory texts are dominated by an emphasis on
evidence and best practice. As I have shown, wound care depends on such texts that have
developed during the last 30 years of advancing wound science. The clinic nurses’ use of
standard clinic forms provides the empirical links into the evidence-based, regulatory
texts about wound healing and tissue repair with which the clinic protocols and care
pathways align. Within the categories of the WCP, the BWAT, and the LLA forms that
organized Elaine’s visit with Mrs. Noble it is possible to identify links to the current
discourses of advanced wound healing. The requirement to record the duration,
measurement, cause, and physical characteristics of the local wound links Elaine’s work
to the science of normal wound healing and the established parameters for determining
whether a wound is “acute” or “chronic”. The categories of risks associated with
impaired wound healing listed on the WCP correspond to those outlined in 1994 by The
Wound Healing Society (Lazarus et al.). The numerical outcome measures and linear
progress of the BWAT scores connect to the science of predicting timelines to healing
and monitoring the effectiveness of interventions which both align with the WBP Model
(Schultz & Dowsett, 2012).
The forms Elaine used also link her frontline work to standardized treatment
protocols outlined in wound care BPGs. For example, when the LLA form directed
Elaine to assess the swelling in Mrs. Noble’s legs, she was taking up scientific evidence
that, since VLUs are related to impaired blood flow, the best evidence-based treatment
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option is to wear compression stockings which are designed to improve circulation and
decrease swelling (Burrows et al., 2007).
Hints of the organizing power of nurses’ work within the categories and protocols
on which these forms are based can be caught in Mrs. Noble’s conversation with Elaine.
Despite Mrs. Noble’s immediate need to fulfill her daily activities under challenging
circumstances, she also felt compelled to show how invested she was in closing the
wound. Her apologetic explanation for not following the instructions she had been
provided offers telling glimpses into how her work as a wound patient was being
organized to fit within protocols deemed most appropriate for someone with a VLU, even
when this directly conflicted with other needs she was voicing. In Chapter 6 I show how,
by critically examining the origins and development of the Wound Care Guidelines
(Alberta Health Services, 2009) adopted by the health region I uncovered organizational
priorities behind the definitions, concepts, and protocols that ultimately determine how
the clinic work is coordinated, sometimes at the expense of what the patients appear to
need.
Doors to the institutional processes of wound product supply. The brief
consultation that Elaine made with the PT during Mrs. Noble’s appointment connected
her with another, interlinked complex of social relations that are active in the clinic. The
fact that Elaine was new to the wound clinic setting informed her decision to seek support
from the clinic PT. Although she had completed the first level of wound care education
Elaine did not always feel confident in her ability to select the appropriate treatments.
She described the work involved in learning about the many options available.
Elaine (Wound Clinic RN): Well there’s so many types of dressings you know
there’s a whole bunch of them that will add moisture there’s a whole bunch that
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debride and you know a wound is never just this or just that. There’s always a
combination of different things going on and then of course the client’s
comorbidities and what they’re allergic to, and what they tolerate, and all of that.
So it gets kind of complicated to try and decide and I guess if you ask 5 different
people you are going to get 5 different answers but it doesn’t mean that any of
them are necessarily wrong but maybe there’s a better answer or a best answer in
the bunch. So that’s where I guess the confidence or the building of confidence
comes in, from experience.
NRW: How did you learn what you know about dressings?
Elaine: Umm well we get sort of a foundation of information through the first
level of advanced wound care 30 but it’s I think putting the pieces together through
actually doing. That’s where it starts to make some sense.
When Elaine and the PT made a joint decision as to which type of dressing to use
they drew not only on their knowledge of the protocols for patients with VLUs and the
different properties of wound dressing products but also the types and products available
for use. Whether or not they were aware of it, their decisions are hooked into a supply
chain management process of proposals, negotiations, and contractual agreements, which
determine the brand and specification of products available for use in the health region.
When Elaine headed to the cupboard to collect the selected product, her ability to use the
dressing she wanted was dependent on practical details of delivery and supply processes
that determine whether a product is physically available within the health region’s wound
product formulary. 31
Doors to the economic discourse of government health care funding. Elaine’s
use of the LLA form also hooked her work with Mrs. Noble into the economic discourse
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The IHC Skin and Wound education program is explored further in Chapter 6.
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My data revealed empirical links to institutional processes involved in wound product supply.
However, the complexity of the social and ruling relations that wound care products are
embedded in meant my efforts to trace these links into the institution were complicated by
strict protocols surrounding access for non health region employees to purchasing department
staff and procedures. The medico-industrial complex of wound product supply will become
the focus of future IE research.
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of health care funding. In addition to her clinical knowledge of patients with lower leg
wounds, an integral part of Elaine’s clinic routine was to work to assess Mrs. Noble’s
financial situation as it relates to health care funding. Although not directly discussed
during the visit, the fact that Mrs. Noble was applying for reimbursement for her
compression stockings established her as someone in need of additional publicly funded
subsidies. During our later interview Elaine explained that, since the health region does
not cover the cost of compression stockings, individuals wishing to be reimbursed are
required to undergo a specific assessment to determine whether they qualify for funding.
Alberta Aids to Daily Living (AADL) is a “program [that] helps Albertans with a longterm disability, chronic illness or terminal illness to maintain their independence at home,
in lodges or group homes by providing financial assistance to buy medical equipment and
supplies” (Alberta Health, 2015a, para.1). The program relies on designated authorizers
to identify patients who meet preestablished financial and clinical criteria that are used to
determine who will qualify for funding and who will not. AADL authorizers are RNs,
Physical Therapists (PT) or Occupational Therapists (OT) working in a community
health care facility, hospital, continuing care centre or home care program. All
authorizers complete a training program that orients them to the AADL policy and
procedure document and to the criteria for funding eligibility for the specific area of the
integrated community health services program in which they are qualified to perform
assessments. Authorizers are monitored on an ongoing basis to ensure they are in
compliance with AADL regulations. The AADL forms completed by an authorizer set in
motion a textual process that determines the level of funding, location of provision of
service, and what equipment is approved. If a client meets the criteria for funding they
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are required to purchase the specified equipment from a published list of preauthorized
vendors. In the case of compression stockings all patients seeking AADL reimbursement
are required to undergo a LLA (Alberta Health, 2015b; Government of Alberta, 2012).
On the LLA form (Appendix F) authorizers complete details of a physiological
assessment of the lower legs as well as details of the patient’s medical history, relevant
medication, compression history, and recommendations for treatment.
During Mrs. Noble’s visit Elaine consulted the LLA form completed by the
previous nurse that indicated Mrs. Noble met the criteria for the government program and
had qualified for a subsidy to cover the cost of stockings. As directed, Mrs. Noble had
purchased her stockings from a designated, government-approved vendor who was
qualified to measure and fit them according to AADL protocols. Elaine, who had only
recently started working at the wound clinic, learned how to determine whether or not the
stockings were “doing their job” by comparing her assessment to the previously
documented entries. Although she herself had not taken the additional training required to
be an AADL authorizer, her work with the LLA form was organized by a format that is
linked directly to the government-funding program. Elaine’s message to Mrs. Noble
about the fiscal responsibility of bringing her own supplies suggests that she was taking
up the language of the economic discourse to convey priorities of the organizational
structure of the clinic. Nevertheless, her quickly added comment that the clinic has some
supplies available in case a patient forgets to bring their own, hints at the dilemma she
faces between enforcing a rule that passes costs on to patients and her awareness of the
financial hardship this may cause. In the next chapters I discuss how my conversations
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with a wound educator, clinic manager, and CM program director provided further
insight into how financially motivated priorities organize clinic nurses’ frontline work.
Doors to the organizational features of the case management program. The
forms used during clinic visits also reveal clues which link Elaine’s frontline work into
regulatory texts behind organizational changes taking place in the structure and function
of outpatient clinics. As discussed in the introductory chapter, the health region where the
study was conducted had recently introduced a CM model of service delivery for
outpatient services (Alberta Health Services, 2011). Under the CM system, each person
requiring care is assigned to a case manager. The case manager’s work is to coordinate
services and help patients to navigate the complexity of the system while also working to
support patients to take control of their own health (Alberta Health Services, 2011). One
of the roles of the case manager is to “coordinate or make referrals seeking consultation
as required” (Alberta Health Services, 2011, p. 18). The IHC management team had
operationalized the conceptual goals of CM (Appendices K and L) that include
appointing a dedicated person responsible for each individuals’ care and implementing
new “information management” through a service known as Coordinated Access. The
program is intended to support “person and family centered care” (Alberta Health
Services, 2011, p. 9) by streamlining the ways clients are admitted to, progress through,
and are discharged from the system.
In accordance with the health region’s CM strategies (Alberta Health Services,
2011) wherein funding is directly linked to demonstrated outcomes (Appendix J), 32 each
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In Canada all health region facilities are required to collect standardized data on every patient.
The new systems being introduced provincially were intended to facilitate data collection in
compliance with national funding bodies’ requirements. At the time of my data collection IHC
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stage of a patient’s contact with health services is coordinated through the use of
standardized decision tools (the information management) to determine the availability
and suitability of services to meet clients’ identified unmet needs. Once a client has been
admitted to the service and a care plan developed 33 decisions about when to make
changes in a client’s care are determined by “trigger events” (Alberta Health Services,
2011, p15) that flag staff to the fact that something has not happened as predicted. This
process is intended to facilitate seamless transition of information between case managers
and other team members providing services for the client (Alberta Health Services,
2011).
As I show in more detail in later chapters the organizing work of data entry under
the new CM system is a source of frustration for several of the people interviewed and
observed for this IE research. A CCAC nurse’s work of completing an intake form had
coordinated Mrs. Noble’s initial admission to IHC. The intake nurse had determined that
Mrs. Noble was eligible to receive other services in her home and assigned her to a

staff were being taught to use the new Alberta Continuing Care Information System (ACCIS)
a computer system built by Alberta Health and Wellness to collect assessment and service
detail data about continuing care clients which could also be extracted to meet national data
collection requirements of the Canadian Institute for Health Information (CIHI) via the Home
Care Reporting System (HCRS). The RAAT tool and Integrated Care Plan included in the
admission package were also intended to capture items included in the Resident Assessment
Instrument–Home Care (RAI-HC©) the data collection form for the Minimum Data Set
(MDS) required by the Continuing Care Reporting System (CCRS) and Home Care Reporting
System (HCRS). Designed to ensure high inter and intra-observer reliability, each item and
“response code” in the RAI-HC© is given a concise and precise definition to facilitate
quantifiable measurement (e.g., frequency, presence/absence), which can be linked
numerically to an expected time frame (Alberta Health and Wellness, 2013). The MDS
includes 7-core skin and wound-related variables defined by the categories of evidence-based
best practice. While the data I collected from standpoint informants provided glimpses of
empirical links into the complex organizational structures of federal government funding and
national accreditation standards, the ruling relations behind the requirement to collect data
about wounds in the specific MDS format will be the focus of future IE research.
33

The Integrated Care Plan is explored in more detail in Chapters 5 and 6.
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community-based case manager. In Mrs. Noble’s case her referral to the SWAT team was
triggered when the BWAT form indicated no progress in the wound within a 2-week
period. Yet, in an apparent contradiction of the claim to seamless transition of
information, when Mrs. Noble came to the wound clinic, Elaine received no information
informing her what services Mrs. Noble was receiving at home. Similar to the account of
the man whose leg was amputated (see Chapter 2), the puzzles that arise in the way
decisions were made about when, where, and by whom, Mrs. Noble’s wound would be
seen directed me to explore further the CM scheduling practices for outpatient clinic
visits. In the next chapter I describe how I interviewed a triage nurse, a clinic manager,
and a wound care educator about the process for deciding which patients attend clinic and
how their visits are booked.
Just as Elaine knew very little about what the case manager was doing for Mrs.
Noble, the information the case manager received in return about the actual work Elaine
did during the visit was confined to what was visible in the entries Elaine made on the
WCP. As Elaine completed the assessment it was possible to see how she was negotiating
aspects of the visit she is required to prioritize. Elaine indicated for example that she did
not complete the first section on the WCP labelled ‘assessment of identified risks to
healing’ or the risk assessment forms 34 that are required for all IHC patients because, as
she explained, Mrs. Noble’s case manager is expected to work with risks. She added that
it is quite difficult to complete the risk assessment form in the clinic because, since she is
not seeing the patient in her home, most of the questions do not apply. This raises further
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This includes the Braden Risk Assessment tool (Braden & Bergstrom, 1994) that is indicated
as a required component of the WCP.
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perplexing questions around what was organizing Elaine’s decisions. Why did she deem
the data she did collect more relevant to Mrs. Noble’s situation than the risk assessment
forms? In Chapter 7 I explore these questions by examining changes in wound care
practice taking place as clinic nurses learn to fit their work within the concepts of the
newly introduced IHC ICPs.
Troubles in Everyday Wound Work: The Developing Problematic to be Explicated
In Mrs. Noble’s clinic visit and in other observations and interviews my data
show nurses translating the everyday circumstances of the patient into a standard format
that communicates to other people selective aspects of the work going on. While Elaine
likely recognized the complexities of life with a lower leg wound, her actions were also
organized by her knowledge that, if she did not provide specific information in a specific
way, Mrs. Noble may not receive the necessary funds to comply with the best practice
plan Elaine was expected to recommend. This powerful organizing factor oriented Elaine
to pay attention to certain details and to overlook others. As the WCP data collection and
AADL funding imperatives took over, Elaine’s potential to engage in topics of
conversation were limited to those that fit within the authorized version of Mrs. Noble’s
wound and the constraints on her time.
The completed WCP form with a short written entry to indicate that Mrs. Noble
would continue to wear compression stockings, change her own dressings, and return to
the clinic for reassessment, effectively covered over Mrs. Noble’s subjectivity of being a
mother worried about her adult son and concerned about her ability to complete her daily
activities. Elaine’s work objectified Mrs. Noble into a standardized VLU patient. All the
efforts Mrs. Noble had taken to buy dressings, arrange transport to the clinic, and attempt
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to reapply her stockings was left out. Instead, the record of the visit provided evidence to
suggest that the reason the wound was improving was because protocols for dressings
and compression stockings had been successfully implemented. At the same time, the
complex (albeit novice) knowledge that Elaine used to assess Mrs. Noble’s legs in the
“correct” way, to select the “appropriate” dressing product, even to make an alternate
choice when the first product was not available, did not make its way into the chart. As
Elaine completed the required computer fields that construct the formal record of Mrs.
Noble’s visit, none of what actually happened is described. As the record was sent
forward and used by others to make clinical and institutional decisions, all traces of the
individuals involved had been removed. Both Mrs. Noble and Elaine had disappeared.
The complexity of Mrs. Noble’s wound and how it was impacting her life was
transformed into calculable measures. The analysis developed in this dissertation reveals
how clinic visits are worked up in terms of quality and time implications that become part
of an accounting system that feeds back into specific forms of wound and managerial
science; the institutional circuits (Griffith & Smith, 2014; see Chapter 2) that organize
how clinic work proceeds. As this research shows in more detail in the following
chapters, as these organizational frames are taken up, they work in troubling ways, often
against the best interest of frontline staff and the patients attending the clinic.
Summary
In this chapter I have shown a routine clinic visit that positions the patient and the
nurse at the intersection between the subjectivities of everyday wound work and the
objectifying institutional requirements of work processes organizing this work. I used this
account to identify entry points into the social relations that are embedded in the verbal
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and textual practices of an outpatient wound clinic. I have outlined those moments of
disjuncture between everyday happenings in the clinic with emphasis on pathways
composed of layered and linked flowcharts with boxes to be ticked. I have opened up a
way for readers to begin to see how each person’s work is articulated to other people’s
work throughout the clinic, the IHC program, and the health region. Moreover, I have
begun a textual analysis of the technical wound care language that is embedded in the
texts and the referrals and other work the texts generate. The information that Elaine was
expected to record about her encounter with Mrs. Noble provides several clues that point
to ways the work was being organized outside of the local clinic setting. Rather than
individuating and critiquing Elaine’s apparent lack of responsiveness to Mrs. Noble’s
situation, I have begun to show how, as wound clinic staff engage in the work of
determining the criteria by which patients are admitted, which category of wound they
belong to, and which treatment is most appropriate, they activate a complex web of
preformatted guidelines and directions. In the next chapter I follow the empirical links I
have identified into the institution to explicate how nurses’ frontline clinic work is
organized.
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Chapter Five: Ruling Relations in the Regulatory Frames of Case-Managed Wound
Work: The Textually Mediated Coordination of Wound Patient Journeys Through
the Integrated Home Care System
Institutions exist in that strange magical realm in which social relations based on
texts transform the local particularities of people, place, and time into
standardized, generalized, and especially trans-local forms of coordinating
people’s activities. (Smith, 2005, p. 101)
Institutional language organizes ways of knowing the world in institutionally
actionable ways. (McCoy, 2006, p. 122)
In this chapter I explore in more depth the managerial efforts underway in the
region where I conducted the study to streamline IHC service delivery for wound
patients. Examining how nurses talk about and participate in textual practices, I show
how people’s work in the realigned Skin and Wound Service was being coordinated
through standardized decision tools that conform to the newly implemented integrated
care and CM models of service delivery. Despite managerial promises that mandatory
completion of the WCP as part of a new IHC admission package would streamline
transition of patients and their information from one area to another, the ethnographic
data I collected revealed hidden problems. The authors of a recently completed
managerial review (Alberta Health Services, 2012a) had explored similar issues to those I
identified in my fieldwork. However, rather than approaching my own investigation of
these concerns from within the conceptual findings and recommendations outlined in the
official report, I describe how I returned instead to my IE problematic to examine the
institutional circuits within which this work proceeds.
The clinic nurses are located at the intersection between how they have been
taught (and are being monitored) to use the new IHC textual tools and how this work
conflicts with their experiential interactions with patients. From this standpoint, their
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accounts of the documentary requirements revealed significant clues to the ruling
relations organizing the changes. Following the links exposed in observed clinic visits
and standpoint informant interviews, I explored how certain taken for granted knowledge
about wounds and wound healing has been taken up as factual evidence of how wound
work happens. I show how this knowledge has been positioned as an ideal fit with health
region requirements to demonstrate the efficacy of the IHC and CM models through
quantifiable outcomes. In the next chapter I link these findings back into the descriptions
of everyday clinic happenings to explicate how, as nurses organize their clinic work
within the parameters of the WCP they are unwittingly activating the form’s capacity to
do the coordinating work of the CM model of service delivery.
Integrated Home Care Realignment: The Skin and Wound Service
As previously discussed, the data collection for this study took place during a
period of considerable change to the structure and day-to-day operation of outpatient
wound care services. In line with the health region’s 5-year strategic plan to standardize
service delivery (Alberta Health Services, 2010a) the “fragmented” models from various
acute care, ambulatory care, and outpatient wound clinics around the city had been
realigned into a centrally-managed IHC Skin and Wound Service. All outpatient clinic
wound care services were now provided at five clinics, four located in the suburbs and
one downtown.
The SWAT education program, which has its origins in the pre-IHC
organizational structure, was being offered to RNs, Licensed Practical Nurses (LPN),
PTs, and OTs as an optional addition to the basic wound care instruction provided during
general orientation for new staff. Courses are comprised of “didactic instruction,
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experiential learning and self-study supported by modules” (Alberta Health Services,
2012a, p. 11). Participants are awarded a designation of SWAT I, II or III, depending on
how far they advance through the program.
IHC staff is divided into teams each dedicated to a specific patient population
(e.g., adult, seniors, pediatric, palliative). All the staff members at the outpatient clinic are
assigned to the adult team. Some other teams include designated SWAT RNs and LPNs
who act as resource people within the teams. SWAT trained OTs and PTs are also
distributed throughout the teams. SWAT team members staff all five clinics. A number of
physicians with an interest in wounds also work at the downtown clinic, either on staff or
available for consultation. A limited number of SWAT-trained RNs and PTs hold
positions dedicated to making home visits for those patients deemed unable to attend
clinic. To differentiate from the clinic based team members these individuals are called
Community-Based (Not Clinic) staff.
Unlike the previous set up, where patients with wounds could be referred directly
to a clinic attached to a medical specialty, all clients are now admitted through the IHC
CCAC team where intake staff members are responsible for making decisions in
accordance with the new IHC protocols about where, when, and by whom patients are
seen. Referrals to the SWAT team arrive internally from other IHC team members, or
externally from physicians, acute care staff, Long Term Care or other community
residential services. While each “patient journey” begins with a clinician assessing
whether an individual has, or is at risk of developing, a wound most clients attending the
clinics follow one of two predetermined paths through the system depending on where
the referral originates.
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In situations such as Mrs. Noble’s where patients are identified as needing support
services in the home (e.g. assistance with bathing) they are assigned to an IHC case
manager based in the community who is responsible for coordinating their care among
the variously credentialed workers, including “interventionist” nurses, who will be
deployed to deliver hands-on care. Although generalist (not SWAT) staff in the
community manages uncomplicated wounds, it is the role of the community case
manager to determine if and when a referral to the SWAT team needs to be made. For
patients who attend clinic the community-based case manager is responsible for making
arrangements for them to receive any recommended treatment outside of the clinic, to
monitor progress of the wound, and to assess any need for further referrals.
In other cases, such as the man with the DFU (see Chapter 2), if on initial
admission a member of the CCAC intake team determines that someone being referred to
the SWAT team is capable of attending clinic but does not require additional services in
the home, the patient is admitted to the caseload of a clinic-based case manager. Nurses
in the wound clinics are expected to see the patient, deal with the presenting concern (in
this case the wound), and move them on through the system. In line with integrated care
and CM values about how clients are to be responsible for their own health, when
patients are assigned to the clinic caseload, whichever clinic staff member sees them acts
as both interventionist as well as the case manager. Although it is unlikely that a patient
will regularly see the same team member, whoever conducts the clinic visit is required to
provide patients with resources to follow up with any issues that are identified during the
assessment but which do not fall under the clinic mandate.
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Standardized Integrated Home Care documents. In the CM service delivery
model the ability to identify care goals and predict how quickly they can be achieved is
essential to the funding-linked outcome measures on which the success of each program
or department is evaluated (National Case Management Network of Canada, 2009). Staff
members are required to “document client goals and plans of care including measurable
criteria such as clinical stability, adherence factors, and effectiveness of care strategies”
(National Case Management Network of Canada, 2009, p. 13). To accomplish this, all
IHC case managers are required to “develop a comprehensive plan of care in
collaboration with the client and the interdisciplinary team supported by standardized
assessment tools and clinical expertise in a team conferencing format” (Alberta Health
Services, 2011, p. 18).
Under the previous structure where clinics were organized according to specific
medical diagnoses, staff drew on diverse specialty knowledge for the best way to deliver
care for patients with wounds. The forms and documents used to collect data were as
varied as the clinics. The new model required standardized texts to be created, redesigned
or adapted to fit the CM framework. By whichever route patients arrive at an outpatient
clinic, staff members are expected to initiate, or monitor the newly introduced IHC
admission package. The package is identical for all clients regardless of services required
or where those services are provided. Decisions about documents to be included in the
package were made by an IHC committee of managers and frontline staff tasked with
ensuring that the process demonstrates compliance with the health region’s requirement
to “gather information according to provincial standardized process” (Alberta Health
Services, 2011, p. 18). The clinician responsible for initial evaluation of an IHC client is
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required to complete a Rehabilitation and Acute Assessment Tool (RAAT) by answering
questions in predetermined categories intended to provide a comprehensive evaluation of
all aspects of the patients’ life. According to the CM literature this process is to be
conducted in collaboration with the client and is intended to “facilitate an exploration of
client’s needs, concerns, values, and choices” (National Case Management Network of
Canada, 2009, p. 11). RAAT users are instructed to circle P if they identify an
impairment, limitation or concern that requires intervention and that will be addressed on
the Plan of care, A if they will personally be performing further evaluation or assessment
and R if a referral to another discipline or resource is required. Any information requiring
further action is transferred to an ICP 35 (Appendix H) where evaluators outline the
client’s goals, what interventions are being performed, and the expected timelines for
goal achievement.
Wound clinical pathway as part of the IHC admission package. Prior to the
introduction of the new CM framework the WCP (see Chapter 4) and associated
assessment forms had been used for several years by the city’s home care teams to
facilitate the transition of wound-related information from the community to the clinic
and back. Members of the SWAT team had designed the pathway to align with published
best practice principles of wound healing. The existing wound-specific BWAT (BatesJensen, 1997) and Braden (Braden & Bergstrom, 1994) assessment tools that the SWAT
team had incorporated into the WCP had also been developed within this evidence base.
As part of the move towards centralization of services, several smaller
geographically defined health regions were amalgamated into one large provincial health
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The organizing work of the Integrated Care Plan is explored in more detail in Chapter 6.
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service. The new “Superboard”’s need to streamline for consistency amongst previously
diverse wound care practices (and more recently to tie protocols into the items available
on the region’s product formulary) was addressed by the introduction of one set of
Wound Care Guidelines 36 (Alberta Health Services, 2009) for all outpatient wound
services in the province. The new guidelines, which were created by a group of health
professionals located in another city (and formerly in a different health region) from the
clinics where I conducted my study, replaced a set of guidelines previously developed by
the locally based SWAT team. With input from frontline staff, the IHC document
committee members had determined that the WCP fit within the best practice
recommendations of the new provincial Wound Care Guidelines (Alberta Health
Services, 2009) and deemed the existing form suitable for use as the city-wide
standardized decision tool to organize how patients proceed through the realigned Skin
and Wound outpatient services.
As described in the account of Mrs. Noble’s visit (see Chapter 4), under the
CCAC system, mandatory completion of the WCP is the mechanism that determines
whether or how patients are admitted to the clinic, what treatment they receive, and what
is to happen next. In line with CM requirement for clinicians to identify and work
towards quantifiable goals related to “clinical stability” and “effectiveness of care
strategies” (National Case Management Network of Canada, 2009, p. 13) the WCP
instructs the 2-week timeline whereupon deterioration or lack of improvement in a wound
requires a response. When, despite evidence-based treatment protocols initiated by
community-based interventionists, Mrs. Noble’s wound was not progressing within this
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See Chapter 6 for a critical analysis of these guidelines.
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timeline, the case manager initiated a referral to the CCAC team. Once a referral form
has been received the CCAC triage nurse uses a Site of Service tool to determine whether
the patient is able to attend the wound clinic or requires a visit from a SWAT team
member in their home.
Evaluating the Integrated Program: The Integrated Home Care Skin and Wound
Review
Throughout my data collection nurses and other clinic staff members were
expressing frustrations with the changes to their work organization since the restructuring
of the clinics. It was a frequent topic of conversation during meetings and break times.
Indeed, I learned from a variety of sources that concerns similar to those I was
uncovering in my fieldwork had also caught the attention of IHC managers. During my
observations I was informed that a team had recently conducted a review of Skin and
Wound services. Project leaders had formed committees and conducted focus groups to
explore issues identified by clinic managers and frontline staff. The final report (Alberta
Health Services, 2012a) outlined several recommendations for changes to the way
services were currently being delivered. Several of these, including efforts to streamline
referral processes and the wound educational program were already being implemented.
Continuing my analytical goal of reading for the social organization, the IHC skin and
wound review project (Alberta Health Services, 2012a) served as an entry point into the
social organization of outpatient clinic wound work. The project report became part of
my data collection.
Fundamentally the Skin and Wound Service reviewers and I shared the same goal
of exploring what was happening at the frontlines of the amalgamated wound clinics. As
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I will go on to show, the IHC reviewers had identified many of the same concerns
amongst staff that came to light during my own observations and interviews. However, a
close analysis of the findings revealed a standpoint that located them within the same
conceptual processes on which the restructuring had been organized. Drawing on the
language of the current discursive organization of wound work and employing a
particular approach to a “process mapping” technique that fit within the strategic
directions outlined in the Health region’s quality improvement plans (Alberta Health
Services, 2012b), the authors had presented an overview of how the Integrated Skin and
Wound services were currently operating. Similar to the account I presented in Chapter 2
of the man whose leg was amputated, the project team had highlighted that the current
scheduling process might potentially lead to complications due to delays in patients being
seen. However, from an IE analytical standpoint, the team’s related recommendation, that
having a SWAT trained staff member in the triage position would enable standardization
of referral procedures and avoid the risk of inefficient “workarounds” (Alberta Health
Services, 2012a, p. 26) provides telling glimpses of the ruling relations embedded within
the review process.
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Figure 5. Section of skin and wound review process map (adapted from original to
maintain anonymity of identified parties).
Note. The term used on the process map for all clinic and community-based (not clinic)
staff is “CCC” the name used prior to the introduction of case manager and
interventionist roles.
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Throughout the IHC skin and wound project (Alberta Health Services, 2012a), the
reviewers made all decisions about what was included, what was left out, and what
outcome measures they used to evaluate the effectiveness of existing services, in
consultation with IHC directors. The review authors highlighted the fact that the project
principles were designed to align with the health region’s 5-Year Health Action Plan
2010-2015 Transformational Improvement Programs (TIPS; Alberta Health Services,
2010a). As a result the review team’s options for potential approaches and solutions to
the issues emerging from the data were limited to those that complied with the same
organizational goals of quality improvement through streamlining of services.
On a process map 37 the consultants used conventional flowchart tools to represent
the ways a client enters, travels through, and leaves the wound care system (see Figure 5
for an example section). Points at which decisions are made were depicted within oval
figures, while the outcomes of these decisions were denoted by rectangles. For example
the map showed how a patient will follow a different route through the system depending
on whether they are initially determined to have an “acute” or a “complex” wound.
Although not visible to the reader, each oval element of the map implicitly references
predetermined criteria that define classifications on which decisions are based. In almost
all cases a document can be identified that outlines these criteria and instructions for how
allocation to a specific category is to happen. The way in which an individual progresses
through the IHC system from the time they are identified by a member of the IHC team
as a “client with wound or swelling” (Alberta Health Services, 2012a, App. B), relies on
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everyone involved along the way applying these criteria in the ways prescribed in the
texts.
The skin and wound reviewers suggested that examining “transitions and
adopt[ing] consistent best practice across the continuum will ensure systemically sound
wound management for clients” (Alberta Health Services, 2012a, p. 30). They justified
their call for a “refined deployment of specialty staff” in terms of its cost effectiveness
for the system and better outcomes for patients by:
•

Decreasing the demand for higher levels of education for frontline staff.

•

Ensuring consistent practice.

•

Ensuring best practice.

•

Focusing swift attention on clinical issues thus limiting morbidity and possible
mortality (p.30)

While clearly well intentioned, these recommendations rely on the unchallenged
principle that following pre-established, evidence-informed best practice will be in the
best interest of all involved. Since this conviction precludes any need to question the
currently available evidence, possible solutions can only be sought through bringing the
clinic processes in line with what has been deemed “best-practice” to this particular
situation.
Constrained as they were within the governing discourses, the project managers
had created a version of outpatient wound clinic work that carried within it the
institutional priorities of those people responsible for financing the project. The process
map they created depicts the work as demonstrably controllable, however, the textuallymediated, linear progressions shown on the map bear little resemblance to the constantly
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changing lives of those attending the clinic and the unpredictable wound work (in
particular the complexities of “referral” and “collaboration”) that my ethnographic data
showed.
As an analyst interested in examining the ruling relations in which the work
processes outlined in the report are embedded, I particularly noted the dotted line 38
labelled “collaborating” on the process map between “ccc visiting” and “client visiting
clinic” (the 4th ovals in each row of the example section in Figure 5). This line likely
represents a considerable portion of the work that the clinic based and home visit nurses
do yet it provides no details for the reader of how this work happens. The concept of
“collaboration” (National Case Management Network of Canada, 2009, p. 7) is listed as
one of the five guiding principles of the CM model yet the fact that the line on the map
has no content beyond the term “collaborating” is a clue that the people conducting the
process review did not capture everything the clinic staff does on a daily basis.
An Alternative Way to Explore Outpatient Skin and Wound Work
In keeping with IE’s ontology that the social is only to be discovered in the
everyday activity of individuals (Smith, 1999, p. 95), my own quest for answers about
what was happening in the clinics did not start by aligning with the conceptualized
recommendations of the formal IHC skin and wound review (Alberta Health Services,
2012a). I sought instead to identify in the everyday activities of my informants, traces of
ways in which the ruling relations behind the project were entering into and organizing
the changes to clinic work taking place. Listening closely to my standpoint informants’
accounts of their involvement in the skin and wound review process I noted
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contradictions in their thinking as they attempted to make sense of the implications the
project recommendations had for their work.
Debbie (Wound Clinic RN): “In these wound meetings, so we had a group; I
think it was about 10 people that were involved, and they also had this person that
guided the conversation. She looked at what people said the problems were and
how the business kind of was done in a day, and this sort of thing, and what
would be more efficient…. Now she is not a specialist in wounds. I don’t think
she’s even a specialist in health care. I think she was more of a business solutions
type of person but she had come up with a bunch of recommendations and it was
really still up to management which ones they afforded to take on and which ones
they thought were priorities.”
In this and other similar accounts, even as the nurses welcomed the idea that they
were encouraged to participate in the review process, it seemed they were struggling to
see where exactly they fit into the outcomes produced. Despite the apparently inclusive
and consultative nature of the skin and wound review, there appeared to be a tangible
divide between the everyday world of these nurses and what they saw as the somewhat
obscure methods the project managers’ were using to make recommended changes.
Approaching these issues from within the ontological understanding of an institutional
ethnographer, took me in a quite different direction 39 from that of the managerially
sanctioned reviewers.

39

In a recent publication(Waters, 2015) I explore in more depth my struggles to articulate how
use of the term mapping in IE differs from the process mapping of industrial models of patient
flow through health care systems. In the paper I describe how this led me to discover parallels
with the Counter Cartography movement (Pearce & Louis, 2008; Wainwright & Bryan, 2009).
I was encouraged by descriptions of “counter-mapping” projects through which people living
in areas that have been mapped by others seeking to take control of the land have been able to
regain boundaries and resources by challenging and re-drawing these externally generated
representations of their habitats (Wainwright & Bryan, 2009).
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The Outpatient Wound Clinic: A Site of Conflicted Discursively Organized
Practices
During the time of my data collection the clinic wound care specialists were being
taught to work from within the integrated care and CM discourses that were delivered
through a compulsory education program for all IHC staff 40 (Alberta Health Services,
2011). Motivated by assurances that services could be improved through key integration
strategies including delivering people-centred care, reducing variation in practice,
focusing on the continuum of care across different locations, and improving process
management (Murray, 2009, p. 37), the nurses had become active participants in the
many changes taking place. In contrast to these expectations, however, my interviews and
observations revealed significant tensions arising as these nurses attempted to reconcile
their experiential knowledge of patients living with chronic wounds with the concepts
and processes of the new model.
“We don’t have to do any of the other stuff.” Debbie, one of the clinic RNs,
who had recently completed the CM education program, took up the terms and concepts
of the framework to explain how the system works for existing IHC patients referred to
the clinic.
DEBBIE (Wound Clinic RN): The patients that are already on home care will
have a case manager and then we are the interventionists. We are what they call
the “refer on”. Responsibility for us is, you know, generally focussed on wound
care. We don’t have to do any of the other stuff because that’s managed by the
case manager. If we identify a need that the case manager has not identified then
we go back to the case manager and they do all the [pause] execution of the plans,
kind of thing. Which is nice, it makes things a lot more [pause] seamless for us.

40

The various IHC education programs are analyzed in more detail in Chapter 6.
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Debbie’s language reflects how she was drawing on integrated care and CM
concepts that the case manager is responsible for coordinating [process management] all
services for the client, “referring on” to resources such as the wound clinic [continuum
of care] available to provide standardized [reduced variation in practice] support for
the patient’s plan of care [person-centred]. Debbie framed the division of labour
between case managers and interventionists as a positive change that supports the clinic
nurses’ work. Yet her description below of how this was working in practice revealed
that implementing the theoretical concepts she learned in the CM course had not been as
straightforward as her enthusiastic endorsement of this restructuring would suggest.
The standardized IHC documentary practices are expected to provide the clinic
nurses with direction to do their work in ways that will facilitate the transfer of
information between the clinic and other providers involved in the patient’s care. Yet
Debbie was keen to point out that there is no such thing as a standard clinic visit.
DEBBIE (Wound Clinic RN): We very, very rarely do just a basic dressing
change or a basic compression wrap because we are not just looking at that one
thing. We are always looking at where is this person going to go and why are we
doing this?
Despite her earlier assertion that the ability to pass “any of the other stuff” on to
the case manager frees the clinic nurses up to focus on the wound, Debbie expressed
concerns that not only does referral paperwork take a considerable amount of time but
also important information is being missed.
DEBBIE (Wound Clinic RN): I just find it’s the workload even if you think
about one person it’s become so big and on an average day I would say I am
writing 2-3 letters a day. Either, as I said, to consult to a dietician, to transfer to
community. A lot of problems with patients getting to clinic have been identified
and we really should have been referring more needs at home than we really
realized. But we are very limited because we normally see them in the clinic and
we have predetermined time in which we have to see them.
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As referenced in Debbie’s description of letters she writes each day to “consult to
a dietician” or “transfer to the community”, within the new CM framework clinic nurses
are expected to refer patients directly to other agencies or back to community-based case
managers for assistance with any issues identified during a clinic visit. Debbie was
worried that having to re-organize her time to accommodate these changes meant that
“sometimes you don’t get down to the big issues that are going on that are really
impacting your patients and you don’t know about them”. Yet the apparent disconnect
between the theoretical premise of “streamlined” information transfer and the reality of
the time nurses spend in initiating referrals seems puzzling in light of managerial
promises that the CM system is intended to improve person-centred care.
Management’s plan for the compulsory completion of the IHC standardized
admission package for these patients is expected to address Debbie’s concerns about
whether or not she is “getting down to the big issues”. The premise being that completion
of the package forms will provide a comprehensive patient assessment. Yet Debbie found
this was not the case, and she did not consider the information she was being asked to
collect relevant to her wound work:
DEBBIE (Wound Clinic RN): So we might be seeing them for a laceration to
their ankle that’s not healing well. We still have to ask them about if they are
having any urinary problems, [and do] a systems assessment of their lungs. We
have to ask them about their ADL’s [Activities of Daily Living], like all of those
things and it’s not discretionary, which is again where I have an issue with it
because as a professional you can often identify which patients are fairly
straightforward. You know, patient’s 18 years old … they have very little medical
history, otherwise healthy, but you still have to go through this whole system with
them.… On admission it’s a lot. A lot of paperwork that we are doing. First day,
and as time goes on it’s a little bit less but you are supposed to be following up on
these documents.
As a wound specialist who had taken extensive additional education, Debbie
explained that she was able to identify which aspects of any assessments may be relevant
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to the development or progression of a wound. She described how she bases her decisions
about what to include on her knowledge of the areas that will be relevant to her
assessment and treatment decisions and also to others involved in the patient’s care.
Indeed, Debbie described the team members working in the clinic as “consultants” and
explained the complex decision-making processes the staff engage in when determining
the best options for a patient.
DEBBIE (Wound Clinic RN): The clinic is interdisciplinary so in most cases it’s
not one clinician seeing one patient. It’s one clinician heading up that patient but I
might pull in the physiotherapist or pull in the OT or pull in the doctor for that
visit and suddenly it’s no longer a straightforward compression wrap. It’s, you
know, a discussion of what we are going to do with offloading or patient
transportation or whatever, or potential infection or is it infected or is it just
colonized and what are we going to do? So because our clinic works as a
consultant team for the most part no visit in my opinion is really straightforward.
Debbie voiced her frustration that the standardization of documentary processes
means all IHC staff members, regardless of location or specialty, are expected to
approach every client visit in the same way.
DEBBIE (Wound Clinic RN): If there’s one decision made for home care and it
fits for the community clinicians that are seeing patients at home everybody
adopts it because it’s written as a policy. If you are a home care worker it doesn’t
matter what context you are seeing the patient in we all have to be practising the
same.… It’s a concern with a lot of the staff now, being part of home care, is that
you have to fill out all these documents just because we are part of home care.…
The concern is whether the information you are being asked to gather is actually
relevant to what you are doing.
Frustration with the new documentary procedures was a frequent topic of
conversation amongst my standpoint informants who all expressed concerns that, since
the implementation of the new processes, having to complete the new forms took
precious time away from patient care. Not only did the nurses consider that the
information they received from other people’s work on the forms did not provide them
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with enough detail to work with wound patients, they also deemed the data they were
asked to collect during clinic visits as not relevant or useful.
“In home care everything has to be white.” Many of the clinicians working in
the clinic who had moved from other locations were not familiar with home care
documentary processes. In order to facilitate transition to the new system, clinic staff had
created an “unofficial” checklist sheet to remind them which forms they needed to
complete, in which order, and on which visit. The WCP form and associated assessment
tools were the only recognized wound-related documents included in the IHC admission
package. When wound care services were moved to IHC clinics, nurses were advised
they must stop using clinic-specific tools in favour of the standardized WCP developed
by the SWAT team. This was in order to ensure that information exchange with clinicians
outside of the clinics could be consistent. Exclusive use of the officially sanctioned forms
eliminated several other texts that the nurses had considered pivotal to their work of
tracking and communicating each clinic visit among clinic staff and to those community
nurses whose work was expected to extend the work of the clinic. This communication
barrier was viewed as a problem for the wound nurses who, in their previous work, had
developed their own tools and approaches to patients. Even for those nurses who had
been part of the home-care based SWAT team, several textual practices that they had
used in addition to the WCP to gather and communicate information were deleted.
Alison, an RN who had previously worked in a clinic attached to an inpatient
service, highlighted how strategies developed by nurses to respond to patients have been
lost in the quest to standardize care for the institutionalization of IHC.
ALISON (Wound Clinic RN): By policy you are not allowed to use coloured
paper so that’s why they’ve gone to the white. In the old clinic we had a form that
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was bright orange. It had all the medical history so you knew right away, you
know, you could identify right away what you wanted by the colour of the paper
but in home care everything has to be white [She laughs].
Debbie related how, in her prior work at a clinic dedicated to people at risk for or
living with foot wounds 41, nurses and PTs had created a form to record information they
considered relevant to their assessment and follow-up during each visit (Appendix G).
Although the document team did not select the form as part of the official IHC package
Debbie reported that some clinic staff are still using it. Even though this creates more
paperwork, they consider the contents of the clinician-initiated document to be a crucial
part of their work. Debbie described how her expertise with foot wounds directs a very
specialized assessment (which she again called a consultation) that was supported by the
informal document developed by the foot care nurses and PT’s.
DEBBIE (Wound Clinic RN): We are doing consultations and we are collecting
all this data and we are using a form that would never be used anywhere else,
which may be why the form isn’t formalized.… It’s the one that most people
would tell you is the most useful because it has all the pertinent information that
you want to know about that person. And it has pertinent medical history, I mean
yes we may not be going through a head to toe physical assessment but it’s
directed right? So we are looking at the medication list and going “the patient has
all these meds, they relate to the patient in this way, they may affect wound
healing in this capacity”.
Although the nurses have been informed that the new standardized IHC admission
package means they will be able to find everything they need in one place, Chloe, a clinic
RN, described how, when patients being managed in their homes are referred to the
clinic, they rarely come with a complete chart. She explained that the case manager
determines which, if any, documents are relevant to the wound treatment, removes them
from the chart, and faxes them to the clinic.
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Formerly known as the Diabetic/Geriatric High Risk Foot Clinic.
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CHLOE (Wound Clinic RN): Normally it’s just the coordinator 42 drops it off
because most of them are in this area. Otherwise … they would fax information
over to me because I may not get it on time if I had to say see them [the patient]
tomorrow or the next day.… They just fax me what I need like … the Wound
Pathway, sometimes the BWAT and that’s pretty much it.… We have a two chart
system now. Yes, so we have a main chart now and a working file. So the
working file is the one that’s intended for the home. The main chart is intended to
stay because we are case managers or we are interventionists right? So the system
has changed so the case manager keeps the main chart, if I’m an interventionist.
The two-chart system to which Chloe referred has been introduced in line with the CM
framework principle of “continuity across the continuum of health and community-based
services” (Alberta Health Services, 2011, p. 10). The key organizer for this intended
continuity is the “main chart” which is kept in the case manager’s office and includes the
RAAT assessment and the ICP. The “working chart” contains the textual tools expected
to facilitate the “seamless” transition of the patient between different care providers; the
“interventionists”. The wound clinic nurses reported being frustrated when they receive
what they consider to be a bare minimum of information; in some cases only the
numerical score from the BWAT tool. This raises questions about how, when a full
history of the patient (with goal setting) is likely included in the main file, the case
managers make decisions to selectively abstract information they deem relevant to “the
wound” from the more detailed record. Indeed this practice seems to be in direct conflict
with the CM principle that case managers must “ensure the client and others who require
this documented information have unhindered access to it” (National Case Management
Network of Canada, 2009, p. 13).
“For a generalist the Wound Clinical Pathway is like a recipe.” Debbie
recognizes that the generalist nurses working as interventionists or case managers in the
42

Prior to the introduction of the new model community Case Managers were called Community
Care Coordinators.
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community have been taught about IHC wound care practices as though wound care is
only about completing the WCP and ICP to indicate what intervention was performed. “If
you are filling out [the WCP] the way they tell you to, you will fill out all of this [she
indicated one column] or maybe none of it” [she laughed].
DEBBIE (Wound Clinic RN): So those nurses that do home visits often do the
wound care because they are generalist nurses so they are able to do anything that
kind of falls in to their lap and their guidelines are that they are not seeing
anything [pause] I shouldn’t say not complicated, but what the policy guides them
to do is, they are measuring wounds for example that they are treating. And if
there is no improvement in 2 weeks they are meant to refer to a skin and wound
nurse.
The generalist (not SWAT) nurses, who are visiting the home and interacting with
the patient, follow the instructions they have been provided to complete the WCP and
ICP. Regardless of what they know about wounds, they have been taught to refer patients
to the SWAT team if there is no improvement in 2 weeks. The forms socially organize
them to select certain aspects of the patient’s information as being relevant to the wound
and to the specialist staff making decisions about wound care. As shown in the case of
Mrs. Noble, even when other information about the patient’s individual circumstances is
included in the WCP, it is the BWAT score, which relies on assessment of the local
wound only, that becomes the only trigger for the community-based case manager to
make a referral to the SWAT team.
Since clinic referrals are classified as “interventionist” care, in many cases the
case managers, even though they have conducted a full assessment of the patient and
initiated a mutually agreed plan of care, include only the wound-related information they
receive from the generalist nurses in the referral form they send to the CCAC triage
nurse. The clinic nurses receive a textual representation of the patient’s wound that meets
the criteria for the referral process. This is a preselected institutional system of
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documentation that travels from the nurse who is visiting the patient, through the case
manager, to the nurse who is assigned a time-limited 43 appointment in the clinic. Overall,
it is an institutional system that does not provide the wound clinic nurses with what they
consider to be essential information.
DEBBIE (Wound Clinic RN): They teach all these forms but you have to
remember, if you are a generalist, your WCP and your BWAT, you’re going to
know how to do them but it’s not going to be to the same level as somebody who
is completely integrated in wound care.… For a generalist the Wound Clinical
Pathway is like a recipe, whereas for a wound clinic specialist, although this tool
is very old and archaic, but the one thing that will be identified on here … is this
part on assessment. Even though we only have partial documentation, if we know
the patient is having ongoing problems with any of these things it will be recorded
on here [she indicates the top section of the WCP labelled “Assessment of
Identified Risks to Healing”].
Debbie’s description reveals a social organization of how nurses are experiencing
difficulty in communicating what is going on with the patients backwards and forwards
between clinic and home visit staff. The “Assessment of Identified Risks to Healing”
section of the WCP to which Debbie referred includes a series of boxes where users are
expected to record any information about the patient that they consider relevant to their
wound. Debbie explained that wound clinic staff members use this space to record details
of “ongoing problems”. She expressed concern that, in contrast, the generalist nurses
complete the WCP “as a recipe” filling in only the sections which they have been taught
are essential to determine whether the wound is progressing such as the BWAT score.
Since the case managers are then organized, based on this information to “refer on” the
patient for intervention at the clinic, the RAAT and ICP information remains on the main
chart and the wound clinic nurses receive what Debbie called “partial documentation”.
The selective processes that the referring case managers adopt in regards to the formal
43

The timing of clinic visits is explored in more detail later in the chapter.
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record keeping and the components of the information that are shared (or not) reflect a
core issue of the new IHC wound clinic processes. The institutionally sanctioned
documentary approaches do not provide what they are expected to in regards to seamless
professional practices.
The clinic nurses understand that living with chronic wounds is far more complex
than the WCP and BWAT tools suggest, yet their criticism of what is happening revolves
around suggestions that the community nurses are not doing a good job of filling out the
forms. While Debbie and the other clinic nurses rely on their clinical skills to determine
which aspects of the assessments are relevant to the wound, their idea that if the WCP
were completed fully their work would be easier relies on the premise that the limited
text boxes would present a more comprehensive view of the patient’s situation. Yet, even
when the “detailed record” is available to the clinic nurses (as is expected to be the case
when the clinic staff have completed the RAAT and ICP as case managers) the ability to
access the content of preorganized categories and details of the “complete chart” does
little to resolve the clinical issues that nurses described. 44 The actual work that the nurses
do to determine which aspects of the assessment are relevant to their planning of what
treatment is most appropriate appear to be more effectively supported by other, less
formal practices that do not serve the interests of the formal “legal” medical records that
nurses are being asked to comply with.
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Since my initial data collection the health region has switched to an electronic health record
for much of the transfer of information between locations and providers. Although introduced
with the promise that it would address many of the issues identified in the paper charting
system, the nurses report that the drop-down menu format through which they are now
required to account for wound-related care provides even less information than the previous
system. Since each visit is recorded on a separate screen the nurses currently have no way to
know the history of a patient’s wound or how it has progressed over time without accessing
each entry independently.
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Relying on the IHC texts (and the built in inadequacy of the authorized textual
processes) arises as a barrier to nurses’ capacity to use their extensive knowledge and
experience to support people living with wounds. The government mandated requirement
to collect standardized data collection on every patient, regardless of circumstances or
locale means the clinic nurses are caught up in a textual system that is deeply time
consuming but limits their conversations with the patients as they hurry through each
visit and shut down patients’ discussions of their life. The standardized IHC texts that are
currently being used are often not relevant to issues that may be implicated in supporting
the patient and wound. Even though patients are present during the assessments, and in
all of my observations spent a substantial portion of the visit trying to convey their
needs, 45 as nurses leaf through and try to find the authorized information, they rely on the
charts and forms of the professional work up by other HCPs to direct their care rather
than turning their attention to the patient in front of them. In Mrs. Noble’s clinic visit for
example, when the PT asked Elaine about Mrs. Noble’s medical history Elaine turned
first to the chart and only asked the patient when she was unable to find what she was
looking for. In Chapter 7 I explore in greater depth how the requirement to complete
information that can be passed on to others in an institutionally acceptable format is a
powerful organizing tool.
“I’ll pick a couple of people to time themselves.” The frustration nurses were
voicing about how the new managerial models and accompanying textual processes are
altering the ways they can interact with patients was also reflected in the findings of the
IHC skin and wound review (Alberta Health Services, 2012a). The reviewers noted focus
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In Chapter 7 I provide further ethnographic data to illustrate this.
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group members’ expressed concerns that wound care “documentation supports Home
Care processes but not clinical needs” (p. 12). Working within the conceptual framework
of the CM program, the report authors focussed their recommendations on strategies to
improve efficiencies in service delivery and called for further reduction in practice
variation through streamlining wound referral processes and benchmarking of clinic
visits.
Debbie voiced her frustrations with managerial efforts underway, on the
recommendation of the skin and wound reviewers, to measure the time individuals spend
with patients aimed at predicting and controlling how long nurses should take to do
assessments and complete their documentation.
DEBBIE (Wound Clinic RN): That’s when [the manager] said ok well I’ll pick a
couple of people to time themselves and then we’ll set our parameters based on
that for different types of wounds so one might be an admission, one might be two
leg wraps, one leg wrap, a leg wrap plus a wound.… So even with the finite times
we did look at that at one point and it wasn’t too long ago where we had clinicians
who would kind of time themselves to see how long it would take to have a
certain problem, whether it was a leg ulcer wrap or whatever and then we tried to
base our times on that. But it’s not a really good indicator for every patient
because you are often dealing with infection, family problems, transportation
problems and all these other things so you are allocating 45 minutes for what you
consider to be an uncomplicated visit it never really turns out to be that way in a
lot of the cases right? But we did.
Debbie not only described how specific clinic staff were picked to “time themselves”, in
order to “set our parameters” but she also outlined the managerial actions that ensued
based on these attempts to measure and standardize care episodes saying:
DEBBIE (Wound Clinic RN): So [the manager] decided to cut [each visit] down
to an hour because she felt that if she gave us one hour then we would just use one
hour. But that wasn’t the case. What happened was that we were rushing through
to do the care because in that one visit you do a lot. You do the assessment you
get the history, you do all the paper things, find out what all the needs of the client
are. It’s never, I shouldn’t say never, it’s very rarely one issue. It’s often a
multitude of things that you need to address. So the care usually takes an hour. I
would say in most cases it takes an hour. If the person has one wound and a
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problem with edema. If a patient had five wounds it’s totally different but it
doesn’t change the time that you are allocated … so either 30 minutes for a basic
wound 45 minutes for a wound and a wrap an hour for 2 if you have got 2 legs
and you are doing both.
My data begin to reveal how, through the paper and electronic record work the
IHC nurses are required to complete they activate two separate and sometimes
contradictory work processes; one designed to collect statistical data for the smooth
operating of the referral process at the clinic and the other clinically useful information
required to assess the progress of the patient’s wound. The nurses are limited in how
much time they spend with patients and this, along with the standardized texts, focuses
how they spend that time; namely on the size and duration of the wound. Within these
conditions wound nurses are organized to refer patients on to other agencies or to
encourage patients to deal with the situation themselves. When the information the nurses
record of a patient’s visit is retrieved by “some committee” (see Chapter 4), all of the
expert knowledge they hold of how to assess the wound, which dressing to select and
how to determine whether their interventions are successful is neatly summed up as
“nonspecified hands on care”. The complex, yet institutionally invisible, work is also
likely a significant part of what is represented by the dotted line of “collaboration” on the
skin and wound review process map (see Figure 5).
Tracing Social Relations into the Institution: Talking to Others Whose Work
Intersects with Clinic Nurses’ Work
In order to explicate the tensions I was seeing and hearing about at the frontline
my data collection moved beyond the local clinic setting as I talked to others whose work
was connected to that of the clinic nurses. From the clinic manager, Nathalie, I learned
some of the priorities behind the introduction of the new IHC and CM systems. Nathalie
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described how CM was introduced following “a comprehensive survey of stakeholders
[that] demonstrated a general dissatisfaction with home care delivery … a comprehensive
stakeholder review. So we are talking internal, external staff, physicians, partners in the
community, vendors - general dissatisfaction.” Nathalie explained that the results of the
survey, which was commissioned by the management team implementing the CM model,
significantly influenced changes to the structure of IHC.
NATHALIE (clinic manager): One of the major themes [of the survey] was that
everyone was supposed to be everything to everyone. And each nurse was an
interventionist and a case manager and the caseloads were all varied. And they
felt those roles were quite separate and quite distinct. That when you are case
managing and coordinating everything for a client, that’s a large role and it fell by
the wayside in adapting to tasks.
Nathalie’s description of the survey process is imbued with the CM discourse. In
discussing the way the information was collected Nathalie was already using the
ideological frame of case managers, caseloads and interventionists (likely also embedded
in the survey). 46 The problems she could see were predetermined by the framework she
was using to discover the problems and thus were preestablished as the ideological
approaches to addressing the concerns identified.
Olivia, a wound care educator, described the changes that took place as a result of
the survey:
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During the reorganization of health care services a series of consultations was held with key
stakeholders and the public covering topics including service access and continuing care health
services (Baker et al., 2008). While the original survey questions are not available to the
public, published reports detail how the consultation process aligned with the provincial
government’s evolving strategic plan for the future of health care (Alberta Health and
Wellness, 2008). A report on the introduction of a Medical Access to Service project in the
same health region for example (Bichel, Erfle, Wiebe, Axelrod, & Conly, 2009) outlines how
the “ideal design” (p. 64) generated through a formal consultation process focused on concepts
of Integrated Health including: centralization of services access and triage across medical
specialties, development of prioritization tools and redesigning clinic process flow to reduce
wait times.
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OLIVIA (wound care educator): We have just gone to a new model in Home
Care, which is a case management model and we have case managers who
manage the client. They set up all the appointments that maybe the client can’t do;
phone the doctor to keep the physician current on what’s going on with the client
within a Home Care framework and they develop the care plan. The
interventionists are those care professionals and providers that actually deliver the
care, evaluate how those interventions are going and then feed back up to the case
manager to inform that person what is happening with the client and the outcomes
of the treatments.
The standardization of wound work textual practices currently being implemented
in the clinic is useful for managers who are not only working to streamline cost-effective
“best practices” but are also charged with generating accounts of what happens that fit
with CM outcome measures (Appendix J) that is the accountability system that has been
developed to measure the efficacy of the clinic. 47 Olivia explained that addressing the
variations in practice and standardizing them within the IHC program was one of the
driving forces behind the managerial skin and wound review.
OLIVIA (wound care educator): Clients being assessed in clinic have to be
home care clients. One of the things that was happening … was that you didn’t
have to be a home care client to be assessed at the [old] clinic and it’s a home care
clinic. So then people had to be admitted to home care and many of those
clinicians working there had not worked in home care so were not familiar with
home care process and weren’t filling out home care forms.
Olivia’s concern about consistency and the need to standardize documents and
processes for all patients mirrors the findings of the skin and wound review (Alberta
Health Services, 2012a), whose authors had also identified a need to standardize
documentation, referral processes, and education to bring them in line with the CM
framework. Indeed, everybody (nurses, educators, and managers) has identified that the
problem is one of the textual systems not working rather than challenging the CM
framework ideological assumptions of standardizing, integrating, and managing patient
47

This system is discussed in more detail in Chapter 7.
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care that are embedded in the texts. Building the problem within this framework means
the only potential solutions are those that also fit within these same ideologies.
OLIVIA (wound care nurse educator): To bring these people together, under
the Home Care umbrella, using our forms and tools took a long time for people to
adopt and to use. There is a lot of resistance and there was also a lot of back door
accommodation to admit a client … not following Home Care processes. So we
had identified how many back doors there were. Who was doing what? Who was
accepting patients into the clinic and what was outside Home Care processes and
that work now is identified as a gap or a problem.
For Olivia, the systems through which patients enter and leave the clinic must be
streamlined. Any deviation (such as the patient in Chapter 2 who experienced a rapid
deterioration in his condition) who may be admitted through a “back door” must be
addressed in order to meet the goals of the (ideologically conceived) efficiently running
IHC system. The “resistance” of nurses and other clinicians whose work requires a
system that can be adapted and responsive to the individual needs of patients is a problem
to be addressed within the authorized view of the IHC system that claims “a single
standardized referral form, consistent triage language, and consistent communication
strategies … will ensure all patients have access to the first available specialist across the
system” (Bichel et al., 2009, pp. 66-67).
Like my standpoint informants, in the next excerpt Olivia too lamented the loss of
the former system of transferring records from site to site. She described how, in the
previous home care structure, information deemed relevant to the patient, such as the
WCP, assessment tools, and other (variously coloured) documents, would be kept in a
separate folder and would be taken back and forth between home and clinic. The red
binder was easily distinguishable from the main chart and was designed for SWAT team
members to easily access information specific to a wound-related visit.
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OLIVIA (wound care educator): We had the wound information separated from
the client’s home chart in a red file folder so that when they went to clinic they
would just take their client folder with them and people would write on that chart
for consistency. So there weren’t numerous copies of different things floating
around in different places.
Yet it is Olivia’s job to ensure that the new processes and protocols of the IHC
system are followed correctly. For Olivia, the lack of consistency related to the previous
diversity of practices between the clinics was a problem to be resolved.
OLIVIA: The … 3 clinics … amalgamated to form one clinic and the
amalgamation process is still somewhat ongoing … there’s work now being done
at that clinic specific to those areas, to streamline and bring it into the home care
process, so that we are all doing the same thing [emphasis added] regardless of
what clinic you work in.
The Home Care admission processes to which Olivia referred are those
coordinated through the CCAC team. Centralizing intake procedures for all patients
referred to IHC was intended to facilitate “reasonable, timely and appropriate access” to
outpatient care services (Alberta Health Services, 2011, p. 6). However, as seen in the
situation of the man whose leg was amputated (see Chapter 2), the system does not
always run smoothly.
Identifying institutional circuits in the IHC centralized referral process. As
shown in the account of Mrs. Noble’s clinic visit (see Chapter 4), decisions made prior to
a patient’s arrival in the clinic and the specific categories to which they have been
assigned by the IHC intake staff determine not only when, where, and for how long a
patient will be seen but also what information the clinic nurses will receive. In order to
better understand how scheduling decisions are made, I interviewed Melanie, one of the
CCAC nurses responsible for reviewing new patient referrals to the SWAT team. As
Melanie talked about the specific texts that organize her triaging work of determining
where and how quickly individuals require services she explained how she often makes
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decisions with minimal information. Firstly, without direct contact with the client, and
based on the often very limited contents of the IHC Referral Form completed by a health
professional in another location, she is required to determine whether the visit is “urgent”
or “not urgent”. Melanie described how she compared the information on the referral
form to a set of written criteria outlined in the Site of Service form to determine whether
the client is able to attend a clinic or whether a home visit is more suitable. If she deems a
clinic visit appropriate, she is then obliged to consider a further set of criteria, including
the number and skillset of staff available at each location before she can allocate the
client to a specific clinic. If she deems a client “non urgent” she bases the decision about
appointment location on what she calls the “perfect world” map on the wall of her office
that shows the full quota and disciplines of staff assigned to work at each clinic on a
given day. Decisions about where to send “urgent” cases involve an additional step as she
has to take into account a daily updated list of sick calls or staff doing home visits that
indicates how the number of people working is different from the optimal staffing levels
shown on the map. Melanie records her decision about urgency and site of service on a
form that is passed on to a booking clerk who uses this information to schedule an
appointment. The clerk then calls the client to provide details of the date, time, and
location of an appointment.
Melanie makes decisions based on the managerial protocols she is required to
follow. Yet, as a generalist nurse, her description of what she knows about the
complexities of wound care reveals clues as to how, despite the apparent stepwise logic
of the decision tools, she holds knowledge that conflicts with the way she is organized to
work.
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Melanie (Outpatient clinic Triage nurse): I’m not a wound clinician. I’m a
paper pusher clinician. I mean I can look at a wound and put a basic dressing on
it. I can measure a wound, I can assess a wound and the basic wounds I can treat
but if you get into your complicated wounds uh-huh [shakes head]. That’s when I
do a SWAT consult. You know your basic nursing; “Oh that’s a wound on your
knee. Keep it clean and put some Polysporin 48 on it” versus “Oh that’s a diabetic
ulcer that’s 4 inches deep”. Yea, no I’m not touching that one without some
guidance.
Melanie recognizes the expert knowledge held by the wound specialist nurses.
However, the only tools available to her are those of a “paper pusher.” As such, she
cannot use her professional judgment about whether and how to consult an experienced
wound care nurse. Her use of the standardized triage forms means the choices she can
make are constrained within predetermined institutional categories, which in turn are
based on a textual report provided by the case manager that is also relegated into
numerical and categorical data about the wound. The texts that organize her triage
decisions organize both her own and the booking clerk’s practices as a standardized
“case” that is subsumed within the restrictive criteria of the decision tools.
Melanie fulfils her institutional obligations to categorize the patient’s needs based
on knowledge about the number of staff available. The system is not designed to
accommodate changes in a patient’s status. The static points in the process at which data
are collected and categorized cannot accommodate situations like that of the man whose
wound deteriorated after his entry into the processing system had begun (see Chapter 2).
Moreover, patients themselves do not have access to the authorizing referral forms that
generate patient appointments. These must come through professional channels. Thus,
although the patient had called into the clinic on several occasions to enquire about his
appointment time, in the limited referral information that the triage nurse received, the
48

An over-the-counter antibiotic ointment commonly applied to wounds.
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client, as knower of his own condition, could not be accommodated. His knowledge
about his condition was replaced with an authorized textual representation. Once certain
details have been abstracted from the full story of a client’s condition, and the triage
nurse has applied her knowledge of the booking process to assign the patient to a specific
category, the next set of events (represented on the skin and wound review process map
as “contacted client waiting at home for appointment”; see Figure 5) is activated to
unfold in the same way for each client. The textual systems not only subsume any
knowledge the triage nurse may hold about potential risks, but also render invisible and
irrelevant the clients’ knowledge of their life and wound and what they can see
happening.
Site of service, category of nurse: Fitting patients to the system. Sitting behind
Melanie’s triage work is a complex set of organizational strategies directed towards the
efficient use of nurses and to ensuring that the patient is cared for at the most costeffective location. As the clinic manager explained, any intervention that can be
performed in the home can be more efficiently provided in the clinic because it reduces
nurses’ travel time.
NATHALIE (clinic manager): “Anyone who can get to a clinic should receive
their services in a clinic. Catheter changes, IV changes, dressing changes, these
are ordered, required services but the clients are ambulatory in the community. It
is the cost effective method of doing business. It is not expert model it is the
straight cost of doing business.… We work with the system and if you have a
dressing that takes 15 minutes to do and you pay a nurse to go out, travel time, do
the 15 minute, pay her, and travel time, or that client’s completely ambulatory
with her own car what makes sense?… There is a budget. Somebody pays the
bottom line. And if it’s more cost effective to have a task done in the clinic then it
will be done in a clinic.”
The decision about the site of service is made using a tool that determines if a
clinic appointment is appropriate. If a client is deemed unable to travel to the clinic, all
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services offered at the clinic can also be provided in the home. In the above data excerpt,
it becomes evident that the manager is under pressure to work within financial restraints
imposed by health region funders and to demonstrate appropriate allocation of resources.
That Nathalie has a strong allegiance to the cost effectiveness of the health care “bottom
line” is apparent in her description of the reasons people are assigned clinic visits.
As clinic manager, Nathalie is expected to demonstrate how the wound clinics are
in compliance with the IHC strategic plan. She is working within a managerial discourse
that asserts that the “underlying dynamic of integration dictates that system capacity must
match demand, or delays will increase and the system will fail” (Murray, 2009, p. 37).
Nathalie’s description of clinic work as “dressing changes” and as tasks that can be
allocated a specific completion time fits with the cost-effective business/industrial model
outlined in the provincial Health System Outcomes and Measurement Framework
(Alberta Health, 2013b) which focuses on activities that use “inputs to produce outputs
and accomplish outcomes” (p. 16). Her logics and justifications provide insight into the
rationale behind managerial decisions to designate wound care (conceptually) as
interventionist work and to benchmark clinic visits accordingly. While an interventionist
may be expected to have a great deal of skill and background knowledge regarding the
intervention (such as assessing the need for a catheter change, supporting the patient,
performing the change, and evaluating the experience) the language of interventionist as
it is used in the IHC program seems to be used as a synonym for performing “tasks”. It is
language that covers over the mechanistic breakdown of a person’s needs into “disintegrated” subsets (dietary, social work, wound care) that can be coordinated (textually)
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by a case manager who works at a distance from the body-oriented work of the nurses
who enter the patients home or meet them at the clinic. 49
These same priorities for economic rationing are also evident in the way decisions
are made about which clinic clients attend. The manager explained how patients are
directed to clinics according to number or specialization of staff available rather than
proximity to the patient’s home.
NATHALIE (clinic manager): We are all interventionists. We do ours [clinic
scheduling] geographically. Or need. If they are a plastics client 50 they come here
because their need is for high level sharps debridement not conservative. So need,
then staffing is our next criteria. So [the triage nurse] may send a client to [a clinic
in the north of the city] who lives in the south because we have the staff there
[and] we don’t have the staff here. The client is mobile.
Since the client is being referred for an “intervention” there is no requirement to
ensure that they see the same clinician each time or even attend at the same location.
Efforts to streamline clinic scheduling and make the appropriate “match” between
available staffing resources on any given day are built into the IHC computerized
scheduling system. A patient cannot be “admitted” into the IHC system unless there is a
designated case manager. For this reason the computerized system is set up to accept only
one individual’s name as case manager. For patients who do not have a community-based
case manager, the triage nurse arbitrarily assigns each patient to the “caseload” of an
individual clinic staff member. However, my data revealed that it is highly unlikely the
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In Chapter 7 I explore in more detail how the IHC use of interventionist work as performing
tasks circles back to complete the accountability circuit on which clinic nurses’ wound care
competence is evaluated.
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In a process that has carried over from the previous organizational structure when some clinic
staff worked in offices attached to inpatient Plastic Surgery services, some surgeons are
continuing to refer patients to be seen by former staff members who have advanced skills in
debriding nonviable tissue and are now located in IHC clinics. This causes frustration for the
scheduling office as the patients must be matched to specific staff and locations.
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patient will see that designated case manager on a regular basis (if at all). Indeed, some
clinic nurses I spoke to described how they sometimes had patients allocated to and
discharged from their caseloads that they never met. For example, when I observed
Barbara, one of the nurses completing her data entry at the end of a shift, she discovered
that several patients had been added to her caseload on her days off. She explained that a
CCAC team member allocates patients to clinic staff members to ensure caseload
numbers are evenly distributed. When I asked Barbara in our follow-up interview about
how this assignment works for clinic staff she told me:
Barbara (Wound Clinic RN): For myself personally I always feel like I can’t
quite get a handle on everything. It’s because my clients might be seen [by other
clinic staff members] and I don’t even know who they are. They’ve been put on
my caseload like this but then I don’t get a report from anybody necessarily.…
They may even be seen and discharged before I even know that I have them.
This organization of clinic nurses’ work according to staffing levels and caseload
allocation appears to be a direct contradiction of the CM concept of seamless continuum
of “integrated” care. As I go on to show in the accounts of Mr. Mason’s and Mr.
Burden’s visits in Chapter 7, the fact that patients have no input into choices made about
the timing and geographical location of their clinic visit also seems to violate the CM
premise of person-centred care.
Olivia’s standpoint in the social relations of the clinic is as a wound care educator.
This locates her knowledge and her work differently within the organizational structure.
For Olivia, the term “mobile”, when applied to wound clients, has implications that the
wound clinic manager and the Site of Service tool do not accommodate. Olivia described
the criteria she would take into consideration when determining whether a clinic visit
would be in a patient’s best interest:
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OLIVIA (wound care educator): Would travelling outside your home for 2
hours be detrimental to your health? So for example if somebody has a pressure
ulcer and they have to take Handibus 51 to the clinic they might be sitting on their
pressure ulcer far longer than would be appropriate when we can send one of the
[CCAC] team interventionists to the home to assess. And sometimes, especially if
it’s around pressure ulcer management, you want to see them in their home as
opposed to coming to the clinic for management of their pressure ulcer. You want
to see what is in their home.
This knowledge is very different than the knowledge that dominates the clinic
manager who is organized to ensure that the greatest number of patients have access to
care while staying within the clinic budget; the “bottom line”. Olivia understands that,
even though a client may have been deemed physically capable of attending clinic, the
decision to require the patient to travel might have significant implications for the
progress of a wound. She recognizes that the physical act of travelling could put the
patient at risk of further skin breakdown. She is also aware that a nurses’ ability to
observe the client in their own home provides critical information useful to assessing and
planning the best course of action, details that it may not be possible to collect during a
clinic visit and even less so when, as was the case for Mrs. Noble, that visit is deemed an
“intervention” and the client scheduled accordingly.
A Smoothly Running Program: Socially Organized Constraints in Nurses’ Wound
Work
My data revealed that the separation of work between interventionists and case
managers produces a social organization that requires nurses to isolate wound work to
assessment and treatment of the wound itself. Even though, when a clinic nurse is
designated as a “case manager”, extra time is provided to complete the initial assessment
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A charitable organization providing subsidized transport for individuals unable to use public
transit
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the nurses struggle to do so. Ongoing efforts to develop a workable clinic schedule
around benchmarked appointment times mean that the time nurses are provided to spend
with patients systematically “times out” their capacity to apply their wound expertise and
forces them to break the patient’s needs into discrete categories of care that require a
referral on to another health care provider. In order to apply their clinical judgment to
conduct expert wound care in the context of each patient’s individual experience, nurses
need to interact with patients as individuals. However, their options for dealing with
anything beyond the lesion in the skin in order to address the socio, economic,
physiological and/or emotional features of living well with a wound (healing or
nonhealing) are severely limited. They are only able to refer patients on to other agencies
(the two to three letters being written each day) and to suggest strategies for “selfmanagement 52”. Since clinic nurses are unlikely to see a patient again nurses’ ability to
follow up on these referrals are also limited. The time restrictions of the clinic schedule
and the texts that coordinate the clinic work seriously constrain the effectiveness of care
that highly educated wound experts might otherwise contribute. Clinic nurses’ work
becomes about negotiating which aspects of wound care need to be prioritized within a
mechanistic breakdown of a patient’s body and a distinct (conceptually organized)
separation of that patient’s body from anything else that constructs the materiality of
living a life with a wound. In contrast to the consultative nature of wound work that the
nurses describe as being what they intend to produce, the nurses become the patient’s
“administrator” as they work to link people into services or organize care at home. As I
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In Chapter 7 I discuss the case of “Mr. Burden” who had been referred to the wound clinic and
charged with “self-managing” his high risk for diabetic foot ulcers.
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explore further in the next chapters, these responsibilities harness nurses to the wound
care bureaucracy in troubling ways.
Summary
In this chapter I have outlined how the IHC CM system organizes the way clients
arrive, travel through, and leave the wound clinic. In line with increasing managerial
emphasis on an evidence-based framework in which decisions for resource allocation are
dependent on objectified forms of clinical/managerial knowledge the WCP is being used
as a tool to demonstrate a linear process with timelines and goals. Nurses are taught to
conduct patient visits within these accountabilities. This empirical examination of the
ways in which the regulatory frames of CM enter into and shape clinic practices at a local
level reveals ongoing efforts to speed up the process of patients travelling through the
clinic system. Analysis of my data suggests that managers are being organized to develop
ways to regulate and standardize nursing responses within cost-effective models of input
and output in order to meet government and health region standards for efficiency and
effectiveness. As I have begun to demonstrate, while managers portray the realigned Skin
and Wound service, its goals for better outcomes, and its evaluation by contracted
reviewers as supporting nurses and patients, what I ethnographically describe about what
is going on with wounds and wound care paints a different picture altogether. A picture
that raises questions about how the WCP, the central text in nurses’ work, organizes
wound care within a narrow world of wound physiology. In the next chapter I explore the
ruling relations behind the regulatory texts on which the WCP was developed.
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Chapter Six: Can TIME Heal All Wounds?
Disrupting the Dominant Wound Care Discourse of Timeliness and Orderliness
How poor are they that have not patience! What wound did ever heal but by
degrees? (Shakespeare, 2005, 2.3.346-347)
The early prediction of eventual wound healing or non-healing using early healing
rates may enable more efficient triage of patients to advanced healing
technologies. (Cardinal, Eisenbud, Phillips, & Harding, 2008, p. 19)
In this chapter, building on the nurses’ accounts of how they know to do the work
of conducting wound clinic visits, I follow the links I have identified into the institutional
discourses of wound care that organize current frontline practices. I critically examine the
evidence-based documents that are the part of the dominant discourse of wound healing
and tissue repair and show how these have been turned into the regulatory texts on which
the provincial Wound Care Guidelines (Alberta Health Services, 2009) were developed.
In doing so I explore how the physiological, linear approach to wound healing has
become a taken-for-granted feature of how wound work happens. I contrast this ruling
frame to what nurses know and do. Arising as a ruling relation within the discursive
terrain of wound science, a narrow view of local wound bed physiology coordinates how
wounds (and wound work) proceeds. I show how this science has been developed over
time, in tandem with an interest in “advanced” wound care products. Within these
powerful discursive organizers, any other systemic, physiological connection between the
wound and the rest of the body is actively overlooked. Moreover, within this discursive
frame, each wound is organized so that it can be worked on as though it is abstracted
from any single person’s body; that person’s body, and the activities that person
undertakes to respond to the demands of that life are actively omitted from wound care
practices. Instead, the wound is commodified. It (and the person who lives with it) is
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organized as a consumer of products that are actively marketed to become the focus of
nurses’ attention. Wound bed physiology, and an exclusive focus on the appearance of
the wound (size, colour, odour, drainage etc.) has become the central feature of how the
clinic is run, how appointments are organized, how nurses are taught to practice and, as I
show in more detail in Chapter 7, how patients are “disciplined”. A very narrow view of
wound-work is built into the accountability practices of patients, wound nurses,
managers, and nurse educators. It is used to standardize nurses’ work with patients.
Certain quantifiable definitions, outcome measures, and models of advanced
wound healing have been positioned as ideal components of the standardized decision
tools on which the new IHC CM strategies depend. Textual records, created in line with
these decision tools, are taken up as evidence of how wound work happens. Much of the
work nurses do with wound patients is excluded within the records that require clinicians
to enter numerical data and to categorize wounds with checks and tick boxes. My
ethnographic descriptions of nurses working with people with wounds revealed the
complexity and unpredictability that nurses encounter. My data highlighted work and
healing processes that do not match the wound healing portrayed in the evidence-based
literature. In this chapter I describe how the ascendancy of local wound physiology
science is organized to dominate frontline nurses’ work. I show how, as nurses participate
in CM they activate overriding ideologies that privilege an objectively controllable
version of wound healing that works against what nurses know otherwise; what might
work better (or best) for each patient they encounter, advice that may not be linked to
wound products and new technologies. Paradoxically, I show how nurses’ constrained
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practices with people with wounds happen within ideological rhetoric about “evidence”,
“best practice”, “seamless continuum of care”, “patient’s goals”, and so forth.
Exploring ruling relations in the regulatory texts of wound care. As described
in Chapters 4 and 5, in the wound clinic, nurses sift through the sights and activities they
encounter to select those aspects of what is happening that fit the categories of the WCP.
Nurses who are following the WCP are organized to observe and produce an
institutionally actionable account of the wound. This is done by methodically attending to
the items selected on the pathway. During Elaine’s clinic appointment with Mrs. Noble,
for example, she collected certain information about the patient and the wound that was
used as criteria to determine whether or not the standardized treatment protocol for
patients with VLUs was being followed. Other information that Mrs. Noble provided was
not required for this decision and is not recorded. Funding decisions, such as the one for
Mrs. Noble’s compression stockings, rely on the AADL assessor providing information
about how long a wound has been present and how well it is progressing. The text boxes
and check boxes on the document align with higher level wound care texts such as BPGs
(e.g., Association for the Advancement of Wound Care, 2012; RNAO, 2013), which in
turn align with dominant published concepts of advanced wound care including the WBP
model (Schultz et al., 2004). As the nurses take up and use the WCP they are linked into
the regulatory capacity of the institutional discourse and textual complex of wound
healing and tissue repair. As an IE researcher I am interested in explicating the ruling
relations embedded in the work practices coordinated through the taken for granted ways
of knowing about wound care carried within these documents.
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Exploring ruling relations in “best practice” wound care guidelines. The
Wound Care Guidelines (Alberta Health Services, 2009) adopted by the provincial health
board in the region where I conducted the study were created within the “principles of
evidence-based guidelines and standardized clinical processes and resources” (p.1.1). The
team of developers consisted of RNs and registered dieticians (RDs) all with a specific
interest in wound healing. The group also consulted with other wound experts in the area.
The aim identified in the introduction was that “consistent and appropriate
implementation of the guidelines will promote wound prevention, healing wounds, and
appropriate utilization of resources, thereby improving the quality of care provided in a
fiscally responsible manner” (p.1.2). The conflation of the guidelines with appropriate
use of resources and fiscal responsibility with quality aligns with concepts outlined in the
health region’s strategic plan (Alberta Health Services, 2012b) directed towards
standardization and cost-effectiveness.
The authors employed several “good practice” strategies to develop the Wound
Care Guidelines (Alberta Health Services, 2009). They provided a summary of the
process used to critically appraise and categorize the level and strength of evidence
according to established criteria of the EBP hierarchy of evidence (Higgins & Green,
2008). In order to ensure scientific rigour, a previously validated tool; the Appraisal of
Guidelines Research and Evaluation (AGREE; Brouwers et al., 2010) was used to review
existing gold standard documents and BPGs from national and international organizations
and health regions (e.g., RNAO, 2004a).
The Wound Care Guidelines (Alberta Health Services, 2009) outline protocols for
referral, assessment, treatment and discharge of nonhospitalized people with wounds. The
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authors recommended efficient allocation of resources dependent on measurable
outcomes. They presented the applicable process to be followed at each stage in the form
of an algorithm (see Figure 6). The guidelines establish criteria for clinicians to assess
and categorize wounds, to predict whether or not they will heal, and to determine how
long healing may take. Once it has been determined that a wound is “acute” or
“chronic” 53 it is further sub-divided into a wound category (such as VLU) depending on
the patient’s history, wound characteristics, and diagnostic tests. The guideline document
is organized into sections corresponding to the different wound classifications.
Appropriate interventions expected to accomplish the best possible outcomes for each
category of wound are outlined in separate protocols. Topics selected for inclusion in the
guidelines were “risk assessment and prevention strategies, assessment of the individual
and the wound, principles of wound healing and management, clinical manifestations of
infection, pain management, adjunctive therapies, or other expert is recommended
/required, and monitoring and evaluation of the expected outcomes” (p. 1.2). Select
clinical topics were afforded individual sections of the guidelines. These include
nutrition, protocols for choosing dressing types, and documentation.
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The definitions of “acute” and “chronic” wounds included by the authors of the provincial
guidelines are those established by the members of the Wound Healing Society in 1994
(Lazarus et al.), and ones that are used universally to distinguish between wounds that
physiologically repair in an orderly and timely process (acute wounds) and those that
physiologically behave differently (chronic wounds).
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Figure 6. Treatment strategies for chronic wounds (DIMES®)
Note. Adapted from “Using DIMES© to Your Advantage,” by K. Y. Woo, E. Ayello, &
R. G. Sibbald, 2008, Healthy Skin, 5(1), p. 2. Copyright 2008 by Woo et al. Reprinted
with permission.
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Exploring ruling relations in the evolution of “wound bed preparation.” The
regulatory framework of wound bed preparation 54 (Sibbald et al., 2000) was embedded in
the algorithm (Woo et al., 2008) adopted by the authors of the provincial guidelines
(Alberta Health Services, 2009) which contained the model’s three components “identify
and treat the cause”, “provide local wound care”, and “address patient centred concerns”
(see Figure 6). Analysis of this algorithm revealed it had been modified for inclusion in
the guidelines from a WBP article published in 2008 by Woo et al. The acronym
D.I.M.E.S© was used to outline the areas of focus for assessment and treatment of the
local wound, namely: D=Debridement, I=Infection/inflammation, M=Moisture Balance
and E=Edge of Non-healing wound (Woo et al., 2008). Under the “S” users were advised
to “Support with Products, Services and Education”. The provincial guideline authors
cited Woo, et al., (2008) to emphasize, “It is important to understand that DIMES is not
just an acronym but a roadmap for evidence-based wound practice” (Alberta Health
Services, 2009, p. 8.3.15).
Informed by the prominent place the WBP model (Sibbald et al., 2000) occupies
in the textual organization of the activities I was observing in the clinic, my iterative
exploration of the wound literature expanded to include a closer examination of the
various ways in which the model has been taken up and adapted for use. My analysis
provided a fascinating visual account of how dominant ideologies have entered into the
text and subtly constructed the regulatory frames organizing how today’s wound work
practices are expected to happen.
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The Wound Bed Preparation model was introduced in Chapter 3.
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As discussed in Chapter 3 the WBP model was developed by wound experts who
recognized that extrapolating knowledge of acute wounds to the care of chronic wounds
on the assumption that the latter were simply deviations from the normal tissue repair
process was less than satisfactory (Schultz et al., 2003, p. S1). Over the decade and a half
since the WBP model was first published (Falanga, 2001; Sibbald et al., 2000), a variety
of diagrammatic representations have appeared in the literature with D.I.M.E.S© (Woo et
al., 2008) being just one. The creation of the model was supported by a grant from Smith
and Nephew (n.d.-a) one of the major international wound-product manufacturing
corporations. The authors of the papers and conference proceedings in which the WBP
model first appeared presented it as a holistic and systematic approach to evaluating and
removing barriers to the healing process (Cherry, Harding, & Ryan, 2000; Falanga, 2001;
Sibbald et al., 2000). However, the capacity of the WBP model to live up to its definition
as “the global management of wounds to accelerate endogenous healing or to facilitate
the effectiveness of therapeutic products” (Falanga, 2002, p. 47) relies on the users’
ability to measure and quantify specific outcomes drawn from linear, scientific models of
normal wound healing focused largely on the wound itself. Although authors of each
iterative version of the WBP algorithm mentioned that “patient assessment” (as opposed
to mere wound assessment) is required in order to make a comprehensive diagnosis, little
if any of the published work was devoted to information on how to accomplish this.
Diagrammatic representations of the WBP model were highly geared towards
local wound interventions, often at the cellular level with references to patients’
individual circumstances markedly less prominent (see Figures 6-10). In Vowden and
Vowden’s (2002) version for example (see Figure 7), the boxes labelled “address patient
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concerns” and “treat underlying cause” were not connected to the treatment pathway,
which focused exclusively on topical interventions and “healing enhancers” all of which
appeared to lead directly to a healing wound.

Figure 7. Algorithm for wound bed preparation.
Note. Retrieved from: http://www.worldwidewounds.com/2002/april/Vowden/WoundBed-Preparation.html
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Figure 8. Wound bed preparation and evidence-based medicine.
Note. From “Review of the Clinical RCT Evidence and Cost-Effectiveness Data of a
Sustained-Release Silver Foam Dressing in the Healing of Critically Colonised Wounds,”
by R. G. Sibbald, S. Meaume, R. S. Kirsner, & K. C. Münter, 2005, World Wide Wounds.
Reprinted with Permission.
As the wound product industry continued to play an increasing part in establishing
the evidence for wound care, the focus on quantifiable outcome measures was translated
into subsequent versions of the WBP model. In one 2005 paper Sibbald et al. presented
an alternative version of the model, entitled “Wound Bed Preparation and EvidenceBased Medicine” (see Figure 8) which they claimed added rigour and set a benchmark for
a new level of clinical evidence. In the introduction the authors stated, “An assessment of
the whole patient, the underlying cause, and any patient-centred concerns must be
considered before examining the wound itself” (para.1). However, in the schematic
depiction (see Figure 8) the boxes for “treat the cause” and “patient centred factors” did
not link directly into the “efficiency”, “effectiveness” and “efficacy” boxes that featured
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prominently in the model (Sibbald et al., 2005, para. 3.).The definitions of “efficacy” and
“efficiency” provided in the article (Table 2) focused entirely on “new treatments” and
the claims and directions that the authors presented are supported by evidence from
“controlled clinical trials involving carefully selected patients and outcomes” (para. 5).
Medical history as a potential risk for developing a wound infection was the only
“patient-related” factor discussed in the paper. No details were provided about the
individual life circumstances of the patients enrolled in the trials cited and the only
outcome included in the discussion to demonstrate the cost-effectiveness of a new
technology was wound-size reduction. Although “significant improvement in the
patient’s quality of life” (para. 5) was listed as an outcome measure of effectiveness,
there is no elaboration or “evidence” presented as to whether or how this was measured.
Table 2
Definitions of Efficacy, Efficiency, and Effectiveness
Term

Definition

Efficacy

is measured through controlled clinical research trials involving carefully
selected patients and outcomes.

Efficiency

investigates the ability of a new treatment to be translated into everyday
practice

Effectiveness relates to the cost of the new treatment. Cost-effectiveness includes cost
of the treatment, health professional time and clinical outcomes. If the
product cost is higher, there must be savings with faster healing rates, a
decreased frequency of dressing changes, or a significant improvement in
the patient’s quality of life.
Note. From “Review of the Clinical RCT Evidence and Cost-Effectiveness Data of a
Sustained-Release Silver Foam Dressing in the Healing of Critically Colonised Wounds,”
by R. G. Sibbald, S. Meaume, R. S. Kirsner, & K. C. Münter, 2005, World Wide Wounds.
Copyright 2005 by Sibbald et al. Reprinted with permission.
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Ruling relations in the discourse of TIME. The cumulative shift in the WBP
model away from “patient-related” issues and towards the local wound bed as the
accepted focus of wound care interventions was further highlighted in a position
statement published in 2004 by the European Wound Management Association. Also
supported by a grant from Smith and Nephew, the authors of the document introduced the
acronym TIME (see Figure 9) based on the concept that:
Management of chronic wounds has progressed from merely assessing the status
of a wound to understanding the underlying molecular and cellular abnormalities
that prevent the wound from healing. The concept of WBP has simultaneously
evolved to provide a systematic approach to removing these barriers to natural
healing and enhancing the effects of advanced therapies (Schultz et al., 2004,
p. 19).
While a brief mention was made of the importance of assessing the patient as a
whole, the majority of the article was focused on assessment and treatment of the wound
itself. Readers were advised to follow four main elements of systematic wound
management using the TIME acronym (Schultz et al., 2004); Tissue (nonviable or
deficient), Infection/inflammation, Moisture (imbalance) and Edge (non advancing or
undermined). These four parameters that focus on the physiological science of wounds
feature predominantly in the algorithm included in the provincial Wound Care
Guidelines 55 organizing the work of the clinic nurses in this study (see Figure 6).

55

In the Woo et al. (2008) version the “T” for tissue has been changed to “D” for debridement.
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Figure 9. Wound bed preparation model and TIME.
Note. From “Teaching Wound Management,” by L. Watret, 2005, World Wide Wounds.
In 2011 an update of an early WBP article was published by a number of key
opinion leaders, including some of the model’s original authors (Sibbald et al.). While the
majority of the changes outlined related to advances in knowledge of the physiology of
wound healing, the authors also stressed the importance of treating “the whole patient and
not just the “hole” in the patient” (p.416). They discussed the fact that some patients do
not have the ability to heal wounds due to inadequate blood supply or “woundexacerbating factors that cannot be corrected” (p. 417). An additional category of
“maintenance” wounds was included for wounds that do not follow the predicted path to
healing due to patients’ refusal to follow evidence-based advice or health system failure
to provide an appropriate intervention. A section entitled the “importance of holistic
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interprofessional coordinated and collaborative care” (p.424) emphasized the need for an
accurate diagnosis and development of a treatment plan. Readers were urged to “modify
(if possible) systemic factors/other cofactors that may impair healing” (p. 424) including
medications, nutrition, hemoglobin, HgbA1c, and blood pressure. Under the heading
“address and treat individualized concerns” (p. 424) the main topic was managing pain in
chronic wound patients. Further evidence was presented of how the categories of
“activities of daily living”, “psychosocial wellbeing”, “smoking”, and “access to care,
financial limitations” may impact a patient’s ability to heal and highlighted the
“emotional burden of living with a chronic wound” (p. 426). The authors concluded:
“assessing the unique individual’s concerns can be time-consuming but a necessary piece
in addressing the patient’s holistic needs” (p. 426), however, no mention was made of the
possibility of adapting protocols to meet these needs. Instead patient “needs” were
defined solely in terms of their inability to understand and/or to follow best practice
advice. Strategies for addressing “patient centred concerns” (p. 426) focused on
providing “education and support to the person and his/her circle of care (including
referral) to increase adherence (coherence) to the treatment plan” (p. 426), advice that
seems less about meeting the patient’s concerns and more about ensuring that the patient
is brought into line with the professional caregivers’ treatment plan for the wound.
In an industry-sponsored graphic entitled “Wound Bed Preparation Pathway” that
features prominently on the Smith and Nephew website (n.d.-b, para. 1), the focus was
exclusively on topical wound treatment options (see Figure 10). WBP was described as
“an essential process to obtain maximum benefits from today’s advanced wound care
products” (Smith and Nephew, n.d.-b, para. 1). The accompanying claim that “by
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removing local barriers, the wound can progress to healing” (para. 1) appears to suggest
that wound healing can be accomplished by addressing only the wound. In this version of
WBP, factors beyond the wound that were identified as critical components of the
original model, have been subsumed to a singular focus on assessing and treating the
wound itself (Smith and Nephew, n.d.-b). Although the website references the WBP
models’ developers, the original interest in “patient centered concerns” has been
eliminated entirely from the diagram.

Figure 10. Wound bed preparation pathway.
Note. From Wound Bed Preparation by Smith and Nephew, n.d., Copyright 2015 by
Smith and Nephew. Reprinted with permission.
As wound definitions and associated texts are presented as evidence-based
directions for how to conduct wound care, they mediate ruling relations, privileging a
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narrow approach to the physiological research that supports development of “advanced”
technologies. When taken up within the dominant discourse of cellular wound healing
and transformed into the textual data of BPGs, algorithms and pathways that are part of
the adoption of a line of products, carry within them the priorities and agendas of their
promoters establishing the directions for how wound work is to proceed.
The particular conceptualized definitions and categories of the WBP model have
become part of the taken for granted knowledge that forms the institutional discourse of
wound healing internationally. Versions of the model have been incorporated into the
evidence base of wound care organizations (European Wound Management Association,
2004; Schultz et al., 2004; Schultz & Dowsett, 2012) discipline-specific education e.g.
podiatry (Migonis & Rosenblum, 2015), and physiotherapy (Houghton, Nussbaum, Orr,
& O’Sullivan Drombolis, 2015) around the world. Claims such as the European Wound
Management Association’s that “wound bed preparation offers great potential to improve
the lives of patients with intractable wounds and to empower health professionals at all
levels to effectively manage complex non- healing” (2004) remain largely unchallenged.
Notwithstanding the dominance of the WBP in the wound healing discourses, rare
critiques have appeared in which nurses question the relevance of the TIME approach to
frontline practice (Dowsett & Newton, 2004; Stephen-Haynes, 2007). In an article
proposing a “more holistic framework” (para. 11) for leg ulceration and WBP StephenHaynes (2007) suggested, “Clinicians need to consider carefully whether T.I.M.E. and
the wound bed preparation framework may have shifted the focus away from some of the
other important aspects of care, and how the balance might be redressed” (para. 16). She
offered a complementary model “Time 2” in which T = Total patient perspective I =
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Identify ulcer aetiology M = Management of ulcer aetiology and co-morbidities and E =
Evaluation of care, which is ongoing.

Figure 11. The wound bed preparation care cycle.
Note. From Wound bed preparation TIME in practice. (p. 62), by Dowsett and Newton,
2004, London, UK: Schofield Publishing Ltd. Copyright 2015 by Schofield Publishing
Ltd. Reprinted with permission.
Dowsett and Newton (2004) also presented an expanded version of the WBP
model placing TIME into the context of what they called the wound bed preparation care
cycle (see Figure 11). The challenges nurses face in attempting to provide care within the
dominant discourses of wound healing physiology are clearly evident in both articles.
Yet, even as the authors were critical of the TIME model, the articles also provided
glimpses of how nurses are pulled into the powerful organizing concepts of the logical
and systematic approach to wound care that dominates how their work is organized. In
Dowsett and Newton’s (2004) article the aim identified for addressing patient concerns
and quality of life issues was “to achieve a successful care programme” (p.60). Readers
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were advised that in order to do so “patients need to understand the underlying cause of
their wound and the rationale for treatments” (p.60). The remainder of the article was
devoted to describing the TIME framework for local wound assessment. Supporting
evidence for why identified “barriers to healing” (p.60) should be removed was drawn
exclusively from the cellular/ physiological literature of wound healing science, almost
no information was provided on how to assess or approach patient concerns beyond the
wound.
Nurses Producing Nurses’ Wound Care Best Practice
Organized within the dominant institutional discourses of improving wound
healability through removing identified barriers, even nurses, a profession that purports to
assess patients from a whole person perspective, are held to quantifiable indicators of
quality wound practice which limit the kinds of information that are considered relevant.
As in other specialty areas, nurses have spent considerable time and resources on
producing evidence of how their wound care practice aligns with these prevailing
ideologies. The Best Practice Guidelines for the Nursing Care of People with Venous Leg
Ulcers for example, published by The RNAO (2004a) were referenced frequently in the
provincial guidelines (Alberta Health Services, 2009) analyzed in this study. The
Registered Nurses Association of Ontario guidelines were developed within the terms of
the scientific hierarchy of evidence and funded by the Ontario Ministry of Health and
Long-Term Care (p. 18). The developers’ use of strict evaluation criteria for inclusion of
evidence meant that the use of medical diagnostic tests and interactive advanced
dressings, which are supported by large cohort RCT’s, many of which exclude patients
with chronic underlying conditions, were rated at the highest evidence level A and given
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greatest prominence. Nursing assessments (e.g. patients’ hydration status or ability to
tolerate recommended treatments) that have not been measured under controlled
environments in relation to wound healing were rated as level C and afforded less
credibility in the guidelines. The parameters of the assessment tools developed by the
Registered Nurses Association of Ontario were based on the regulatory texts of the
discourses of normal wound healing and WBP and supported by scientific evidence from
clinical trials. This feature of the texts constructs them as ideal documents that can be
mediated into patient care by nurses. It is a powerful discourse that organizes how nurses
can think about their patients.
The Ruling Relations of the WBP Model Mediating the Frontline of Nurses’ Work
The focus on products and topical applications for wounds at the expense of other
nursing assessments is embedded into the wound work texts and practices of the
standpoint informant nurses in this study. This can be seen in the version of the WBP
algorithm (see Figure 6) included in the provincial Wound Care Guidelines (Alberta
Health Services, 2009) where the box labelled “provide local wound care” overrides the
two other boxes “identify and treat cause” and “address patient-centred concerns”.
Of note, Medline (2015a), the publisher of the version selected by the guideline
developers is a company contracted to supply wound products to the health region. A
check of the supply company’s wound product website (Medline, 2015a) reveals that it is
organized under the same sub-headings as the D.I.M.E.S© algorithm. Products available
for purchase are categorized according to which element of D.I.M.E.S© they are intended
to address. A web link (Medline, 2015b) directs website visitors to the company’s
“university” (para 1.) pages where interested parties can register to take a one-hour online
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course entitled “Using DIMES and Wound Care Algorithm” (para.1). A special note
informs potential registrants, “Medline University courses are approved for continuing
education contact hours by the Florida Board of Nursing and the California Board of
Registered Nursing” (para. 4).
The authors of the provincial Wound Care Guidelines (Alberta Health Services,
2009) did provide information about how to address the identified category of “patientcentred concerns” (App. B). Indeed, users of the guideline are reminded in red letters to
“Reconsider wound goals regularly: Wound goals & healability may change over time.
Consider the whole individual in wound healing” (App. B). Yet glimpses of the ruling
relations at play in how nurses are organized to respond to this emphatic request are
discernible in the way this information was presented. Anxiety, depression, social
isolation, low economic status, and pain or suffering were identified in the guideline text
as potential factors that slow wound healing. However, pain and nutrition, both of which
have been targeted as quantifiable and, as such, can be accommodated by the AGREE
tool (Brouwers et al., 2010) for assessing evidence, are the only patient experiences,
beyond an objective appraisal of the wound itself, that were incorporated into the
Medline algorithm (see Figure 6).
In order to fit within the health region’s CM regulatory framework in which
“adherence factors” (p.13) to evidence-based protocols is one of the outcome measures of
successful goal and plan of care attainment (Alberta Health Services, 2011; National
Case Management Network of Canada, 2009, p. 13) practice advice under the patientcentred concerns section of the Wound Care Guidelines (Alberta Health Services, 2009)
focused on providing patients with information to enable them to follow the advice
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provided. In line with the “S” of the D.I.M.E.S© mnemonic (Support with Products,
Services, and Education), a guideline appendix contained teaching pamphlets aimed at
patient “education & support to increase adherence to treatment plan” (Alberta Health
Services, 2009, App. B).
Wound Clinical Pathway as a Tool to Facilitate Case Management
The significance of the BPGs and the schematic representations of WBP explored
in this chapter are central to the investigation of social relations that connect local
activities in the clinic into the discursive texts which organize the decision-making
processes of everyday wound work. In order for IHC processes to proceed smoothly
wound-related data collected by nurses must fit the specific criteria required by provincial
and national data collection agencies. In the provincial guidelines (Alberta Health
Services, 2009) collecting data to demonstrate patient adherence to evidence–based
protocols for treating wounds according to allocated category is made the focus of
nurses’ work. As I have shown in Chapters 4 and 5 the clinic is also organized textually
around demonstrating how clinicians and patients have followed protocols that can be
verified within the AGREE instrument (Brouwers et al., 2010). Distinct moments can be
identified in each patient’s journey when the individual’s actual experience is worked up
into institutional categories that fit with both CM and best practice wound care
principles. In Mrs. Noble’s visit (see Chapter 4), for example, the stepwise system of the
case managed patient is apparent in the way she was referred to the SWAT team because
her wound had not progressed “as expected”. The SWAT team had designed the WCP
(Appendix D) that the clinic (and community) nurses are using. The document carries the
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concepts of best practice wound care published in the literature into the frontlines of
practice.
Under the new CM organizational structure, the nurses’ use of the WCP
documentation organizes patients and their complex contexts of living with a wound into
a systematic process that can be streamlined and standardized to fit the efficiency and
effectiveness mandate of the clinic in a way that is actionable. Average response time to
care plan adjustments following a “trigger” event (see Chapter 4) is one of the outcomes
measurable by the linear progress on an ICP on which efficacy of the IHC CM program is
evaluated (Appendix J). Differentiating between wounds that are expected to follow the
pathway of normal wound healing and those that are not is built into the IHC system as a
way to inform clinicians about how to proceed. The authors of the provincial Wound
Care Guidelines (Alberta Health Services, 2009) recommend that all patients be referred
for a consultation with a wound specialist if the “wound doesn’t follow expected healing
trajectory within 2 weeks of implementing wound care guidelines” (App. B). Designating
this timeline as a “trigger” event that managers can monitor and aggregate into clinic
statistics draws on evidence established by the science of normal wound healing. The
numerical BWAT score embedded into the WCP tool has become the defacto measure by
which the progress or lack thereof of a wound is assessed. The category of “no change or
lower BWAT score in 2 weeks” then becomes the standardized trigger that determines
whether and how the next step in the patient’s journey takes place.
The WCP form includes space to record definitions of “assessment” as “the
comprehensive clinical process to collect all pertinent data related to wound
management” and “risks” as “co-morbidities/ medical diagnoses and environmental
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factors that potentially impede healing or the expected outcomes” (Appendix D). Yet, as
shown in Chapter 5, my observations and interviews revealed that the re-organization of
the clinic work within the concepts of case managers and interventionists meant that
when patients were referred by a community-based case manager, information about
other aspects of patients’ lives, even if it had been identified as a “flag” (see Chapters 4
and 7), rarely made it into the WCPs received by the clinic nurses. Factors such as
anxiety, depression, social isolation, low economic status, although identified in the
provincial guidelines as potentially impacting wound healing, became the “other stuff”
organized to be taken care of by other people located elsewhere. Even when nurses
completed a full RAAT assessment of patients assigned to the clinic caseload and
identified flags that may impact the wound their only option was to refer the patient on to
another HCPs with no guarantee that any intervention initiated would be what they
considered the most appropriate for wound healing.
Despite a lack of evidence that healing in chronic wounds can be reliably
predicted by assessing only the local wound (Enoch & Price, 2004; Soon & Chen, 2004)
the pressure to demonstrate goal achievement in quantifiable outcomes means that
measuring and scoring the duration, size, and physical characteristics of the local wound
has become the main focus of nurses’ clinic work. Yet, when these observable,
quantifiable measures become the determining factors on which the next step in the
process depends all other details of the patient’s life are excluded. The numerical
representation of the patient’s wound on the BWAT form stands in for the actual work
that is taking place.
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In some cases the expectation of predictable, linear representations of wound
work is an accurate portrayal that likely results in patients being referred to the SWAT
team sooner than they may have been under previous systems 56. For others, like the man
whose leg was amputated (see Chapter 2), whose circumstances placed him outside the
parameters of this organizational process, the reliance on standardized decision tools
worked against his best interests. In that particular case, it is not known exactly what
information the triage nurse used when making the scheduling decision. However, based
on my interview with the current triage nurse, and analysis of the skin and wound review
process map (see Figure 5), it can be reasonably assumed that algorithmic decisions about
how quickly he should be seen were made on the basis of information about his wound
collected during his initial contact with a health care provider. Since scheduling decisions
depend on these linear protocols to work as expected, there is no way for a patient to
enter into nurses’ work any other way. Thus a patient who recognizes that his wound is
getting worse cannot influence his own care. The flexibility and responsiveness that
would be required to accommodate a patient’s phone call is not built into the system. As
a “contacted client waiting at home for appointment” 57 it is likely that a nurse was not
seeing the patient in the community and there was no official way to trigger a faster
referral within the IHC system. As a result, no mechanism existed to provide an earlier
appointment when the patient’s wound did not follow the trajectory for the category of
wound it had been allocated at triage. The institutional priorities carried through the
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Despite the copious amount of data entry the nurses are required to complete, no statistics are
currently being kept on how many wounds heal or how often a patient returns to the clinic
which could be used to determine whether this is in fact the case.

57

One of the categories identified on the Skin and Wound Review process map (see Figure 5).
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decision tools used by the triage nurse subsumed the client’s own knowledge of his
deteriorating wound and placed him at high risk for the amputation which he ultimately
received.
While wound healing and attending the clinic would seem to be a rational
approach to clinic appointments it is not that simple. Despite the provincial guideline
authors’ red-lettered emphasis on the need to “consider the whole individual in wound
healing” (Alberta Health Services, 2009, App. B) the working texts of the CM system do
not organize the “interventionist” clinic nurses to provide direct support for any personcentred concerns outside of the wound itself. Rather than a tool to facilitate wound
healing, the WCP becomes instead a tool by which the information collected about the
size and progress of the wound enables clinicians to facilitate the patient’s efficient
journey through the IHC system. In practice, cases are not “managed” in the interests of
patients and the achievement of what wound nurses would consider “best practice” is
questionable.
The Ruling Relations within Wound Care Education
The smooth running of the Skin and Wound Service depends on nurses being
taught to conduct wound care in ways that fit within the CM framework (Alberta Health
Services, 2011) and the health region strategic plan (Alberta Health Services, 2012b) on
which clinic operation is organized. The CCAC referral process through which patients
arrive at the clinic draws on the IHC team members’ knowledge of IHC processes that is
taught in their orientation program. As discussed in Chapter 5 the IHC skin and wound
review (Alberta Health Services, 2012a) team had also identified concerns with the way
patients were being scheduled to attend clinics. The skin and wound reviewers’
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recommendations for improvement focussed on nurses’ lack of competence with the
home care processes and forms. Education sessions had been designed to address these
gaps. My interview with one of the educators responsible for delivering these sessions
provides an interesting picture of how, although she recognized serious flaws in the new
system, she herself was being pulled into the powerful circulating discourses on which
the new programs were organized.
Olivia had been an educator for the wound clinics during the roll out of the new
IHC services. She defined her role as “teaching skin and wound to new hires, to staff in
general, and advanced wound care to nurses and other disciplines that work in the wound
clinics”. Olivia described efforts undertaken at the time the clinics were amalgamated to
streamline wound care education with the CM model.
OLIVIA (wound care nurse educator): So the team that I work on is called
Practice, Education and Quality [PEQ]. Education has been redesigned and
formulated into the vision of our manager. The clinical leads’ [pause] autonomy
in their specific areas of practice still remains relatively good but the direction
comes from the [PEQ] manager and of course the educational group. There are
seven clinical educators. Our work is mostly directed by that manager. Not [the]
content because we are the content experts of our specialized areas, but how that
education is going to be delivered, how often it’s delivered, to whom it may be
delivered, is all controlled by the manager.
Olivia was critical of the changes that were made. Although she felt she still had
control over the course content, she was frustrated by the reduction in the number of
educational sessions she was able to offer compared to the previous wound care program.
OLIVIA (wound care nurse educator): I’d like to qualify that by saying we
offered a very comprehensive skin and wound educational program and in the
transformation when the PEQ team was formed and a manager hired one of the
first initiatives was to cut all education and skin and wound got cut in that
process.… From eight in-service opportunities we were limited to two. Pick the
two most important ones and that is what you do.
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Olivia explained how, prior to the implementation of the IHC CM model
educators provided a comprehensive wound program to all Home Care staff during their
orientation. The program was designed in several stages and included a case study
approach to making decisions about wound care practice. Each segment built on the
previous and culminated in a full day session where attendees were expected to “bring all
the pieces together”.
OLIVIA (wound care nurse educator): You know wound care it’s about
providing pieces and then putting all those pieces together. You assess something,
you recognize what the needs are, you provide interventions and that’s with
consultation.… So the education was set up in pieces from orientation, you know,
the forms that we used, having a case study, taking a wound assessment and doing
in-servicing on that. Form and functions of dressings, doing that, compression
therapy, doing that and then coming out with one session, a full day session …
that really brought all those pieces together so that critical thinking could be
applied as well as making sure you are filling out the forms properly and that
you understand the cause and effect of things, … outcome measures, you know.
How do you measure it? When do you call? Do you know what the guideline
says?
That Olivia’s work of delivering the earlier education was organized within the
conceptual framework of evidence-based best practice wound care is evident. The
categories of “form and functions of dressings” and “compression therapy” she selected
to illustrate the various components indicate that the program was organized with a focus
on knowledge of appropriate product selection and established protocols. Like the clinic
nurses, Olivia described the work wound nurses do of conducting assessments,
implementing protocols and evaluating outcomes as both “intervention” and
“consultation”. Her explanation of the nurses’ critical thinking to “put the pieces
together” also reveals how this earlier work was organized within dominant wound care
discourses that focussed her teaching on how to measure wounds, when to call in a
wound specialist and how to follow BPGs.
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Olivia explained that, in her opinion, the drastic reduction in the amount of wound
education after the “streamlining” of the wound clinics had prevented the educators from
delivering what she considered essential information to encounter any patient with a
wound.
OLIVIA (wound care nurse educator): And when all that was taken away we
were just left with the basics … and you know our new hires and new people to
home care really aren’t getting the educational support, the hands on support at
the bedside, to meet the needs of new hires to home care to do the job in relation
to skin and wound [...} that came up loud and clear in the wound review. Where’s
the education?
Olivia recognized that her work was fundamentally changed during the
restructuring process. Yet a hint that she too was being pulled into the powerful
discourses on which these organizational changes were based is evident in her eagerness
to highlight how the skin and wound review (Alberta Health Services, 2012a) had also
identified recent alterations to the focus, format and amount of wound education as a
major weakness.
Both Olivia, who had participated in the review in a consulting capacity, and the
report writers recognized the lack of education for frontline staff, especially those who
had recently joined IHC, as an issue that needed to be resolved. Olivia’s observation that
[for new staff] “there seemed to be disconnect, confusion, where was the education?
Didn’t know where to find it, didn’t know how to sign up for it” appears to reflect the
review’s findings that staff members were experiencing
A sense of helplessness and frustration at point of care when they were faced with
a situation beyond their expertise yet there was no one available to advise or
mentor them nor were there educational opportunities to help them build their
repertoire of clinical responses. (Alberta Health Services, 2012a, p. 20)
Olivia was keen to point out that she saw the identified education deficits as a
direct result of the new administration structure.
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OLIVIA: It was fraught with challenges and I believe that the decrease in the
[wound education] program’s effectiveness was in direct relationship to the
administrative decisions and the transformation in home care and the development
of the Practice Education and Quality team that basically brought a lot of
education to a screeching halt.
Although it may be tempting to interpret Olivia’s initial frustration with the
system as “resistance to change” it is clear that her standpoint location places her in a
precarious position between the frontline of practice and management. Despite her
eloquent descriptions of how the new program does not offer her the opportunity to
provide what she understands to be essential education, she recognized that any
opportunity she had to reinstate wound care education lay within the recommendations of
the skin and wound reviewers:
OLIVIA: So at that point [once the review was completed] when it [education]
was identified as being a problem (even though it was identified by myself and
my colleagues in other areas of practice as clinical educators) suddenly we were
allowed … to put back skin and wound education.
The skin and wound review team, who approached the issues brought to light in
the focus groups from a standpoint within the CM framework, had suggested that the
previous wound education established “a very strong base on which to transform the Skin
and Wound Service into a pillar of the new delivery model” (p.20). In line with CM
concepts of improving process management, their recommendations included increasing
basic education for interventionists and “focus[sing] case management education on
processes rather than clinical intervention” (p. 6). As Olivia identified with and took up
the reviewers recommendations to support her argument for reinstating the education it is
apparent that her options for improving the situation also depended on the very processes
that she saw as the cause of her frustration. In the following excerpt Olivia appeared to
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reframe her criticism of the administrative system as she justified the cancellation of the
earlier program as an opportunity to bring the education in line with current best practice.
So on one hand yes, the education was missing for a couple of years.… Having it
off the plate was not good for home care in general … but what it did allow me to
do was to critically review the education and use some of the tools that have come
out around wound education and look at the content. Look at best practices and
ensure that what I am teaching is current, is relevant to the practice.
Having been provided with some resources to provide the educational
improvements outlined in the skin and wound report, it seems Olivia’s own thinking on
what wound education needs to be about had fundamentally shifted.
OLIVIA: Of course having this case management model come in I needed to
change some of my approach, especially around the case management approach to
incorporate case management jargon and theory so that everything is a consistent
thread throughout their Home Care education and tied into case management. It
did give the opportunity to critically review it and refine it, define it, redefine it,
and ensure that it is current and it is practically applicable and to attach
competencies to different levels of education.
Rather than having her education “put back” Olivia has had to adapt it to make
the processes she is teaching actionable within IHC CM concepts.
Teaching Nurses to “Do Wound Care” within a CM framework
Olivia explained that in the reorganized education program all IHC new hires are
now required to attend a basic wound care session as part of their orientation. When
Olivia teaches this newly adapted course she incorporates information about the evidence
base of wound care in a way that fits with the organizational documentary requirements.
OLIVIA: I provide skin and wound education at a novice level in orientation. So
that basically means that we talk a little bit about the basic principles of wound
healing, phases of healing because they need to have this information in order to
fill out the forms. We go through the forms “these are the forms that you use for
skin and wound.”… So in orientation, they have to know which forms, and I use a
case based model to go through the process of admitting a client to home care
with a wound and we fill out all the paperwork using PowerPoint, wound pictures
and facilitated classroom discussion. So that would be their entry level.
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The authorized knowledge of wound physiology science privileged in the health
region Wound Care Guidelines (Alberta Health Services, 2009) is carried into the
frontline through the categories and check boxes embedded in the WCP and BWAT
forms Olivia introduces. In the new program Olivia’s job is to teach the nurses to collect
information about wounds in ways that fit with the standardized decision tools that
organize patients’ journeys through the IHC system. To comply with the skin and wound
reviewers’ recommendations to focus on process she presents a case based model to teach
participants how to admit a client with a wound and to “fill out all that paperwork”. Since
completion of this information in a standardized format is expected to support evidencebased clinical practices, no further explanation of wound healing or factors that may
affect it is built into the program. The critical thinking session that Olivia used to offer
has been eliminated. Of particular note Olivia framed the “little bit” about the “basic
principles” and “phases of wound healing” that she has time to offer as information the
nurses need “in order to fill out the forms” rather than to make a clinical judgement about
a wound. This attention to the paperwork supersedes Olivia’s capacity to share her wound
expertise and experiences with novice nurses who are being pulled into the smooth
running bureaucracy of referrals and other work that is linked to efficient scheduling of
appointments and ensuring that the most cost effective services are deployed such as
whether and when the patient can attend the clinic.
Olivia explained how the next level of basic wound education, which it is now
offered as optional for staff to attend, has also been tailored to fit with the new CM
program. Olivia organizes these educational sessions around the CM roles and the way
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attendees are taught about the distinct responsibilities and work processes they are to
undertake in relation to their designation as “case managers” or “interventionists”.
OLIVIA (wound care nurse educator): Once new orientees become familiar
with home care they have what’s called learner guides to help translate that
knowledge that they are learning in orientation into their practice in the field.
Around 6 weeks after they have settled in they come to a more in-depth wound
session … and we review those things that we discussed earlier on and provide
several cases where they break up into groups and then present their careplan,
given the knowledge that they have, and what they have been doing in the last 6
weeks of home care. Developing careplans if they are a case manager and
providing interventions as the interventionists.
Olivia’s efforts to organize her teaching work around the concepts of the IHC CM
model are augmented by her understanding of the professional accountability systems
within which the nurses she teaches will be evaluated. With input from the manager of
the Practice Education and Quality team, the new program she now offers to nurses
specializing in care of patients with wounds has also been brought into line with CM
requirements for built-in quality outcome measures:
OLIVIA (wound care nurse educator): There is a prerequisite education and
this has evolved from the way we did it to the way we are doing it now in
response to the case management change. So I provide what’s called Advanced
Practise in Skin and Wound, which are nine modules and a pre-and post-test. We
are together for 4 months. An afternoon once a week for 4 months and there are
assignments to help individuals search different websites, gather data.
In accordance with CM principles of evaluating quality through quantifiable
outcome measures the new program incorporates several levels of task-based
competencies which students are required to demonstrate.
OLIVIA: One of the things that they have to create is a learning portfolio. How
to guide their learning, their growth and development in wound care knowledge
acquisition. Then there’s a post-test, there is a competency sign off sheet. So once
they have finished all the modules and all the assignments and pre- and posttesting they would come to a clinic setting where they are mentored and
preceptored and there’s list of competency measures, activities if you will, that
they need to be signed off on and this would be the prerequisite for anybody that
wants to join the Skin and Wound team.
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Having been effectively oriented to this new conception of wound care, Olivia
showed how she has been pulled into the logical rationality of the CM system and her
understanding is that it will support nurses to provide better wound care. Olivia was
enthusiastic about the fact that, since the introduction of the standardized IHC admission
package, all clinic staff is now documenting wounds in the same way. I asked her
whether she sees this as improving the nurses’ practice.
OLIVIA: I would like to say yes but that is just an opinion and I have nothing to
base that on and I can’t quantify or qualify that.
NRW: So how would it change?
OLIVIA: Just the fact that you are using standardized documentation. So for
example prior to [the amalgamation of clinics] no-one was doing the wound
assessment tool.
NRW: That’s the BWAT?
OLIVIA: The BWAT, yes. … Everyone now assesses the wound using the
BWAT tool so that in itself is something.
As Olivia takes up the CM discourses to deliver the new education she
participates in an institutional circuit in which, as nurses are taught a standardized version
of wound work that draws on certain evidence, they learn to work up the patient into the
institutionally acceptable version intended to activate preestablished processes. Although
she has no empirical evidence of how or whether the compulsory use of the BWAT is
changing nurses’ practice, or improving outcomes for patients, Olivia has accomplished
her work of ensuring that all staff members are assessing wounds in the authorized way.
Yet for Olivia, whose knowledge about what nurses’ need in relation to education
about wounds has been reorganized within the CM model, this still falls short. In line
with the skin and wound review team’s call for “evaluation methods including indicators
for skin and wound care delivery models and alignment with the Transformation
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evaluation” (Alberta Health Services, 2012a, p. 8) she envisions further improvements in
the way wound care education should proceed and be evaluated:
OLIVIA: I feel that we can teach in the classroom and we can provide some
knowledge translation to practice but where is the overall evaluation? And in
asking the managers, you know, “Where does skin and wound fit in your
evaluation or appraisal of the employee?” it was hit and miss. So I felt in order to
further standardize so that every employee, interventionist and case manager,
there should be a process in place that holds them accountable for their
practice and we have the education to support that practice and their competency
attainment but there’s no sort of tying the loop up at the end with their
managers as to how well they are actually doing that.
The “missing link” to transform nurses’ wound care into the accountability circuit
Olivia envisions is her belief (and a requirement of her role on the PEQ team) that there
must be textual processes that hold nurses accountable to the practices they learn in their
education. During performance reviews, the managers, who do not have wound care
expertise, had been struggling to assess nurses’ aptitude regarding wounds. The managers
had asked for Olivia’s support with the performance appraisals. While Olivia is
enthusiastic about giving wound knowledge a place in the appraisal process, she is not
considered a manager and therefore cannot participate in the evaluation process itself.
OLIVIA: There has been nothing in place that would guide their [the managers’]
question asking and because I am in scope 58 I cannot be involved in appraisals. I
can only be asked to support that employee to meet the standards set by home
care.
She explained how, with “100% support” from the management team, she had
recently proposed introducing a mandatory review process in which all case managers
and interventionists will be evaluated every 2 years on their competency to assess and
treat patients with wounds. The proposed plan requires her to develop a set of test
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An “in scope” position is one that falls under the bargaining agreement of a nurses’ union.
Management positions are not unionized and are considered “out of scope.”
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documents that could be easily applied by managers during scheduled annual
performance reviews. Olivia described in more detail how the nurses’ performance
reviews will happen:
OLIVIA: They [will] have to bring a client with a wound and the data (like the
paperwork right? the chart) in for this appraisal. They have to have attended this
day workshop and that is part of their performance requirements and if they
haven’t done that, it’s a performance issue.
The competencies that the nurses will be required to demonstrate are related to
their proficiency with completing patient records such the WCP, the BWAT scores, and
the LLA. This approach to wound education is very different from Olivia’s prior practice
where she taught, discussed and appraised wound knowledge spending several hours with
nurses, providing examples from her own experiences, augmented by case studies that
were developed around specific patient care issues. Olivia’s new requirement to provide
demonstrable evidence of the nurses’ ability to competently perform wound care as they
have been taught is focussed on examining the textual records the nurses have created of
their work to ensure this has been done in accordance with the institutionally approved
education they have received.
Olivia’s participation in the CM-aligned educational programs activates dominant
ideologies that privilege an objectively controllable version of wound healing.
Paradoxically however, even as Olivia was describing how her educator work is oriented
to institutional requirements to teach and hold nurses accountable to wound
documentation (and thus to the institutionally-defined outcomes) she explained how these
criteria do not support her own work with the more complex cases which she is asked to
see. As an educator and a nurse with many years’ experience caring for individuals with
wounds she often receives requests for assistance from less experienced nurses who are
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struggling to determine how to care for a patient with a wound. She described how she
makes decisions based on observations that are not captured in the categories of the
standardized forms. Rather than using the questions on the WCP to organize her
consultation, she described how she adapts her line of inquiry to the individual situation:
Olivia: It’s just my own questions. When someone calls and asks me “what do I
put on it?” I have several questions that I generally ask and then, as the
information either comes forth or they don’t know, I ask other questions that I
would think might be pertinent. So every consult on the telephone there may be
different questions asked, depending on the client and the etiology of the wound
and how long the wound’s been present.
Even though Olivia is supportive of and teaches the WCP, she also recognizes
that numerical BWAT scores offer only a partial and potentially inaccurate picture of the
situation.
OLIVIA (wound care nurse educator): I don’t like to put a lot of value on the
[BWAT] scores because there can be some inter-rater reliability issues depending
on how comfortable the interventionist is in completing that tool. So between
assessors you may see a change in the score, which may not actually reflect a
change in the wound … So I ask about the scores and I ask about some specific
characteristics of the wound bed and the peri-wound tissues and then find out
what is the current treatment and what was the previous treatment and try to
ascertain why a treatment protocol was changed. To see if it was changed based
on the needs of the wound or based on someone deciding to change the treatment
for another reason other than the wound needs and characteristics.
Olivia’s specialist knowledge of factors that impact the way a wound may
progress requires her to work around the mandatory paperwork. The complex work she
described does not make it into her classroom or into the standardized reports of wound
work that are recorded on the forms Olivia teaches. As education programs for IHC staff
have been restructured in line with the CM framework, the new structure limits Olivia¹s
options for providing the education that she has assessed nurses need. Her work as an
educator has been complicated by the addition of a text-based evaluation process that
changes the focus of her practices with nurses. Olivia is being organized to be the agent
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of performance reviews and program evaluation that undermine her capacity to share her
knowledge and experience about wounds. Within the restructured IHC Skin and Wound
Service and the influx of nurses unfamiliar with IHC processes for assessing and treating
wounds, Olivia’s teaching skills are in greater demand elsewhere. The social organization
of Olivia’s work limits when and how she can mentor and guide the nurses who are
providing care for patients with wounds. Moreover, despite Olivia¹s discomfort with the
truncated wound care education she can provide, she too has been pulled into a curious
obligation to prioritize nurses’ accurate use of the WCP and BWAT forms that, as I have
shown, now “stand in” for nurses’ expertise.
Expecting “TIME” to Heal All Wounds; an Institutional Circuit
Nurses know their patients in two distinctive and contradictory ways and use their
critically important expertise to respond to each person with unique situations and bodily
needs. At the same time, they are organized to understand their work through the
conceptually represented order of the institution. Nurses working in outpatient wound
clinics hold expert knowledge of the complexity of the lives of people living with chronic
wounds. Yet at every turn it seems the nursing systems and educational programs these
specialist nurses have developed, that they understand support patient care, are not seen
as legitimate in the standardized work processes organizing the new clinic routines. The
private and personal nature of work with bodies (especially injured bodies) conflicts with
the requirement to present nursing work processes as controllable and predictable.
The institutional circuit within which nurses’ wound clinic work proceeds is
activated through the way information is passed from person to person across the
institutional complex of IHC. This alters the ways wound work can unfold and serves to
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keep the clinic nurses focused on the only aspect of the visit they are provided with the
time and tools to assess: namely the objective state of the wound. Nurses are expected to
focus on the wound; undressing, assessing, and dressing it, as quickly as possible. The
only information that is deemed pertinent for the nurses to collect during this process is
that which is required to demonstrate the physical progress of the wound itself. This
conceptualized version of wound work draws attention away from “basic” nursing
knowledge about patients’ hydration, mobility, diet, body image, odour, family
responsibilities, employment and so forth; leaving nurses with only a paper tape measure,
a shelf full of expensive products and an accountability to the smooth flow of the IHC
program, the clinic schedule, and its ideological constructions.
In what Dorothy Smith (1990b) describes at the “organizational ‘impregnability’
of this circularity” (p. 94) these same accounts are used to align decisions about how
nurses’ work proceeds with the abstracted version of wound work outlined in guidelines
and protocols. Other knowledge that nurses and HCPs learn about people with wounds is
left out of the standardized, abstracted models on which today’s wound work is organized
to go forward. The nontechnical, nonscientific features of wound management are merely
‘add-ons” as the work is organized to fit within CM requirements to demonstrate timely
achievement of observable goals. As this objectified version of nurses’ work, supported
by best practice evidence, is taken up as factual account of how wound work happens,
managers are able to rationalize, also within the parameters of best practice evidence, the
need for precisely timed visits.
Although the exact origins of the phrase “time heals all wounds” are somewhat
obscure it is widely used in literary and common vernacular often in the context of grief,
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heartbreak or other tragic circumstance to remind us that recovery from a traumatic event
is a process that cannot be hurried. While frequently attributed to Geoffrey Chaucer
(1971) “As tyme hem hurt, a tyme doth hem cure” (c1385, v350), an even earlier version
can be traced to Menander (342 BC/BCE - 291 BC/BCE), whose Greek phrase “ράνṯων
ἰαṯρὸς ṯῷν ἀναγκαίων κακῷν χρόνος ἐσṯίν” can be translated as “time is the healer of all
necessary evils” (Speake, 2008, p. 319). The need for nurses to pursue only the
institutionally sanctioned use of their time has become the orienting factor in their work
with wounded patients. Ironically as their work is organized within the dominance of the
TIME model of WBP (Schultz et al., 2004) which conceptually separates care of the
wound from that of the person living with it, this ancient saying takes on new meaning.
Under the terms of resource allocation that dominate the patients’ journey through
the clinic, the time it takes for a patient to arrive, be seen and leave have become central
features on nurses’ clinic work. In each of the observations I recorded the nurses
appeared to be focused on how to speed up the visit so they could attend to other tasks.
As an outside observer I saw not only the nurses’ frustration but also the ways in which
they prioritized their work to hurry the patients through the system, often in subtle ways
such as Elaine’s handing Mrs. Noble her jacket even as the patient was relating personal
information that may be relevant to her wound healing. In the hurried pace of the wound
clinic nurses’ efforts to provide for patients’ complex embodied wounds and lives
competes with their requirement to produce quantifiable institutional outcomes that can
be measured in a timely manner and in isolation from the rest of the patient’s life. Time
to be face-to-face with their clients appears to be the one thing these nurses do not have.
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Despite claims that the work is person-centred, in light of the evidence I have collected,
the question remains; in whose interests are wound clinics organized?
Summary
In this chapter I have explored how today’s wound work is defined by the
regulatory dimensions of “timeliness” and “orderliness” focused on a narrow interest in
evidence-based scientific discourse that privileges strictly controlled clinical trials. I have
explored how the textual forms which nurses use to account for a patient’s wound care
assessment and treatment are coordinated by selective theoretical models that rely on
wound physiology and clinical sectors that are aligned with the wound product industry.
The concepts of normal wound healing and the WBP model that suggest wound work is
controllable and predictable, play a central role in producing the institutional reality of a
patient’s experience. As these concepts are embedded in standardized documentation,
pathways and decision tools, they hook nurses into the ruling practices of the larger
institution. The requirement to produce specific outcome measures on which the CM
quality discourse relies, means the less quantifiable elements of wound patients’
experience are often missing from the institutional discourse that has become “wound
care”.
I have shown how the restructuring of nurses’ thinking about their wound work is
socially organized within these dominant scientific, managerial and industrial discourses
of wound care that are all aligned to pull peoples’ attention away from the person with
the wound. I explicated how the circular actions of CM processes and systems of
accountability serve to keep the clinic nurses focused on those aspects of the visit which
they are able to control (i.e. assessment and treatment of the local wound). Effectively
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drawing their attention away from the very factors that may be contributing to the
presence and progress of wounds.
In the following chapter, I return to the everyday activities of people in the clinics
to uncover the ways in which these authoritarian texts transform nursing practice into
manageable, step-wise processes. Nonetheless, the strategies being implemented require
them to smooth over the everyday realities they face. As I will show, as nurses and
decision makers take up linear, predictable concepts of wound healing as evidence of best
practice, they construct an accountability circuit in which patients’ lives are viewed as
organizational problems to be overcome, while many of the complexities, risk factors,
lifestyle challenges and realities of nurses’ and patients’ wound work are overlooked.
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Chapter Seven: Whose Wounds are These? How Current Concepts of PersonCentred Care are Organizing Nurses’ Wound Clinic Work
People participate in discourse and their participation reproduces it. (Smith, 2005,
p. 224)
It is essential for case managers and health care professionals to focus primarily
on what impedes healing. (Leaphart & Ovington, 2005, p. 1)
It is very easy to be labelled as “non-concordant” if you disagree with the
clinician. Advice needs to be practical and balanced - it is difficult to sit in a chair
all day with legs raised. (“Wound patient,” as cited in International Consensus,
2012, p. 10)
In the previous chapter I have shown how nurses’ knowledge about the
particularities of patients’ lives are subsumed within the discursive practices of the WCP
and the textual practices that it generates when taken up within the CM model of service
delivery. In this chapter I explore a puzzling contradiction that exists between the ways
information about patients with wounds is collected and passed on within the IHC system
and a concurrent institutional emphasis on “person centred care”. I demonstrate how,
when the dominant knowledge related to wound healing research is taken up within the
requirements of an efficiently operating CM clinic system, patients are objectified, their
circumstances are overlooked and nurses cannot know about, or act on, what patients
need. Nonetheless, a textual construction of “person-centredness” is in place that
organizes professionals to respond “ideologically” as though the care is actually centred
on patients when in fact it is focused on a small feature of a patient (the wound) and
organized around a smoothly running clinic.
According to health region literature “The Case Management Framework is based
in a wellness paradigm that focuses on abilities, strengths, and maintaining independence
across the life span” (Alberta Health Services, 2011, p. 9). The theoretical premise is that
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the optimal outcomes promised by evidence-based science can only be achieved with the
full involvement of patients. My analysis scrutinizes how patients are required to present
the circumstances of their lives in certain ways, which demonstrate their appropriate
involvement. Often their self-production as “involved” means that other, important
aspects of their living with a wound are covered over and left for them to work out.
Rather than using nursing expertise to adapt their practice to fit the patient experience,
nurses’ work is organized to accurately collect data to demonstrate that a narrow
formulation of best practice has been followed. An accountability circuit is created when
nurses’ wound care competence is evaluated in terms of their ability to work efficiently
within this abstracted version of the work, even when this conflicts with what they
understand their patients need. Despite efforts that are expected to result in something
called “person-centred wound care”, something else happens when the institutional view
of person-centred care is not realized. As I show in the ethnographic descriptions below,
patients and nurses are constructed as potential problems that threaten the smooth running
of the system. It is this system that holds nurses to account for their work with wound
patients in specific ways. It is a system that works against what patients need from the
nurses and becomes a way to discipline “troublemakers”, “noncompliance” or “difficult”
patients.
Mr. Mason’s Clinic Visit: The Work of “Shoe Shopping”
Mr. Mason is 50 years old and has type II diabetes. He is returning to the clinic
for further assessment and treatment of a wound on his foot. Since Mr. Mason did not
have any needs that required services in his home the CCAC triage nurse had not
assigned him to a community case manager. He had been admitted to the caseload of an
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RN in the clinic. As soon as he takes his shoes off Barbara, a Wound Clinic RN (but not
his allocated “case manager”) recognizes that Mr. Mason is showing signs of Charcot
foot 59, a condition that she notes from his medical record, had been diagnosed on a
previous visit. Mr. Mason’s classic presentation is known as a “rocker-bottom” where
the bones of the mid-foot collapse leading to deformity. Dramatic changes to the shape of
the foot combined with altered sensation place patients with Charcot foot at significant
risk of trauma, which may be caused by footwear. During the course of the visit we learn
that, as is often the case with people whose sensory perception is affected, Mr. Mason
was not sure exactly when his wound had appeared. “All of a sudden it was there. It was
probably friction, I had a lousy pair of shoes.” He has brought a pair of shoes with him
that he recently purchased at a store that specializes in medical footwear. He asks
Barbara if she will have a look at them and give him a “second opinion”. When he puts
them on Barbara points out that the shoes are too small. His feet are “bulging over the
edge” and his toes are crushed up. When she voices her puzzlement over this Mr. Mason
acknowledges that, although the staff in the store had offered lots of advice, he had
chosen not to buy the ones that were recommended, as he “didn’t want to go to big ugly
shoes”.
This conversation accompanies Barbara’s careful unwrapping of the dressing to
focus on her assessment of the wound. She asks whether anyone had previously suggested
a cast to take the pressure off his foot entirely, and explains that best practice evidence
suggests that this may allow the wound to heal faster. Mr. Mason replies “Yes I was in an
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Seen most often in patients with diabetes mellitus, a Charcot foot is an inflammatory process
in which underlying neuropathy and metabolic abnormalities of foot bones combine to cause
bony destruction (Rogers et al., 2011).
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air cast for a while but I got too much grief at work. They like to tease me. I’ve been there
17 years and they just don’t get it.” When Barbara suggests that he return to the store to
exchange the shoes for ones that will fit properly Mr. Mason apologizes, as he is not sure
when he will be able to do this. He tells her his workmates think it is a joke that he needs
to take time off to go “shoe shopping”. “They think I am killing time. The managers say
they believe me but they don’t”. He knows he could get release time if he showed a
physician’s note but he feels it is not really worth it “my co-workers don’t get it, because
they can’t see the wound or the foot. They don’t really believe me there is a problem”.
“Oh I could get a note but I don’t want to go that route. It’s going to be a pain to change
those shoes.”
Barbara nods as she takes a photo of the wound, records the size, depth and
appearance on the BWAT and completes the dressing change. When she recommends
that Mr. Mason come back in 2 weeks for reassessment he asks her to make the
appointment for 3 weeks instead as “work will freak out”. Barbara changes the
appointment time to 3 weeks and hands Mr. Mason his jacket, pointing him in the
direction of the exit. As soon as he is out of earshot she tells me that she suspects he will
likely not return for his next visit because he is not really taking his treatment seriously.
She voices her concern that if that is the case his wound may never heal.
Barbara immediately turns to the task of recording the visit. She records the size
and depth of the wound and scores it according to the BWAT assessment categories. She
enters the score along with details of the dressing change on the WCP. She makes an
additional note in the multidisciplinary progress record (MPR) of the type of dressing
used and cross-references the photo she has taken of the wound. She records the
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scheduled date of Mr. Mason’s next appointment. She makes no mention in the record of
his ill-fitting shoes, his work situation or the reason for the delay of his next visit. Later in
the day she enters into the computer the time she spent with Mr. Mason and selects
“nonspecified hands-on care” from the drop-down menu.
As in the accounts of clinic visits in prior chapters, in this appointment there are
two divergent yet related work processes that the nurse and the patient carry out. While
Mr. Mason’s footwear was the main topic of conversation for both patient and nurse, two
very different “modes of consciousness” (Smith, 1987, p.7) are evident in the way they
each talked about his shoes. As was the case in all my observations of clinic nurses,
Barbara skilfully and consistently maintained her attention on collecting information
about the local wound to demonstrate whether it was “progressing”. This focus did not
provide opportunities for her to respond to Mr. Mason’s comments about his personal
life. Her authorized work processes overrode the work Mr. Mason was doing as he
attempted to follow the recommendations he had been given. Barbara is organized by her
knowledge of the standardized protocol for the care of patients with DFUs outlined in the
health region’s Wound Care Guidelines (Alberta Health Services, 2009, p. 8.3.7). Mr.
Mason on the other hand was expending considerable effort to navigate his footwear
purchases while maintaining his job and saving face at work. For Barbara, the fact that
Mr. Mason had not purchased the shoes that would reduce the pressure on his wound was
a barrier that he needed to overcome. Once she had identified this, her work revolved
around “patient education”, providing him with information about the benefits of
purchasing the correct footwear to support his self-care efforts. The environment at his
place of employment, potentially a substantial factor in whether or not his wound will
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heal, was not addressed during the visit. Nor did it make an appearance in the account of
what happened that Barbara passed on to the next clinician who would assess Mr.
Mason’s wound and to the managers collating data about visit times and acuity to
forward to the province and the government. Once the visit had been classified as
“nonspecified hands-on care” Mr. Mason’s work of navigating his wellbeing was no
longer visible.
The Textual Coordination of CM Person-Centred Care
Mr. Mason’s clinic visit is perplexing when viewed within the claims that CM
supports health professionals to make decisions from a “person-centred” perspective
organized through a set of textual practices to which patients and nurses are expected to
adhere. Yet more puzzling is the fact that, even in cases such as Mr. Mason’s, where the
clinic nurses were expected to be case managing, any appearance of a colloquial
understanding of “integrated care” was not apparent. Nor was the institutional version of
the ICP initiated or referred to during any of my clinic observations.
The clinic manager explained why the ICP, included in the IHC standardized
admission package is a required clinic document. She described how, in order to comply
with legislation 60 around informed consent and to establish that goals are determined
mutually with patients, information from the wound assessment forms must be
transferred into the format of a care plan designed to show these negotiated goals.
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In order to facilitate compliance with applicable legislation (including the Health Professions
Act (2000) and the Health Information Act (2000) all Alberta Health Services employees are
required to abide by a Consent to Treatment /Procedure(s) Policy (Alberta Health Services,
2010b) which “supports the rights of patients and families to be informed about the benefits
and risks of a proposed treatment or procedure and to make a voluntary decision as to whether
to proceed or not” (Alberta Health Services, 2015a, para. 2).
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NATHALIE (Wound Clinic Manager): All clients have a care plan. And that
care plan is the synthesis of most of the assessment documents. None of the
wound care documents per se; the BWAT, the Wound Care Pathway have a goal
section that’s a negotiated informed consent goal. They have a section saying
wound is healing but that’s not a goal. And most professional practices under
Health Professions Act require informed consent and negotiated goal setting.
As a manager responsible for ensuring that legislation is carefully followed
Nathalie knows that the proper use of the ICPs supports nurse/patient documented
“mutuality”. Drawing on evidence from the Wound Care Guidelines (Alberta Health
Services, 2009) she explained that any clinician who assesses a patient as having a wound
is required to identify a date by which they expect the wound will progress. In the next
excerpt, it is apparent that Nathalie believes that the documents create mutual goal
setting:
NATHALIE (Wound Clinic Manager): Any nurse can follow a care plan and so
they are making a care plan of the whole way along. They initialize a wound, they
assess the wound, they make a care plan for the wound saying 2 weeks healed, 4
weeks healed, 6 weeks healed whatever’s reasonable and rational with best
evidence. So, [for example] this wound will heal in 4 weeks [but] in 2 weeks that
wound has done nothing. Policy61 states they will initiate a SWAT referral for a
comprehensive assessment.
Nathalie also explained how she understands that the tool will support “any
nurse” with basic wound education to make an assessment of the wound and apply best
evidence protocols to determine when and whether a wound will heal. She is confident
that the 2-week time frame in which to determine whether a SWAT consult is necessary
is a good standardized measure that will support good care.
NATHALIE (Wound Clinic Manager): And actually [it] is in a document [The
provincial Wound Care Guidelines] which states that any nurse can provide
wound care for the first 2 weeks of care but if that care does not change, [the
wound] does not get better or deteriorates then they have to make a consult to the
SWAT team which then does a comprehensive assessment and formulates a care
61

Provincial Wound Care Guidelines (Alberta Health Services, 2009).
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plan [The ICP]. So they’re interlinked policies because the care plan is to be done
on anyone in home care regardless of etiology of why they are on home care.
The wound care and CM texts are intended to work together. For an existing
home care patient, the case manager’s responsibility is to complete the ICP and monitor
progress of any identified goals. Once a case manager or interventionist notes that a
patient has a wound the WCP is initiated. The case manager is then expected to use the
WCP and BWAT scores to determine a reasonable length of time in which the wound
will progress and to transfer this information to the ICP as a time-sensitive goal. If the
wound follows the predicted trajectory the patient will be managed at home. If it fails to
progress or deteriorates within 2 weeks (regardless of the projected timeline on the ICP)
the patient is referred to the SWAT team. For those patients admitted directly to the clinic
caseload the SWAT team clinic staff is expected to initiate or continue the WCP during
the first visit. They are allowed up to three visits to complete a RAAT patient assessment
and transfer any flagged concerns, including “skin condition” to the ICP.
The Integrated Care Plan as Standardized CM Decision Tool
The ICP is an approved document for use within the health region. The purpose of
the ICP, as outlined at the top of the form is: “To standardize documentation and
communication of client needs, goals and outcomes; To promote interprofessional
collaboration across the continuum of care; To comply with provincial and national
standards” (Appendix H). Users of the form are required to identify, in collaboration with
the client and/or their family/friend/guardian as well as other members of the health care
team, potential strengths and barriers to achieving evidence-based outcomes. Steps are
included that guide the professional to list the factors that facilitate or hinder goal
attainment within pre-determined categories (e.g. physical, social, environmental,
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cognitive). The form is cross-referenced to provincial data collection tools for community
and long-term care (see Chapter 4). The language used in the ICP refers to the same
standardized outcome measures referenced in the broad CM framework adopted by the
health region (Alberta Health Services, 2011). According to the Framework IHC case
managers are expected to “ensure the provision of ongoing reassessment, being aware of
the changing needs of the client, renegotiating the care plan in response to the changes”
(p.19).
One of the measures the CM program developers have built into the system to
evaluate the efficacy of individual case managers and of the CM program is listed as the
“average frequency of reassessment and care plan review” (p.15). Paula, one of the
project managers responsible for rolling out implementation of the ICP, explained that it
is the work of the case manager to monitor the goals and to re-evaluate them at regular
intervals.
PAULA (CM Project Manager): So it is the case manager - that role. It’s part of
their responsibility so they would be the ones initiating it. Hopefully involving
whoever the resources and the team members are with that client and certainly
they need to monitor.… So it’s every 3 months or 6 months that they [case
managers] are looking at kind of monitoring that goal. Then they’re required, or
should be looking at, the goal to see what the outcome is after that time or in
between if something else is going on that they want to know.… What’s the
outcome for that client with this goal that we’ve had? So that’s their role as case
manager.
In this data it is possible to glimpse the conflation of the data collection tools for
provincial and national standards and quality indicators into the clinical knowledge of the
case managers and also into how this might unfold in actual patient care. The case
managers are being taught to focus on capturing information that fits with the
standardized categories of the ICP in ways that enable them to measure the patient’s
progress against a predicted outcome that can be extrapolated for inclusion in the
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aggregate data demanded by provincial and federal governing bodies. As the CM
program is rolled out, all the work of these external agencies going on “behind the
scenes” will eventually be closely scrutinized and mean that the clinic nurses will no
longer be able to get away with not completing the regulatory ICP form.
Learning to do Person-Centred Case Management
Use of the ICP as a decision tool links the nurses into the institutional priorities of
CM. In order to buttress its authority for nurses’ practice Paula explained that the health
region had introduced a 5-Day Case Management Theory Program, which had been
made compulsory for all IHC staff to attend. During the period of my fieldwork all
wound clinic staff had either recently completed or were scheduled to attend these
sessions.
PAULA (CM Project Manager): So the intent of the curriculum is to kind of
provide a foundation of mostly kind of the theory, philosophy, knowledge around
case managing …. So there is that, you know, intent of being consistent,
information and foundational education for all of continuing care staff … and that
is what we are working on right now with this curriculum is rolling out for nurses,
and therapists and anyone that is actually involved directly, any professionals
directly involved with clinical care.
Paula’s job is to make sure that all the IHC staff are positioned in the same way in
relation to the “theory, philosophy and knowledge” 62 of the integrated care program. It is
her work to provide this “foundation”. Paula went on to describe how “the care planning
aligns very well with kind of a strength-based, person-centred approach”. Although she
was somewhat concerned that “our staff aren’t quite getting it yet I don’t think”, she was
also confident that once they have attended the CM educational programs they will see
the relevance of completing the ICP.
62

Scrutinized here from an institutional ethnographer’s perspective as the “ideological
practices.”
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PAULA (CM Project Manager): They all come through it [the CM education
program] and our premise is that it’s not the role. It’s not about the role of case
manager. I wish we didn’t have that title actually as that’s a confusion for people.
They hear case management education and think it’s coming to figure out how I
schedule my 80 people right in my caseload and it’s not that. So it’s a bit of an
[pause] you know we’re trying to get the message out there for them. It’s more of
developing the leadership in Case Managing. It’s not about “How I do the tasks of
being a case manager?”
Thus, although attendees of the program are expecting to gain more practical
strategies for responding to large caseloads, Paula explained that the program focuses on
teaching staff to understand, from a systems perspective, how to improve capacity by
building on clients’ and families’ strengths.
PAULA (CM Project Manager): So focussing on that capacity building around
their clients’ strengths, family strengths, resources that are maybe beyond health
care resources and accessing and building that capacity beyond health maybe but
also within our health care.
In the same excerpt Paula went on to explain that in building people’s capacity the
end goal is also to monitor for:
PAULA (CM Project Manager): Where can we maximize those efficiencies and
improve capacity?… So that system, that includes everything from kind of the
governance and right down to what are we given for resources and resource
utilization. And that certainly is one of the focuses of the case management
education is a systems perspective and helping to understand that systems
perspective.
Incorporating decisions about resources and resource utilization into the focus of
CM training is built into assumptions about how the “client strengths and family
strengths” that Paula mentioned are anticipated to enhance the provision of health care to
people across the region.
Paula explained that the way in which the health region defines and activates
“person-centred care” in this context has been adapted from an Australian model “The
HealthChange® Approach” (HCA). She directed me to the association’s website for more
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information. On the website the HealthChange® Approach is defined as: “a patientcentred model of care that promotes patient health literacy and behaviour change for
adherence to evidence-based treatment, referral and lifestyle recommendations” 63 (Health
Change Associates, 2012, para.3).
Traces of the language and practices from my observations and interviews with
nurses were mirrored on the website. Within the HealthChange® Approach model (2012)
evidence-based treatment, referral and lifestyle choices organize patient care decisions.
The premise is that integrating “evidence-based” knowledge into nurses’ and patients’
practice will achieve optimal patient health. The major emphasis is on patient education,
with a focus on helping patients to understand and activate “best practices”. What is not
discussed on the site is that the practices being taught originate in evidence obtained from
gold-standard, double-blinded trials, whose protocol writers strive to exclude the
“confounding factors” of patients living with unique and complex issues. Health
professionals working within the authorized frame of the HealthChange® Approach are
presented with evidence of the benefits of health promotion strategies and taught that
they are responsible for supporting lifestyle changes or therapeutic regimes that fit with
the evidence.
Alison, one of the wound clinic nurses who had recently attended a workshop on
how to use the new ICPs 64 confidently took up the premises carried within the
educational content she had received. She was convinced that the new care plans with the
mutually set goals “will be good that way in some respects because it will be easier to
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The HealthChange® Approach has since been renamed the HealthChange® Methodology.

64

A practice-based orientation session on how to complete the ICP as distinct from the
theoretical classes on the CM model.
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make goals when you can incorporate everything”. When I asked her what she meant by
“everything” she replied:
ALISON (Wound Clinic RN): Your diagnostics, your testing, your assessment
and the big thing: patient’s willingness to participate in what’s been instructed for
them to do. You know if they’ve got a plantar foot ulcer and you are saying “you
need to wear your heel in a sandal all the time, you can’t do this, you can’t do
that” and if they are walking around continuing working well that’s not going to
heal and they’ve got to know that right? And that discussion always happens with
the patients.
Alison emphasized how the work to involve patients to adhere to the care plan is
now a built in standard for nurses – it will always happen. The collaborative process to
produce the “mutually agreed” goals that she described is a significant focus of the
educational sessions. Yet her example focused on “what’s been instructed for them to do”
and “what they’ve got to know” with no mention of what the nurse might “have to
know” for patients such as Mrs. Noble or Mr. Mason who need the nurses to understand
about how they navigate their lives within mutually set goals.
Barbara, explained why, when confronted with Mr. Mason’s complex footwear
situation, she did not follow the expected textual practices of completing the ICP:
BARBARA (Wound Clinic RN): Well, […] because you are doing sort of a full
assessment … but you can also open up a whole can of worms by doing [the
Integrated Care Plan] right? Because, I mean if that patient is being referred here
for a wound on their foot and then you’re doing your assessment and you’re
finding out they have financial difficulties, they can’t eat, they can’t sleep, well
you’re basically obligated then to make sure you follow through with seeing that
those things get sort of attended to right?
Since the work to identify and to achieve the mutually set goals is being
monitored, Barbara understands that the “professional risks” that she is subject to in her
position as a member of a regulated body reach beyond the immediate clinic setting to a
larger legal-medico-administrative regime. Barbara’s limited time and the social
organization of that time which focuses her attention on wound treatments do not support
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her to open what she perceives as “a can of worms”. She knows that once that can is
opened and more importantly once it is documented, she is legally obligated to
demonstrate how she has addressed any issues she identifies. For now, it is easier for
Barbara to ignore the ICP work, because, despite the educator’s and managerial efforts to
gain her compliance, she has not yet been forced to complete the ICP with the patients
she treats in the clinic. 65
Even though Barbara recognizes that patients like Mr. Mason bring with them
concerns that could potentially impact their healing, the scheduling of appointments and
the emphasis on the wound keep her focussed on the socially organized clinic processes.
She avoids asking patients about issues that may require her to spend time exploring
solutions or to make a referral to another health care provider. Moreover, she has also
learned that the required paperwork, although formulated as an “integrated” plan, takes
precious time away from her obligation to complete the wound specific forms. Similarly
to Elaine’s visit with Mrs. Noble, this knowledge about how wound care “works” is
evident in Barbara’s action of ushering Mr. Mason gently but firmly out of the door, even
as he continued to discuss issues that may be affecting his ability to heal.
As is to be expected, the nurses not completing the ICPs is a concern for the
manager who, from her location of responsibility for overseeing staff practice is worried
not only about professional risks but legal too.
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This references back to the inconsistency of the textual designation of a case manager. Since at
the time of my data collection the ICP was just being introduced the clinic set up had not yet
evolved sufficiently to enable the managers to work out these administrative challenges. It is
likely that, a return to the clinic at a later date would reveal how the accountability circuits
have been strengthened to the point that working around the system in this way became
impossible.
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NATHALIE (Wound Clinic Manager): So our current policy is performing
care plans on every client. Our current practice is performing care plans on
complex clients. With an assumed care plan for wounds that are following a
normal wound care pathway. So the risk is if one of those wounds following a
normal pathway turns complex and it doesn’t have a care plan we are not
following policy and procedure. That’s a legal risk as well as a professional risk.
Nathalie’s goal is for staff to “perform care plans on every client”. Currently she
understands that the WCP substitutes for individual care plans except when the wound
“turns complex”. If this should happen, in the absence of documented, mutually
negotiated goals this would present both a “legal” and a “professional” risk. Nathalie
explained her understanding of how this works by using the process map (see Figure 5)
of a patient’s journey that was developed by the skin and wound review team (Alberta
Health Services, 2012a).
NATHALIE (Wound Clinic Manager): there’s several points of transition
along a person’s path that actually lead to either a gap or a pain point where a
client can either get lost, misclassified and/or parked and so it [the ICP] is a harm
reduction model.
Even though she recognizes that clients may not follow the linear pathways
depicted on the diagram, she is confident that applying the CM concepts of bringing the
patient back in line with the evidence will mitigate any risk of things going wrong. In the
excerpt above, it is apparent that Nathalie believes that the harm reduction model is being
developed to support patients. The accountability and legal “risk management” that is
embedded in the system (from the legislation down) is not forefront in her ideological
understanding about how the system works and knowledge about what actually happens
in clinic work (as I have ethnographically described it) does not match her beliefs about
the discrete “points of transition along a person’s path”.
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The Work of the “Competent” Wound Nurse
Nathalie is under pressure to portray the success of the clinics within specified
CM outcome measures including frequency of goal reassessment that will ensure the
clinic meets the ongoing evaluation criteria. She will be responsible for assessing clinic
nurses’ wound care competency through the textual accountability processes Olivia and
the Practice Education and Quality team are currently designing (see Chapter 6). From
this location, she considers the most important skills required from staff are those of
identifying and correcting areas where a patient may deviate from the acceptable
pathway, so they can flow through the system and achieve the predicted outcomes with as
little disruption as possible. As a manager responsible for clinic staff performance
evaluations she equates the nurses’ compliance with completing the care plans with the
quality of their work. As she said:
NATHALIE (Wound Clinic Manager): Some of my most evolved clinicians
you wouldn’t know it. You absolutely wouldn’t know it from looking at them or
being in a meeting you would not know them. But when you look at the
documentation when you see the care provided you’re like “wow”. It’s also the
goals for the client. They’ve got them in that those goals are sensitive to the
client’s situation.… That’s the case management care plan model with informed
consent. If you think you are going in as an expert and telling the client what to do
[she laughs] think again we’re not acute care. We don’t control them.
Here she indicated that although it may not be possible to recognize an “expert”
by looking at them or being with them in a meeting, it is certain individuals’ work on the
texts (i.e. their capacity to document in adherence with the education they have been
given) that differentiates the experts from the others. Nathalie also explained that, in her
opinion, “expert” nurses are those who can complete a wound assessment within a
defined time limit and translate the information they gather into a mutually achievable
goal. In contrast to Barbara’s “can of worms”, Nathalie appears confident that the model
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supports a collaborative process that will produce goals that are “sensitive to the client’s
situation”. Furthermore it facilitates clinicians to accomplish this within a limited
timeframe:
NATHALIE (Wound Clinic Manager): You know we talk about expert versus
nonexpert. The few clinicians that I do have who are an expert have no problem
with a 20 minute assessment none.… It’s that ability to have well defined
professional boundaries.… [An] excellent ability to make collaborative
relationships with people who can reach the outcome. So it’s that higher
understanding.
Nathalie’s appraisal of nurses’ expertise based on the documentary trail they
produce also extends to her criticism of nurses who are (apparently) working inside their
relationships with patients and (possibly) providing support for patients with nonhealing
wounds, whose situation falls outside of the dominant models for wound healing that (as
described in Chapter 6) are built into all the clinics tools and measures.
NATHALIE (Wound Clinic Manager): I have people always saying “oh we
look at the whole patient” and I’m like “no you don’t because this client’s still
here when they have a nonhealing ulcer” … I have some “experts” who believe
we have formed relationships with clients 3 times a week for years. We are their
social aspect. They have no interest in ever getting better because at the end of the
day what would they do? Three times a week?
As an example of incompetent nursing care she cited a recent case of a patient
whose underlying medical condition is contributing to her recurrent wounds.
NATHALIE (Wound Clinic Manager): We have one person who has an auto
immune illness that every time we start declining her visits she goes into a panic
attack which results in a new wound because it’s auto-immune. We have become
her social set and the clinicians don’t recognize it.
The patient who Nathalie described has a condition that is exacerbated by stress.
This patient has an uneasy fit within the HealthChange® Approach “patient-centred
model of care that promotes patient health literacy and behaviour change for adherence to
evidence-based treatment, referral and lifestyle recommendations” (Health Change
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Associates, 2012, para.3). The patient is (apparently) not managing the lifestyle
recommendations very well. Nathalie is critical of this patient’s dependence on the clinic,
and the nurses’ response, albeit that it seems to support her to manage her chronic
condition.
The patient who Nathalie referred to in the excerpt above had created controversy
among the nurses who I interviewed for this study. Some nurses agreed with Nathalie and
believed that having this patient attend clinic regularly for what Nathalie deemed “social”
visits is an inefficient use of resources. Other nurses disagreed and considered these visits
an essential part of care to prevent further breakdown of wounds, which, they argue,
would not only be distressing to the client but would cost the system more money. These
nurses consider these appointments and the work both they and the patient are doing to
prevent skin breakdown a therapeutic necessity, quite distinct from the alternative
perception that they are conducting “social” visits with the implication that they are
unproductive.
Although during my observations some nurses explained that in long-term cases
such as this they felt it important to keep monitoring patients to prevent further
deterioration or reoccurrence of their wounds, these situations do not fit within the
manager’s requirements to account for the number and length of clinic visits in
measurable outcomes. As well, devoting clinic appointments to patients who are at risk
for a wound but who do not have an actual open lesion is equally controversial. These
patients’ cases rest well outside the WCP model because there is nothing to measure; no
numerical data to determine “progress”. Since preventing a wound from occurring is not
quantifiable within the parameters available in the Wound Care Guidelines (Alberta
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Health Services, 2009), no predictable timelines can be established as a mutually agreed
goal of care. Thus the success of visits where the focus is on preventing wounds does not
fit within the IHC CM wound care framework on which the successful running of the
clinic is expected to move.
The Conceptual Practice of Wound Healing
As I have shown, within the “ideological circle” (Smith, 1990b, p.178) of
“timely” and “orderly” wound healing only those criteria that fit within rigid parameters
of best practice evidence are integrated into the guidelines, policies and texts of the
smoothly running system. As nurses work up clinic visits into their institutionally
acceptable format much of the work they do is rendered invisible. Elaine’s work of
consulting with other staff members in her attempt to develop her knowledge and to
determine the best course of action (such as her work for Mrs. Noble); Barbara’s expert
assessment of Mr. Mason’s footwear; even the knowledge Debbie holds that causes her to
cover up the “look of horror” she experienced when a patient’s admission had been
delayed, none of this makes it into the textual accounts passed on to other clinicians for
follow-up care or to management for aggregated monitoring of clinic outcomes. The
illusion of predictability created through the exclusion of all other information supports
the concept that nurses should be able to complete an assessment in a predetermined
period of time. This in turn creates the conditions whereby benchmarking of visits is
identified as a way to increase capacity and improve efficiencies. These “conceptual
practices of power” (Smith, 1990b, p. 12) become an accountability circuit where nurses’
competence is evaluated not in terms of whether a wound heals but in terms of how
efficiently they can collect data that fits best practice, how effectively they provide care
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according to standardized protocols, how well they pass patients on to others and whether
or not they have provided patients with enough information to self-manage their care.
Ruling Relations in Case Management Wound Education Materials

Figure 12. Case management chronic wound case example.
Note. From Case Management Resource Path on Chronic Wound Care (p. 3), by S.
Leaphart, & L. G. Ovington, 2005. Copyright 2005 by The Case Management Society of
America. Reprinted with permission.
The dominance of the conceptual mode of understanding wound work that
Nathalie uses to support her management practices is supported by published educational
material such as the following excerpt from a CM pathway resource for chronic wounds
published in the United States (Figure 12; Leaphart & Ovington, 2005). I include a
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lengthy citation from this educational material to explicate how Nathalie has been
socially organized to understand her work and that of the clinic nurses.
At first glance, the fact that the patient’s wound in this hypothetical case study
(Leaphart & Ovington, 2005) is reported as fully closed at 8 weeks appears to be a good
outcome. Yet a closer look at the text reveals how certain ideologies embedded in the
way the work is presented serve to construct the patient in a particular way. It is this
construction that is being communicated to those professionals for whom the text is
written. Despite purporting to provide patient-centred care, a close reading shows how
the aim of the interventions are to adapt the client’s behaviours to fit with the evidencebased (and theoretically most cost-effective) goals of the CM team (i.e. closure of the
wound).
According to the authors of the case study the patient found it “difficult to follow”
the instructions provided. However, no suggestion was made to adapt the regimen to fit
the client’s needs. Rather, the authors suggested that the clinicians’ work is to teach the
patient to adapt his lifestyle to fit the best evidence. The premise being that if the patient
receives enough information about his situation he will make the decision to follow the
evidence-based advice that the team recommends. In the case study the patient’s
adherence to the plan of care was ensured by showing him a close up digital picture of
the wound to convince him “despite his denial” that his wound will not close if he
continues to walk on the affected area.
Each time the patient was mentioned the focus was brought neatly back to the
institutional goals of closing the wound. What becomes clear is that, based on
standardized, clinical evidence, the wound care team had predetermined what the patient
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needed. The authors’ observation that “healing this wound was dependent on the patient’s
cooperation” (Leaphart & Ovington, 2005, p. 3) further emphasizes the fact that his
individual situation had no relevance to the predetermined institutional outcome. The
ideological circle of the CM resource path is completed when the authors’
unsubstantiated claim that “the cost savings and quality of life are obvious” (p.3) appears
to attribute the achieved outcome of closing the wound to the selected interventions, the
wound care products and the patients’ decision to comply with the path selected for him.
While undoubtedly a closed wound is an admirable goal, the lack of information
in this case study about the patient’s situation is troubling. Later in this educational
material the authors provided sample data collection forms that clinicians can adapt to
develop CM resource path documents for patients in their own practice. However, these
forms include no questions related to how a patients’ life is impacted by a wound.
Although the patient in the case study was described as “active and working” no mention
was made of whether he was trying to work during his 8 weeks or so of enforced
offloading. My MSc. research survey of patients’ perceptions of living with chronic
wounds (Waters & Holloway, 2009) revealed a concerning picture of what happens for
patients attempting to manage their employment while also dealing with a DFU. Many
survey respondents, in similar situations to the one described in the case study, were very
well informed about their condition and the risks involved in choosing a particular course
of action. Their reluctance to comply with health care provider recommendations was
determined not by “denial” of the issues but was borne instead from the fact that
choosing to follow restrictive protocols meant they could not fulfil the obligations of
continuing in paid employment, often critical to supporting dependents.
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Within the conceptual CM approach to person-centred care, the individual
experience of the person living and working with a chronic wound is rendered all but
invisible. The multiple complexities of individuals’ lives that do not fit within the
accepted version of what “should” be happening according to a predictive, time-sensitive
plan of care become issues to be solved. The expectation that, if provided with enough
“evidence” the client will make lifestyle changes to align with the treatment protocol
positions any other commitments they may have as problems to be overcome. Patients’
bodies and life experiences, rather than being recognized as an integral and inseparable
part of the development and progress of wounds become constructed as barriers to
achieving the use of recommended products and the apparent cost-savings they represent;
the socially organized institutional goals.
The Work of the “Compliant” Patient
Patients working within these systems are expected to present themselves in ways
that show they are “compliant” with the organizational goals. Mrs. Noble for example
(see Chapter 4) told Elaine throughout the appointment how sorry she was for forgetting
whether she was to bring her supplies, for not changing her dressings, for missing her
appointment and for not wearing her stockings as required. Her apologetic stance
presented an image of someone who was doing her best to follow orders, even those that
did not take into consideration the barriers she was facing with her son’s recent surgery.
Mr. Mason, although less apologetic, also appeared torn between the requirements
of his life circumstances and the official information he was being provided in the clinic.
Mr. Mason was “out of line” and it was Barbara’s job to bring him back in line with the
evidence. Barbara educated Mr. Mason about best practice recommendations and
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informed him that he would need to buy new offloading shoes. He too spent a large
proportion of his appointment time justifying why he had been unable to follow this best
practice advice. Yet responding to the details he provided never made it into Barbara’s
work or into her written records. Within the parameters of the data she was expected to
collect through the WCP and the (albeit uncompleted) ICP the picture that is constructed
is one of someone who had been given advice, chosen to ignore it, and thus was unlikely
to meet the predetermined timelines by which his wound would be expected to heal had
he done what he was asked. Mr. Mason’s need to mediate his managers, his coworkers,
and the job he had held for 17 years with the directions he had been given at the wound
clinic, reduced him to a patient who was not taking the work of healing his wound
seriously.
What employees of IHC are in fact learning in the CM theory education sessions
is how to navigate between a theorized conception of their work with patients and what
actually happens in each clinic visit. Much of the ethnographic data collected for this
study points to the achievement of this theorized view; however, it is a troubled
achievement. While work practices have been brought into line with a smoothly running,
integrated, community health program, the beneficial accomplishments for patients
remain theoretical and abstract and do not match the materiality of nurses’ and patients’
embodied knowledge. The managerial design of the IHC program directed towards
wound care is channelled through the protocols of EBP. This prescriptive focus
established by a categorical and linear picture of how wounds heal is often
incommensurate with the daily activities of people living and working with wounds.
Ironically, when the HealthChange® Approach to person-centred care is taught and
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activated, rather than using clinical expertise to adapt the evidence to fit the patient
experience, it requires patients and nurses to adapt the patients (conceptually and
categorically) into the evidence. In the wound clinic the nurses are expected to educate
patients to be their own “case managers” as the nurse “interventionists” fit their work into
the algorithms of the Wound Care Guidelines (Alberta Health Services, 2009). Any
deviation from the “standard wound patient” constructed within the categories and
protocols becomes an obstacle to this end. Since the clinic schedule depends on getting
patients in and out as quickly as possible, those patients who do not fit neatly within the
“expected” time to healing become institutional problems. The often-complex work of
clients who do not fit predetermined institutional categories and for whom things do not
go “as expected” is visible in the following encounter with “Mr. Burden.”
Mr. Burden’s Clinic Visit: The Work of a “difficult” Wound Patient
The early morning staff meeting at the wound clinic ends abruptly as the nurses
notice the time and realize that the waiting room will be quickly filling with the day’s
patients. Alison, a SWAT RN, checks the morning schedule and selects Mr. Burden from
the list. From the contents of a brief letter and a prescription for custom footwear both
attached to the IHC referral form, Alison determines that the patient’s family doctor had
referred Mr. Burden to the CCAC team for an assessment to determine whether he
qualified for funding under the AADL 66 Custom-made Footwear program. The CCAC
triage nurse had made the decision for him to attend the wound clinic.
Before calling Mr. Burden in from the waiting room Alison tells me that her
manager has already warned her that he is a “difficult patient”. He had been creating
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problems for the booking office staff by phoning repeatedly in the days prior to his
scheduled appointment. Alison tells me that she hopes he will not cause too much trouble
today. As it is Mr. Burden’s first visit to the clinic, in line with the new timed visit
procedures, the scheduler has assigned him a 90-minute appointment. This is intended to
allow Alison additional time to complete the IHC admission package. During the course
of the visit Alison learns that Mr. Burden is 64 years old, lives about an hour’s drive from
the city and has driven himself to the clinic.
Alison begins by asking Mr. Burden to tell her about his medical history. He
replies that he has had diabetes for 15 years, takes insulin and pills and has high blood
pressure. He tells Alison that he had recently suffered an Achilles tendon tear to his right
ankle and saw an orthopedic surgeon who decided not to perform a surgical repair due
to the risks associated with his diabetes. The surgeon prescribed a custom boot to
support the ankle and reduce the pain.
Mr. Burden is anxious and tense as he describes the work he has been doing to
follow this advice.
Mr. Burden (Wound Clinic Patient): The doctor gave me a prescription for
boots so I took it to the [medical] shoe store but no one will pay. I have been
phoning and phoning until I got an appointment here. I got a referral from my
doctor. I talked to the clinic manager and asked to get in as quickly as possible.
She said I would have to wait 3 weeks. I asked to go on a cancelation list but she
said people never cancel. While I was sitting in the waiting room this morning
three people called and cancelled [paraphrased from field notes]
When Mr. Burden explains the reason for his visit, Alison activates her knowledge
of the accountability system organizing AADL funding. As an AADL authorizer, Alison is
required to follow the regulations she learned about during the training program
provided by the government (Alberta Aids to Daily Living, 2007). Her focus is
immediately organized by her knowledge of the information she will need to collect to
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determine whether Mr. Burden is eligible for custom footwear. She recognizes that he
already meets two of the criteria outlined in the AADL Custom-Made Footwear Benefits,
Policy and Procedures Manual (Alberta Health, 2013a): that he is ambulatory and that a
physician has provided “a generic prescription stating: a) specific benefit requested and
b) other information related to foot problems and/or specific instructions.” (p.8)
Since Alison needs to ascertain whether Mr. Burden meets the remaining criteria
of having a physiologic foot deformity she asks him to take his shoes and socks off. She
enquires whether he has any wounds on his feet. He replies that he does not.
While Alison focuses on the AADL eligibility criteria, Mr. Burden tells her that on
the limited unemployment benefit income he receives, he cannot afford medications for
his diabetes. He has been seeing a diabetes educator in his doctor’s office and that he
recently lost 30lbs and is “still working on it”. This is not difficult, he adds, since he
cannot afford to eat. He used to do some volunteer work but was unable to continue
because of foot, knee and hip pain. He explains that he really needs these boots so that he
can get back to paid work.
Alongside Alison’s work of deciding whether and how he meets the criteria for
funded footwear, Mr. Burden was expending time and energy to navigate the institutional
processes in which he was caught up. Acting on information he received from his family
doctor, he had got up early to travel a long distance to a clinic he believed could provide
him with the means to qualify for funding for a device that would enable him to return to
paid employment. His repeated reference to his financial situation and his hope that
getting the correct footwear would enable him to go back to work revealed that there
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were strong motivating factors behind the considerable effort he was putting into trying
to resolve the issue.
Mr. Burden (Wound Clinic Patient): It’s been an absolute nightmare. If I run
out of medication I’ll end up in the emergency room and that will cost the health
region $350 – 600, which would pay for the cost of the prescriptions.
[Paraphrased from field notes].
Alison nods sympathetically and tells Mr. Burden that, as an AADL authorizer,
she will do an eligibility assessment even though the order for custom supportive boots
does not really fit within the clinic mandate. She comments that the off-the-shelf shoes
Mr. Burden is currently wearing look like “good shoes”. Mr. Burden responds “yes I
bought them when I was rich”.
Alison did not appear to respond to Mr. Burden’s work of convincing her of his
need for funding, yet her observation of his current footwear was in fact organized by her
work of trying to fit him into the AADL eligibility categories. She knows that according
to the selection criteria a client “must try off-the-shelf footwear such as extra width, extra
depth before being deemed eligible for Custom-Made Footwear” (Alberta Health, 2013a,
p. 9). She also knows that “AADL does not provide Custom-Made Footwear benefits for:
clients who refuse to try off-the-shelf footwear” (p.8). By remarking on his shoes Alison
was mentally checking off another tick box on the eligibility criteria.
From her visual inspection of Mr. Burden’s bare feet Alison realizes that, since he
has no visible deformity, he will not meet the criteria for custom-made shoes. At this
point Alison decides to go and check with the manager before proceeding. She voices her
concern that, since she already knows that Mr. Burden does not fit the criteria for the
shoe prescribed, continuing the 90-minute visit would be a waste of everyone’s time. The
manager suggests that, even though Mr. Burden has been causing disruption by trying to
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get financial assistance he does not qualify for, since he is already at the clinic Alison
should conduct an “unbiased” assessment to see whether he qualifies for a different
AADL shoe program.
Alison turns her attention to the funding categories for “Therapeutic Footwear”
and completes the tests required using the LLA form. Her assessment indicates that Mr.
Burden has reduced sensation to both feet. According to the Wound Care Guidelines
(Alberta Health Services, 2009) this places him at high risk of developing a DFU.
However, since he does not currently have a wound Alison determines that he does not
meet the criteria for either category of the AADL footwear program and therefore does
not qualify for funding. Alison tells Mr. Burden:
ALISON (Wound Clinic RN): Your feet look really good.
MR. BURDEN: But they sent me here for an ankle assessment so I can get boots.
ALISON: Well the issue is the ankle. That is out of the scope of this clinic. I look
at your feet as a diabetic. It has nothing to do with the ankle problem. Your foot
looks beautiful. You have good circulation. Not good sensation. But those are not
enough criteria to qualify for the shoe program. We see thousands of patients who
have limited sensation. We cannot qualify them all for shoes. I am only
authorized to provide a referral for boots if you meet the criteria.
MR. BURDEN: Well then I will go home and get back on the phone. I need the
boots so I can go back to work and I ain’t got the money to buy boots because I
can’t work. [Paraphrased from field notes].
The problematic in this situation arose when Alison’s knowledge about Mr.
Burden bumped into the requirement to work within the authorized version of the
institution. This is how Alison’s work came into conflict with what was happening in Mr.
Burden’s life. Despite the rhetoric of person-centred care the focus of Alison’s work was
drawn away from her knowledge that Mr. Burden was at high risk of seriously
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undermining his current health and wellbeing. Alison was directed towards the
institutional priorities underlying the assessment criteria.
The criteria used to establish who is eligible for the AADL program are based on
economic priorities of rationed resources, Use of the criteria tidies up the otherwise
subjective and ambiguous process of deciding who gets shoes and who does not. The
theoretical premise behind the concept of providing government funding for prescribed
footwear is supported by a significant volume of scientific evidence that appropriate
footwear can reduce the incidence of amputations once a wound has developed (Alberta
Health, 2015a). However, clinical data supporting the benefits of prescription footwear to
reduce ulceration are limited and results inconclusive due to restrictive protocols and
extensive exclusion criteria (Singh et al., 2005). AADL program developers, relying on
the scientific data of “normal wound healing” and “healability”, have established the
presence of a wound as the minimum criteria to qualify for funding. Alison’s awareness
that appropriate footwear might prevent future wounds, decrease pain and enable Mr.
Burden to work was suppressed in this situation as government-funding agents have
deemed that there is no money for prevention.
Alison comments on Mr. Burden’s elevated blood pressure that she had noted
during his LLA. She attributes this to his disappointment in not meeting the eligibility and
offers an apologetic explanation of why she is unable to authorize the shoe funds.
ALISON: Your BP [blood pressure] is through the roof. I am guessing you are
upset right now.… The problem is I have to put my name on a piece of paper to
say you meet the criteria for the AADL shoe program.
Yet Mr. Burden provides a different explanation.
MR. BURDEN: I haven’t had my pills this morning. Probably why my BP is
high.
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ALISON: Why haven’t you taken your pills?
MR. BURDEN: Because I haven’t eaten.
ALISON: You haven’t eaten or taken your pills?
MR. BURDEN: No I usually sleep till 11 so I take them with breakfast.
Working from her place within the socially organized clinic structure, Alison notes that
since he admits to not having eaten before coming to clinic, Mr. Burden is also not
following best practice advice for his diabetes. She responds:
ALISON: You need to be eating small frequent meals.
MR. BURDEN: I do but I don’t get up till 11.
Based on a CCAC triage nurses’ assessment that he fit the category of someone
who could ambulate well enough to travel with minimal risk Mr. Burden had been
assigned to the clinic, rather than have an AADL authorizer visit him at home. However,
since the Site of Service tool the triage nurse used to make this determination includes no
specific reference to medication, no accommodation was made to fit the appointment
time to his usual routine. Thus, when Mr. Burden arrived at the clinic he became the
object of well-meant “client teaching”. However, his experience was one of being
socially organized as the opposition; a noncompliant troublemaker.
Despite the fact that he had been following the evidence-based recommendations
of the diabetes educator, the work Mr. Burden was doing for his diabetes, of losing
weight, taking medication and establishing an eating routine, did not make an appearance
in the IHC referral form his doctor completed for a custom footwear assessment. With
the limited information Alison had available to her and despite the patient’s protests to
the contrary, she concluded that his not taking his medication was an indication that he
was being “noncompliant” with best practice medical advice. As a health educator
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practicing person-centred care within the clinic time limits Alison was obliged to provide
educational information on how to make lifestyle changes that would bring his dietary
habits into line with best practice evidence that fits the current situation.
Alison, still working to find a way to help the patient, leaves the room to consult
with another member of the interdisciplinary clinic staff. She explains to the orthotist 67
that the client has been inappropriately referred to the clinic for an ankle support boot.
She wonders if he could suggest an alternative to the custom footwear that Mr. Burden
does not qualify for.
After assessing Mr. Burden’s gait the orthotist recommended a prescription for a
leg brace. He tells Mr. Burden this will cost $108 and will not be covered under
government funding. Mr. Burden replies: “Well what good will it do me to go to be fitted
for this brace? I can’t pay for it up front. I got offered a job but I couldn’t stand all day
for it so I had to leave.”
Without further discussion Alison provides Mr. Burden with the information
required to set up an appointment at the orthotist’s private clinic to be fitted for the
brace. Mr. Burden repeats that he will not be able to pay for the brace and voices his
concern that his trip into the city has been a waste of time. As he leaves he asks Alison if
there is a way to claim back his parking fee. She replies that she does not know as no-one
has ever asked her that before. Once he has gone both the nurse and orthotist agree that
Mr. Burden will likely not follow through with the recommendation to be fitted for the
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“An Orthotist designs, fabricates and fits orthotics (braces and supports) that provide support
for weak or abnormal joints and/or muscles” (Alberta Health Services, 2015b, para. 2).
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brace. They voice their frustration that his visit was a waste of everyone’s already limited
time.
The Visit Report: The Textual Creation of an Institutionally Irrelevant Patient
It was now Alison’s job to produce a report of the situation that fits within the
institutional framework. On the LLA form she recorded the physical data relevant to the
tests she had conducted. As Alison did not assess or treat a wound, she did not complete
the WCP. When she recorded the visit in the computer she selected “consult” from the
drop down menu for visit type. Since Mr. Burden did not qualify for funding she did not
complete the AADL authorization form. Although Mr. Burden did not have a case
manager outside of the clinic, Alison (the same nurse who enthusiastically described the
benefits of the ICP after she attended the CM education session), told me that she did not
complete the RAAT, or the ICP because “he had other issues” which took up too much
time. As she said:
ALISON (Wound Clinic RN): I mean how pissed off would I be if I completed
it and it had nothing to do with the issues he was here for? You don’t have to do
everything on the first visit. You can take up to 3 visits to complete them.
Constructing the “Difficult, Noncompliant” Wound Patient
In this scenario both nurse and patient were coordinated by their participation in
the footwear assessment and they both triggered a sequence of events organized outside
either of their own interests in improving Mr. Burden’s health and social circumstances.
The institutional features of the AADL program that have been built on the dominant
scientific concepts of “timeliness” and “orderliness” of wound healing subjugate the very
different knowledge that nurses hold regarding care of people with wounds. Once it had
been established that the purpose of the visit was to evaluate Mr. Burden for footwear
funding, Alison was limited to certain routes she could take in order to accomplish this
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task. Although she recognized the importance of what the patient was telling her, she had
no official way to respond to his needs. Alison could only activate those elements of his
life that were relevant to the footwear funding assessment process. Her work was
organized to reorient her away from applying her knowledge about factors that impact
wounds and towards interpreting Mr. Burden’s circumstance within the institutional
guidelines.
Alison’s knowledge about her responsibility to ration public spending was
reinforced when she acknowledged in the post observation interview that, in her opinion,
Mr. Burden would actually have benefitted from custom footwear as he was at high risk
of developing a wound on his foot. Yet, even as she expressed her frustration that no
money is available for prevention, she justified her decision not to authorize him for
funding by taking up the language of the AADL program, the authorized version from
within which she is expected to work:
ALISON: Well I mean we may still have to see them even if they are not eligible
for the shoe program. We may still have to see them because the shoe program
has certain criteria […] so they have to be diabetic with a history of ulcers or
neuropathic with a history of ulcers. You know it’s not for necessarily like strokes
and people with foot ulcers who have sensation. Because you can imagine how
many shoes we’d be paying for right? So they have to restrict it someway.
Within this excerpt there is a glimpse of the insidious organization of Alison’s
thinking and acting within the ruling relations of the clinic. As in several of my
interviews, the nurse positioned herself here as “we”, as though it is her own money
being spent. Alison is aware that she must justify the spending against strict criteria;
providing Mr. Burden with funding when he does not meet the conditions would cause
disruption in the way the program is run. Yet even as she defended her reasons for not
being able to support Mr. Burden’s qualifying for a custom-made shoe, it appears she
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somehow needed to reinforce the authorized view, inside her own consciousness, to
support her actions. When Alison told Mr. Burden that “the problem” was that she has to
put her name to the authorizer form, she was being pulled into the authorizing and
accountability features of the text. Contradicting her knowledgeable assessment of Mr.
Burden’s situation she was organized and subordinated to her knowledge as an “AADL
assessor”. The funding decision that was dependent on Alison’s use of the AADL
authorization form, which assumes that all patients have standard needs, overrode her
nursing knowledge and restructured her judgment and actions. Working as an agent of
economic rationing practices, Alison’s nursing is aligned with ruling relations that
provide a way, however unintentional, for her to “gloss over” Mr. Burden, his work and
his suffering and her knowledge that Mr. Burden will likely present with a costly wound
at a later date.
There is evidence too of the way the patients’ thinking and acting were being
organized within the ruling relations of the IHC CM model. Mr. Burden was working
hard to follow the best practice advice he had been given about taking medication. He
had established a routine to enable him to follow this advice. This had been disrupted by
the appointment time he had been allocated based on the Site of Service tool that did not
take his usual routine into consideration. Mr. Burden likely has a great deal of knowledge
about his medical conditions and understands his risk of developing a DFU. In fact, in
CM terms, his “health literacy” in relation to his diabetes is advanced. In my view he
appeared to be a model of a well-informed patient striving to manage his health while
demonstrating fiscal responsibility. However, during the course of the visit Mr. Burden
provided several glimpses of the intricacy of his life circumstances and the impact these
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have on his ability to follow the recommendations of the health care team. Far from being
apologetic, he had taken on the work of self-advocacy and was fighting back against a
system he sees as unjust.
The textually mediated terms under which the appointment was organized not
only subordinated many aspects of Mr. Burden’s life that do not fit the criteria for shoe
funding, but also earned him the label of a “difficult patient”. Although Mr. Burden
appeared to be diligently following advice he had received elsewhere and was putting
considerable effort into doing so, his choice to “get back on the phone” and not to accept
a decision made through a standardized decision tool positioned him as a disruptor to the
system; a person the clinic manager had already characterized as a troublemaker. His
inability to comply with the recommendation to purchase the leg brace recommended by
the orthotist as an alternative to the supportive boot meant this visit was written off as a
waste of everyone’s time.
Institution-Centred Wound Care
Depending on their location in the organization and the way in which they have
been taught to understand the nature of wounds, each of the participants in this study
approached their wound-related work from within a quite different set of priorities. Yet,
as Campbell (2006) argues, “the power of subordinating local experiential knowing to the
discursive is the basis of textually mediated management” (p. 95). In other words, when
decisions made by those in positions of power are implemented at the frontline through
forms that each person is required to complete in an identical way, these texts ensure that
the work aligns with and reproduces institutionally relevant outcomes, regardless of the
knowledge or background of the individuals doing the work. Within the IHC framework
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of CM, an administrative priority on “timeliness” and “orderliness” has become a
dominant feature of the discourse of wound work. Everyone’s work (scientists, industry
specialists, physicians, managers, nurses, patients, and others) is organized by the ruling
relations that, vested in texts and textual practices, limit and constrain the possibilities of
what happens to people with chronic wounds.
Despite the promise of “integrated care” the wound clinic nurses do not find that
the texts “integrate” their knowledge and intentions and they do not complete the ICP,
which, according to management is designed to collect information about patient’s
individual circumstances. The nurses do not find the ICP relevant. They know that the
forms cannot hold the complexity of each patient’s circumstance. Moreover, it is not
possible to focus on patients’ individual circumstances. For the most part nurses seem
resigned to doing what they can during each visit. This is limited by the time available,
the texts, and their own mind set about efficiencies and good use of resources. Much of
what they “know” is organized by the powerful discursive practices wherein they are
expected to assess, treat, and evaluate their interventionist (numerically verifiable) care
within the protocols of BPGs and standardized forms.
The new IHC clinic system, based on the HealthChange® model is an abstract
representation of nurses’ (and patients’) work that has been developed in the interests of
reducing the economic burden of patients with wounds by streamlining nursing practices
and making patients responsible for their own wellbeing. When things go wrong the only
possibility is to look for blame in the areas by which the work is held accountable. Rather
than looking for the underlying causes, the spotlight is shone on those aspects that have
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been documented in plans and guidelines and recorded in clinic visits. This is the only
“reality” that is visible.
Even though the Wound Care Guidelines (Alberta Health Services, 2009) outline
the fact that some wounds may not be healable, when the scientific evidence of normal
wound healing is taken up within the CM model that has determined timely healing of
wounds as an optimal outcome measure of successful care, the work of those
implementing the protocols becomes to identify potential causes for nonhealing. When
further embedded within a HealthChange® approach, which supposes that bringing
patients’ own work in line with the evidence will produce optimal outcomes, when
wounds do not heal “as expected”, nurses are left blaming themselves or the patients. In
answer to the question “in whose interest is the work of outpatient wound clinics
organized?” my data reveal that, far from being person-centred, as the clinicallycontrolled evidence currently defining wound care is taken up by decision makers and
used to organize nurses’ and patients’ work processes, what actually happens is
institution-centred care.
Summary
In this chapter I have shown how, as conceptual models of wound work are taken
up and fit within the strategies of CM the way in which nurses in outpatient clinics can
attend to the needs of patients is being organized in a particular direction. I provided
evidence of the problems generated for patients and nurses within the new ways of
collecting information informed by the CM system.
In each data excerpt provided throughout this dissertation, although each nurse
seemed well aware that many factors may impact a patient’s ability to heal, the
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physiological, cellular evidence that is promoted and embedded in the clinic texts as the
factor most indicative of wound healing coordinated what happened. Nurses’ knowledge
of how to accurately record reduction in size and time to healing that is increasingly
necessary to demonstrate objective quality indicators of successful wound management
superseded other knowledge they had about what was needed. The accountability circuit
within which their work takes place means nurses are taking up language and practices
that organize the way in which they are able to interact with patients to fit with
institutional goals. Although person-centred care has been presented as the way to solve
the issues that arise, this approach is conceptualized within an ideological circuit of
bringing individuals in line with “best practice” evidence. When the circumstances of
patients’ lives fall outside of the linear pathways on which today’s wound work depends,
their individual experiences are positioned as obstacles to be overcome. Moreover, the
dominant views of evidence and efficiencies may underestimate a great deal of
“alternate” evidence and economic valuation. The personal and professional costs of this
underestimation are organized by efforts to fit patients’ lives (and their wounds) neatly
within the regulatory frames organizing what happens in wound clinics. Under the
discursive practices of person-centred care the burden of responsibility to make this all
work ultimately falls to the patients who are expected to produce themselves in a very
particular form as “compliant” with the organizational goals, or face severe
consequences.
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Chapter Eight: Beyond A Band-Aid® Solution: Rethinking Wound Work From the
Ground Up: Conclusions, Implications, and Recommendations
The notion of making change from below offers openings to voices, needs, and
interests that are not represented in contemporary regimes of power. (Smith, 2007
p.21)
Organizing to make change from below builds how-to knowledge, builds
connections, builds a knowledge of how the ruling relations are operating and
what might be key foci of organizing to make change, and, perhaps most
important, it enables people to become active and conscious as political subjects.
(Smith, 2007 p.26)
Wound care is messy and brings with it the messy lives of patients too. Yet, as my
data have shown, nurses’ ability to respond to this messiness is continually evolving
within the context of organizational strategies based in neat and tidy wound science and
theorized managerial technologies. Beginning in the experience of nurses working in
outpatient wound clinics and conducting the study from the nurses’ standpoint enabled
me to make visible the complex institutional structures organizing how their work
unfolds. Using the notion of “wound work” as a central orienting device, I uncovered
occasions when these organizational arrangements worked in troubling ways and seemed
contrary to the best interests of patients living with chronic wounds and the nurses who
manage their care.
The outpatient clinic nurses I observed and interviewed for this study were aware
that things were not working well. The data were peppered with my informants’
expressed concerns. Some nurses were outspoken in their disapproval of what was
happening, as seen in Debbie’s criticism of the IHC referral system (see Chapter 2),
which she saw as contributing to delays in patients being seen. Others were apologetic
when work processes appeared to fail, for instance Elaine’s regret for spending time
trying to locate the missing dressing supplies for Mrs. Noble (see Chapter 4). On some
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occasions nurses blamed adverse outcomes on patients’ failure to follow advice, as
Barbara did when she concluded that Mr. Mason’s wound was unlikely to heal if he did
not purchase the recommended shoes (see Chapter 7).
The nurses were keen to let their managers know their thoughts about how things
could be improved. They had participated enthusiastically in the recently commissioned
skin and wound review but were perplexed and further discouraged by the
recommendations that emerged, such as standardizing clinic visit times, which they saw
as limiting rather than supporting their work. Some nurses actively resisted completing
new documentary procedures intended to facilitate the proposed improvements, which
they considered irrelevant or obstructive to their practice. When they felt their objections
were not being heard, some like Debbie tried to circumvent official processes by
encouraging patients to write letters of complaint directly to managers.
As a wound specialist nurse myself the concerns the study informants shared were
all too familiar. Their frustrations mirrored my own thwarted attempts to express the
unease with what I saw happening that had initially led me into the study. Drawing on my
personal knowledge and experience of how wound work happens I had expected that my
analysis would reveal practical solutions to support nurses in clinic settings to provide
better care for patients living with wounds. In this concluding chapter I discuss how, as I
took up the tools of IE to examine the way the clinic nurses talked about, wrote about,
and complained about their work, the very different image of clinic work that emerged
challenged me to question the fundamental assumptions on which much of my own
knowledge of wound work was based.
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I present first a summary and discussion of the study findings. With supporting
evidence from my data and from the literature, I revisit the study problematic to show
how, as nurses have taken an active part in developing the current evidence base and
practices of advanced wound care, they have promoted an image of wound work from
which the empirical evidence of their day-to-day work, generated through their accounts
of being there, has been systematically eradicated. I build on my earlier analysis to
explicate how the rationales and explanations nurses adopt perpetuate an “ideological
circle” (Smith, 1990b, p.178) that establishes wounds as something that can be assessed
and treated in isolation from the complexity of patients’ lives – sometimes with
devastating results.
As my data have shown, the powerful organizing effects of this conceptual way of
knowing wounds are intensified when business strategists take up the textual records
nurses produce as factual evidence of what nurses do. Within new levels of accountability
demanded by the “institutional circuits” (Griffith & Smith, 2014, p. 12) of the CM model,
nurses in wound clinics are increasingly organized to document within step-wise
protocols and to make decision based on “tick box” criteria to aid their selection of cost
effective treatments in order to meet time-sensitive goals. Deemed as “interventionists”,
nurses’ performance is evaluated not in terms of their extensive knowledge of underlying
issues that may cause wounds or impact healing, but their ability to measure, assess and
treat what is immediately visible, often at the expense of meeting patients’ needs. I argue
that, caught within this documentary accountability circuit, nurses working in outpatient
clinics are reduced to providing nothing more than a figurative (and in some cases a
literal) “band aid” solution for the patients they encounter. I contend that this social
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organization of the way nurses’ know and talk about wounds has contributed to their
apparent inability to speak back to those making decisions about their work.
I propose that the findings of this study offer a way for nurses to revaluate their,
albeit unintentional, complicity in rendering their complex work invisible and irrelevant
in the way it has come to be understood by others. Equipped with this new knowledge
nurses will be better prepared to give voice to the significance of their contribution to the
wellbeing of wound patients. I discuss how this analysis has implications not just for
nurses, but also for all committed to making a difference in the lives of people living with
chronic wounds. I identify key areas for change and offer recommendations for specific
ways nurses can use the empirical evidence in this IE to open dialogues with patients and
their families, nurse educators, health managers, and technology developers.
Summary of the Major Findings
Revisiting the study problematic. Nurses’ work in outpatient clinics takes place
at the junction between what they know about the everyday care of individuals with skin
breakdown and the knowledge of others, located elsewhere, whose work produces
abstract accounts of this work that support institutional goals. In the region where I
conducted the study, managers and contracted reviewers portrayed the Skin and Wound
Service as a means to support nurses and patients to reach better outcomes. However, the
ethnographic data I collected suggested a disconnect between the theorized ways nurses
were being taught to assess and treat wounds and the everyday realities of incidents in
which patients with wounds experienced negative and even life-threatening events. The
study problematic began to emerge as I noticed how clinic nurses were pulled between
their knowledge about patients’ best interests and the managerial strategies, supported by
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advanced wound science, organizing their work. These competing ways of knowing
about the priorities on which wound-related decisions are made arose as sources of
tension. Alison for example appeared conflicted between her recognition of the complex
circumstances of Mr. Burden’s work to obtain funding for therapeutic shoes and the
requirement to assess him within the parameters of the government funding forms she
had learned to complete during her AADL authorizer training (see Chapter 7).
A particularly compelling feature of my data was nurses’ hurried pace and
pressures to accommodate the fast patient turnover in the busy clinic setting. My data
generated puzzling incidents as nurses produced and rationalized what I initially judged
to be inadequate attention to patients. Repeatedly I witnessed the patients’ attempts to
communicate details of their personal circumstances that the nurses seemed positioned to
overlook. In their efforts to move the patients quickly through the clinic system, nurses
routinely shifted their attention away from the details of patients’ lives and towards the
wound itself. It was occasions such as Mr. Burden’s unsuccessful attempt to qualify for
footwear funding (see Chapter 7), where patients’ serious concerns were not being
addressed, as they were hurried along.
Rather than trying to interpret or explain what I observed and heard from a
conceptual framework of what nurses and patients should have been doing, using the
analytic tools of IE I paid careful attention to how nurses spoke about and recorded their
experience of caring for patients with wounds. Contrary to my expectations, it was not
the nurses’ inability to respond to the patients that was the foremost reason for their
discontent. Where the nurses did express frustration was with the documents and work
processes that they experienced as irrelevant and encumbering. As I listened to and
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watched the wound clinic nurses’ actual work as it took place, it became clear that the
textually-mediated, linear progressions depicted in the paperwork they were completing
bore little resemblance to the constantly changing lives of those patients attending the
clinic and the unpredictable nature of nurses’ work. My subsequent examination of the
institutionally authorized categories and check boxes of the IHC admission documents
revealed embedded traces of dominant discourses within which the relatively new health
care specialty of “wound care” had evolved. My empirical tracing of the WCP and
related assessment forms into the regulatory frames staff had used to develop these
documents led me to examine how concepts of advanced wound care and integrated
health were entering into and organizing the nurses’ language and actions.
The discursive organization of advanced wound care. The iterative process
which informed my interrogation of interview data, field notes, and published literature
revealed how nurses’ work in wound clinics takes place against a backdrop of
demographic and social changes that have significantly altered the way wound-related
services are delivered. As discussed in Chapter 3 the growth in community-based wound
care in Canada has developed within extensive organizational reforms aimed at
increasing efficiency by streamlining patients’ interactions with health care systems
through integrated service delivery, evidence-based standardization of information
exchange, and increased use of technology (Kodner, 2009; Queen et al., 2007). Within
these changes the escalating number of people susceptible to developing wounds and
likely to experience challenges in healing was identified as a significant drain on health
care resources (Woodbury & Houghton, 2005) .
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In response to international calls to address this growing burden of wounds,
clinical, research, and industry leaders collaborated to produce evidence of the scope of
the problem and the effectiveness of assessment and treatment strategies (Lazarus et al.,
1994; Sibbald et al., 2000). As my reading for the social organization revealed (see
Chapter 3), the linear, predictable science of cellular repair processes, established under
controlled conditions, promised significant potential for manufacturers seeking to
demonstrate the value of their products within strict evidence criteria demanded by health
care funders. In clinical and business circles, the term advanced wound care has become
synonymous with the use of dressings and technologies frequently informed by evidence
created by product manufacturers. Those working at the frontlines recognized that, for a
multitude of reasons including a person’s health status and lifestyle choices, this so-called
normal progression to healing is often elusive (Schultz et al., 2005). Nonetheless,
reduction in size and time to closure were established as gold standard clinical outcomes
(Lazarus et al., 1994).
While the bio-physiological focus on wound healing has undeniably driven
improvements in many aspects of wound care, it has also produced unexpected
consequences. Theoretically, industry-sponsored models of advanced wound care such as
WBP (Sibbald et al., 2006) and TIME (Schultz et al., 2004) direct a comprehensive
assessment of elements of patients’ lives that may contribute to the development or
progress of wounds. However, as my critical analysis of these models (see Chapter 6)
revealed, despite laudable attempts to assess patients’ HRQoL (Palfreyman, 2008; Price
& Harding, 2004), inherent difficulties with measuring and recording subjective
experience means knowledge of less tangible elements that may contribute to wound
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development and healing, has been subsumed to an almost exclusive focus on assessing
and treating the wound itself.
The regulatory frames of advanced wound care. Widespread acceptance of
narrowly focused wound science in scholarly, peer-reviewed journals established it as a
regulatory framework upon which today’s wound care education and practices are
structured. The promise offered by these new ways to understand and approach wounds,
accompanied by clear acknowledgement of the for-profit health market’s part in their
development, has been influential in situating wound care as a speciality area of practice
(Harding, 2008; Madden, 2012; Queen, 2010). As I have shown BPG developers (e.g.
Alberta Health Services, 2009), working within the hierarchical, evidence-based
frameworks required by funding bodies, are organized to produce pathways that
structure, regulate, and predict ways in which wounds are expected to heal and to
promote advanced technologies, well supported by industry-sponsored evidence. Within
this evidence base, every patient is subject to the rationality of data produced from
controlled clinical trials and case reports regardless of whether any individual would have
met the inclusion criteria on which the data were generated. Rather than supporting
decision-making based on patients’ individual needs, advanced wound care pathways
organize clinicians to identify barriers to healing and to initiate standardized interventions
that, theoretically, will achieve the goal of wound closure in the same way for each
patient. Although my fieldwork determined that limited statistics are being kept on when
or whether chronic wounds heal, clinicians, industry, and management have become
competent in creating the “textual realities” (Smith, 1990b, p. 83) of wound work.
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Dimensions, speed of healing, and the application of topical wound treatments have
become the currency of wound work.
Fitting nursing practice into the circulating discourses of advanced wound
care. Nurses’ work places nurses in a unique position from which to observe and
understand the lives of patients living with wounds. Each nurse I observed for this study
was aware of complex situations patients were facing and was familiar with the hardships
people living with chronic wounds often encounter. Yet in my informants’ accounts I
have found and shown how nurses routinely activate practices that are based on
assumptions that wounds should and do follow linear clinical pathways, often at the
expense of meeting the needs of individual patients. As my reading for the social
organization revealed, over the past two decades nurses have expended considerable
effort to establish an evidence base that portrays their often unpredictable work with
wound patients within circulating discourses that presuppose a linear progression to
healing through the use of best practice protocols (RNAO, 2013).
Theoretical models of wound work such as WBP (Sibbald et al., 2000) promise
solutions for nurses committed to achieving the desired clinical outcomes established
through systematic, hierarchical evaluation of scientific evidence. In the clinic setting I
have discovered how WCPs, developed by nurses to align with these models, “tidy up”
(see Rankin & Campbell, 2006, p.66) divergent treatment practices by translating an
individual patient’s actual situation into a textual account that fits the institutionally
authoritative text. These standardized texts serve to generate and perpetuate an
ideological circle in which nurses take up and reproduce a version of their work that
assumes wound closure can be hastened by measuring, categorizing, and treating wounds
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according to protocols established through the regulatory frames of advanced wound
care. Organized by the texts to pay attention only to information that demonstrates their
work is in line with best practice, what nurses learn about other factors impacting the
development and progress of wounds becomes institutionally irrelevant.
Individual nurses are caught up this ideological circle, activating the conceptual
advanced wound care definition of “a wound expert” in the ways they talk, write and
think about their work. Elaine’s advice that Mrs. Noble continue to wear compression
stockings, for example (see Chapter 4), was organized by her need to demonstrate
textually that both were following best practice for the category of VLU to which Mrs.
Noble had been assigned. Elaine’s conversation revealed she was aware that the complex
physiology of whether Mrs. Noble’s wound would close might be dependent on several
factors including her medical diagnosis, her ability to attend clinic, and her capacity to
pay for supplies. However it was Elaine’s knowledge of how to accurately record the size
and duration of the wound that she used to demonstrate that Mrs. Noble met the criteria
for funding to purchase the supplies she needed to follow this best practice protocol.
Although Elaine heard and saw Mrs. Noble’s repeated attempts to explain why wearing
compression stockings was difficult for her, Elaine’s response was organized by her
knowledge of the criteria required by the government funding-agency. The limited
information included in the report sent forward from the clinic was understood by others
working from within the same framework as an accurate portrayal of Mrs. Noble’s
situation and sufficient “evidence” of the best way to proceed with Mrs. Noble’s case.
Any other information about the complex circumstances of Mrs. Noble’s life was
institutionally irrelevant to this process and thus did not make it into the account. While
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Elaine competently completed her work as she had been taught, Mrs. Noble’s needs
remained largely unmet.
Nurses’ wound care education: Constructing expert wound nurses. It was
within this same advanced wound care evidence base that Olivia, the wound care
educator, had developed the educational program she was delivering prior to the clinic
restructuring, wherein she taught nurses to accurately complete the predetermined
categories of the WCP in order to select appropriate treatments (see Chapter 5). In line
with the theoretical concepts of the WBP model (Sibbald et al., 2006), the critical
thinking elements included in this earlier program were intended to assist nurses to
identify the underlying cause and address person-centred concerns. However, as Olivia
described, rather than enabling nurses to adapt protocols to fit patients’ needs, the
purpose of collecting this information was to identify barriers to healing that
theoretically, could be overcome by following best practice. Within the ideological circle
established by the discourse of advanced wound care, Olivia’s work was organized to
produce wound nurses as “expert” at finding ways to bring patients in line with
standardized protocols that have been shown to improve healing in situations that bear
little resemblance to the lives of people with chronic wounds.
Situating nurses’ wound work within IHC outpatient clinics. It is this same
ideological framework of how wound work happens that had been used to inform the
organization of the outpatient clinics I explored in this study. As seen in my interview
with Nathalie, a clinic manager, IHC administrators are responsible for overseeing levels
of accountability that require them to find ways to demonstrate that their staff are in
compliance with organizational strategies outlined in the health region’s CM framework
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(Alberta Health Services, 2011). As part of this process the texts of the standardized IHC
admission package coordinate the work of nurses and other HCPs, aligning people’s
focus across time and location and organizing the way clients arrive, travel through, and
leave the clinics. During Mrs. Noble’s visit for example, Elaine was required to record
information about Mrs. Noble’s wound that would be sent back to the referring
community-based case manager who was expected to manage Mrs. Noble’s case. The
case manager was expected to use the record to produce the textual record of a managed
care process.
My empirical tracing of institutional links embedded in the CM framework (see
Chapter 5) revealed how the IHC admission package documents were also created in line
with the health region’s strategic business plan to ensure “resources are optimally used in
achieving desired outcomes” (Alberta Health Services, 2014, p.10) by the uptake of
“accepted or evidence-based practice...based on scientific knowledge” (p.10). Further
analysis (see Chapter 5) revealed that the health region strategic plan was in turn
designed to align with national health data collection requirements on the principle that
“reliable data with understandable and comparable constructs” (Carpenter & Hirdes,
2013, p. 94) are essential “to make progress in determining cost effective services that
maintain quality of care” (p.94).
In accordance with these strategies intended to deliver fiscally responsible quality
care the IHC program depends on people’s work with texts to provide all those involved
in a patient’s care with the minimal information necessary to ensure that patients travel
through the system as efficiently as possible. As seen in my interviews with Nathalie
(clinic manager) and Paula (CM project manager) IHC decision makers are positioned to
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administer the complexity of individual patients' experience of living with chronic
wounds into the IHC system through the use of standardized assessment forms and care
plans (see Chapter 6) intended to support nurses to identify patient risks within
professional and legal requirements. As Nathalie explained (see Chapter 7), the RAAT
and ICP organize nurses to develop goals predetermined by institutional categories such
as the presence of a wound (Alberta Health and Wellness, 2006). IHC managers drew on
the evidence presented in the provincial Wound Care Guidelines (Alberta Health
Services, 2009) to construct a picture of nurses’ work that could be used to demonstrate
how the restructured Skin and Wound Service meets regional and national protocols
expected to mitigate these risks.
The WCP form that the SWAT nurses had developed carried within it the
regulatory framework of advanced wound care. Although the authors of the provincial
BPGs (Alberta Health Services, 2009) emphasized in red letters the need to assess all
elements of patients’ lives, the only WCP categories that fit the ICP parameters for a
quantifiable, time-sensitive trigger were those of the numerical BWAT 68 score. Thus it
was the D.I.M.E.S. algorithm (Woo et al., 2008), which privileges the scientific evidence
of predictable timelines to wound healing, that had been selectively taken up to support
the use of the WCP as an IHC patient care decision tool. Despite the manager’s assertions
of patient involvement in developing “mutual” goals, trigger points established through
the WCP (such as no change in the BWAT score at 2 weeks), had been translated into
managerial decisions that were used to determine when patients were referred to the
SWAT team. These trigger points, based on the science of normal wound healing, were

68

Bates-Jensen Wound Assessment Tool (Bates-Jensen, 1997). See chapter 4.
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applied to all patients regardless of their ability to heal. As seen in the very different
reasons Nathalie and Olivia provided for determining which patients are appropriate for
clinic visits, in order for the process to run smoothly, the complex knowledge that wound
specialist nurses hold about when and whether patients may require expert assessment
has been rendered institutionally irrelevant. Although the standardized approach was
expected to facilitate faster referrals and better clinical outcomes, in the situation of the
man whose leg was amputated (see Chapter 2), the reliance on objectified, tick-box
information to trigger an appropriate response resulted in significant negative
consequences.
Constructing nurses’ wound work as interventionist work. In outpatient
wound clinics institutional ruling relations organize interests that are not the patients’.
Managers are required to collect and pass on data that demonstrate the clinic is in
compliance with protocols linked to data collection and funding agencies, even when this
works against what patients need. As revealed in Nathalie’s explanation that, in her
opinion, expert nurses are those who can complete an assessment in 20 minutes (see
Chapter 7), managers charged with ensuring that people with wounds receive “best
practice” care, are hampered by knowledge of published algorithms in evidence-based
protocols that portray nurses’ wound work as nothing more than measuring and applying
dressings.
Based on this conceptual image of their work, nurses working in the outpatient
settings I observed had been classified as “interventionists”. Promoted within the CM
model as a way to streamline access, this division of labour means that responsibility for
assessing and supporting aspects of patients’ lives that fall outside the immediacy of tasks
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triggered by time-sensitive goals is not organized into the clinic nurses’ work. Although
the nurses I spoke to considered what they were doing to be consulting work, they had
effectively been relegated to dealing with wounds as quickly as possible and moving
patients on through the system. Even in situations where the standardized admission
process meant that clinic nurses were to act, theoretically as case managers, nurses found
themselves overwhelmed with the process of referring “the other stuff” (Debbie, Chapter
5) on to other members of interdisciplinary teams whose work is to address each aspect
of an individual’s life separately.
As discourse, the scientific focus on identifying barriers to “normal” wound
healing privileges efficiency and effectiveness as a means to realize managerial and
industry objectives. Nurses take up and reproduce in their education, literature, and
practice textual reports that convincingly portray their work as if the best thing they can
do for a patient is to provide the most appropriate, cost effective intervention to achieve
these objectives. When the discursive organization of advanced wound care is taken up
within the concepts of CM the system works to further shift nurses’ knowledge of what
patients need and their ability to respond to them. Regardless of the labels of
“interventionist” or “case manager” the CM-sanctioned use of the WCP organizes nurses
to categorize and define wounds within a narrow and often-inaccurate physiological view
of the wound rather than to assess and respond to the complex physiology of chronic
wounds that is intimately linked to the circumstances of a patient’s life. By ensuring that
the assessors’ conversations are directed to the wound itself, these step-wise processes
reduce patients to their composite parts. Individual patients are expected to make
personal choices about lifestyle changes based on the best practice information the nurses
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provide for the category of wound to which they have been allocated. The reports that
nurses are instructed to complete of these events circle back to support the advanced
wound care evidence that wounds can be assessed and treated in isolation from the bodies
on which they occur. Taught to understand wounds in this way, nurses are increasingly
organized to overlook aspects of living with chronic illness (and its economic impacts)
that determine whether individuals will develop or recover from a wound and whether
they can be productively employed. Nurses come to know patients in text and in the
actualities of practice only by the size of a wound and the professional resources being
invested in “time to heal”. Even when nurses are committed to providing person-centred
care, within the rigid structure of standardized assessment forms and constraints on their
time, they are organized to view information that may be crucial to the progress of a
wound as a “can of worms” (Barbara, Chapter 7) which, if opened, will impede rather
than support their work.
The commissioned skin and wound reviewers (Alberta Health Services, 2012a)
further reinforced this ideological circle that separates the care of wounds from the care
of patients by recommending that process changes to better support patients and nurses
be structured through CM standardized tools, validated within the evidence base of the
provincial Wound Care Guidelines (Alberta Health Services, 2009). The image of
controllability this conveyed was valuable to managers who were spending considerable
time and effort evaluating how accurately nurses were measuring and documenting
wounds and how closely they were following algorithms and guidelines to select
“appropriate” products. Indeed, as revealed in Olivia’s description of the new
accountability practices being incorporated into annual reviews (see Chapter 6) nurses’
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competence was being judged not by how well wounds heal but by how well they
followed BPGs. Yet, Olivia herself was captured within this same accountability circuit.
Rather than speaking back to the fact that she was no longer able to teach the critical
thinking she previously understood to be essential, she was effectively doing the
standardizing work of IHC managers as she took up the advanced wound care discourse
to redesign the program to fit the accountabilities of CM and to support nurses’
interventionist wound work.
Objectifying patients by turning them into textual categories (such as type of
wound) that fit the algorithmic protocols of interventionist work facilitates their smooth
transition through today’s integrated health care systems. At the same time it undermines
nurses’ ability to respond to the unique needs of individual patients. As shown in Chapter
7, within these ruling relations patients such as Mr. Mason and Mr. Burden, who have
important expertise about their wound/life management, are constructed as
“troublemakers”. Despite working hard to follow advice they had been given, since both
of these men found themselves unable to fit within the narrow mandate of best practice
protocols and government funding criteria they did not fit the CM discourse of “selfmanagement”. Thus they were constructed as invalid clients for nurses’ wound work,
labelled as not taking responsibility for their care, and viewed as obstructive to the
smoothly running clinic. In the CM structured clinics, the discourse of person centred
care that assumes what patients need is to learn how to follow best practice, stands in for
nurses actually centering on what patients are telling them they need.
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Nurses’ Outpatient Wound Work: A Band-Aid® Solution to Chronic Wound Care
Covering a wound with a dressing effectively conceals an offensive, unsightly
mark created through a breach in the body’s protective surface. So too, the expectation
that a dressing alone has the ability to heal a wound based on evidence of how effective it
was on the standardized patient of clinical trials, neatly obscures the messy irregularity of
patients’ experiences. Within this conceptual view of how wounds heal, the unique
circumstances of people’s lives become institutionally irrelevant and thus undesirable
reminders that wound work is not as clean, neat, and cost-effective as biomedical science
would have us believe.
It is no coincidence that in layman’s terms the image of merely covering a wound
has become synonymous with quick-fix approaches that do not address systemic issues.
The term “band-aid solution” is defined as “a temporary solution that does not deal with
the cause of a problem” (Cambridge Dictionaries Online, 2015). This phrase has now
entered the vernacular and appears frequently in criticisms of approaches to issues where
resources are expended in an attempt to offer immediate relief, but which are ill
conceived. Without due consideration of the cause and whether something could or
should have been done to prevent a situation occurring, band-aid solutions invariably
prove in the long run to have no sustainability.
In light of the findings that have emerged from my study, the term Band-Aid
solution provides a powerful analogy for the situation nurses find themselves in when
faced with the issues experienced by patients with chronic wounds. Originally the name
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for a line of basic adhesive bandages manufactured by Johnson and Johnson (2015a) 69
the term Band-Aid has been adopted as a generic term for over the counter wound
products in North America. In a move representative of the industry trends explored in
this dissertation, today’s Band-Aid Brand® label has been expanded to cover a range of
high-technology treatments targeted at specialized markets including burn and scar care
(Johnson and Johnson, 2015a). As identified in my review of the literature (see Chapter
3), health care systems are spending an inordinate amount of money on the promise of
high technology products to alleviate the growing burden of chronic wounds (Wound
Care Alliance Canada, 2012). In efforts to control this expenditure, nurses and other
frontline HCPs are expected to follow algorithmic pathways that depend on their ability
to collect objective data that will be used to select the most appropriate products from
restrictive formularies, routinely established on evidence created to support a company’s
bid to win an exclusive contract (Browne, Grocott, & Cowley, 2004).
Within the scientific and economic stature that is organizing wound-related
knowledge and activity, I argue that what clinic nurses are able to provide is little more
than a figurative and literal “Band-Aid® solution” to the unpredictability that inherently
characterizes their work with wounded patients. Rather than being provided the resources
to address the root cause of how a wound occurred, and perhaps even more importantly
whether it may have been prevented, nurses and other HCPs are organized to ask, “What
do I put on it?”

69

Johnson and Johnson (2015b), founded in 1886, is the world’s sixth-largest consumer
health company operating in more than 60 countries and employing approximately 126,500
people.
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Wound Clinic Nurses’ Bifurcated Consciousness
As nurses’ work requires them to move back and forth between the abstract mode
of knowing wounds portrayed in the linear models of advanced wound care and the very
different knowledge they hold of what their patients need from them, they experience
what Smith terms a bifurcated consciousness (Smith, 1990b, p.18). My data revealed how
nurses recognize that their complex work of supporting patients living with wounds
involves the need to address concerns beyond the wound itself. For nurses like Alison
(see Chapter 7) this manifested as a reluctance to complete the ICPs, which she initially
recognized were not only an inaccurate representation of each patient but also, for the
most part, not relevant to what she could accomplish in the clinic. However, as seen in
Alison’s subsequent enthusiasm for the benefits of completing the ICP, when nurses and
nurse educators participate in redesigned IHC education and practices, nurses themselves
begin to subordinate what they know about people with wounds to the abstract and
theorized knowledge embedded in the multiple textual tools they are being taught to use
to produce institutional outcomes.
Clinic nurses take up and reproduce the authorized version of advanced wound
care that portrays their work as objectively controllable. In doing so they come to
understand and talk about wounds in the same terms contained in the texts. As any other
knowledge nurses hold is systematically eliminated from their education and practice,
nurses learn to demonstrate their competence as wound nurses by completing the very
texts that serve to obscure much of what they do. In Madden’s (2012) participant
observation analysis of the wound conference circuit in the UK she describes an
“antagonistic relationship” (p.1) between wound care clinicians and evidence-based
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medicine in which bedside evidence (portrayed as subjective and representing the real
needs of clinicians and patients) is positioned in opposition to scientific evidence
(depicted as professional, for profit, objective). Yet, as her ethnographic data revealed,
while conference participants vehemently discuss the implications of this divide for their
practice, what nurse attendees do not appear to recognize is how nurses’ own actions may
have contributed to creating and perpetuating this socially constructed dichotomy. As
Madden wrote:
Although there are references to ‘holistic’ assessment in presentations by nurses,
the idea that patient health might depend on a host of factors outside medical
technology and pharmaceutical innovations is not aired. The focus is firmly on
mechanical and pharmaceutical solutions to wound care problems through
medical device innovation (2012, p. 5).
From nurses’ standpoint within a conceptual framework of advanced wound care
that has rendered much of what they know irrelevant and invisible, it seems that nurses
themselves have lost sight of what is actually going on.
Discovering How to Begin from Ourselves
Dorothy Smith’s desire to create a sociology which would not subsume people as
“instances of theoretical categories” (McCoy, 2008, p.702) was shaped by her
involvement in the women’s movement and her discovery that, although dominant forms
of knowledge might appear to be neutral, they in fact “concealed a standpoint in
particular experiences of gender, race and class” (p.702). At the same time she
recognized that, however unwittingly, women had come to understand and speak of their
own experiences in the discursive language of these ruling ways of knowing (Smith,
2005). Smith sought to understand how what women were doing was part of the very
ruling relations they were resisting. It became apparent that, constrained as they were
within the dominant discourses organizing their worlds, women possessed no formal
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means of expression through which to speak back to those in positions of power (Smith,
1999). Women had no access to an empirical analysis that could express the tensions they
experienced within their responsibilities as homemakers, mothers and wives. The
challenge of finding a way to voice women’s experiences outside of the discourses that
organized domestic work involved not only “the repudiation of the professional, the
expert, the already authoritative tones of the discipline; the science, the formal tradition”
but also, “the return to the seriously engaged and very difficult enterprise of discovering
how to begin from ourselves” (Smith, 1987, p.58).
Explicating Wound Nurses’ Inability to Speak Back
Although contemporary nursing is not dependent on the gender of the person
doing the work, the specialty practice area of wound care with its comparatively short
history, well-delineated evidence base, and the clearly definable emergence of an
associated industry sector, exemplifies Dorothy Smith’s (2006) observation of the
division of subjective, experiential modes of knowing as contrasted to abstract, scientific
discourses. As my data revealed, nurses hold considerable knowledge about how wound
care works in contradictory ways. This knowledge is generated both from the scientific,
biologically predictable, and financially lucrative discourses of “advanced wound care”,
and also from their experiential, changeable, and (perceived as) economically costly work
conducted in close proximity to people with complicated lives and bodies. The
knowledge nurses need to negotiate managers’ requests to demonstrate their competency
– Smith’s (1987) observation of the “professional . . . expert . . . the already authoritative
tones of the discipline” (p.58) is very different from the knowledge they need to explain
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to those managers what it is they actually do – Smith’s “difficult enterprise of discovering
how to begin from ourselves” (p.58).
The nurses I observed knew there were things that were not working well in the
clinic. Their work was highly pressured. They used their breaks to keep abreast of the
necessary patient records. Completing paperwork, justifying resource allocation, and
referring patients on to others were the “professional” aspects of their work that
determined the care they were able to provide. However, within this officially sanctioned
work, nurses like Debbie were concerned that the current organizational system offered
nurses no way to really get down to the issues that were impacting patients (see Chapter
5). The frustrations that Debbie and other nurses voiced about how their textual work
took time away from patient care were intensified by clinic managers’ efforts to
standardize both the length of visits and what happens within those carefully timed
schedules. Within these efficiency efforts, Debbie’s commitment to improving the
referral process was constrained by the predetermined managerial structures of the IHC
coordinated access system. Moreover, Debbie’s options for voicing her thoughts on how
this should happen were limited to urging patients to write letters to management
because, as she said: “we know this is a problem but we can’t do anything about it. We
can report but we’re not in the position to be making any changes” (see Chapter 2).
It is tempting to analyze the clinic nurses’ struggles to voice their concerns from
within circulating nursing discourses such as the concerns raised by Buresh and Gordon
(2006) who worry that it is nurses’ “profound ambivalence” (p.5) about their role on the
public stage that manifests as a passive reluctance to speak out about what they know in
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governance and media circles. As an IE researcher, however, my approach to the issue of
the clinic nurses’ capacity to make change, provided a quite different view.
The wound care knowledge activated by the nurses in my study is organized
within powerful ruling relations of advanced wound care and CM in which they
themselves actively participate. Any attempts nurses can launch to change their work are
inevitably harnessed to the ruling knowledge. Thus, just as Debbie was working to
“improve” the referral system her ideas were organized within the managerial
conceptions of how her work happens. Debbie and her colleagues are limited by the
existing ruling relations to producing new ways of monitoring the success of their work.
Nurses are constrained by the very “evidence” they amass in the patient records they
complete – that are understood to be accurate, and a comprehensive representation of
wound care. Debbie’s suggestion that a SWAT nurse rather than a generalist nurse
complete the Site of Service assessment tools for patients with wounds was focused on
the technologies that she too expected would support her work. Thus, even nurses who
are not passively reluctant to speak out are most often destined to perpetuate the same
ideological circles in which the issues they experience are constructed. In my interview
data, the solutions the wound care specialist nurses suggested almost always entrenched
the ruling relations that were often at the source of their issues. This was especially
evident in Olivia’s work, the nurse educator, who was involved in textual efforts to
change and monitor nurses’ practice (see Chapter 6). In fitting her work within the
conceptual practices of CM she subordinated her “other” knowledge about wounds (such
as the questions to ask and the advice to give). What she knew from her own experience
was effectively silenced.
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In light of the findings that have emerged from my study I argue that nurses are
unable to articulate what it is they know, not because they have no desire to do so, but
because they are powerfully socially organized to subordinate what they know about
what is actually happening. I contend that nurses’, albeit unintentional, complicity in
perpetuating an image of their work that excludes their complex knowledge of what
patients living with chronic wounds need from them, means that, however wellintentioned their calls for change, they have limited material analytical understanding
into the problems they experience.
Nurses’ ontological experience of their everyday work has no authority and
nurses have no language to speak back to the concerns they see every day. What is
missing from calls within nursing for nurses to repackage and rebrand what they know in
terms that can be understood by the public, the media, and managers (Buresh and
Gordon, 2006) is an empirical analysis of how nurses’ unique knowledge has been
systematically excluded from the discourses in which these ruling relations operate.
Without this analysis, nursing knowledge that is not formulated from inside the abstract
ruling apparatus is constructed as anecdotal (Nelson and Gordon, 2006, p.129), archaic
(p.70) or “virtuous” (p.29). Nurses’ failure to speak out is targeted as evidence of a lack
of ambition to “craft an image of the “new nurse”” (p.26) – one that can be seen as
legitimate within today’s new health care systems. Systems, which as I have shown, rely
on nurses and patients presenting themselves in specific ways that fit institutional goals
that often do not serve their needs.
The alternative insight my analysis provides is not that the nurses I observed and
interviewed had chosen to remain silent. Rather it is that, having been orchestrated to
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concede the importance of what they know experientially to powerful discourses of
efficient wound healing through evidence-based technology, what wound nurses actually
do and know about wound patients’ needs has no place in the social organization of their
work. This is the important contribution of my doctoral work with nurses working in
wound care clinics. My study provides a carefully researched analysis supported by
empirical evidence that exposes what nurses have been organized to subordinate.
Linking the Findings to Previous IE Research
The findings of this study are congruent with a developing program of research
that uses IE to explicate the practices and social organization of nurses and other frontline
health care workers. (Dale, 2013; Folkmann & Rankin, 2010; Lane, McCoy, & Ewashen,
2010; Limoges, 2010; MacKinnon, 2008, 2011; Melon et al.2013; Rankin & Campbell,
2006, 2009; Webster, 2009). Although conducted in a variety of locations and
approached from a number of standpoints, each study was designed to examine a
different piece of the puzzle that emerges when health work is organized within the
powerful discursive forces within which today’s health care systems operate.
Rankin and Campbell’s (2006, 2009) sociological studies exploring nurses' work
in Canadian hospitals provided an insiders’ perspective of the previously hidden effects
of health care reform on nursing practice and exposed the pressures nurses face to
standardize their practice. Like Rankin and Campbell my study into nurses’ wound work
also showed how nurses’ ability to respond to the needs of patients was curtailed by the
managerial priorities embedded in textual practices in which they were participating.
Other studies taking the standpoint of nurses have expanded on Rankin and
Campbell’s (2006, 2009) work in settings including nurse education (Limoges, 2010),
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maternity (MacKinnon, 2008), Critical Care Units (Dale, 2013), Emergency departments
(Melon et al., 2013), and Primary Health Care teams (Quinlan, 2009). In each study the
authors investigated the actual practices of nurses; linking observations and interviews
where nurses talk about their work to the way that texts are taken up. Overall these
researchers uncovered assumptions and hidden priorities underlying the current emphasis
on translating scientific knowledge into practice. Folkmann and Rankin (2010) used IE to
explore how nurses’ medication work has been discursively organised and known about
authoritatively. This prior IE is particularly relevant to my discoveries about wound care
as medication administration, like wound care, happens in almost all areas of nursing
practice. Folkmann and Rankin (2010) argued that, since the dominant discourses on
medication administration did not capture what nurses’ know about the everyday realities
of totality of medication work, nurses were organized “to overlook and cover over what
they actually know” (p. 3224). This broad finding parallels my investigation into the
social organization of nurses’ wound work.
Other IE studies have explored the evidence movement. Mykhalovskiy et al.
(2008) published an “immanent critique” of the ruling relations behind evidence-based
initiatives organizing health work. Webster (2009) took up physicians’ standpoint to
explore how a specific example of best practice medicine is developed, translated, and
taken up in practice. Her analysis of acute stroke practice in Ontario revealed how,
although evidence-based medicine (EBM) and knowledge translation (KT) strategies
were intended to improve patient care, they emerged instead as managerial tools designed
to control the delivery of care in the interests of governing bodies. Of particular relevance
to my own study, Webster (2009) described how the physicians themselves were
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captured within the unquestioning acceptance of the evidence base on which urgent
stroke care was operating. However, using IE and starting in the materiality of what was
“actually happening” she exposed a disjuncture between the best practice treatments
developed through clinical trials and how these were translated into the messy world of
practice where the controlled conditions and additional resources of the clinical trial
(such as the expert nurses who assessed patients for the trial) were not available.
Making Change from Below
What each of these studies has shown is how the work of health professionals is
increasingly organized within integrated service delivery models, which are centrally
coordinated and designed to align patient care with financial obligations (Griffith &
Smith, 2014). The adoption of standardized textual tools to achieve these goals
supersedes clinicians’ ability to make decisions based on professional judgment and
enhances managers’ ability to hold individuals accountable to institutional priorities
(Griffith & Smith). The circular nature of these forms of accountability serves to separate
the information required to run the system from the everyday realities of the frontline and
has been shown to regularly lead to negative results for patients and staff (Melon et al.,
2013, Urban, 2012).
Individuals working under these new political realities have had to rethink
conventional ways of challenging issues that arise (Smith, 2007). Dorothy Smith’s notion
of “making change from below” (2007 p. 23) offers a way to make the complex and
unpredictable reality of nurses’ direct care work accessible to those charged with
planning health care, to speak back to the institutional decisions being made “behind our
backs” (Griffith & Smith, 2014, p.3). Smith (2007) argued that people seeking to tackle
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problems arising within contemporary governing regimes can do so only by building
knowledge of how the ruling relations operate, creating connections with others, and
identifying key areas where they can intervene to make change. As the findings began to
emerge from my study, I recognized that, before I could offer suggestions for ways
nurses could speak back to the ruling relations I had identified, there was a need to
examine closely my own part in activating the circulating discourses that have organized
much of the valuable work wound specialist nurses do.
A re-evaluation of my journey to become a wound care specialist nurse. I
began this dissertation with an auto ethnographic account of becoming a wound care
specialist nurse (see the Preface). In the years since my puzzling encounter with
“George” and his pressure ulcer, I have cared for countless patients with wounds. When I
reflect on the many notable moments that have defined my career, it is not memories of
how wounds looked, felt or smelled that have stayed with me. Rather it is the unique way
each wound affected the life of an individual and the specific response each person
required from me. I particularly remember the time I spent securely covering a new
mother’s infected Caesarean-section incision so she could bond with her baby without
fear of “bursting open”; I recollect laughing as a homeless man joked about saving
money on shoes while I bandaged the stumps left when his frostbitten legs were
amputated; I recall playing “I spy” while applying soothing lotion to the face of a child
who had been pulled from a burning vehicle. Yet as my career advanced and my
knowledge of wound work established me as a specialist in the field, time to attend to
these kinds of concerns became increasingly unattainable. Despite my experiential
knowledge of the importance and complexity of the work taking place in moments like
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the ones I described above, it was a very different knowledge for which my “specialist”
services were in demand.
In my work as a community-based clinical nurse specialist I frequently received
emails or phone calls with photos or visual descriptions of wounds. Invariably these
would be accompanied by the question “what do you suggest I put on it?” My request for
a more detailed description of the patient, their life circumstances and their medical
history would often frustrate the enquirer. That I had failed to determine the most
appropriate wound treatment based on what they considered to be sufficient information
undermined my legitimacy as a “wound expert”.
Driven in part by a belief that a more in-depth knowledge of the latest wound care
technology would increase my credibility, I accepted a position with a dressing
manufacturing company. I was trained to deliver education to HCPs about the benefits of
a specific product range. In these educational sessions I included regular references to
completing comprehensive assessments and selecting products according to patients’
needs. Yet almost invariably during my presentations to clinicians I was asked to suggest
a product that would most efficiently and cost-effectively heal all wounds regardless of
patients’ circumstances.
Expecting that answers to the puzzles raised by these contradictory events lay in
the way nurses were being taught about wounds I began work as a nurse educator. Yet
here too the powerful organizing features of the ideological concepts of advanced wound
care soon became apparent. In the academic setting my “expert knowledge” was viewed
primarily in light of my capacity to teach students to assess and categorize wounds,
complete risk assessment tools and to conduct “simple” dressing changes on a model of
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an abdomen. I was expected to evaluate students’ learning in a simulated environment by
observing their ability to demonstrate the technical aspects of cleaning and dressing
wounds “correctly” according to a checklist of instructions. Limited opportunities were
available within the nursing curriculum to share my knowledge about the complex issues
facing patients living with chronic wounds. Despite my declared focus on studying the
patient’s experience and my insistence on promoting care of the “whole” patient, I often
received invitations to present at wound-related events with a request to “please just bring
some interesting wound pictures and tell us the best things to put on them”.
My intricate knowledge about how to help patients to live well with wounds that
impact their lives in a myriad of ways falls outside of the official strategies expected to
support nurses’ wound work and patient wellbeing. It is very different from the
knowledge I am expected to use within circulating discourses that draw my attention
towards the assessment, treatment, and closure of wounds. As discussed in the preface it
was my struggle to reconcile these two ways of knowing wounds and wound patients that
initially brought me into this study. Yet, even as I was chafing against the contradictory
events I encountered, from my location within the dominant discourses of wound healing
I could not see how I, along with the nurses I worked beside, had been pulled into the
ideological circles that were organizing our knowledge and practice.
Dorothy Smith (2006) suggested that, in conducting an IE, researchers must be
open to finding out that matters are not as she or he may have envisioned them (Smith,
2006. p.208). As shown in my review of the literature (see Chapter 3) individuals
working in the field of wound work devote a considerable amount of their time to
exploring ways to make practice changes that will enhance their ability to improve life
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for patients. The Canadian wound care literature is replete with commentaries that point
to inconsistent adoption and transfer of evidence-based protocols due to lack of
institutional infrastructure and financial resources as barriers to supporting optimal
wound prevention and management. (e.g. Campbell et al., 2006; Queen et al., 2007;
Wound Care Alliance Canada, 2012). These knowledge brokers’ recommendations for
improvement consistently include calls for more standardization of practice and
development of educational materials encouraging patients to follow best practice advice
(Queen et al. 2007). Socially organized to seek answers within the same evidence from
which I had learned to assess and treat wounds, I had anticipated that my study findings
might reveal the need to adapt educational programs and to rethink clinic work processes
to support nurses in providing more person-centred wound care. Indeed, drawing on my
conceptual knowledge of what constituted competent wound care I initially found myself
critical of the nurses I observed. For example I characterized Barbara’s response to Mr.
Mason as a lack of caring about how his work situation was impacting his ability to
comply with her request to buy new shoes. However, as I began to identify the ruling
relations embedded within the regulatory texts around which the study nurses’ education
and practice were organized I was shocked to discover that the ideological practices I was
observing and critiquing were also my own.
What I learned from listening to and observing the clinic nurses in this study and
developing an analysis of the ruling relations organizing their (our) work, helped me not
only to acknowledge my own part in taking up certain embedded ideologies as factual
information but also to live with the precariousness of unraveling my own assumptions
about how I had understood these problems might be addressed and resolved. My
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analysis became an unnerving exercise of unpicking the very fabric which held together
my understanding of the work in which I had been immersed for many years.
Building knowledge of how the ruling relations operate. Revisiting the
literature on which much of my own knowledge of wound work was based in light of the
new the knowledge this study has generated provided further insight into how nurses’
participation in producing the evidence base of today’s wound care practices has
established a conceptual frame which constrains the work they are able to do. A limited
number of nursing researchers conducting qualitative investigations into wound work
have raised similar issues to those that this research explored (Annells, O’Neill, &
Flowers, 2008; Hallett et al., 2000; Kohr, 2007; Sylvia & Jones, 2010). Yet, as I discuss
below, even work critical of how wound work unfolds is dominated by the authors’
assumptions that a linear, predictable approach to wound healing holds the key to the
concerns they uncovered. This frame of reference leads to reasoning and
recommendations that are dependent on identifying ways to bring what is happening in
line with “best practice”. In each study the authors’ interpretations of the phenomena they
were exploring offered limited opportunity to question or disrupt the powerful ruling
relations within which the experiences occurred.
Constrained within the discourse of advanced wound care.” In Sylvia and
Jones’ (2010) investigation of “The Lived Experience of the Wound, Ostomy, and
Continence Nurse in Wound Care” the authors suggested that a holistic approach to
wound care enables nurses to account for “all of the puzzle pieces” required “to complete
the healing cascade 70” (p.270). Yet, despite their later observation that “when wound care
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An alternative term for the phases of normal wound healing.
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outcomes are not optimal, both nurses and patients are forced to deal with unwelcome
reality” (p.270) no questions were raised about how or why the biological focus on
completing the healing cascade has been established as the “optimal” outcome that
supersedes other features of a patient’s experience of a wound. In the context of my study
findings I question how the requirement to work towards goals based on the science of
“normal wound healing” may be organizing the “unwelcome reality” that nurses’ and
patients’ are then “forced to deal with”.
Kohr’s (2007) hermeneutic phenomenological analysis of interviews with nurses
about their experience of dressing changes revealed “the unspoken experiences of deep
caring that nurses may in fact keep hidden from view” (p. 18). Similar to my study,
Kohr’s analysis of interviews with nurses highlights a disconnect between the
practicalities of wound work portrayed in the literature and the unpredictable realities of
nurses’ hands on involvement with patients. Yet her recommendation that the study
results be used “to cultivate self-awareness and provide a supportive, positive approach to
improving care” (p.18) remains reliant on the premise that this can be accomplished
through the “effective implementation of nursing practice guidelines” (p.19). In light of
my IE analysis I argue that there is a need to question how the powerful institutional
relations that organize nurses to label their wound work as “dressing changes” may be
perpetuating the invisibility of the “unspoken” aspects of this complex work.
Constrained within the discourse of compliance. My study highlighted how,
within the conceptual frameworks of advanced wound care and CM, nurses’ competence
is conflated with their ability to bring patients in line with evidence-based protocols. As
seen in accounts like that of Mr. Burden (see Chapter 7), institutional requirements to
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demonstrate “best practice” organize nurses to construct patients who are unable or
unwilling to comply with evidence-based advice as difficult or obstructive.
This socially organized interest in patient compliance with best practice wound
protocols is illustrated in the work of Hallett et al. (2000). The authors’ discourse analysis
of interviews with community nurses revealed a predominant view that wound healing
could only be successful if a patient wished to adopt an active role. Hallett et al.’s
analysis of “factors that appear to motivate the nurses' desire to achieve compliance”
(p.115) identified similar tensions to those uncovered in this IE study. Nurses reported
being pulled between the desire to promote patient autonomy and the need to work within
a system focused on “guidelines, outcome measures and audit” (p 122). The authors
claimed to “interpret meanings in the light of social and cultural mores and influences”
(p.116) however little attention was paid to the organizational factors behind the nurses’
motivation. Hallett et al. proposed that a potential solution lies in nurses’ ability to work
as equal partners with patients to facilitate a “mutually agreeable compromise” (p.122)
between the patients’ needs “whilst working in accord with the nurse’s desire to achieve
the best outcome for patients” (p.122) through adherence to evidence-based protocols.
Although the authors suggested that nurses might be motivated by fear of discipline or
litigation, the social and cultural mores and influences that underpin the discursive
organization of wound care “best outcome[s]” remained unexamined.
In Annells, O’Neill and Flowers’ (2008) study of nurses conducting home visits
with patients living with venous leg ulceration the authors focused on exploring the
reasons why nurses are not following EBP to apply compression therapy. The “basic
elements” (p. 350) they identified as necessary for nurses to care for these patients are
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knowledge of best practice principles to assess and categorize VLUs and to correctly
apply compression bandaging. Annells et al. reported their major finding as a discovery
that “a prime enabler” of this process is “the essentialness of having a patient willing for
compression bandaging to be applied and sustained” (p.357). The authors claimed
“evidence-based nursing requires not only knowledge of cause and effect evidence but
also evidence that provides understanding about human responses and choices when there
is a health challenge” (p.350). However, their recommendation to implement “strategies
that can be used to encourage willingness” (p. 350) to comply with compression therapy
protocols depends on an unquestioned confidence in the rigour of biological and
physiological evidence behind well-marketed products such as compression therapy. Any
other “evidence” that nurses may learn about the patients’ circumstances is overlooked
while they are focused on securing a patient’s “willingness”.
In line with the health region’s mandate for IH, the authors of the provincial
Wound Care Guidelines (Alberta Health Services, 2009) analyzed for this IE, included
supporting evidence that focused predominantly on bringing patients in line with best
practice evidence. To support their recommendation that clinicians assess the “whole
patient”, the guideline authors cited one Canadian article in which Norton (a PT) and
Sibbald (a dermatologist) called for wound clinicians to remove the “non-compliance”
(p.47) label from their vocabulary and instead to “reflect on the patient, health-care
provider and system characteristics that influence treatment” (2006, p. 47). However,
what is missing from this argument is the kind of data identified in this dissertation, to
show exactly how these “characteristics” influence the way wound work unfolds. In the
absence of information about how elements of patients’ lives have been systematically
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excluded from the wound healing discourse, the authors remain constrained within the
ideological circle that binds them to following the “Preparing the Wound Bed paradigm”
(p. 46) and underlying assumptions that this course of action will adequately address
person-centred concerns. Norton and Sibbald’s inevitable conclusion was that clinicians
“need to encourage patient participation in treatment planning along with adherence to
the established patient-centred care plans to improve outcomes” (p.47).
Within the CM framework organizing the work of the nurses in my study, the
nurses’ ability to respond to patients’ individual needs, and the possibility to determine
that “best practice” may not be “best” in this situation is subsumed to governing
knowledge that every patient must line up with evidence and predetermined “optimal
outcomes”. The provincial guideline developers’ red-lettered emphasis directing nurses to
assess the whole patient is an order to identify (in collaboration with the patient) ways to
eliminate any issues that may prevent them from following best practice. The flaws
embedded in this conceptual course of action are organized within both nurses’ and
patients’ compliance to overlook aspects of people’s lives that do not fit within the
dominant logics of best practice and optimum outcomes.
Constrained within the discourse of wellbeing. This ideological confidence in
best practice to facilitate optimal wound management has also fuelled the recent debates I
outlined in my review of the literature about how best to support patients’ “wellbeing”
while ensuring they follow evidence-based protocols. The findings emerging from my
study directed my critical review of the published recommendations of a
multidisciplinary International Consensus (2012) on wound care and illuminated the
ruling relations organizing and constraining the consensus committee’s approach.
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It is heartening to point out that the findings of the panel members are well
aligned with my ethnographic data; the panel stressed the complex and multifactorial
impact of living with chronic wounds (International Consensus, 2012). They critiqued
clinicians’ reliance on outcome measures based on physical wound attributes. They
recognized the limitations of health service providers’ reliance on categorical prevalence
and incidence figures. They were sceptical of industry researchers’ focus on the
properties of individual dressings. The committee contrasted these health industry trends
with reports from people living with chronic wounds. They reported that the people they
consulted who live with chronic wounds expressed very different priorities. The
international consensus team argued, “It is important for clinicians to view the patient ‘as
a person’” (p.6). The team stressed the need for HCPs to “‘connect’ with patients, rather
than simply fill in a checklist” (p.8). Nonetheless, even in the face of this important
awareness of what people with chronic wounds need from health care providers, the
recommendations of the international consensus team were discouraging in how they
remained bound to current practices. That they were strongly influenced by the promises
of standardization was evident when they identified: “the lack of a common
documentation system for all professionals involved in the care of people with a chronic
wound” (p.10 emphasis added) as a problem. The consensus team did not appear to
question the contradiction embedded in their advice regarding “so-called difficult
patients” who they recognized as being “regularly blamed for non-healing” (p.7). They
recognized that categorizing patients who do not follow advice as difficult may be a
“reflection of the way [they] are being viewed by clinicians rather than their actual
wound status” (p.7), however they advise health care providers to “engender
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concordance through empowerment and choice” (p.5, emphasis added). The tensions and
contradictions entrenched in practices that engender patient concordance with treatments
that, as they recognize, might “conflict with existing lifestyles, priorities and behaviours”
(p.1) remain unexamined. The consensus committee’s report confirms how challenging it
is to recommend innovative approaches that counter the prevailing ruling knowledge
about how best to support people with chronic wounds.
Moreover, the incongruence embedded into the consensus committee’s report by
the ruling relations was made even more apparent when the authors explicitly framed
ideas about patient wellbeing within the economic discourse of wound care. They
proposed that health economic modeling be used to evaluate the success of the consensus
recommendations (International Consensus, 2012). As I have shown in my data, the
organizational requirement for nurses to demonstrate “shared decision making” in ways
that fit with the requirements of funding bodies is rendered accountable to observable,
quantifiable goals. Within these textual tools that “rule” how a clinic visit must unfold,
other factors are inevitably excluded. Any data collected through the consensus team’s
recommendation to ‘connect’ with patients must be fitted into predetermined institutional
categories that can be targeted for time-sensitive improvement through educating the
patient to come in line with best practice for the identified issue. Without a clear analysis
of how the concerns the committee has raised are socially organized, their wellintentioned recommendations remain firmly embedded within the dominant,
conceptualized version of evidence-based wound work which, as I have shown in my
study, often works against the best interests of staff and patients.
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Significance of the Findings
This study contributes to the body of knowledge about nurses’ work by
highlighting the aspects of nurses’ knowledge that are frequently omitted from the
institutional discourses circulating and reproduced in the public portrayal of what wound
work is. While nurses recognize that what actually happens (or does not happen) is often
at odds with the theorized version, what they lack is a critical analysis about how their
own impressions and explanations are socially organized. In the absence of analyses such
as the one this IE produced, nurses think about and record their work within taken-forgranted constructions that undermine how they can help patients. The study findings
highlight the need for nurses to rethink the wound work they engage in and to open up for
questioning in whose interests their work is organized. With the analytical tools that
research such as my study offers, nurses will be able to recognize the part they play in
writing their complex, consulting work out of the wound care discourse. Only then can
the dialogue begin about how to write nurses’ work back into the decision-making
processes at the centre of wound clinic work. Drawing attention to the ways in which
nurses’ work has been being systematically erased from standardized educational
programs, research projects and the organization of frontline wound work will require a
fundamental review, not only of the visible concerns, but also of the underlying factors
which organize how nurses’ wound work is perceived and how it unfolds. In the same
way that assessment and treatment of a wound involves looking beyond the surface to
explore the context and environment in which the wound developed, so too nurses need
to find ways to move beyond a “quick fix” band aid solution to this complex issue. If
nurses are to advocate for the resources they require to adequately support patients living
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with chronic wounds, they will need to find a way to reclaim the knowledge they have
lost of what they have to offer.
Creating connections with others. In order for an IE analysis to be useful Smith
(2008) advises that: “The building of connections, activists’ experience and political
consciousness among supporters is a vital development in the process of making change
from below” (p.23)”. In my analysis I have identified links to people doing work in
biological wound science, economics, business frameworks, the wound product
manufacturing industry, purchasing structures, educational organizations, quality
initiatives, and policy development. Practices arising at all these institutional junctures
coordinate the work of nurses in wound clinics. Creating a coalition with nurses, patients,
and administrators is a necessary precursor to support changes in how wound work
happens. The IE research reported here has presented a quite different picture of nurses’
wound work from the accounts that circulate in the formal and grey literature and in
guidelines and educational programs based on these publications. I invite people with an
interest in the care of individuals living with wounds to join me in a dialogue about what
is happening and to create a vision of what nurses’ support of patients with wounds
would look like without the abstract, organizing conceptualizations within which this
work currently exists.
Identifying Key Areas to Make Change from Below
During the course of conducting this study I have already begun the process of an
overtly political articulation of the important work that wound nurses do. Presenting my
initial study findings has opened up opportunities for dialogue with people in nursing,
medicine, education, and industry leaders in a number of locations nationally and
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internationally. People working in each of these sectors have been receptive to the
empirical images I have begun to generate of how nurses’ and others’ knowledge is being
systematically organized within the ideological framework about how wound work is
theorized. My goal in disseminating this research is to develop networks with others who
are also convinced by the analysis. Below I outline several key areas for change that have
emerged from the findings.
Opening a dialogue with wound patients and their families. It seems that
nurses have a lot to learn from listening to the interests of patients. The impact of nurses’
and other HCP’s reliance on the promise of best practice protocols to produce optimal
outcomes is eloquently reflected in a poignant editorial by Rappl (2004) a wound care
PT. Rappl’s account of her own experience of being confined to a wheelchair after
suffering a spinal cord injury presented a unique personal reflection on what happens
when the acceptance of “evidence” as a means to accomplish goals is privileged over a
patient’s desires and needs. Rappl related how, despite her extensive professional
knowledge of the factors that may contribute to pressure ulcer development, she made the
difficult decision not to follow a recommendation from her health care team for bed-rest
24 hours a day, 7 days a week. Rappl described how she was “shocked” (2004, p. 6),
“humiliated” (p. 6), “angry” (p. 6), “insulted” (p. 6), and “horrified” (p. 6) to discover
that her medical records included the label “non-compliant” in relation to her decision.
She used the terms “branded” (p. 7) and “convicted” (p. 7) to convey her emotions on
learning of her peers’ documented interpretation of her well-informed choice not to
follow best practice.
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Rappl’s (2004) editorial supports my data that patients (apparently even those
employed within the health system) are less effectively captured within the institutional
discourses that have organized HCP’s consciousness and practices. This opens the
possibility for dialogue with patients about the considerable knowledge they hold of
living with chronic wounds. The next stage of this research will involve talking to
patients about their experience of following best practice wound care protocols; not with
a view to finding ways to encourage them to comply with “mutually” agreed goals, but to
pay attention to the ways they speak about aspects of their lives that fall outside of the
dominant discourses
Opening a dialogue with nurse educators. The ethnographic evidence amassed
in this research reveals that nursing wound education, as I have observed it, has been
adapted to fit within the narrow scope of scientific evidence contained in BPGs. Wound
educators promote the concept that wounds can be treated and closed by the application
of topical treatments in isolation from individual patient’s experiences. Within this focus
the educational content being presented is effectively doing marketing work for the
wound product industry. Moreover, individual patient’s experiences are taught as
something to be controlled by selective goal setting directed towards producing evidence
of patients’ readiness to follow best practice. Integrating the complexity of a patient’s
experience into the way wound care is taught, rather than separating it from the work of
“dressing changes”, would appear to be a priority for nursing educators. Yet, as I have
shown, the requirement to teach students to perform wound care within accountability
circuits that rely on the accurate completion of step-wise decision tools limits the content
and focus of nurses’ wound-related education.
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In my work as a nurse educator I have made practical steps to highlight areas
where this sort of knowledge is being excluded from the authorized versions of how
wound work is taught. I have collaborated with clinical instructors to reorganize how
student nurses learn to assess and support patients living with wounds. Drawing on the
analysis in my study I have proposed changes to this process by articulating how
traditional practices reinforce the conceptualization of wound care as an interventionist
task that can be accomplished and evaluated in isolation from the person with the wound.
Students now complete assessment and dressing changes as part of a patient scenario.
Learning to understand not only how to complete the assessment itself but also the
implications of what they discern about the patient has been instrumental in making
visible how the work nurses do in interacting with patients during wound assessments is
an essential part of wound care practice. It is hoped (and initial anecdotal evidence
suggests) that encouraging students to participate in an alternate analysis about their work
in this way, may help to offset the temptation, once they too are pulled into the ruling
relations of wound care practice, to position a patient’s unique situation as a “can of
worms” that takes time away from their busy schedules.
Opening a dialogue with nurse managers. The study findings also present
opportunities for dialogue with managers who are expected to evaluate nurses’ care based
on their ability to follow best practice. As my data revealed, nurses’ competence is
increasingly being called into question as the presence and progress of wounds, evaluated
through standardized documentary processes, is portrayed as an indicator of quality work
within the same institutional frameworks that hold nurses and other clinic staff
accountable. It is this ideological construction of how wound care works that informs the
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public image of nurses’ work and fuels heated media debates on the quality of wound
care practices like the one described in Chapter 2 about a patient who died from
complications of a pressure ulcer. The discussion invariably focuses on who is to blame
when patients develop life-threatening wounds. Yet frequently missing from the reports is
the knowledge of individuals directly involved in the events and any genuine attempt to
examine what actually happened. Drawing conclusions about wound incidents solely on
written or photographic accounts of the wound itself overlooks the fact that, beyond the
cellular and treatment issues recorded, people with wounds (and the caregivers who
respond to them) are managing their lives within unique characteristics and complex
individual needs. Moreover, reports of “failed” wound work regularly overlook tightened
budgets and rationed labour resources.
The presence of pressure ulcers has been identified as a “nurse sensitive outcome”
in health care institutions (Ayello & Lyder, 2008). It is this broadly accepted discourse
related to the cause and treatment of wounds that underlies health services science that
implicates nurses. Strategies requiring nurses to adhere to standardized protocols to
prevent pressure ulcers provide a convenient “escape hatch” when investigations of
things “going wrong” are designed and reported. Since these protocols have been
developed on evidence that has systematically excluded the need to examine the unique
needs of the patient, no channel exists for nurses to articulate the complex work that
happens behind the scenes and does not make it into the official report. In producing
records of their work in this way, nurses are effectively organized to overwrite their
contributions related to what happens in wound care. Nurses’ insights about what
happened are not included when things go wrong. The new knowledge this IE study
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generates offers the possibility to show those conducting inquiries into these and similar
events how, lacking the resources to question the circumstances that may have
contributed to the event, they are organized to characterize nurses as the “problem” to be
resolved. The opportunity to explore ways to make changes to these processes has
implications not only for managers but also for the nurses who in turn are organized to
characterize patients as “problems” if they cannot carry out the predetermined work
required from them.
Opening a dialogue with wound technology developers. The strong links
between wound care industry and clinical practice described in this study mean that the
market success of wound manufacturers and suppliers is inextricably linked to
companies’ ability to anticipate, promote, coordinate, and keep pace with current trends
in the way wound work is organized to happen (Kalorama Information, 2014). As my
analysis reveals, nurses activate a version of their wound work that has been largely
constructed and promoted by product manufacturers. While nurses’ work has
traditionally included implementing measures to prevent wounds (Baranoski & Ayello,
2008), difficulty in producing quantitative data to demonstrate that a wound has not
occurred situates preventative measures as less attractive to product companies and
market enterprise. Indeed, from an industry perspective the prevention of wounds is
considered a key factor restraining the wound management technologies market
(Persistence Market Research, 2015). With the exception of pressure ulcer prevention,
which has been targeted as a strategic cost saving area (Fife et al., 2010; Woodbury &
Houghton, 2004) nurses have been organized to focus on the application of external
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devices and technologies while systematically ignoring other factors that may be
contributing to patients’ ability to develop or heal wounds.
Contrary to the exponential increase in the wound market sector over the past two
decades, predictions for industry growth over the next few years are far less encouraging
(Transparency Market Research, 2015). The marketplace is currently saturated with
advanced wound products, many of which are not producing the results forecast on the
basis of studies with restrictive exclusion criteria (Littlefield, 2014). Tightened health
care spending and slow clinical adoption by those questioning the effectiveness of new
technologies, combined with a backlash from clinicians about the ethical implications of
company-sponsored education means there is growing concern about this market segment
(Cutting, 2008; Littlefield, 2014).
There is no doubt that nurses committed to making an impact and improving the
lives of patients with wounds have made considerable contributions to the growing
technology market. The knowledge gained from this doctoral work reveals exciting areas
for dialogue about creative and profitable ways to integrate “basic” nursing knowledge
into the industrial approach to wound work that may benefit patients, clinicians, and
businesses. A recent front-page article in “Canadian Nurse” entitled “Leading Change in
Wound Care” (Geller, 2014) featured a nurse-led innovation designed to enable nurses
“to make clinical decisions using evidence-based best practices to dramatically improve
patient care while reducing costs” (p.20). The article reports that implementation of this
new data collection technology has resulted in a decrease in overall wound prevalence
and faster wound healing as well as reductions in both nursing visits and the use of
interactive dressings. The technology has been developed to fit within the ruling
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discourses of the linear science of normal wound healing identified in this study. This is
evident in the description of plans underway to create a new version of the software in
which “you’ll be able to put in “five or so characteristics of a patient” and, assuming best
practice is employed, predict the number of weeks to heal the wound and how much it
will cost” (p.24). The new knowledge my institutional ethnographic research provides
offers opportunities to discuss with the technology developers how best to incorporate
nursing knowledge in a way that will safeguard nurses and patients from blame when
some wounds inevitably fail to heal due to factors that fall outside of the linear
predictability implied by the “five or so characteristics” the streamlining technology
organizes them to select.
Limitations of the Research
While this study offers a potential way to speak back to the organization of
nurses’ wound work, it does not offer an immediate solution to the concerns identified by
my informants. What it is does afford is a critical perspective from which nurses can
remain vigilant of the ways in which managerial changes and advancing technologies
organize their work. The aim is to provide tools to uncover an alternative view of what is
happening. Where I started and the threads I followed explicate a particular piece of the
puzzle. Had I observed different events taking place, or alternate texts in use, I may have
followed any number of other paths into the ruling relations. For example I may have
traced clues that pointed into the product manufacturing sector and further explored the
purchasing processes to explicate how the industrialization of wound products enters into
and organizes the way in which nurses come to know their patients.
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In the rapidly shifting world of health care it is highly likely that the introduction
of increasingly marketable and novel technologies that lead to, as yet unconceivable work
processes, lies just beyond the horizon. Since I completed my data collection alterations
have already been made to the way work happens in the particular clinics I visited and
some things may have improved. For example I learned in later interviews about the
introduction of a wound specialist triage position that took place during my data
collection. According to my informants this change appeared to be reducing the amount
of time high-risk patients were waiting to be seen. Thus my study is not static. The social
world moves on. While some changes will organize improvements most will likely
remain captured within the theoretical and abstract constructs of CM, EBP and patient
centred care that will cover over whatever tensions nurses and patients know about in the
daily unfolding of their wound care work.
Conclusion
Taking the standpoint of nurses working in outpatient wound clinics and tracing
the texts they are using into the broader institution has made visible elements of dominant
discourses that are organizing nurses’ work. These discourses contain troubling elements,
of which those people who are committed to quality of life for patients with wounds are
often unaware. The research problematic that I opened up for exploration in this study
shows that two distinct and incommensurate “modes of knowing” (Smith, 1990b, p.17)
are activated in contemporary wound care as the essential work of attending to the
individual needs of patients becomes subjugated within a system heavily focused on a
discourse of advanced wound care defined by rigid scientific and industrial outcomes.
The institutionally authorized version of nurses’ wound work I have outlined portrays a
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compelling image of wounds as objectively manageable and predictable: one that
systematically eliminates the everyday activities of those living with and caring for
chronic wounds. The science of cellular wound healing and the concomitant wound care
industry this has spawned are combined with health services science to organize the
knowledge of wounds. It is a conflation of “sciences” that organizes the everyday lives of
people with wounds and the health-care providers they encounter. Both media and more
formal representations of wound work are constructed within the powerful discursive
landscape of BPGs that seem out of step with the actualities of everyday practice with
individual people.
Within managerial concepts of CM that organize nurses to further separate the
care of wounds from the care of individuals living with wounds, clinicians across
disciplinary boundaries are being educated to deliver wound care in centralized locations
and to follow linear pathways intended to help them make rational decisions about how to
manage people with chronic wounds while controlling resource allocation. Yet these
resources are frequently directed towards the purchase of dressings and technologies that
have been created and evaluated on evidence that excludes the very individuals they are
being used to treat.
Nurses activate a standardizing focus on the wound that subordinates their
experiential knowledge about how to support the connections between an individual’s
daily life and their wound. As I have shown, these dominant discourses also become part
of the taken for granted ways in which nurses describe their own work. As their work is
rendered institutionally irrelevant, and thus invisible, nurses have effectively written
themselves out of the authorized version of wound work, the model upon which their
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work is organized. Even when nurses recognize that what they are doing is not working,
caught up within the prevailing conceptual images of their work, they rely on the promise
of learned, theorized ways to solve the issues they identify, effectively stifling their
ability to speak back to the concerns they see every day. In light of these findings I have
been challenged to question the fundamental assumptions on which much of my own
knowledge of wound work was based.
Developing an analysis into how nurses’ work is organized and their
consciousness altered is an important contribution towards solving some of the problems
described. Within this analysis there is the possibility for a new paradigm to support
those of us who speculate why health workers fail to follow the call to “assess the whole
patient and not the hole in the patient” (Keast & Orsted, 1998, p.31). Rather than seeking
answers from inside the same dominant discourses on which this artificial separation has
been constructed, the IE research presented here provides an alternate approach to
knowledge. The new understanding this work contributes offers nurses an opportunity to
listen to and to speak out on behalf of individuals with fragile or damaged skin. It
challenges wound care nurses to find creative ways to show how their reclaimed
knowledge offers the potential to move beyond band aid solutions for patients living with
chronic wounds and to identify effective, economical, and sustainable solutions that work
in the interests of those whose lives they are intended to improve.
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Appendix A: Invitation to Participate
You are invited to participate in a research study exploring:
Nurses’ Wound Work
Nurses in all practice areas make decisions related to the prevention and treatment of wounds and this
work is considered a foundational component of nursing knowledge. Today’s aging population has led
to a growing number of patients who experience delayed wound healing that affects their daily lives.
Recent advances in knowledge of skin and wounds and a greater understanding of factors influencing
healing have resulted in the introduction of increasingly complex technologies for diagnosis and
treatment. It is becoming clear that how these changes are mediated by the work of nurses in their
wound-related practice is not well understood. The aim of this research project is to explore nurses’
wound work by looking at what is happening in everyday practice and describing how this work is
organized.

If you are a health professional whose work directly or indirectly involves patients with
wounds the researchers would be interested in hearing from you.
If you are willing to participate in this study by talking about your wound-related work, or
are willing to be shadowed in your work for a short period of time:

Please contact Nicola Waters at:
[telephone number] or e-mail: [email address]
Nicola Waters is a Doctoral student at the University of Calgary who is interested in
conducting interviews with staff involved in wound care work.
This study is being carried out as part of a program of studies within the Faculty of Nursing at
the University of Calgary.

Supervisor
Janet Rankin, RN, PhD
Assistant Professor
Faculty of Nursing
University of Calgary
Ph. [telephone number]
E-mail: [email address]
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Appendix B: Consent form Interview
TITLE: The Social Organization of Nurses’ Wound Work
INVESTIGATORS: Janet Rankin, RN, PhD. and Nicola Waters, RN, MSc. PhD(c)
This study is being completed as part of the fulfillments for a PhD.
If you have questions now or in the future concerning matters related to this research, please
contact: Dr. Janet Rankin, Principal Investigator: [telephone number] or Nicola Waters, Coinvestigator: [telephone number]
This consent form is only part of the process of informed consent. It should give you the basic
idea of what the research is about and what your participation will involve. If you would like
more detail about something mentioned here, or information not included here, please ask. Take
the time to read this carefully and to understand any accompanying information. You will receive
a copy of this form.

BACKGROUND
The aging population has led to a growing number of patients who experience delayed
wound healing that adversely affects their daily lives. Recent advances in knowledge of
skin and wounds and a greater understanding of factors influencing healing have seen the
introduction of increasingly complex technologies for diagnosis and treatment. As the
amount of time and money being spent on managing patients with chronic and complex
wounds is escalating, it is becoming clear that what nurses do in their wound-related
practice is not always clearly understood. The aim of this research project is to explore
nurses’ wound work by looking at what is happening in everyday practice and describing
how this work is organized. Information collected will be used to identify organizational
processes such as texts which will then be examined to determine what part these play in
organizing nurses’ wound-related work. This research will use an approach and method
informed by institutional ethnography (IE), a mode of sociological inquiry developed by
Canadian sociologist Dorothy Smith. This is a new study and this methodology has not
previously been used to explore this topic.
A total of approximately 15 interviews will be completed at a variety of locations.
WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF THE STUDY?
The purpose of the study is to learn about nurses’ work related to wounds. From listening
to you, the researcher hopes to better understand the everyday wound-related work in
which you participate. This information will be useful to those making decisions about
wound care.
WHAT WOULD I HAVE TO DO?
If you consent to take part in this study you will be interviewed about your wound-related
activities. The interview will be arranged at a time and location that is convenient for you
and will typically last one to two hours. The interview will be tape recorded, and will be
later transcribed by the researcher or a typist. The interviewer may request a brief follow332

up either by telephone or in person to clarify content of the interview or to clarify other
issues that the researcher is discovering in the data that you may be able to comment on.
WHAT ARE THE RISKS?
There are no risks anticipated as a result of your participation in the study. It is unlikely
but possible that some persons may find the conversations could evoke emotional
distress. The researcher will be prepared to provide you with a list of, and if necessary a
referral to appropriate counselling services.
WILL I BENEFIT IF I TAKE PART?
If you agree to participate in this study there may or may not be a direct benefit to you.
The information we get from this study may help us to provide better treatments in the
future for patients with wounds.
DO I HAVE TO PARTICIPATE?
Your decision to take part in this study is strictly voluntary. You may refuse to take part
without jeopardy. If you decide to take part, you have the right to ask the researcher any
questions concerning this study at any time. You also have the right to withdraw from the
study at any time. If after an interview you wish to change your mind about taking part,
you may call the researcher and ask that the tape be destroyed.
WILL I BE PAID FOR PARTICIPATING, OR DO I HAVE TO PAY FOR
ANYTHING?
There will be no financial costs to you if you participate in this study. There will be no
financial reward for your participation in this study.
WILL MY RECORDS BE KEPT PRIVATE?
Unless you tell others, only the researcher, the transcriptionist, and the faculty supervisor
will know that you are taking part in this study. The transcriptionist and faculty
supervisor will only be told your work role and title and not your name. Your identity and
anyone you mention during the interview will be completely protected. In all data
collection, data analysis and publications pseudonyms will be used and any identifying
features that could be related to you or others will be altered in order to ensure anonymity
and confidentiality. All tape-recordings will be kept in a locked filing cabinet and will be
erased at the end of this study. Computer files of data obtained will be password
protected as well. The typed transcripts of your interview will be stored in a locked
cabinet. The data will be kept for twelve years after the completion of the study, at which
time they will be shredded. The University of Calgary Conjoint Health Research Ethics
Board will have access to the records. Data from the interviews, in the forms of excerpts,
may be used in the presentation of findings for teaching purposes. At no time will your
name be used or anyone you mention during the interview be identified on any
documents. Future use of the data for purpose unrelated to this specific study will need to
undergo further ethical approval.
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IF I SUFFER A RESEARCH-RELATED INJURY, WILL I BE COMPENSATED?
In the event that you suffer injury as a result of participating in this research, no
compensation will be provided to you by the University of Calgary, Alberta Health
Services or the Researchers. You still have all your legal rights. Nothing said in this
consent form alters your right to seek damages.
SIGNATURES
Your signature on this form indicates that you have understood to your satisfaction the
information regarding your participation in the research project and agree to participate as
a subject. In no way does this waive your legal rights nor release the investigators or
involved institutions from their legal and professional responsibilities. You are free to
withdraw from the study at any time without jeopardizing your health care. If you have
further questions concerning matters related to this research, please contact:
Dr. Janet Rankin [telephone number] Or Nicola Waters [telephone number]
If you have any questions concerning your rights as a possible participant in this research,
please contact The Director, Office of Medical Bioethics, University of Calgary, at
[telephone number].
The University of Calgary Conjoint Health Research Ethics Board has approved this
research study.
A signed copy of this consent form has been given to you to keep for your records and
reference.
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Appendix C: Consent form Observation
TITLE: The Social Organization of Nurses’ Wound Work
INVESTIGATORS: Janet Rankin, RN, PhD. and Nicola Waters, RN, MSc. PhD(c)
If you have questions now or in the future concerning matters related to this research,
please contact: Dr. Janet Rankin, Principal Investigator: [telephone number] or Nicola
Waters, Co-investigator: [telephone number]
This consent form is only part of the process of informed consent. It should give you the
basic idea of what the research is about and what your participation will involve. If you
would like more detail about something mentioned here, or information not included
here, please ask. Take the time to read this carefully and to understand any accompanying
information. You will receive a copy of this form.
BACKGROUND
The aging population has led to a growing number of patients who experience delayed
wound healing that adversely affects their daily lives. Recent advances in knowledge of
skin and wounds and a greater understanding of factors influencing healing have seen the
introduction of increasingly complex technologies for diagnosis and treatment. As the
amount of time and money being spent on managing patients with chronic and complex
wounds is escalating, it is becoming clear that what nurses do in their wound-related
practice is not always clearly understood. The aim of this research project is to explore
nurses’ wound work by looking at what is happening in everyday practice and describing
how this work is organized. Information collected will be used to identify organizational
processes such as texts which will then be examined to determine what part these play in
organizing nurses’ wound-related work. This research will use an approach and method
informed by institutional ethnography (IE), a mode of sociological inquiry developed by
Canadian sociologist Dorothy Smith. This is a new study and this methodology has not
previously been used to explore this topic.
A total of approximately 15 interviews will be completed at a variety of locations.
WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF THE STUDY?
The purpose of the study is to learn about the social organization of nurses’ work related
to wounds. Data will be collected through observation and individual interviews with 2-3
nurses from each study site. The aim is to identify the institutional and social context of
wound care nursing practice and to better understand the organizational elements that are
part of that practice.
WHAT WOULD I HAVE TO DO?
If you consent to take part in this study you will allow the researcher to shadow you
while you are performing your everyday work caring for people with, or at risk of
wounds. Verbal permission to observe your interactions will be sought from wound care
clients and any other people you interact with in the performance of your duties.
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Following the observation period, or as soon as possible afterwards, you will participate
in an hour long tape recorded interview with the researcher for the purpose of clarifying
her observations. The researcher will be looking to gain insight into how you organize
care for wound clients and/or to discuss the forms or other modes of documentation used
in caring for people with wounds. Notes taken by the researcher during the observation
period and the tape recorded interview will be transcribed for data analysis. The
researcher may request a brief follow-up either by telephone or in person to clarify
content of the observation or interview or to clarify other issues that she is discovering in
the data that you may be able to comment on.
WHAT ARE THE RISKS?
There are no risks anticipated as a result of your participation in the study. There is
potential for you to be identified by your colleagues as having participated in this study.
It is unlikely but possible that some persons may find the conversations could evoke
emotional distress. The researcher will be prepared to provide you with a list of, and if
necessary a referral to appropriate counselling services.
WILL I BENEFIT IF I TAKE PART?
If you agree to participate in this study there may or may not be a direct benefit to you.
The information we get from this study may help us to provide better treatments in the
future for patients with wounds.
DO I HAVE TO PARTICIPATE?
Your decision to take part in this study is strictly voluntary. You may refuse to take part
without jeopardy. If you decide to take part, you have the right to ask the researcher any
questions concerning this study at any time. You also have the right to withdraw from the
study at any time. If after an observation or interview you wish to change your mind
about taking part, you may call the researcher and ask that data related you be destroyed.
WILL I BE PAID FOR PARTICIPATING, OR DO I HAVE TO PAY FOR
ANYTHING?
There will be no financial costs to you if you participate in this study. There will be no
financial reward for your participation in this study. Following participant observation
during your shift and subsequent interview with the researcher you will be given a $20
gift certificate to a local restaurant.
WILL MY RECORDS BE KEPT PRIVATE?
Unless you tell others, only the researcher, the transcriptionist, and the faculty supervisor
will know that you are taking part in this study. The transcriptionist and faculty
supervisor will only be told your work role and title and not your name. Your identity and
anyone you mention during the observation or interview will be completely protected.
You will be asked to provide a code name (pseudonym) for yourself that will be attached
to the field notes of the observation period and individual interview. In all data collection,
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data analysis and publications this pseudonym will be used and any identifying features
that could be related to you or others will be altered in order to ensure anonymity and
confidentiality. All tape-recordings will be kept in a locked filing cabinet and will be
erased at the end of this study. Computer files of data obtained will be password
protected as well. The typed transcripts of your interview will be stored in a locked
cabinet. The data will be kept for twelve years after the completion of the study, at which
time they will be shredded. The University of Calgary Conjoint Health Research Ethics
Board will have access to the records. Data from the interviews, in the forms of excerpts,
may be used in the presentation of findings for teaching purposes. At no time will your
name be used or anyone you mention during the interview be identified on any
documents. Future use of the data for purpose unrelated to this specific study will need to
undergo further ethical approval.
IF I SUFFER A RESEARCH-RELATED INJURY, WILL I BE COMPENSATED?
In the event that you suffer injury as a result of participating in this research, no
compensation will be provided to you by the University of Calgary, the Calgary Health
Region or the Researchers. You still have all your legal rights. Nothing said in this
consent form alters your right to seek damages.
SIGNATURES
Your signature on this form indicates that you have understood to your satisfaction the
information regarding your participation in the research project and agree to participate as
a subject. In no way does this waive your legal rights nor release the investigators or
involved institutions from their legal and professional responsibilities. You are free to
withdraw from the study at any time without jeopardizing your health care. If you have
further questions concerning matters related to this research, please contact:
_____________________________
Participant’s Name

___________________________________
Signature and Date

Dr. Janet Rankin [telephone number] or Nicola Waters [telephone number]
If you have any questions concerning your rights as a possible participant in this research,
please contact The Chair of the Conjoint Health Research Ethics Board at the Office of
Medical Bioethics, [telephone number] or the Ethics Resource Officer, Internal Awards,
Research Services, University of Calgary, at [telephone number].
The University of Calgary Conjoint Health Research Ethics Board has approved this
research study. A signed copy of this consent form has been given to you to keep for your
records and reference.
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Appendix D: Wound Clinical Pathway
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(page 2)

Note. Wound Clinical Pathway Copyright 2010 by Alberta Health Services. Version of form in
use at time of study data collection. Reprinted with permission.
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Appendix E: Bates-Jensen Wound Assessment Tool
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Bates-Jensen Wound Assessment Tool (page 2)
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Bates-Jensen Wound Assessment Tool (BWAT) Guidelines

Note. Bates-Jensen wound assessment tool: Adapted by Calgary Health Region, 2004,
Calgary, Canada: Version of form in use at time of study data collection. Reprinted with
permission.
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Appendix F: Lower Leg Assessment Form
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Lower Leg Assessment Form (page 2)

Note. Lower Leg Assessment Form by Calgary Health Region, 2004, Calgary, Canada: Alberta
Health Services. Copyright 2004 by Alberta Health Services. Version of form in use at time of
study data collection. Reprinted with permission.
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Appendix G: Foot Assessment Foot and Wound Clinic

Note. Foot Assessment Foot and Wound Clinic (p. 1), by Calgary Health Region, 2005, Calgary,
Canada: Alberta Health Services. Copyright 2005 by Alberta Health Services. Version of form in
use at time of study data collection. Reprinted with permission.
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Appendix H: Integrated Care Plan

Note. Integrated Client Care Plan (p. 1), by Alberta Health Services 2011, Edmonton,
Canada: Alberta Health Services. Copyright 2011 by Alberta Health Services. Version of
form in use at time of study data collection. Reprinted with permission.
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Note. Integrated Client Care Plan (p. 2), by Alberta Health Services 2011, Edmonton,
Canada: Alberta Health Services. Copyright 2011 by Alberta Health Services. Version of
form in use at time of study data collection. Reprinted with permission.
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Appendix I: Principles of Case Management
Principles of Case Management
Case management is
person centred

Case management
supports informed
choice

Case management is
system wide
Case management
values relationships
Case management
values prevention,
health promotion and
supporting self care

Case management
demonstrates
stewardship

Case management is
outcome oriented

The foundation of person-centred care is dignity and respect, a
culture of open communication and information sharing and
partnering with the client and other care providers. Personhood is
recognized and honoured. Strengths are identified and engaged
enabling the client to use and develop their strengths to support selfcare efforts, avoiding unnecessary dependencies. Care is centres
within the context of family, culture, ethnicity, community and
society. The client and family are recognized as the core of the care
team, Interdependence between the client and their natural support
network is recognized and supported.
Resources and options are clearly identified from all potential
sources with exploration and discussion around the risks and
benefits. Complete and unbiased information is shared with the
client in ways that are affirming and useful. The needs, values,
capacity and choices of the client are honoured when considering
available options. Life choices are respected and client decisions are
supported.
The case manager partners with the client from intake and screening
through to discharge supporting seamless transitions and continuity
across the continuum of health and community-based services.
Relationships are built upon effective communication; trust and
mutual respect fostering collaboration among clients, their
caregivers and healthcare providers from across the continuum.
The social determinants of health are recognized as being
intrinsically linked to current health status. Activities focussed on
promoting health, preventing illness/disease, and supporting self
care management in order to mitigate the effects of existing chronic
conditions, and increase control over health resulting in improved
quality of life for clients.
Allocation of services is based on assessment of unmet needs and
acknowledgement of client preferences balanced with available
resources. Case management engages community and client
resources and seeks to enhance the client’s personal resources
through capacity building at the client, community and health
system level.
Evidence-based and standardized resources, tools and processes are
used to effectively monitor client outcomes ensuring quality care
and service that is meeting needs and facilitating goal attainment at
both the client and system level.

Note. From Progressing the Continuing Care Strategy: Continuing Care Case
Management Framework and Guidelines (p. 10), by Alberta Health Services, 2011,
Edmonton, Canada: Author.
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Appendix J: Case Management Outcome Measures – Alberta Health Services Case
Management Framework and Guidelines
Measures
The following measures can be used to evaluate the efficacy of case management:

For the client:
• % of individuals who know the name of their case manager
• % of individuals who know how to access their case manager
• % of individuals who report they are satisfied with the relationship they have with
their case manager, feeling respected, trusted and valued
• % of individuals who are satisfied with the control they have in the case
management process
• % of individuals who say that the care plan reflects their needs, values, strengths
and preferences.
• % of individuals who express satisfaction with the goal setting process
• % of individuals who express satisfaction with achievement of goals within the
predicted time
• % of individuals who express satisfaction with case management process during
transitions e.g. in and out of hospital or to another living option
• RAI Quality Indicators for individual long term care clients in home living,
supportive living and long term care
For the case manager/program:
• average response time to care plan adjustments following a “trigger” event
• average frequency of reassessment and care plan review
• # of palliative care clients who die at home
• % of case managers who express satisfaction with job
• % of case managers who express confidence in the health care system
• aggregate RAI Quality Indicators for long term clients in home living, supportive
living and long term care
For the health care system
• decreased acute care utilization
• decreased length of waitlist or length of time on waitlist
• improved system flow, reduction of bottlenecks in system
• improved health outcomes for population

Note. From Progressing the Continuing Care Strategy: Continuing Care Case
Management Framework and Guidelines (p. 15), by Alberta Health Services, 2011,
Edmonton, Canada: Author.
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Appendix K: Copyright permissions
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